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Abstract

This is an ethnographic study of discourses and experiences concerning sexual
exchanges among kin “who are too closely related to marry each other” (OED), or what
in lay language is called “incest1”. I investigate the ways in which incest between older
men and younger women, mainly from different generations, is understood by women
of predominantly rural origin who are hospitalized in the Chronic Unit of the major
public psychiatric hospital of Bolivia, in Sucre.

The category of 'incest' is problematized in terms of how kinship is constructed,
not only as a series of dynamic discourses (as practices whose effect is the production of
events) but also as mobile experiences, however socially regulated. With this in mind, I
present an account of Andean concepts and treatment of incest, as well as of legal and
medical categories. Specifically, I focus on the play between discourses in the context
of the psychiatric hospital, the judicial court and the communities of selected inmates. I
show how the inmates’ experiences of intergenerational incest and sexual violence in
general are related to the dominant ethnic, class and gender narratives produced by
medical staff, community organizations, and judicial institutions.

At first glance the Instituto Nacional de Psiquiatría Gregorio Pacheco, with its
high exterior walls, and its aspect of the grand Hacienda it used to be, seems to be
isolated from everything and everyone around it. Inside, this idea is reinforced by the
sense of a place where time has stopped: sleepy inmates lying on the ground, heavily
medicated, following an imposed routine. I realised that to reach such a state of apparent
stillness, many dynamics were involved, which were linked to what had happened not
only inside but also outside the manicomio (as it is called in Bolivia). I therefore qualify
Goffman’s category of 'the moral career of the mental patient’: whilst for Goffman this
career begins at the moment a person is hospitalized, in my research the patient’s career
begins with previous events and processes (especially those related to incest and sexual
violence within the patients’ communities of origin). Hospitalization is examined as an
option (and a place for treatment) whose realization depends on relations that exceed the
hospital, and can be located within the communities of origin.

At the heart of these dynamics lies the definition of humanness. The ways in
which members of staff refer to inmates as human beings (with several gradations) are
mobile and problematic. These definitions determine the success of internal
management strategies in relation to broader power relations taking place outside the
hospital. As in the communities, so within the hospital humanness is defined as the
midpoint between poles of scarcity and excess of a specific vital energy). In the
hospital, at the extreme of scarcity (e.g. neuronal defects), the categories of
schizophrenia and mental retardation are produced; in the communities, the other
extreme of [devilish] excess is expressed as asustado (startled, without soul and

1 “Sexual relations between people classed as being too closely related to marry each other (…)
[t]he crime of having sexual intercourse with a parent, child, sibling, or grandchild.” (definition
of “incest” given by the OED)



inhabited by supernatural forces) and qhencha (damned), the latter inflicted by the devil
as punishment for incest.

At police stations and judicial court rooms all the configurations of power
combine to influence different interpretations of the law and to promote its
transformation. Judicial procedures regarding incest are not the transparent reflection of
law, but rather a stage of negotiation in which local perceptions negotiate with legal
procedures, and community relations may be reassembled through the mediation of a
third party: the judicial authority. I suggest that this movement does not leave state legal
procedures unscathed, but transforms them in the very act of performing the law, which
since precolonial times was vague enough to allow such moves to occur. As an instance
of negotiation, rather than blocking non-state legal procedures of conflict resolution, the
courts have instead been absorbed by them.

Back at the hospital, inmates who have survived sexual violence are kept silent,
not due to an explicit policy of silencing survivors, but because the hospital functions as
a place of exercise and experimentation of forms of control, whose aim is to conceal
what different groups outside do not want to see (variously called mentally ill, lucu,
schizophrenic, qhencha, asustado). Rarely does anyone dare to challenge this regime of
daily violence. Victoria is one of those rare cases. Thanks to her generosity, we will see
what chance and a brave survivor have produced in a context where one is forced to ask
what being human means.

Keywords: Incest, sexual violence, Bolivia, mental health, qhencha.
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At her dormitory, Victoria wraps a scarf around her head, and then
she starts to pray:

“I believe in God,
the Father almighty,
Creator of heaven and earth.
I believe in Jesus Christ,
His only Son, our Lord.
He was conceived by the
power of the Holy Spirit
and born because of the Lady Mary. Oh, ehm, I think I said it
wrongI. From Maria he was born, dead he was buriedII, by her.
On the third day he rose again among the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the holy catholic Church,
the resurrection of the deadIII,
Please forgive our sins.
Amen.
Carolina: Amen
Victoria: You will heal me with all your heart [sincerely]. I
want to heal myself, to be healthy; I do not want to be ill.
Sometimes, God, I would like to make a life for myself, but I
cannot because I am ill :: 1 please, help all of us, the ill
people, heal all the other ill people, because we all suffer a
lot. For example, yesterday… [Victoria interrupts her dialogue
-monologue, trialogue?- with God and the Virgin Mary, as we
hear steps coming closer and closer]
V: [she murmurs] they are coming upstairs, they are coming!…
C: How can this door be opened? [the door is locked from
outside]?
V: we cannot, we have to knock at the door [from inside the
dormitory], and they will come for us ::: well, you knock at
the door.
C: no :::: [someone passes by our room but continues walking
to another room. We wait, in silence, 30 seconds pass]
V: no one has come, it means that no one is going to come here
[to the room where we are locked in].

1 Each colon denotes two seconds of silence in an interview; underlined text designates and
emphasis done by the interviewee; and bold text is used to emphasize something said by the
interviewee that I find relevant for the analysis.
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C: good, let us continue then [murmuring]
V: let us continue. [We return to our places, shoulder to
shoulder, kneeling on the floor, in front of a chair, where
several objects are laid2]. Back again to the same thing. So,
what do we have to do now?
C: we have already said the Credo
V: now the Padre Nuestro [The Lord’s Prayer. We say the
prayer, then we say The Ave Maria and The Gloria]. (...) I
have another prayer that also protects me
C: say those [prayers] that protect you
V: Celestial Father, help us. Help us to protect ourselves
when we andamos [wander around, go through life, walk on the
wild paths stray], guide us, our Lord, because we don’t know
which way to go. Please, that God’s Angel might give us
shelter. God Grabiel [Gabriel], the angel [corrects], the
little angels that protect me because I am going down on the
wrong path. Protect me, and protect the rest of my
compañeros, compañeras [male and female mates], who have the
same illness as I. I hope that God will heal them [a ellas,
female object], He who has power, who has power and glory,
forever and ever. Amen. Well, it is done [Victoria sighs. The
healing ritual ordered by the Jampiri has been performed by
Victoria and I -against the hospital rules- inside Victoria’s
dormitory, within the Chronic Unit of the psychiatric
hospital]”IV

2 jallp’a jampi or saqra jampi (jallp’a = soil, earth, jampi = medicine), alcohol, “aAstoria”
cigarrettescigarettes, incense, pupusa (green plant from the valleys, used to heal colds and
stomach-aches, similar in aspect to a jellyfish), holy water, phawaysiwuairu (purple coloured
sand, it is said to be extracted from mines), Llama jayintilla (bezoar stone), llama estrella (la
mar estrella, starfish), llama ánima (combination of dried plants), wine, singani (spirit drink,
distilled product of the Muscat grape).
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I. Introduction

Sexual intercourse between persons who are not married is fornication and improper;
between persons who are married but not to each other is adultery and wrong;

between blood relatives is incest and prohibited;
between persons of the same sex is homosexuality and wrong;

with animals is sodomy and prohibited;
with one’s self is masturbation and wrong;

and with parts of the body other than the genitalia themselves is wrong.
All of these are defined as ‘unnatural sex acts’ and are morally,

and in some cases, legally, wrong in American culture (Schneider, 1980: 38).

The aim of this research is to investigate the ways in which a certain kind of
incest, that between older men and younger women, primarily from different
generations, is experienced by women of predominantly rural origin, who have been
hospitalized in the major public psychiatric hospital in Bolivia. In this sense, this
research is as much a study of incest as it is of psychiatric institutionalization. These
experiences will be considered in the context of a wider field of ethnic, class and gender
discourses that are produced by medical staff, community organizations, as well as
national judicial institutions.

Under the category of intergenerational incest [from now on described as
“incest”] I will attempt to understand a certain range of sexual relationships that take
place between male and female kin who belong to different generations (older men and
younger women related to each other in a direct line by blood -consanguinity-, affinity,
spiritual kinship or adoption). These sexual encounters take place under four
simultaneous conditions: the use of the body, the use of pleasure, the use of violence,
and the presence of a certain kind of prohibition.

Although there is a variety of possible incestuous relations, I have chosen to
work with heterosexual intergenerational incest where violence3 is exerted against

3 An important distinction between power and violence must be made. To understand this
distinction I find Foucault’s work useful. Whilst violence would imply the imposition (physical,
symbolic), without the other having the capacity to resist, the exercise of power pertains to
conduire (“lead” and “behave” in its French definition), namely “guiding the possibility of
conduct and putting in order the possible outcome. Basically power is less a confrontation
between two adversaries or the linking of one to the other than a question of government”
(Foucault, 1982: 789). Power might be accompanied by the use of violence, also by consensus,
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women (who are younger than the men involved), as it allows me to analyse how social
restrictions can be overcome and in turn used positively in the production of subjects.
Also because in this type of incest the interplay between discourses on victimhood and
those on criminality and damnation is more clearly seen. In the nuances I hope to show
how the construction of the subject “woman” is crossed by power and violence as much
as by a constant need for subjects to respond to contradictory appellations.

1. An introduction for the reader

During the research process some fundamental ideas have emerged, whose
elaboration will be presented in this thesis. By way of introduction, I will summarise
them as follows:

The psychiatric hospital’s everyday life is based on a highly fixed hierarchy (as
are its ambivalences). Any change is the product of mainly external changes that have
taken place nationally, either in the health system management, in the political system
or in the political regime.

Everyday life in the psychiatric hospital was, for the hospitalised women who
lived in the Chronic Unit, one of permanent vulnerability and scarcity. Varied and
continued forms of violence were exerted on these women, such forms of violence
being the core –along with chemical and electroconvulsive treatment– of the hospital’s
management strategy.

The disciplinary policies have been and are permanently recreated as a result of
the interrelation and interactions between the catholic religious order –in charge of the
management coordination–, the local and regional state institutions in charge of
supervising the financial management of hospitals, the medical staff –in charge of the
medical coordination–, the general staff –cleaning, gardening, bakery, laundry, kitchen-,
and the inmates. The participation of families is minimal and mainly restricted to the
relatives of short-term inmates, whilst the long-term inmates’ relatives’ participation is
almost non-existent. As a result, a form of anonymous individualization is the rule, and
also the main strategy of patient management.

As dangerous and worthless as the inmates may be considered in the discourses
that shape their existence in the institutional arena, they are also the centre of the
hospital’s life; they have to be taken into account. They are subjected, but precisely
because of it, they participate in the power relationships insofar as they obey the rules,
as partial objects whose bodies are penetrated and symbolically allocated life –
substance, spirit, power –. Such vital energy is recognised, in this context, as the

but to exist it requires a more or less regular existence of freedom, that is, the capacity to
respond.
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exclusive preserve of those subjects who claim to know what is best for the inmates
and, most important, who they are: the hospital staff. It is they who grant life to the
inmates, insofar as they regard themselves as completely human in relation to the
inmates.

Madness, as explained in the context of the INPGP, alludes to the incapacity –
which is believed to have diverse causes - to fulfil one’s social role, and specifically to
ignorance of the appropriate behaviour expected of one, as well as the difficulty in
recognising and maintaining one’s place in a specific social field. Ultimately, madness
is related to the absence of a solution to such an inability (whether on the part of the
patient or within her social environment), in which case management is the only
possible treatment. Several strategies are used in the psychiatric hospital, that, for the
lack of another term, I have called “treatments”, which reflect very accurately the
content and aim of the processes that those categorised as “mentally ill”, “mad”,
“startled”, “qhencha”, etc., have to experience once they are diagnosed with a chronic
mental illness. The first of these processes include the “manner in which someone
behaves towards or deals with someone or something”; the second process refers to the
“medical care given to an inmate for an illness or injury”; and the third is related to “the
use of a chemical, physical, or biological agent[s] to preserve or give particular
properties to something” (definitions of “treatment” given by the OED).

Psychiatrists in this context would often define humanness (the quality of being
human) by mentioning three dimensions of what they considered a “human being” to
be: the psychological, the social, and the biological dimension. A human being was held
to be the result of the interaction of these three dimensions of being, defined above all in
physical terms. The very existence of a definition, as LaCapra has suggested (2009),
would create a boundary, beyond which, in specific circumstances, so-called “chronic
patients” would be located, while sometimes returning to exist in the human realm.
According to the medical staff’s view, chronic patients were isolated from their
communities, from their families, and there wasn’t really so much social interaction in
the hospital, so that their social dimension was almost non-existent. Their psychological
performance was “severely impaired” due to a supposed organic malfunction, hence the
psychological dimension was blocked, absent. What was left according to this
discourse? There remained a human being in its biological dimension, a human being
whose social and psychological dimensions were precarious, almost non-existent, but
still there. The bodies of the inmates are, therefore, to be kept functioning. But this very
basic idea of a “body that functions” is narrowly defined. The consideration of the
intermediate-chronic patients as human beings by the staff (in all their diversity) is
mobile and problematic, as it is determined by the success or otherwise of the
management strategies and their relation to wider power relations that exceed those
taking place in the psychiatric hospital.

Patient’s rights are not written, not stated, but acted, given or negated,
according to each particular situation. The effects that radically violent actions (whose
purpose is to treat what has been called and identified as “mental illness”) have on all
the women who are hospitalised in the Chronic Unit of Bolivia’s National Psychiatric
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Hospital, are intimately related to the reproduction of social hierarchies. In Bolivia,
these have shaped the division between a majority of Indians and/or peasants (including
working class and peasant mestizos) and the middle/upper class white or mestizo
population ( criollo-mestizos). The identification, diagnosis and treatment of mental
illness in the context of psychiatric institutionalization are part of, and defined by,
power relations and social control4.

Although Goffman (1987, 1987a) places the starting point of the moral career of
a patient when a person is hospitalised, in this research previous events are considered
as well, since hospitalization as a possibility became real thanks to a series of events
previous to the hospitalization itself, and to which hospitalisation is articulated as a
means of social control. Hence perspectives such as Basaglia’s study of the “psychiatric
contradiction”(1972, 1978, 1987, 1987a) and Foucault’s examination of discourses on
mental illness and madness (1987, 2006, 2006c) are brought into the analysis. In the
same vein, judicial processes on incest of the kind I studied for this research enabled me
to illuminate historically the discourses on the matter which have been produced in local
contexts, and how legal discourses and local ones, instead of being opposed, have been
articulated, with the result, in general terms, of accentuating women’s subordination.

I shall use the term discourse to refer to “practices that systematically form the
objects of which they speak” (Foucault, 1970, 49). Foucault’s definition will be useful
as it allows me to locate practices within a scheme of power that is not fixed but in
constant transformation. For example, within the medical discourse we find practices
(the manacling of inmates for example) that are routinely used and which have a
profound effect on the definition of types of individuals, i.e. “mental patients”; but they
are also open to change. Such change occurs from the moment when the way one
interprets a certain practice is even minimally displaced. We should not rule out the
possibility of chance (contingency), which, in fact, has a very strong influence on
how social life is formed (Foucault, 2006c, 2003). The conditions of possibility for such
changes to occur are the “discursive practices”, “the set of conditions under which a
practice is exercised, in accordance with which that practice gives rise to partially or
totally new statements, and in accordance with which it can be modified” (Foucault,
1970: 209). In the study of the interplay between discourses produced by the medical
authorities in the hospital as well as those by non-medical members of staff, inmates
and judicial authorities, I try to grasp and present to the reader the discursive practices
that make it possible to establish statements, such as “she is mad”, as events (Ibid: 128).

4 I find very pertinent Basaglia’s definition of institutionalization as “[t]he loss of a scheme, the
loss of the future, the state of being in the power of others without being able to direct oneself,
and having one's day tuned and organised on an impersonal rhythm, dictated only by
organisational demands that - such as they are - cannot take into account the single individual
and particular circumstances: this is institutionalisation” (Basaglia, 1964: 2).
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I carried out ethnography in three contexts, the hospital, the community, and the
archive, focussing on how incest is understood in the context of the National Psychiatric
Hospital, one judicial archive and one rural community. I do not pretend to produce
generalizations but rather to focus on and interpret particular scenarios in which
discourses are produced: judicial, medical and communitarian. More extensive research
is needed to know how discourses and experiences of incest and mental illness are
mobilised in other parts of Bolivia, as well as in other countries.

The main challenge of this research, as well as its chief achievement, is to
question the medical positivistic approach from an ethnographic perspective (see
Chapter Two). This leads to the ease with which boundaries within the binary division
human/non-human can be crossed, in ritual, in medical treatments, in belief, etc.; the
diverse categorizations used by staff of the intermediate-chronic patients as human
beings (in all their diversity) are mobile and problematic, and they determine the
success of internal management strategies in relation to broader power relations that
take place outside the psychiatric hospital. Both in the communities and within the
hospital, the production of the human is defined as the midpoint between poles of
scarcity and excess of vital energies, as these are defined in each context. In the
hospital, at the extreme of scarcity (e.g. neuronal defects) the categories of
schizophrenia and mental retardation are produced; in the communities, the extreme of
excess is expressed as the category of damnation (“qhencha”) attributed to people as
punishment for incest (see chapters three and four). Giorgio Agamben’s (2009; 2004;
1998) and Roberto Esposito’s (2012; 2009) work concerning particular modes of
defining humanness in different historical scenarios will be used to analyse, within
psychiatric, judicial and community settings, what I describe as a continuum of forms of
experiencing and delineating what to be human means. In both discourses and
experiences humanness is never a definitive concept but is rather contested and adjusted
in the intersection between collective practices and individual experiences within
conflictive but interrelated contexts. As the work of both authors and my research show,
violence and power play a crucial role in determining the scope of any attempt to
reproduce or change such definitions.

2. Departure points

Although the concept of incest has been much discussed in anthropology, there
have been few studies carried out specifically on the subject from an ethnographic
perspective, although a larger number of studies has been produced from the perspective
of biological anthropology (Livingstone, 1969; Kortmulder, 1968; Ingham, 2005,
Bixler, 1982; Parker, 1976). As Robert Launay suggests, whilst anthropology has been
obsessed with the issue of incest (2002: 565), it is strange that the majority of articles
and books about incest are based on a historical perspective, even within anthropology
itself (Spiro, 1993, Hoebel, 1953, Slotkin, 1947). Others refer to written or visual
narratives (Burton, 1973; Hennog, 1966, Asaah, 2006; Hodgson-Blackburn, 2001;
Clegg, 1999, Hamer, 2002; Hammond-Tooke, 1992). Within anthropology, the two
primary options have been, on the one hand, to refer to historical archives to document
and discuss incest in non-contemporary societies – Greece, Rome, Egypt, Inca etc.
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(Wobst, 1975; Young, 1967, Murra, 1960; Bixler, 1982), and on the other hand, to
review classical ethnographies in order to discuss the universality of the incest taboo.
Some also refer to the legislations of various countries (Heider, 1969; Cohen, 1969), or
to general statistical data, the source of which is almost always government offices
(Apple, 1966). Those that prevail are considered by Schneider to be speculative and
theoretical approaches, in which it is presumed that “everyone knows what is being
talked about” (1976: 161).

Ethnographies focused on kinship have in general given three explanations
about incest:

(1) Taboo universality, linked to the need to reduce instinctive sexual exchanges
and, instead, promote the construction of social networks. Levi-Strauss for example,
taking his departure from Mauss’s rules of reciprocity (Wagner, 1972: 601), has related
the incest prohibition to the obligation of each man to give his mother, sister and
daughter to others, whereby women “like words, function as objects of reciprocal
exchange between men, in a process that is the formation of society” (Levi-Strauss,
1969: 481). Some have sought support in psychoanalytical theories (Spiro, 1993;
Ortigues, 1974), and others have taken different directions (Murdock 1949; White
1948). Durkheim, for example, differs from Levi-Strauss by attributing the incest taboo,
not to the transition from nature to culture, but rather to that from matriarchy to
patriarchy. Drawing on data he found in ethnographies on aboriginal societies of central
Australia he argued that in “primitive societies” women, acting as bearers of a secret
doctrine transmitted by supernatural beings, would, by placing their menstrual blood in
contact with men’s sexual fluids, produce men’s contact with the clan’s totem and all
the dangers that would follow from such excess of con-substantiality (Levi-Strauss,
1969: 20; Swiontkowski, 2003: 78).

Some have criticized cultural anthropology’s explanations arguing that incest is
in fact only a “human” practice and that “animals” instinctively avoid it (Erickson,
2004). Rubin, for example, stated that normative heterosexuality was a prior condition
for the incest taboo; hence, the incest taboo didn’t itself constitute the transition
between nature and culture. Others have criticized the biological basis of this so-called
“contractual approach” (Gates, 2004), and also its confusion between the causes and
consequences of the incest taboo (social networks being seen as consequences and not
as causes of the incest taboo).

(2) The biological explanation was the most popular during the first half of the
twentieth century. It saw the universality of the incest taboo as the social translation of a
biological fact (the supposed “instinctive” tendency to avoid incestuous practices
among humans due to the consequences of “in-breeding”) (Malinowski, [1929] 1952;
Benedict, [1935] 1961; Wolf, 1968; Westermarck, 1891). This explanation has been
overemphasized in the literature of the past few decades (Shor & Simchai, 2009: 1804).

(3) A third approach came from those who didn’t consider the incest taboo to be
universal (Mead, [1935] 1948, [1930] 1963; Strathern, 1972).
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However, among these three general ways of thinking about incest, there is not
always a clear understanding of what it – “incest” – means. Some authors refer to
marriage (Reichard, 1938), others to sexual intercourse (Malinowski, [1929] 1952:
384). But, recently it has been stated that the definition of practices related to incest is
directly linked to specific socio-historic conditions (Hacking, 1992, 1991). Incest is
generally defined as a transgression of kinship rules. There are other limits: sexual
classificatory mechanisms (Rubin, 1998); generational limits (Mead, [1935] 1948: 204);
class division; and ethnic classifications (Butler, 2004).

Although the biological approach is the more accepted nowadays (Wolf, 2005ª,
2005b, Lieberman [et.al.], 2003; Ingham, 2005, Bixler, 1982; Parker, 1976), some
anthropologists have recently emphasized again the social character of incest avoidance
or acceptance (Meigs, 2002; Heritier, 1994; Butler, 2004). Power relationships are also
important in a wider sense. Hutchinson, for example, has shown how the political
interests of leaders led to the strengthening of incest prohibitions among the Eastern
Nuer; according to the author, this was a consequence of colonial policies that had
diminished the leaders’ power: as a consequence, older leaders secured their privileges
over the community’s women by forcing younger men to leave the community in order
to get married (1985). Hence, incest practices and notions will be studied in my research
taking into account the wider field of interethnic and class relationships in Bolivia’s
changing political and social system. Gender, class and ethnicity are interacting systems
that shape relations of domination, as well as the experiences of people (Brewer 1993;
Dill 1983; Glenn 1987; Hill Collins 1990; King 1988), and cannot be isolated from
them. Because the phenomena I want to study are inscribed in a larger class, ethnic and
gender system, I must take into account these categories of identity and identification.
Previous studies have shown how women’s experiences are highly influenced by
hegemonic and anti-hegemonic discourses in Bolivia, whereby political -ethnic and
class- struggles go hand in hand with the claiming of gender rights, the former being
generally privileged (Vázquez, 2005; Bulens, 1997; Calderón, Carafa & Castaños,
1987; Cunningham, Mairena & López, 2008, Guevara, 1997; Pape, 2008; UNIFEM,
2009).

Economic changes and adjustments in the country are also affecting women’s
roles, strengthening cooperation networks, but also incentivizing migration and changes
in family structures. Even though indigenous peasant women in Bolivia have always
contributed to family income, increased migration to big cities has sometimes made
them more independent economically, hence their rights and responsibilities in their
communities are different, including their sexual and reproductive rights (Schroeder,
2000, Medinacelli, 1989), male power sometimes being accentuated in the family
domain to maintain traditional power structures (Calla & Rojas, 1998). Migration has
sometimes made it possible for women to talk about sexual violence where before it
was impossible. However, because of the predominant social hierarchies, violence
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continues after they migrate, or, when denouncing it, some of those women are either
silenced by judicial authorities through their “advice” not to pursue an investigation,
and some are institutionalized in a psychiatric hospital as a way of “solving” the effects
that violence has had on them, mainly by medicalization5. This is a socially and
economically more efficient way for the state to exercise its responsibilities, which also
suits some communities when having to deal with cases of sexual violence against
women, where it is the women who are normally stigmatized (Secretaría Nacional de
Asuntos Étnicos de Género y Generacionales, 1997). As the literature shows, ways to
address sexual violence against women, including sexual violence in the family domain,
are changing as power relationships in the country change in different spheres.
However, there is still no research on the relationship between those changes and the
medicalization of sexual violence against indigenous peasant women, whether in
Bolivia or in other parts of the world.

As to exceptions to the incest rule, it has been argued that incest rules can be
ignored by some privileged groups in specific societies where hereditary nobility is
important, in order to avoid hypogamy (Malinowski, [1929] 1952: 445). The most
famous cases are referred to historical situations, still under discussion, e.g. in Egypt,
Hawaii, The Inca Empire, and Rome (Spiro, 1993, Hoebel, 1953, Slotkin, 1947; Wobst,
1975; Young, 1967, Murra, 1960; Bixler, 1982; Schneider, 1976; Dawson, 1930). Other
more recent cases have been referred to in some ethnographies, with the same
explanation (Malinowski, [1929] 1952; Boas, 1966: 50). However, no references have
been made – except by Malinowski ([1929] 1952: 430 – to cases of intergenerational
incest in ethnographic research. The relations generally referred to are between siblings.
Mead argued that it was certainly difficult to define what was and what was not incest,
since the relation father-daughter among the Mundgumor was very close through the
daughter’s entire childhood, although in puberty that proximity was progressively
broken. In the case described by Mead, the closeness between daughter and father
would help the father to exercise power over the mother and all her lineage ([1935]
1948: 179). In the Trobriands, as Malinowski suggests, daughter-father sexual
intercourse would be forbidden because the daughter is the nearest kin of the father’s
wife, not because he is her father ([1929] 1052: 447). At the same time, it is forbidden
since the father cannot be in two positions, as the responsible party in looking for his
daughter’s husband, and as her lover6. In this case, such a relation is forbidden, but not
considered incest, since it doesn’t threaten the exogamic law. And what is meant by
incest remains open, for we cannot assert that it is directly linked to forbidden sexual
intercourse among kin, nor even assume that it is “sexual intercourse” among specific
kin members that threatens exogamy (Schneider, 1976: 152). Specific practices,

5 I take Conrad’s definition, according to whom medicalization “describes a process by which
nonmedical problems become defined and treated as medical problems, usually in terms of
illnesses or disorders” (Conrad, 1992: 209).
6 Such confusion would be in the line of Evans-Pritchard hypothesis (Evans-Pritchard, 1951)
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condemned as incest in specific social environments, can be considered as normal, even
desirable in others. However, those dynamics are not mentioned in the ethnographies
done in Bolivia, and it is unfortunate that ethnographies focused on kinship in the
“Andes” do not analyse this topic (or quickly mention it, barely once, e.g. Van Vleet,
2008: 115). Within the anthropological literature on gender in Bolivia, in general terms,
although gender categories are considered highly dynamic, this is not the same in the
case of incest restrictions. In general academics recognize this gap and mention the need
for research focused on changes related to kinship rules and gender relationships that
takes into account the differences and particularities of gender among Quechua and
Aymara people (Arnold, 2000: 18; Harvey, 1997). In this sense, this research provides
new elements for considering kinship and gender as a dynamic aspects of sociality,
related to other classificatory systems such as class and ethnicity (Brodkin, 1989;
Aphteker, 1982; Collins, 1989; Davis, 1981; Dill, 1979; Edholm, Harris & Young,
1977; Palmer, 1983, Stolcke, 2000; Alonso, 1995).

However, there is an absence of anthropological research that focuses on the
specificities of sexual violence in family contexts and its relationship to these three
dimensions. This is because recently biological explanations for the incest avoidance (as
if incest was a rare occurrence) are predominant, excluding interpretations based on
social factors, that could also account for the conditions under which incest is not only
possible but also explained and experienced by different social actors, according to the
social fields they occupy.

This research takes into account several ethnographies done in Bolivia, which
state that gender categories are directly linked to those of ethnicity and class
(Stephenson, 1999; Harris, 2000; Absi, 2005). These researchers emphasize conflict and
power relationships that influence the creation of discourses about women and men
within the wider field of ethnicity, as well in the definition of citizenship. However, the
research related to gender has not taken into account the way in which sexual
opportunities/controls among families can be related to these wider discourses. Sexual
violence, for example, hasn’t been studied as a political issue that goes beyond family
borders, or that is differentially addressed by different actors depending on their ethnic,
class and gender identity, with very few exceptions that analyse the micropolitics of
kinship and violence in the domestic domain (Van Vleet, 2002, 2002ª; Gill, 1994). As
for incest restrictions, these have only been studied as a minor topic and scarcely
studied at all in ethnographies about Quechua-speaking people, where they are
explained in terms of the kinship rules, without asking what are the ways in which such
rules are constructed, changed and challenged. Hence, incest avoidance rules are
considered to be static and perfectly integrated into the communities’ lives (Arnold,
1998).

Although what defines sexual violence as a concept is culturally determined, we
cannot lose perspective on the commonalities of practices of violence against women
across the globe, which demonstrate that far from being an isolated and exceptional
practice is part of the everyday life of many women in the world. If we follow
definitions provided by international organisations for the purpose of estimating the
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magnitude of such dynamics, the figures show that the imposition of sexual acts on
women is widespread in the world7. The International Criminal Court provides the most
relevant definition, as it is the most internationally accepted, according to which sexual
violence takes place when “[t]he perpetrator committed an act of a sexual nature against
one or more persons or caused such person or persons to engage in an act of a sexual
nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of
violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such
person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment
or such person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine consent”. The last UN-CEDAW
report states that one in every three women in the world has been sexually and
physically abused in the family environment (2010ª). Similar rates have been shown by
the European Union’s most recent report on sexual violence against women within the
EU (FRA, 2014). In the abovementioned research it was found that one in three women
within the EU has been sexually or physically abused, and that 12% of the total has
been sexually abused before the age of fifteen (97% of them by a man). Among those
women, half of them knew their perpetrators, who were in 4% of the cases their father
and in 17% of the cases another male relative.

In this research we establish what are the “local forms of a universal
phenomenon” (Calla & Barragán et.al, 2005: 175). In Bolivia there is no official data on
how many events of sexual violence against underage women, according to the current
law (see Chapter V) have been committed by male relatives. The information we have
thanks to the few studies that have been carried out in the country (including this
research) suggest that male relatives are amongst the main perpetrators of sexual
violence against underage women8 (Calla & Barragán et.al, 2005; Barragán & Solís,
2006). This information is corroborated by data gathered for this research in a local
judicial archive in Southern Bolivia (See Chapter V). There is very few research
available to qualify the dynamics of sexual violence against women in Bolivia at the
national level, hence studies as the one presented in this text should be considered as the
first exploratory insights into dynamics known as existent on a higher scale thanks to
the scarce statistical information available. The fact that the nature of these dynamics in
Bolivia (the prioritization of the interest of family and community institutions over the
rights of individuals and the very conceptualisation of women’s sexuality, see Calla &
Barragán et.al, 2005: 55, also Chapters III, IV and V) prevent many cases to be known

7 Source: http://www.iccwomen.org/resources/crimesdefinition.htm
8 In an ethnography of the judicial system in regard to cases of sexual violence against girls in
Bolivia (Calla & Barragán et.al, 2005: 191) it is stated that “[e]l análisis cualitativo de los
expedientes judiciales permite apreciar, entonces, que la violación es ejercida, en primer lugar,
por vecinos, conocidos y familiares. En este sentido, la violencia ejercida por padres y
padrastros hacia sus hijas e hijastras menores de edad es el rostro más perverso de estos
escenarios, que se ve agravado por el silencio de las víctimas, por un lado, y la repetición de la
violación, por el otro.”
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by judicial authorities and in consequence be included in statistical estimations, makes
us think that the dimension of the problem is much bigger than what is known through
official information. Notwithstanding the scarcity of qualitative information, one
common element found both in our research and the most extensive study on sexual
violence against women in Bolivia from an ethnographic perspective (Ibid), two
elements are relevant: the recognition of sexual violence acts when there are marks such
as blood and pregnancy (see Chapters III, IV and V, also Calla & Barragán et.al, 2005:
55), and the dispute over whether women consent to participate in sexual acts. Both
elements play a major role in how in local contexts sexual violence is defined (Ibid).

Indigenous feminist organizations in Latin America, in their diversity, lay claim
to a life without violence for indigenous women (Pequeño: 2009: 11; Hernández
Castillo, 2010). How violence is defined as well as the strategies deployed and proposed
to prevent and tackle such violence varies according to context. In general, It could be
said that indigenous organizations across the region have prioritised political, cultural
and economic rights over women’s rights, which have been subsumed under the
category of human rights for indigenous women, and left as a secondary demand
(Guzmán Gallangos, 2009: 199). Feminist indigenous women have different approaches
to the tension that arises between the collective and the individual, and between
domestic units when discussing how to tackle violence against indigenous women.
Some indigenous feminists explain the dynamics of violence as a result of the cultural
invasion of Western Societies over indigenous territories (Méndez, 2009: 58-59) and
see the solution in the strengthening of traditional indigenous values, specially the
complementarity between the gendered roles ascribed to men and women (Ibid: 62,
Confederación Nacional de Mujeres Campesinas Indígenas Originarias de Bolivia
“Bartolina Sisa”. ndͣ

ͣͣ
ͣͣ
ͣ

ᵃ). Others consider that gender roles amongst indigenous societies 
should be scrutinised in the search for the causes of gender inequality and the
subordination of indigenous women (Choque, 1998). Another position advocates the
protection of indigenous values at the same time as change in practices that are contrary
to the human rights of women (Cumes, 2009: 40).

Sexual violence is acknowledged in some cases by Indigenous feminist
organizations in Latin America as a dynamic that occurs only when indigenous women
leave their communities and migrate to cities to work and/or study (Hernández Castillo,
2008), or when external actors unsettle indigenous societies through the use of different
forms of violence, as in the case of legal and illegal armed groups (Mercedes-Duarte,
2009: 237; Hernández Castillo, sd.: 22; Marinis, 2011: 27), generally as part of
colonization processes (Rivera, 2008: 6). It has not been acknowledged, with few
exceptions, that sexual violence is a practice that takes place within indigenous societies
(EZLN, 2013: 16, 27, 429), let alone incest (Guzmán Gallangos, 2009: 194). When

9 The international women's human rights organization MADRE is an example in this regard.
This stance is more common amongst criollo-indigenous organizations such as this one, where
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recognized, sexual violence against women within indigenous societies is either
explained as a vice learned by indigenous men from white men when they migrate, or as
the consequence of the frustration indigenous men experience in unequal interethnic
relationships, which they vent on indigenous women (Rivera, 2008: 10; Madre, 2007).
To a lesser degree, it is understood as an inherent aspect of gender structures within
indigenous societies, although such statements are produced mainly by indigenous-
mestizo feminist organisations, such as the Bolivian movement “Mujeres Creando”,
where the approach is more eclectic (see Galindo, Mujeres Creando, 2013d, 2013b).

Sexual violence against indigenous women is tackled by indigenous feminist
organizations through the promotion of norms issued by regional indigenous
organizations, normally as part of a broader political project, as in the case of the
Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional in México (see Ley Revolucionaria de las
Mujeres, EZLN art. 810). In general, the demands of indigenous feminist organizations
in relation to sexual violence are mainly aimed at mestizo societies and nation-states
(improvement of legal services for survivors of sexual violence, changes in everyday
practices and beliefs that legitimise the victimisation of indigenous women, amongst
others). Such criticisms also reach self-proclaimed “indigenous” governments, as in the
case of Evo Morales’ government, although this gesture, which could appear to some
members of the government as an act of treachery, is made by feminist organizations
that are more eclectic in their approach, diverse in their composition, and less dependent
on the support of indigenous movements than solely indigenous women-based
organizations (Galindo, Mujeres Creando, 2013c, 2013e; La Patria, 2013). They
criticize the exclusion of women of all ethnic backgrounds from the process of
formulation of laws that are supposed to protect them but only serve to create a false
image of a democratic state that in reality is against the recognition of the rights of
women and mask the atrocities committed against women by men who hold powerful
positions in the state (La Patria, 2013). Feminist peasant and indigenous organizations
in the same country, such as the Confederación Nacional de Mujeres Campesinas
Indígenas Originarias de Bolivia “Bartolina Sisa”, however, back what the government
of Evo Morales is doing, without criticizing any of its policies, laws, programmes and
discourses. This attitude indicates stronger alliances between some organizations and
the state’s official discourse11 (CNMCIOB-BS, 2014, 2014a). All in all, there does exist

sexual violence against women is deemed to be a universal problem, regardless of ethnic
identities.
10 “Octavo.- Ninguna mujer podrá ser golpeada o maltratada físicamente ni por familiares ni por
extraños. Los delitos de intento de violación o violación serán castigados severamente”.
11 “El Presidente Evo Morales en instalaciones de Palacio quemado promulgo el decreto
reglamentario a la Ley No 348 Ley Integral para Garantizar a las Mujeres una Vida Libre de
Violencia (…) Juanita Ancieta Ejecutiva de la Confederación de Mujeres Bartolina Sisa
agradeció al Presidente Evo Morales por esta Ley y su Reglamentación que liberaran a todas las
mujeres de distintas formas de violencia hacia nuestras hermanas, además de reducir el alto
índice de feminicidios que se registraron en los últimos años (…)” (CNMCIOB-BS, 2014ª)
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an incipient but ongoing reflection on the causes, legitimisation mechanisms and
consequences of dynamics of sexual violence within indigenous societies in Latin
America, included sexual violence taking place within domestic units, produced by
feminist indigenous organizations in Latin America. More diversely composed
organizations, such as the criollo-mestizo-afro-indigenous feminist organization
“Mujeres Creando” in Bolivia, strongly argue that any decolonization project will be
fruitless unless a major de-patriarchialization project is developed within ethnically
diverse societies.

Several studies have demonstrated that in the context where it occurs, sexual
violence against girls is commonly explained in terms of shared responsibility between
the abuser and the abused, not only by the abusers, but also by families, public opinion,
and even institutions. Ethnic identity is also argued as a sign of “sexual primitiveness”
and the “naturalness” of the abuse, when it is related to indigenous people (Barragán &
Solís: 2005; Borda: 2006, 2010; Azaola: 2000; Alcoff: 1993; Cahill, 2000; Kaye: 2005).
The fact of being a woman, a young person (after puberty), indigenous or mestizo,
makes a big difference in terms of how sexual abuse is understood and experienced.
Recent reports by international organizations confirm this (UN, 2008, 2009, 2010).
Sexual violence is still widespread in the country, there is no articulation between the
law relating to sexual violence (which is well advanced) and its application, and more
than 85% of cases of sexual violence against women are not brought to court, or are
treated as punishable by people working in what may be said to be a prejudiced legal
system. In order to understand such dynamics, my research is based on some insights
from the field of gender studies: family is the place for power exercises, where
definitions of citizenship are primarily formulated (Alcoff y Gray, 1993: 272; Clegg,
1999; Armstrong, 2007, 1996). The experiences related to father-daughter incest are
more than ambiguous and the relation between pleasure-culpability-fear-legitimacy is
more complex than had been recognized (Kaye, 2005: 158; Butler, 2004: 152-160).
Finally, the definition, prohibition, restriction and permissiveness related to this kind of
incest are directly linked to changing medical, legal, political and moral discourses
(Strong, 2002: 402; Butler, 2004; Armstrong, 2007, 1996; Hacking: 1992, 1991).

Ethnic and class discrimination influences strongly what can be experienced,
said, done and silenced (Segato, 2003). Ethnicity has been instrumentalised to demand
the recognition of rights, but at the same time it has been a tool used by upper classes to
maintain social hierarchies. It is why sexual violence is addressed in the country in
different ways. Judicial autonomy is recognized for indigenous peasant groups in
Bolivia, so that they can decide about topics such as rape when it happens in the
communities; in practice, they do so without official recognition. At the same time,
national judicial authorities assist victims of sexual violence and decide about their
demands, punishing the accused with very short sentences or not punishing them at all,
as will be seen in chapter five on the judicial archive of Padilla. I will explain in that
chapter how decisions about who to talk to, when and how to sue, and what kind of
sentences are to be given, are reached.
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Finally, considering how incest of the kind I study in this research and sexual
violence in general are understood in medical contexts, I found that the ethnic, gender
and class classifications influencing medical discourses stem from national dynamics
and become materialised in everyday medical practice, both biomedical and non-
biomedical12. Cultural psychiatry has been mainly interested in comparing
representations about mental health among societies where biomedicine is widespread
and those where it is not, between so-called “western” and “non-western” societies
(Leighton, 1961; Fernando, 2003, 1995; Loewental & Cinnirella, 2003, Deveraux,
1955). More recently, a few of them have pointed out the importance of researching the
encounter of biomedical and non-biomedical ways to understand the relationship
between health and illness, showing how medical discourses within psychiatric settings
reinforce certain stereotypes and consequently strengthen social hierarchies (Bhui,
2002; Fernando & Keating, 2009; Fernando, 2003, 2000; Santiago-Irizarry, 2001). My
research follows this approach. By studying the discourses that medical staff within
Bolivia’s national psychiatric hospital produce about incest when related to indigenous
peasant women, I hope to have encompassed the individual experience of emotional
distress in relation to its political construction. I will show how discourses shape but
also are problematized by individual experiences of sexual violence (Van Vleet, 2008).

3. The research.

From January 2012 to February 2013 I conducted fieldwork in the city of Sucre,
Bolivia, judicial capital of the country and location of the main psychiatric hospital of
the country (a description of the city will be found in chapter two). Since my research
was mainly qualitative, I used techniques such as depth interviews, life stories,
participant observation, historical and documental analysis, and kinesics. Given the
particularly difficult conditions of the research, I decided not to conduct focus groups. It
was very difficult to break into the crystalized routine that existed within the hospital,
which included the lack of promotion of non-authoritative social interaction among the
inmates. The same applied for body expression workshops, which had to be replaced
with an individual approach, whereby it was more myself who was being taught how to
dance and relate physically to others than me conducting body expression workshops. I
had the fortune of being an assistant choreographer for one of the hospitalised women’s
danced account on her life, which was presented at the Spring Festival in the hospital.
Some quantitative information was also collected, mainly regarding statistics on sexual
violence and judicial cases in relation to incest.

12 In Bolivia’s case, a great part of what takes place within psychiatric hospitals is not the result
of an explicit national policy on mental health (there is no a national or regional policy/laws on
mental health). The national budget for mental health programs amounts to only 0.2% of the
total national health budget (IESM-WHO, 2008).
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I participated in the everyday life activities of Bolivia’s National Psychiatric
Hospital for ten months, focusing in the later part of the fieldwork on the female
Intermediate/Chronic Unit. I also studied the hospital’s archive, whose documents are
held in the psychiatric hospital’s archive (1980-2013) and in the National Archive of
Bolivia (1884-1979). Later I studied the judicial archive of a town located in the south
of Bolivia, which was one of the administrative centres of the Chuquisaca region, and
place of origin of several women who were hospitalized in the psychiatric hospital and
whose life stories were a major part of my fieldwork. I also visited the families and
community of origin of two of the women who are hospitalized in the female
intermediate Chronic Unit of the psychiatric hospital, where I carried out several
interviews and could participate in two healing rituals related to “susto” (“being
startled” complex), which were performed to heal the consequences of an incestuous
relationship and were an essential part of understanding the trajectory of sexual violence
from the community to the psychiatric hospital.

Among fifty-one women currently hospitalised in the Intermediate or Chronic
Unit of the INPGP, at least thirteen (25% of the total population) have survived events
of sexual violence prior to their hospitalization and an unknown number after their
hospitalization. Six cases of incest (10% of the total population) were identified based
on a broader definition of incestuous relations, in which taboos, prohibitions and
punishments (expressed in terms of illness such as susto) were the same for adoptive
and spiritual kin as in certain socially punished sexual exchanges among consanguineal
relatives. Those relations were identified as incestuous only if the conditions
abovementioned were recognized by the women who had survived such events

An important methodological note has to be made. During my fieldwork the
interviewees constantly connected past and present experiences, at a pace that was very
hard to follow, forming intertwined interpretations of a series of events and ideas
distanced in time but not in the discourse as spoken. All my initial efforts to suggest to
the participants a chronological order as one of the parameters of the interviews were
proven useless. This is the reason why some of the data presented in this research will
not be easily understood. My interpretation has been possible through these narratives
and reflects these discursive modes, even though I have given them an order that allows
for my own anthropological interpretation. I have respected the expositive order given
by the research participants and have left sections of interviews13 without removing the
elements that may appear distracting or without sense. My intention is, on the one hand,
to respect what was said in the way it was presented, and to recognise the limits of
interpreting what I was told, what I heard and saw. Those are the limitations of doing
research in an institution where violence is exerted in a constant and effective manner,
but they also illustrate the qualities of particular approaches to understanding that do not

13The original transcriptions of the interviews made in Spanish can be found in the Appendix.
Interviews carried out in Quechua are translated into Spanish.
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find a place in positivist discourses. On the other hand, I want to convey to the reader
the vertigo I permanently experienced whilst doing my research, for without a certain
physical closeness to what it is like to become a witness, even for a short while, to the
everyday life of a total institution, it will be impossible for the reader to grasp this
reality

4. The main characters

In order to facilitate the reader’s understanding of the series of narratives
presented in this research, let me briefly introduce the women whose life trajectories
will be discussed in the following chapters.

Ada is one of the oldest workers at the hospital, also one of the most loved and
dreaded by the inmates because of the power she exerts. She has most authority
amongst the staff (apart from the psychiatrists, when they are present). Born in a rural
area now absorbed by the city of Sucre, she speaks Quechua and Spanish, and identifies
herself as a “woman from the city”, rejecting the stigmatization she might have
experienced because of her dark skin, her upbringing in a working class neighbourhood
and her position as a domestic worker, the lowest in the hospital’s hierarchy. A very
disciplined woman, who became protestant some twenty years ago after a life of fervent
Catholicism, she has two additional jobs, one baking and selling bread for local grocery
shops, and another as a seller of candies and other cheap items in a stall located in one
of the city’s main streets. With seven children and as a single mother, she has had to
work hard to sustain her family and pay for the education of her children, some of
whom already hold a professional degree, thanks to her efforts. One of her sons works
for the political party in government, the MAS, a position that has proven useful for her
to secure her position within the hospital thanks to her knowledge of her rights
according to the relatively recent law “against racism and all forms of discrimination”.
The political changes in the country are altering “a hierarchical order of symbols,
spaces, positions and identities” (Calla & Muruchi, 2011: 301), which has allowed
people like Ada to challenge the previously unquestioned authority of the mestizo
doctors within the hospital.

Fidelia, a young woman of about twenty-five, works as a domestic in the
psychiatric hospital. Beautiful, with long plaits and a gold tooth, a spontaneous smile
and a way of moving that makes me think both of strong women ready to face any
difficulty, and of children who care only about what their bodies experience and feel.
When she smiles, I can see her gold tooth, and when she eats lunch with me seated
beside her, I feel more ready to eat because of how easy and delicious eating seems to
her. She has been working in the psychiatric hospital for one year, and so is relatively
new to the job, compared to her companions who have worked in the hospital for more
than twenty or thirty years. Because of her age and lack of experience she has a narrow
range of options when assessing her position against others. With the inmates, however,
she tends to use a tool that has proven effective in her own dealings with mestizos and
middle classes: their use of paternalism, an overt form of discrimination (Calla &
Muruchi, 2011: 303). Outside the hospital she proudly wears a pollera and generally
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speaks Quechua with her neighbours in the outskirts of Sucre, where most of the
families still have enough land to cultivate some crops and rear a few animals. As her
salary is very low, her husband, an authoritarian and violent man, is the main
breadwinner and head of the family, whilst she has to work very hard both at the
hospital and at home without raising her voice to express her opinions.

Ernesta is a professional nurse, who studied at the university, and, although she
is not from the city, she grew up in a town before moving to Sucre to study and work.
Coming from a middle class background, and having a lighter skin tone, she does not
experience as much stigmatisation within or outside the hospital as Felicia and Ada do.
She has never worn a pollera, but speaks Quechua and understands well the cultural
codes used by the inmates. Ernesta belongs to a segment of the middle class that
partially identifies with the agenda of the pro-indigenous political project advanced by
the new government (Calla & Muruchi, 2011: 302), and in her own ways she takes the
side of the inmates at the hospital, acting as a cultural translator between the mostly
mestizo middle-class medical staff and the mostly indigenous and peasant inmates, yet
exerting authoritative power over the latter when she deems it necessary. However, not
being from the city makes her, in the view of other members of staff, partially a peasant;
someone considered partially ignorant and backward, though with a high social prestige.

Esperanza is a woman who has lived in the hospital most of her life. She comes
from La Paz, and as she says, “I have had so many bumps on my head, that now I
cannot speak Aymara, there are a lot of things I don't remember”. She is very small, not
taller than 1.40 metres, and has a beautiful soft voice. Her father used to beat her when
she was a child, her mother and her sister also suffered at his hands, until one day her
mother decided to escape with her sister, leaving Esperanza with her father. They were
very poor and things were very difficult. Her father, who was a cobbler, married another
woman, who imitated and increased the violence her father inflicted on her. Her
stepmother beat her continuously, even more cruelly than her father. Without locating it
in time, she says that her father “abused” her. She was initially diagnosed with epilepsy,
and later with mental retardation. As we will see in Chapter III, she has skilfully
appropriated a persona that has allowed her to escape racialization, even if this has
meant that most of her cultural background has been erased, in order to avoid being the
target of “forms of representation that createcategories of the other (ugly, dirty,
ignorant) from the fictitious category of race” (Calla & Muruchi, 2011: 304). However,
such acts of erasure have also been the consequence of a process of institutionalization
that Esperanza has experienced for more than forty years, and which we will present in
Chapters II and III.

Evarista is a middle-aged woman from the highlands or puna of Potosi. She
grew up in the country, but moved when she was old enough to be sent to work as a
domestic in the city of Cochabamba, where she worked for relatives who were in a
better financial situation. Later she migrated to Buenos Aires (Argentina), where she
lived with a relative whilst working as a seamstress. After some years she was sent back
to Bolivia and hospitalised in Sucre after she became desperate on losing the house she
had bought in a shantytown in the outskirts of the city, as she did not make enough
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money to pay the mortgage. Within the hospital she is constantly punished for taking
her clothes off and proposing sex to male inmates. That is when she talks, as most of the
time she does not utter a word and does not engage with anyone, preferring to look at
the sky and run from one place to another.

Victoria had a similar trajectory to Evarista’s, although she never left the
country, growing up in the valleys of Southern Bolivia. She started migrating to the
cities of Sucre and Santa Cruz since she was nine years of age, to work as a domestic.
She has been hospitalised since 1981, and constantly states her opinion about the
“prison” she lives in. Juana is Victoria’s best friend at the hospital. Both come from the
same area of Bolivia, although they belong to different rural communities. Juana has
been there for twenty three years. Both were diagnosed with schizophrenia. Juana was
brought to the hospital by her family shortly after she was left by her husband, who
used to beat her badly. She started to walk naked and eat soil, worrying her relatives,
who decided the best idea was to take her to the psychiatric hospital. Neither Victoria’s
nor Juana’s first language is Quechua, although they understand most of it and use
many words in their everyday lives.

Marina Mamani is from Salinas de Yocalla, Potosi, although almost all of her 35
years of life have been spent in Santa Cruz, where her family went many years ago to
colonize lands. Her native language is Quechua, but through her experience in the
colonization project she learnt Spanish, which she now uses all the time, except when
talking with someone who only speaks Quechua. From what the nurses and Marina
herself told me, she was sexually abused by a worker on her father's farm. She says “I
wish I remembered everything, but I cannot. A lot of things from the past are lost,
because I cannot remember. It was because of the day when I fell from the tree in Santa
Cruz, and it is also because of the man who bewitched me, a worker on my father's
farm. He came to the kitchen, asking me for something to drink”. She doesn’t point
directly to the abuse as the cause of her mental illness, but she relates it as an act of
bewitchment, something that took away part of her humanity, a scary experience that
left her weak and powerless. And still, although partially powerless, partially disabled,
she positions herself above the rest of the women who live in the pavilion. She is, or
claims to be, a “Señorita”. Like Ada, Marina tries to avoid silent or naturalised racism
(Calla & Muruchi, 2011: 300) by identifying herself as a mestizo woman, even though
others would identify her as indigenous. Marina’s everyday life strategy to avoid
discrimination proves that, even though Bolivia’s president is indigenous and has his
own “indigenous” agenda, new improvements such as the promulgation of a new law
against racism does not prevent aggressions of this type nor does it facilitate their
elimination (Calla et.al, 2011: 315).

Finally, Libia Callañaupa. She is a Quechua-speaking peasant from
Qhisinphucu, a rural community in the locality of Pocoata, Chayanta Province, North of
Potosi. Like Juana, she was finally committed to the psychiatric hospital for an
indefinite period of time after her husband left her. She was accused on several
occasions by her husband’s relatives of not being a “good woman”, not obeying her
husband, and even worse according to the community standards, of killing her own son.
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5. The organization of the thesis

The first part of the thesis (Chapters II and III) discusses how class, gender and
ethnicity classificatory schemes determine medical treatments within the psychiatric
hospital, whilst the second part focuses on how such schemes influence medical
understandings of incestuous experiences lived by some of the hospitalised women.
These are also studied in their own terms. Both female and male patients are subjected
to violence, but women are particularly vulnerable to the hospital’s management
strategies as there is the shared belief among the staff (from the religious to the medical
staff, and to the domestics or carers) that women are more problematic, more emotional,
less rational, and more sexually active than men (hence less likely to be considered
victims of sexual violence). The second part (Chapters IV and V) concerns an account
of the experiences of, and discourses concerning incest, created, reproduced and
transformed in the communities, the judicial system (I study specific cases from a local
judicial archive from 1940 to 2012 in Chapter V), and the National Psychiatric Hospital
(INPGP), as well as the experiences and meanings that women diagnosed with chronic
mental illness have been able to make from the devastating sexual violence exerted on
them, in order to survive (Chapter IV). In Chapter IV, I explore in depth the trajectory
of Victoria, a hospitalised woman whose narrative was very elaborated, and full of
traces that served to relate the symbolic universes of the psychiatric hospital and her
community of origin in a rural area in Southern Bolivia. A historical study on how
incest, as defined in this research, has been approached in different periods of Bolivia’s
history by chroniclers and legislators is presented in Chapters IV, V and VI. As this
research is not historical in nature, the historical texts that were studied are only a
sample and do not cover all the vast array of sources available, but serve as a general
introduction to the current discourses on incest in the country14.

Finally, the conclusions lay the ground for future discussions on the
intersections between incest and subjectivity, and also for the questioning of the ethical
pertinence of postulating humanness as a universal quality of the human species whilst
ignoring the diversity that this category entails.

14 A complete analysis of the influence of Christianity on shaping national and local discourses
on incest could be the subject of future research.
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Figure 1 Fieldsites15

15 Gobierno Municipal de Padilla, 2001
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CHAPTER II. The psychiatric hospital: how to become “mad”

1. Introduction. The psychiatric contradiction: to be “ill” is to be “dangerous”

The most important transformation in psychiatry during the twentieth century is
its turn to biomedicine, a process that started in the 1960’s and was related to several
factors, mainly linked to changes in the composition of the “mental health” market.
Psychoanalysts, who gained strong influence during the forties and fifties, started to
look inefficient as the private market in mental health started to grow, increasing the
demand for short term treatments. The same was the case for state paid treatments, new
policies regarding community mental health and deinstitutionalization policies. The
second alternative to psychoanalysis, psychodynamic therapies, was also proven (from
the cost-efficiency point of view) to be more expensive and slower than psychotropic
medication, as quick and visible results were sought after (Strand, 2011). The need of
psychiatric professionals to assert their place in the growing field of mental health
added to the demands of both clients, public agencies, and increasingly pharmaceutical
companies (that funded research), ended up in the creation of a catalogue, the DSM III
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders -DSM-), a tool used to provide
psychiatrists with an organized list of syndromes, symptoms, and diagnoses that would
match with specific medications. Unlike the DSM I and DSM II, the DSM III was much
less influenced by psychoanalysis than by psychiatry, and it had a practical
application16. As the research on psychiatric medication grew, so did the ramification of
diagnostic categories of mental health disorders. The administration of drugs, as
Basaglia and others have pointed out, allowed the management of the mentally ill,
rather than their recovery (Foucault, 2006; Basaglia, 1978, 1972, Basaglia & Basaglia,
1987, Castel, 1987).

Alongside biomedical treatments and the growing influence of psychiatry in
mental health treatments, critical perspectives also arose (Strand, 2011). These
perspectives were labelled “antipsychiatry”, although many of those labelled as
“antipsychiatrists” rejected the term for its ambiguity and overgeneralizing quality. In
the USA the main dissident was Thomas Szasz, who rejected psychiatric diagnosis as
well as psychoanalytic procedures, considering the first a way to exert social control
over people who didn’t follow social rules of normality, and the second more a corrupt
religion, with little scientific base, than a scientific approach. Psychiatrists, without
physical evidence (at that time), would diagnose what they called “an organic disease”.
Unlike them, for Szasz, there was nothing that needed to be diagnosed, not to mention
treated.

16 In DSMI and DSMII disease descriptions were more definitional than diagnostic (Strand,
2011).
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In Great Britain, Ronald Laing, a Scottish psychiatrist, argued that mental illness
was just a natural process of understanding and healing the violence exerted on
individuals by social institutions, i.e. family, school, army. The reaction to such
intolerable social conditions was schizophrenia (Laing, 1964). Laing proposed the
creation of environments where those who suffered in extreme ways could go through a
process of three consecutive stages that involved creativeness, freedom, and reflection.
Also opposed to psychiatry was Franco Basaglia, in Italy, although he wasn’t against
psychiatric treatment as long as it was voluntary and didn’t eliminate the humanity of
the person who received the treatment. According to Basaglia, psychiatry was only
fulfilling functions of social control and not of healing (in his view mental illness
existed), since social demands upon it to control social deviance were stronger than the
demands for healing (Basaglia, 1978).

What was labelled as antipsychiatry was very much supported by left-wing
political movements of the time, and, as the revolutionary ideas widespread in the West
started to fade, so did the support for alternatives to biomedical treatments. De-
institutionalization processes were fostered, but at the same time drug treatments and
electro-convulsive therapy were, and are, widely implemented. In developing countries,
though, long-term institutionalisation processes and second-rate drugs (developed many
years ago and with numerous side-effects) are an essential part of the life of those who
are diagnosed with severe mental disorders and don’t have the economic means to pay
for private healthcare.

The DSM IV, born in 1994, was a step further in the biological formulation of
mental health illnesses, categorized from that moment on as diseases (Donald, 2001).
The manual was the result of a revision done in order to reorganise categories, create
new ones, eliminate others, and adjust the existing subjects. Unlike the DSM III, the
DSM IV included, for the first time, the opinion of a group of anthropologists, who
gave their criteria – to be put in the last section of the manual’s Appendix- on culture-
bound syndromes and culture-related aspects. These were explained in one of the
document’s 886 pages, and it was expected that they should be taken into account, or at
least summarised, by the psychiatrist when making a diagnosis (APA, 1994: 843). The
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD),
produced by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1992, is a much shorter
document (52 pages), that contains a list of criteria that matches with the more extensive
list included in the DSM IV. It is a more succinct and practical tool, although
psychiatrists using the ICD often take into account the more elaborated descriptions
presented in the DSM IV to produce a diagnosis

The result of these changes in the process of psychiatry and the field of mental
health resulted in Biomedicine becoming the main standard to diagnose and treat – or
deal with – any deviant behaviour that is called “mental illness”. To what extent does
psychiatry nowadays take into account other worlds of meaning than its own one? In the
following pages I will present an account of the shape that such cultural considerations
have taken in the context of a public psychiatric hospital located in a country where
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poverty, ethnic discrimination, and sexual violence are an integral part of the everyday
life of most of the inhabitants.

2. The National Psychiatric Hospital since the unification of the INPGP
(Instituto Nacional de Psiquiatría Gregorio Pacheco) (1980).

According to Castel, the creation and reproduction of the category “mental
illness” entails a contradiction, that he calls “the psychiatric contradiction” (1987: 158-
161). There exist people who are mentally ill, people who suffer, although any mental
illness is always first categorised as a social deviation, and afterwards may be
understood as a series of symptoms (Goffman, 1988: 266). But, at the same time, many
of them, particularly the poor, live the experience of being locked up in public
psychiatric hospitals, because they are thought of as dangerous, to themselves, their
relatives and their communities. Consequently, they need to be healed, but they also
need (or so it is said), according to these two principles, to be confined. The principles
are different, but the apparatus [technology] that has been created to solve such
contradictory demands (pity and fear, assistance and safety) is the same: the asylum
(Basaglia, 1988: 158; 1964: 1).

In Bolivia this function is fulfilled by the Instituto Nacional de Psiquiatría
Gregorio Pacheco [National Institute of Psychiatry “Gregorio Pacheco]. The treatment
of the mentally ill has been taken over by the originally Spanish St John of God
Hospitaller Services Order, which has been present in the country since the seventeenth
century providing health assistance services, first within the Santa Barbara General
Hospital (providing assistance for those who were ill and reclusion for those deemed
insane). The Order remained in the country until 1823, when it was expelled after the
independence wars (Gómez-Hurtado, 1997: 32). At the end of the nineteenth century a
new asylum was built beside the Santa Barbara Hospital’s building by the then
presidential candidate and future president of the Republic Gregorio Pacheco, to
provide the inhabitants of the then called manicomio (“mad house”) with a more
dignified shelter. By then the women who lived in the madhouse (there was no asylum
for men) were sharing the space with the sewage tanks located in the basement of Santa
Barbara’s Hospital. Later, in the second decade of the XX century, Pacheco’s daughters
donated a grand house-hacienda they had inherited to build a sanatorio (sanatorium, no
longer a “madhouse”) (Aguilar, 1983). This sanatorium’s architectural design was in
accordance with the then fashionable tendency in psychiatry to value the power of
nature to restore what was thought of as a lost internal balance (Foucault, 2006c: 110):
the sanatorium was located in the outskirts of the city, with many trees around the
buildings. This new location was adjudicated to male patients and was managed by the
Archdiocese, whilst for women a new building contiguous to the Santa Bárbara’s
Hospital was developed (without any trees) and managed by The Congregation of
Sisters Hospitallers of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. The Saint John of God
Hospitaller Services Order returned to the country in 1950 to take charge of the male
section. Men and women were kept apart until 1981, when the overcrowding problems
the female section was facing forced both religious orders to bring together male and
female patients by the transferral of the female units to the hacienda where men were
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hospitalized. Each religious order remained in charge of their respective units, until
1999, when the nuns left. Since then the present psychiatric hospital has been managed
by the Saint John of God Hospitaller Services Order, under the administrative
supervision of the Ministry of Health.

The Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, who came with the female
inmates, left the project after several disputes with the Brothers (who managed the male
wards), and were rejected by the majority of the staff because of their management
policies. Female inmates were very happy with the change, as the slaps, forced domestic
work, hair pulling, and cold water showers imposed by the nuns came to an end. More
“humanitarian” treatment was to come as the Brothers, not only in Bolivia but in many
other countries around the world where they managed psychiatric hospitals, embraced
new perspectives on the management of mental health institutions, and human rights
international agreements, among them the Caracas Declaration (1990). But, in the end,
and for many female inmates, it was more of the same, now under another name, with
other words and other hands on their bodies.

One of the continued non-stated policies used by both nuns and, after them, the
priests is the prohibition of traditional clothing among the inmates. One morning, when
the smell attracted us, Victoria and I went to the hospital’s bakery to wheedle bread out
of the baker, and in the middle of our expedition, Juana came to join us, knowing of our
important mission. Victoria looked at Juana with a naughty smile, and called her
“cholita chusq’era17” (“the one who took her pollera off and now wears a vestido”). The
term is used contemptuously for women who used polleras in the past, but currently
don’t. Pollera is the traditional skirt used by many Quechua and Aymara women in the
country, often used with pride, because the pollera differentiates them from Indians who
wear aymillas and axsus (hand-woven woollen dresses and shawls), but at the same
time the pollera may be stigmatised by those who consider themselves as “white“ and
interpret the use of the pollera as a sign of backwardness. Juana answered: “of course, I
used a pollera, they were much more beautiful than these horrible skirts and trousers
they make us wear. But the damned nuns burned my polleras, they burned all that I had
when I came”. I asked her where the nuns had burned her belongings, and she said: “in
the laundry, the nuns burned my beautiful polleras in the laundry, and from the door of
the laundry they came with other clothes that they gave me, horrible clothes. They
burned my polleras to convert them into horrible clothes, they are witches”. And then
she started to cry for five seconds, after which she asked me, with curiosity “¿did you
know that God died?” I answered that I didn't know, and Victoria said that God was
alive, that He was the one she believed in. Juana in a gloomy voice said: “No, God is
dead; the priests here in the hospital killed him, which is why I have a stomach ache,
because the damned priests killed God”. Juana had a stomach ache, and for more than
two days had been asking the nurses for a medicine or something to relieve the pain,

17 ch'uskiy in Quechua (Bolivia) means “to take the skin off”
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without any response. Her belly was swollen, and finally she was attended by the
nurses, who pumped her stomach out after she refused to eat.

The disciplinary policies have been created, and are permanently re-created, as a
result of the interrelation between the religious order in charge of management
coordination, the local and regional state institutions in charge of supervising the
financial management of hospitals, the medical staff who are in charge of medical
coordination (including psychiatry, nursing, dentistry, physiotherapy, psychology,
general medicine, occupational therapies), the general staff (cleaning, gardening,
bakery, laundry, kitchen), and the inmates. The participation of families is minimal and
mainly restricted to the relatives of short-term inmates, whilst the participation of long-
term inmates’ relatives is almost non-existent. As a result, anonymization is the rule and
no polleras are allowed. Not that they were physically burned: I could see Juana’s
polleras well stored, concealed in a wardrobe, no more than twenty metres away from
the bed; but, physically, they didn’t exist for Juana, they weren’t possible, they were
worse than burned, because it wasn’t just one pollera (her pollera) but all polleras that
could no longer exist within the hospital.

But not all of them feel sad or are blamed about not being able to wear their
pollera anymore, and therein lies the specificity of the chola ch’usquida or ch’usquera
[“the one who has replaced her pollera with vestido”]: to some extent, the chola
chusq’uida is seen as one who deserves a punishment, or at least someone whose
comportment is reprehensible, because she dares to challenge the structure of the social
pyramid. I was seated with Victoria on the lawn, which she doesn't like much because
the dry grass sticks to her clothes. As Marina passed nearby, Victoria said: “there she
goes the chola ch’usquera”. I asked her who were cholas ch’usqueras in the section, and
she mentioned Marina, Mariana, and Evarista. I asked whether or not Delia and Violeta
were ch’usqueras, and she replied: “no, they are not, because they came with polleras
and they [the staff] took them from them to dress them with vestido, whilst Evarista,
Marina and Mariana took their polleras off before they came here, they wanted to use a
dress and look like young ladies [señoritas]!” [Victoria said the last words with irony].
To be a chola chusqu’ida requires rejecting explicitly the pollera and the identity marks
ascribed to it. Other women, such as Libia, do not mind not wearing the pollera, or to be
called chusq’uida once she leaves the hospital and rejects the pollera; for her, as for a
few other women, to use vestidos within the hospital is a learning experience that they
hope to put into practice once they leave the hospital (which is unlikely). In Libia’s
case, she was brought to the hospital for the first time by community members wearing
a pollera, although she mentioned it was embarrassing because she had not been dressed
properly with an underskirt. She arrived in this way at the hospital, as a badly dressed
chola. Now that she does not want to return to her community, wearing a pollera is not
so important, or not as much as finding ways to avoid being the object of racist
discrimination. In this way, donning a vestido can be invested with strategic purposes
(Calla & Muruchi, 2011: 305)

Finally, Victoria’s own partial self-identification with the señoritas allowed her
to claim legitimacy for her opinion regarding who were, and who weren’t true señoritas,
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and who were ch’usquidas, false señoritas. This made it possible for her to create a
distance between herself and the others who, just like her, had used polleras at some
point in their lives.

Figure 2 Organigram I, INPGP, National Level
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Figure 3 Organigram II, INPGP, Internal organization
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3. Power relationships: the staff and the inmates

The psychiatric hospital’s everyday life is based on a highly fixed hierarchy (as
are its ambivalences) that anyone who joins the hospital or is affected by its dynamics
must know and follow. Any change is the product of mainly exterior changes that have
taken place either in the health system management, in the political system or in the
national political regime. At the top of the hierarchy there are three actors: psychiatrists,
neurologists, and the religious authorities (where the first group by far outnumbers the
second). Beneath this level there is another “medical” level, formed by medical staff
generally without psychiatric training: general practitioners, nurses, dentists,
psychotherapists, pharmacists, psychologists. The social workers come next, and after
them, the administrative staff such as the secretaries. On the fourth level we find the
general services staff, excluding the secretaries: domestic staff, gardeners, bakers,
cooks. On the lowest level are the male and female inmates who are hospitalised.
Foucault called this the “pyramidal organization of supervisory observation” (2006:
103). This is similar to what other authors have found in other psychiatric
environments, before and after Foucault, without adding so many details as to how it
occurs or if there is room for something different (Basaglia & Basaglia, 1987a: 52, 54,
55; Goffman, 1987; Postel & Bing, 1999; Busfield, 1996: 126). However, these
approaches have not considered the role of ethnicity, gender and social class as
dimensions that can transform or maintain these hierarchies, as well as the way in which
subjectivity acts as a prism for structural power dynamics, even in places where
humanity is at stake.

Let me give an example. At lunch time we – Ada, Fidelia, Ernesta, and I – talk
about a problem that took place at the Chronic Unit. Fausta’s clinical records were lost
– more than 10 years of notes on her –, and there was a thorough investigation to find
out who had taken them. But in this case the hierarchy didn’t determine first who was
suspect, but just the age of possible suspects and the years they had worked in the
hospital: the younger and more recently arrived at the hospital, were the more
suspicious ones in the eyes of the staff. However, in the end every member of the Unit’s
staff was suspected of the theft, and, unlike the head of the Unit Dra. Sosa, the rest of us
had in a way to demonstrate that we were innocent – and accusing Dra. Sosa was one of
the options. These conversations at lunch time allowed the non-psychiatric staff to relax
from what a stressful day by telling stories, telling jokes, gossiping, talking about their
private lives, dramas and challenges. Of course, that day I participated with great
interest, since at the end of her investigations the head of the Unit discovered the most
suspicious person of all: myself, the anthropologist! Finally all was clarified through the
intervention of the hospital’s medical director, who called the head of the Unit and I to a
meeting to clarify the misunderstanding, and the accusation against me was dropped.
Dr. Sosa said she had been confused when she accused me. Ada advised me on the
matter, as she saw that I was naïve enough to think that I should ask the head of the Unit
to apologise for her false accusation: “Carol, the best you can do is to do nothing. Listen
to me. She is the doctor, and can do something against you. I know you are upset, but it
is better this way, just avoid further problems” (Fieldnotes, 2011).
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As she talked, her face started to change. From a very submissive woman, an
outraged one started to appear:

“Who do those doctors think they are? However much we [the domestics] are
rubbish, we deserve respect. But this is not the case here. Those doctors drag us
on the ground; they walk tall whilst we must keep down. They’re so high and
mighty that already they have reached the clouds. They don’t have heads. They
say: ‘you cannot put manacles on the patients, you shouldn’t do this, you
shouldn’t do that’, but they are just words, because they treat the patients as if
they were animals, as if they were useless. So now things are like this: if you are
the lowest of the lowest, if you are nothing, a peasant, but you study, you become
a ‘doctor’, but us, those who are from the cities, and only because we have not
studied, they think they can treat us as rubbish. And that even now when we are
supposed to have an anti-discrimination law in this country! But I have told them
what I think. I have studied in primary and secondary school, and if I didn’t study
at university is because I didn’t want to [no se me venía la gana]. So do they
think they can treat me as if I was nothing? I don’t care, they can treat me as if I
was nothing, because I know that in heaven I am the preferred daughter of my
beloved God [Ernesta and Fidelia nodded, but in their faces they show
incredulity, as if they were saying ironically ‘yes, of course, but the reality is
different]. God has a palace for me”.

Fidelia, who is very adept at imitating, starts to move her pupils and frown
uncontrollably, mimicking Dra. Sosa. She then says: “I think she will eventually
explode, so stressed she looks all the time”. We all laugh. Ernesta gives her own
account of her relationship with the authority in the hospital: “Once a psychiatrist said
to me ‘Carajo!’, he dared to insult me [me carajeo]. I told him ‘I am not your chola for
you to insult me!’, and went to see the director to complain”. Ada supported Ernesta by
saying “yes of course. You didn’t talk to him for several days, even though he
apologised. You didn’t allow him to humiliate you!” Although these are stories that
from time to time became the topic of conversation, everyday life was quite the
opposite, and because of that, those stories were necessary for them to regain a sense of
dignity. Unlike what Ada suggested, none of the psychiatrists that were working at the
time of my fieldwork – or before, according to what I was told – was a peasant,
although it could be argued that their parents were. But a lot of the nurses are from rural
areas, which adds more complexity to Ada’s opinion. The doctors “walk tall”, because,
according to the majority of the domestics and nurses I interviewed, they are in contact
with a very superficial, and at the same time vital part of the life of the inmates: the
medication and the course of “treatment” in all its aspects. The doctors are not in
contact with those dimensions and responsibilities which the domestics and nurses feel
are closer to reality, to the essential part of treatment: the care. Domestics and nurses are
in permanent contact with the inmates’ everyday life experiences, with their
desperation, their discomfort, their hunger, their pain. They are in touch with the
patients’ moral and physical suffering, to which they react sometimes with compassion,
sometimes as though it were something that needed to be tamed. They are a level higher
than the inmates in the hierarchy, but insofar as they have to share for years and years
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the very spaces where the inmates live, to eat the food they eat, to bear their
desperation, to be ignored by the authorities almost as much as the inmates, Ada is quite
correct in saying that the place assigned to anyone who is a domestic is the “ground”.
Indeed, it is literally on the ground of the garden that most female inmates lie in the
Unit I worked, almost all day, after receiving constantly new and stronger medication
(which is the base of their “treatment”, plus food, a bed, regime-like occupational
therapy, and the ground on which to lie).

3.1. “Evo only likes señoritas”: imagining hierarchies

Victoria, Marina Mamani and I were in front of the bakery, talking. Marina
Mamani says: “Victoria is nasty, she said that Evo [the Bolivian president] wants to
marry an hedionda”. I ask her what hedionda meant. “Hedionda, someone who is dirty,
who doesn't take a shower, who has dirt on her clothes and her body. My grandmother
couldn't take showers because she didn't have a shower, not because she wanted to be
dirty. Victoria is a bad woman; she is a liar, because Evo doesn't want to marry an
hedionda, a woman with a pollera, but a señorita with falda, with a vestido”. Marina
Mamani was upset, because, even though she was a woman with pollera before her
admission in the hospital, she located the president, an Aymara peasant, in a higher
place in the social scale, where only señoritas and not hediondas, namely female
peasants, were allowed. For her, to place him in a lower place (with a woman with a
pollera) was offensive. Evo, who has risen in the social hierarchy by becoming the
president, is Marina’s hero: someone who is not so close to the ground and the soil –not
a peasant anymore- and that precisely because, although being indigenous, he is –or so
Marina thinks- willing to exclude any desire for a chola. Marina doesn’t call herself a
chola any more, although she said she was one in the past. The institution has given her
a new identity, without polleras, without a community, so now she is a señorita, a lady.
She is fighting to get up from the ground. What she seems to convey is an aspiration for
full citizenship, which is only available for indigenous peoples in Bolivia, even more for
a male Indian president, when they embrace a mestizo-creole masculinity (Canessa,
2006: 54).

3.2. Relationships between staff and inmates

At supper time, we sit in groups of four. That is supposedly a way to avoid
conflicts among inmates, and it does so insofar as they are prevented from social
exchange by being divided into small groups, where any dispute can be dampened
down. Small talk takes place, silence most of the time, sometimes interrupted by a cry,
coming from either one of the nurses or domestics, or from an inmate. It doesn’t prevent
Victoria from talking with me, although I feel the tension created by the fact that she
stops eating, which is part of the treatment, in order to talk, which is not a component of
the treatment. She says “I have had to pay for all women, because they are all dirty,
doing anything in order to get a husband. I am the third Eve”. The nurse Ernesta, who is
going from table to table distributing the pills (normally different kinds for each
inmate), listens to what Victoria is saying, and, behind Victoria’s back, she rotates her
index finger around her temple (the recognised metaphor for madness in many regions
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of Latin America). This gesture is also frequently made by Juana, who does it behind
any inmate and any member of staff, placing herself – a certified “patient” – in the
position of the only sane person, just as Ernesta the nurse was doing whilst distributing
the pills. The gesture is powerful enough to mark her position as a superior person.

However fixed hiearchies seem to be, any status has to be defined and sustained
permanently, for it is constantly being challenged (in the most dramatic ways), both by
the inmates as by the staff. Even though those two positions are in general opposed,
there are identifications that a simple division inmate-staff cannot account for. Both
inmates and staff make distinctions between what they consider belongs to the wild and
what to the social. As Harris has stated, in rural and urban settings where Spanish is
spoken, this division is understood in terms of civilization and wildness (1980: 84). In
the same line of thought, I propose that, in general terms, several categories come to be
placed on either side of this continuum in the context of the psychiatric hospital:

civilization : wildness

urban : rural

sane : insane

men : women

chola : señorita

doctor : patient

medical staff : general services staff

Marina broke a plate on Victoria's head at lunch time, when Victoria was
showing her drawings to Ada (domestic staff). Victoria wanted to hit her, but Ada
controlled her physically. After that incident, and realising that Victoria was still
looking for María to hit her, Ada said to her: “don't get yourself dirty by putting your
hands on that india!” Victoria said that Ada told her that when they were alone,
“otherwise the others could come to hit me again”. Ada told me the same version when
we were having lunch. Both Ada and Victoria share their disdain for those who are in
the lower level of the social hierarchy in the hospital. That disdain puts them in the
same position, one that they are trying to assert in order to resist, or at least avoid,
becoming subjects of subjection. The dichotomy purity-danger, where the body acts as a
locus for social representations (Douglas, 1973), is used constantly as I have described,
going up and down, rising up to the sky, or pulling down to the ground.
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3.3. Relationships among medical and non-medical staff

In another case Ada described how the head of the Unit, Dr. Sosa, was
challenged by her:

“I had an argument with a doctora, but later she apologized. But it doesn’t only
happen to me, it happens to all, she discriminates against all us, even the nurses. I
was cleaning the floor, three or four years ago, and splashed her with water
[agüita]. Ucha18, she turned back and said: ‘listen, you are throwing water on
me’. ‘Doctora – I tell her –, I am not throwing water on you, it has just splashed
you, and, by the way, I didn’t know that you didn’t like water. I think cats are
afraid of water, but I didn’t think that you were too’. Uh, the doctora Sosa
complained (to the human resources manager), [saying] that I was a badly-
behaved woman [malcriada], that I had given her an improper answer; she
wanted them to give me a letter of warning19. The manager calls me and says
‘Doña Adita, Dr. Sosa has come to tell me this’, and I told him ‘if you dare, give
me that letter, but you will need evidence, Dr. Sosa will have to demonstrate that
I have been malcriada, because I have behaved well by saying to her ‘Dr. I have
splashed you, but I didn’t see that you were behind me, nor that you didn’t like
water’, that was my answer. It would be different if I had taken a bucket full of
water and thrown it at her, but she has misunderstood the situation’. She also
went to complain to the nurses’ manager. And she [Dr Sosa] was terribly angry
because no one gave me that letter of warning. I didn’t talk to her for three years.
Then we worked again together in the same Unit, we didn’t talk; she used to say
‘Ada is badly-behaved, she doesn’t say hello to me’. So, one day I said to her
‘Doctora, if you look for respect I will respect you, but if you continue being
insolent [atrevida] to the staff and anyone here, I am not going to respect you,
even if I am fired [así tengan que botarme], but that would only happen if they
have evidence, without evidence they will not be able to do anything against me’.
That is how I stopped her. So she apologized, we started to talk again, to work
again.” [I01 15-01-12]

There was not enough evidence to admonish Ada, as she has learnt throughout
her more than twenty years of experience how to deal with what she considers an unfair
hierarchy without putting her job at risk. Her behaviour reminded the doctor of the
range of action possible for the less powerful staff, but also reminded both of them that
Ada, like other domestics, deals directly with fluids, liquids, blood and dirt, and that the
psychiatrists, unlike the domestics, are surprised, even offended, if some of this
substances reaches them. It thus became a metaphor for the relation between low and

18 Underlined text in interviews denotes an accent made by the interviewee.
19 According to the hospital’s regulations, these warnings could lead eventually to the
employee’s dismissal (INPGP, 2009)
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high, dirty and clean. As Ada is in direct contact with these fluids, she is immersed in
the same world of danger, disease and abnormality that the inmates are placed in. And
like Ada, the majority of the domestic staff, as well as an important number of the
nurses, all have an indigenous and/or peasant background: many of them don’t have
access to what is considered civilized, and outside the hospital they are subject to
discrimination and injustice, unlike the psychiatrists and the rest of the managerial staff.

However, there are some resources available outside the hospital that domestics
can use to exert power over some of the things they think are wrong inside the hospital.
As for the psychiatrists, their range of action reaches the Departmental Health Services,
an institution where they can somehow – though much less than the bureaucrats –
influence decisions on budgets, local regulations such as the hospital’s protocol, and
they are occasionally consulted on the construction of the national mental health plan,
which is rarely mentioned, let alone used (Bolivia, Ministerio de Salud y Deportes,
2009).

A different position in the hospital’s hierarchy from that of the psychiatrists’ is
the position occupied by non-medical staff. Domestics, such as Fidelia learn how to
“deal” with the inmates based on what other older members of staff do, but also on their
own life experience. At lunch time, she practices her new skills, shouting at the inmates
who don't want to stay still and quiet, although still not as aggressively as her
colleagues: “As young ladies [señoritas], don't lose your femininity, as good young
ladies you have to obey, sit and be silent!”.

Being a new employee means that Fidelia has to obey older colleagues, all the
nurses and the rest of the staff who are superior to her in the hospital’s hierarchy. And
this position is not only legitimate through informal interaction, but also in institutional
procedures (the rules that state that domestics are subordinate to the nurses), which are
to some extent the crystallisation of informal interaction in a specific historical context
(Castel, 2009: 10). According to her employment contract, she has to work six days per
week, unlike her colleagues who work only five, and her salary, compared to her
colleagues’, is only half of theirs. She has to accept any task, normally those that her
colleagues are not willing to perform; if they ask her to cover for them when they
cannot go to work, she is indirectly compelled to accept. Even at lunch time the
difference is evident, for if there is the choice of better or worse quality food, she will
choose the worst, and leave the best for her more experienced co-workers, as I saw one
day when there was only one piece of chicken left for the staff in the Unit, and she, very
humbly, put it in the plate of the Beatriz, who is one of the more experienced nurses,
who, in response to her submissive attitude, distributed the piece of chicken between all
the staff (Fieldnotes, 2012). The subordination of Fidelia in relation to the nurse was an
example of the inferior status in which domestics are placed. This is not only because
they occupy a lower position within the institutional hierarchy but also because many of
the nurses are mestizo women, whilst many of the domestics are from a rural
background. As the cases of Ada and Fidelia have shown, the chance to use resources to
participate in power relationships depends greatly on the position of the subjects in an
institutional context defined by the same informal relations that they are immersed in. In
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those power configurations, social status outside the hospital, seniority in the institution,
ethnicity, gender, age and the cultural background attached to each category creates
possibilities of action as well as of subjection.

The relation between the nurses and the domestics is an ambivalent one. They
share the everyday life of the inmates, perform the duties assigned by the psychiatrists,
and position themselves, as a group, against the latter. There is a hierarchy according to
which the nurses, who have followed formal studies, have less physical contact with the
inmates and their fluids, and when they do it is in a more (it is believed) pristine
atmosphere. Nurses have access to the medical knowledge and tools, where it is
believed disease, infection and contamination is under control. Nurses rise above the
domestics. The definition of one’s position is permanently at stake, and this is enough
reason for them to be constantly testing their limits.

Another example of this is the way Ada describes her relationship with nurses of
similar age to hers:

“’Doña fulana [Mrs. So-and-so], you have not done this, why don’t you do it?’
There it is, there it is. But, before, I fought a lot, but recently not so much. For
example, Laura Vargas [a nurse], she became my friend, but before she was
insolent [atrevida]; Cecilia[a nurse], she was just the same, in a meeting, we have
been at odds. Well, I said ‘the graduates [licenciadas/nurses][should be] in their
place, please, and the domestics in their place. But you [the nurses or graduates]
don’t have the right to come here and dictate to us what to do [mandonear, give
orders], because the nurses are government employees, and I am a government
employee, so there is not enough difference between you and me for you to come
and dictate to us [the domestics] what to do’. She [the nurse] said ‘we have
studied, we have burned our eyelashes [because of the effort made]’, [and Ada
replied] ‘thanks be to God that you have studied, but as you have studied, you
earn money, agarra [you grab], but as I didn’t finished my studies, with my back
[lomear20] I earn, from my ribs you earn your salary’. After that, very subtly [por
debajo/from below] she would say [Ada uses the melodic voice used by peasants
when talking to a superior, trying to exert power but gently] ‘would you do this
for me?’, ‘yes, yes [Ada would reply] I accept it’, and after that we don’t fight
anymore. I imagine they [the nurses] realize that now that we have this national
law against discrimination, they are more careful. And also, maybe they don’t
understand meV”. [I01 15-01-12]

As regards the relationship between non-medical staff and inmates, the agency
of the latter is recognised insofar as they are part of the context in which all staff define

20 Lomear is related to physical work. A beast of burden has a lomo (back), and its work is
called lomear.
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themselves against or with others, and in consequence it proves useful sometimes to
gain the inmates’ support. Of course there is an element of compassion derived from
Catholicism. Ada was very proud to tell us –other nurses, domestics, myself- that she
had never been beaten by an inmate. Except when, one day, following a nurse’s order
against her will, an inmate had hit her on the head. “Never, never have I been hit by a
patient, only that day when the t’oqpi [distracted, out of her senses] nurse made me do
something that I didn’t want to do. There was a patient who liked to eat a whole piece of
bread in one bite, so the nurse used to cut it in small pieces for her when she served the
tea. One day the nurse asked me to cut the bread for the patient, I didn’t want to, but
you know how things are here, we have to obey. The patient grabbed my head and hit
me. ‘Son of a bitch!’ I told the nurse, it is your fault that she hit me, if you want the
bread cut, do it yourself!’ It was the only time that it happened. The patients are afraid
of me; they know that I manacle them, so very softly they ask me to calm down when
they see that I am furious, because of what I am able to do. Also because they love me;
they do love me because I listen to them. I am not like Doña Celmira [another
domestic], she wants everything to be done by the rules, for example, the patients can
only have a shower on the appointed day [twice a week]. But I allow the patients to
have a shower on different days; for example, Violeta, I allow her to have a shower
when she comes to me and says that she wants to have a shower, in the end we are all
human. They don’t have this right here, but I think of them, it is something basic, I have
a shower whenever I choose; the same should happen in the case of the patients. We
have to allow them to do some of the things they want, otherwise they can become
unbearable” (Fieldnotes). Ada challenges the norm, as well as the power position of the
nurse, and does so by interpreting or ignoring the rules while simultaneously using love
and fear-based strategies on the inmates, with the result that her position and her range
of action is asserted or at least defended, and with the inmates getting an occasional
extra shower, if they learn how to talk softly.

3.4. Relationships between religious, medical and non-medical staff

Even when they share the same status, medical and religious staff are in
permanent conflict. The medical staff use a “scientific” rationality, dictated by
neurological and psychiatric criteria, whilst the religious staff have a managerial
rationality, although the medical rationality is also managerial in nature. In the hospital
there is a medical director, who has to be a psychiatrist, and there is an administrative
director, who is always a Brother of the St. John of God Order, and normally comes
from another country where the Order is developing programmes.

The St. John of God Order is financed mainly by state funds and to a lesser
degree donations coming from all over the world (OHSJD, 2007: 11). The Brothers
decide on the use of financial resources, according to the funds available and the
mainstream treatments and procedures used in similar countries where they manage
psychiatric hospitals, which in general accept in formal (not necessarily in practical)
terms the decisions made through international agreements. The psychiatrists, under the
leadership of the medical director, supervise the use – quantity, quality, cost – of
medicines in treatments; and I say supervise insofar as each of the twelve psychiatrists
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that work in the psychiatric hospital is independent in deciding which drug to use and
how to use it, according to the terms (prices, free trials) provided by pharmaceutical
companies. However, the administrative director can object to the use of specific drugs
or therapeutic procedures if they are proven to be too expensive, if they disrupt the more
or less stable order of the hospital’s everyday life, or if they are objected to beforehand
by a government authority as being too expensive. The administrative director,
supported by the religious order, can also object to how psychiatrists use their time, as it
is time that is being paid with money whose efficient use is the responsibility of the
managers. We could say that each of the psychiatrists are autonomous in their decisions,
but, as was the case in the relationship between nurses and domestics, positioning the
inmates in the middle of a dispute allows them to assert or modify their position and
capacities in the power struggle.

Funding is scarce, and there is permanent surveillance from state regulatory
authorities as to how efficiently state funds are used, namely how many inmates are
treated at the least possible cost. As a result, conflicts are innate to the relation between
religious and medical authorities. In general, throughout the history of the psychiatric
hospital, religious staff has been supported by the domestics, the management staff and
the nurses, and vice versa, whilst the psychiatrists are supported by the rest of the
medical staff (psychologists, dentist, physiotherapists, general practitioners,
neurologists, and nutritionist) except for the nurses. Such links have been built within
the hospital, but they are basically the result of the longstanding historical influence that
the Catholic Church has had on sections of the working class population in the country
since colonial times, which has been influenced by paternalism and charity.

Celmira (a domestic) is the Unit’s longest serving employee, and one of the
most stringent in adhering to the regulations. Her opinion is illustrative in explaining
how the medical and the religious staff get on with each other, as well as the support
that the former receive from nurses and non-medical staff:

“Brothers and doctors don’t get on well with each other. In the past, two years
ago it was, the doctors spent all their time in their ‘meetings’, smoking cigarettes
and having tea in the dining rooms, with very little time spent with the patients.
Now it doesn’t happen anymore, they were set a limit, the medical director had to
do it, because it was unsustainable. The Brothers know that the doctors don’t take
the patients into account, they know that the doctors are not like us the rest of the
staff [the domestics, the nurses, the Brothers], who are all day long with them,
and know them better. The problem is that we are not united, the nurses are on
one side, the domestics on the other, that is why we cannot fight well against the
doctors. To complain, to protest about what they do is impossible, it is so
dangerous for anyone who dares protest. The only way for us is to keep silent
[callados no más tenemos que estar]” (Fieldnotes).

Domestics, nurses and Brothers share a paternal view of the inmates. According
to this, inmates are irrational and irresponsible – a viewpoint shared by the psychiatrists
–, but also, even recognising that the biomedical perspective has great importance in the
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treatment of the mentally ill, they consider the inmates as spiritual beings who are
living in darkness, and consequently need care, re-education, tough love and mercy,
which nurses, domestics and religious staff are ready to provide following their
Christian responsibilities. And of course, the domestics and the nurses follow the
Brothers – independent of the Christian church they follow – as their natural leaders, as
their guides, as providers, in the name of God, of the light. The psychiatrists are more
sceptical and participate randomly in the activities organised by the former; they are
very critical of such procedures. But we must not forget that the Brothers of the St John
of God’s Order are also managers in material terms – not only of lost souls –, and
consequently take managerial criteria very much into account when making decisions.

Manuel Villarrica, who has worked as a psychiatrist for about twenty years in
the psychiatric hospital, is one of the most critical of the Brothers’ procedures, and
doesn’t hesitate to express it:

“I created a mental health journal when I was the research director, the only one
that has existed in Bolivia, you realise? We had the luxury of publishing two
volumes per year. But we couldn’t publish it anymore, because in this hospital
things like this are not possible. Once I approached Brother Leopoldo [the
general manager], I said to him ‘help me finance the journal, it is not so much
money, only 2700 bolivianos [£270 approximately] to print 300 copies, beautiful.
It is the institution’s work, not mine’, I said. ‘I don’t have money’, he said. Go to
hell [vayase al cuerno], obviously, that is the answer that one gives to it. (…)
There are no prior[ities]. Obviously I don’t know what the priority is, to get
money [he uses an ironic tone of voice], make money disappear, use it in other
ways different from what it is intended for, I don’t know, because I don’t see the
money, I don’t see any money spent, even worse for the treatments. If we are
supposed to provide medical care, then we should do it in the right way. If we
have to do community work, we should do community work. It is not about
printing banners on mental health issues, putting them in the streets and then
saying ‘ah, that is our community work’, that is not, no man, what is this? It is all
silence [una quietud total], a chronic thing, that is how we are”. [I02 08-11-11]

But whilst Manuel sends the Brother to hell, the non-medical staff and the
nurses put him in heaven, which means that they place themselves partially on earth (on
the ground21), partially on the way to heaven, as charitable Christians, cleansed by God
and guided by His medium, the Brother-manager. It implies ways of being, spatial
arrangements, rights, power exertion and its reversal, as we can see in the following
example. The manager’s birthday came round. The fact that he is a religious man, and
that the non-medical staff (cleaning, reception general services and kitchen staff,
besides the nurses) are his “sons” and “daughters” made the day a special occasion. All

21 As opposed to heaven, as Ada mentioned, see section 3
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the mentioned workers organised a party, which included musical performances,
dancing, cake and wine with coca-cola. The party took place on the laundry’s terrace,
at lunch time. Four groups of chairs were set out for the event: one in the centre, for the
Brother [that is how he is called by them] and for those who dared to sit there, one in
front of the centre, another on the left, and another on the right hand side. The doctors
didn’t participate in the party’s organization, and of course, weren’t invited. The
divisions among the staff were evident, not only because the doctors weren’t there, but
also because of the way people sat: the nurses and secretaries in front of the centre,
Brother Leopoldo and his assistant in the centre, the psychology students who are doing
their internships on the right, the female general services, kitchen and cleaning staff on
the lower left, and the male general services, kitchen and cleaning staff on the upper
left, closer to Brother Leopoldo. When the moment came for blowing out the candles
and cutting the cake, Brother Leopoldo was asked to bite the cake. He did so, knowing
that someone was going to push his head into the cake, smiling. One of the male general
services workers ran forward and pushed Brother Leopoldo’s head into the cake,
making him get all the cream on his face. It looked like a modern translation of colonial
times, when one day in the year the peasants were allowed to take power and exert
symbolic violence on the landlord, who accepted that as a way of equalizing the power
relationships, so that he could exploit them during the rest of the year22. All the staff
laughed, so did the Brother Leopoldo, who, evidently uncomfortable, laughed and
danced (Fieldnotes).

As we have seen in this section, different strata within the institution take their
place in a hierarchy that is similar to that outside the hospital, which mainly reflects
ethnic and gender classifications valid in Bolivia. Allopathic and non-allopathic medical
diagnoses also influence the place a person, in this case an inmate, will occupy within
the social structure of the hospital, as will be seen in the next section. However rooted
in the everyday life of the institution and in the history of the country, the institutional
hierarchy is challenged by different subjects, which in turn helps to relieve tensions but
without changing drastically the order of things.

4. Control mechanisms: is she dangerous or ill? Conceptions of “mental
illness”: diagnosis and treatment.

Since schizophrenia as a category was introduced into the diagnostic vocabulary
(for Bolivia, in the 1930s), it became and remained, throughout the XX century and
until today, the main diagnosis given to the majority of the female inmates, followed by
epilepsy and mental retardation (ANB: IPM41; Martinic, Querejazu & Perez, 1994;
INPM, 2000, Camacho, 1975). Apparently, there is an indirect correlation between
social class and mental health (Jenkins & Barret, 2004; Mura, et.al, 2012), and the
reasons for such a relation are still being discussed.

22 For an analysis on the subversive qualities of carnivals, see Bakhtin, 1968.
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Regarding schizophrenia, for example, according to Mura et. al. (2012) there are
two main hypotheses that link its occurrence to disadvantaged social classes. The first
suggests that poor environmental conditions, characteristic of “underdeveloped” areas,
could be the source for important factors of the “disease” onset (namely unemployment,
inadequate quality of maternal care, psychosocial stress and infectious agents). The
second hypothesis, more often invoked today by psychiatrists, is called the “selection-
drift hypothesis”, and focuses on the social drift resulting from the low social and
working class integration that deterioration caused by schizophrenia produces.

Regarding mental illness in general – including schizophrenia – Kleinman,
Cohen and Saraceno give other reasons, more related to the socioeconomic conditions
under which mental illness is prevented and treated (2002a). According to them,
neuropsychiatric disorders are more prevalent in low-income countries for several
reasons, among which the main are: lack of diagnosis and treatment; institutionally-
based interventions that are commonly inappropriate or harmful; lack of governmental
awareness concerning mental health, and widespread social stigmatization of mental
illness and the people who experience it (with less than 1% of health budgets being used
for mental health according to the WHO 2001); disparities in the accessibility of new
medicines and treatments between high-income and low-income countries, such as
community based systems of care, economic support for individuals, and atypical
antipsychotics (newer drugs)23; and structural adjustment economic policies of the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank resulting in cuts in health funding.

Although more comprehensive, this explanation leaves unclear the question of
the very definition of mental illness, an answer to which might allow us to understand
more precisely why some people end their lives in a psychiatric hospital after a specific
diagnosis and treatment has been pronounced by a psychiatrist, whilst others receive
different diagnoses and treatments that exclude hospitalization in public health
institutions, or even become jampiris (healers), powerful political leaders, artists, or
yatiris (wise men, shamans), or are said to be “sensitive” or “nervous”, but never “mad”
like those who, according to public opinion, are in the “mad house”. Such a definition is
not a clear, predetermined statement, but rather a result of the power relations among
the above-mentioned actors in the midst of economic adjustment policies, old and
renewed racism, machismo and classism at the base of the social organization.

4.1 Diagnosis: “hablando con la pared” (talking to the wall).

In the National Institute of Psychiatry “Gregorio Pacheco” (INPGP), mental
illness is diagnosed according to the bio-psychosocial model, internationally valid in
mainstream psychiatry. According to this view:

23 See:http:rcpsych.ac.uk/healthadvice/treatmentswellbeing/antipsychoticmedication.aspx
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“The biological perspective, even if it has taken a prominent place in research
and therapy, is now combined with psychological and social approaches (…) the
psychiatrist, in accordance with his medical professional responsibilities,
occupies a central position in a multidisciplinary team whose members contribute
their special competences to the common goal” (Pichot, 2009: 26).

The centrality of the biological view is essential to the bio-psychosocial model
as it is used in the INPGP and can be demonstrated by the number of psychiatrists
compared to the number of psychologists among the hospital’s staff: thirteen and three,
respectively. The biological approach emphasises the “biochemical or neuroendocrine
abnormalities of psychological functioning” (Bolton & Hill, 1996: 293), and explains
mental disorders in those terms, suggesting that mental illness is biological in its nature,
essentially an organic phenomenon, even if it has been influenced or triggered by social
or psychological factors (Guze, 1989: 315-318). The latter factors may influence mental
illness in its onset, but it is biologically caused, and chemically-based. This conception
of mental illness has consequences in the type of treatment that is carried out.
Psychotherapy, cognitive therapy, and other psychological approaches play a secondary
role, and in general are used only for the management of mental conditions not
considered to be severe, and if the individual in question has the financial means to pay
for treatment, or if she can get it – very improbably – through the public health system.

The diagnosis tool, namely the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM) in its different versions III, IV and V, was created exclusively for the
use of American psychiatrists (ibid). Since then, however, it has become the standard
diagnosis model in many countries, including Bolivia, and is promoted by international
organisations such as the WHO, which, for example, created another shorter version,
with some minimal variations, to be included in the “Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems” Manual CID10. Neither DSM nor CID are supposed to give
any explanation of the origins of mental illness, but rather to be a descriptive tool by
providing a common nomenclature (McHugh & Slavney, 2009: 42). Still, it conveys an
authoritative discourse (Wilce, 2009: 208), as it classifies – creates as language –
symptoms that will, when grouped together, become diseases that need to be treated
with the available medicines and therapies prescribed and created in the same field of
knowledge as the disease which is being named, namely, psychiatry and its biological
approach. Regarding explanatory methods, treatment, prevention and research there are
different perspectives in psychiatry: disease, dimensional, life-story, and behavioural
(McHugh & Slavney, 2009: 43). It is the disease perspective, which explains diseases as
abnormalities in bodily functions or structure, that predominates. Psychotherapy, used
as the main tool in the other perspectives, here has only a guidance and conversion
function related to deviations from the “normal” that are considered the consequence of
maladaptive behaviour, trauma, diminished cognitive capacities or affective
responsiveness (ibid).

As the starting point of the diagnosis, thirty years ago as now, potential
“patients” are normally brought forcibly to the INPGP by their families, and once in the
hospital, all are interrogated by the psychiatrist and the social worker. The social worker
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looks mainly for information that will allow the institution to trace the family when
necessary, especially for payments due to the institution, and to arrange discharge of the
inmate or further treatments and medical procedures such as surgeries. The first
approach takes place neither outside, nor inside the hospital, but in a place in-between,
the surgery for outpatients, located close to reception, the chapel, and the administrative
offices. There is a standard form to be filled in, which sets the questions that should be
asked in the first interview to the potential inmate and the people who take her to
hospital. The current form was introduced in 1986 and differs from the previous form –
used from 1936 approximately – in that the current document asks for more detailed
information, and uses categories that are more consistent with the biomedical model,
although the previous form was intended also to agree with that model as it was
understood at the time, being part of a general innovation in psychiatric procedures in
Latin America (Alarcon, 1976: 113). As the treatments available were scarce, and didn’t
change much until the end of the twentieth century (when low-cost medication became
more available and was widely used in the great majority of cases), the reasons for the
new form were more related to “scientific” interest than treatment-driven.

Dr. Miranda, who was the medical director of the INPGP in 1986, explained the
process of creation and implementation of the new diagnosis-record form:

“I tried to perform some changes while I was the director, to revise the old
medical history [anamnesis], the old green one, it was so difficult to get all my
colleagues together to unify criteria, to exchange our opinions, in order to change
to the new model that was going to be proposed, keeping some aspects of the old
model but improving them, according to a more scientific approach. It was so
difficult, it cost uñas y dientes [meant fighting tooth and nail], but finally the blue
model [form] was approved [by the medical staff]. (…) There was a sheet in the
medical history for each sector, for each person: for the doctor who conducts the
admission, the psychic assessment, subjective and objective anamnesis. (…) It
was so difficult to fulfil this goal, why? I am going to tell you. Lack of interest?
Certainly. But I noticed that they didn’t use it. The admission form was one
thing, the Unit’s doctor would carry out the psychic assessment, the social
worker would do the objective anamnesis, taking advantage of the fact that
relatives of the patient would come on the day of the admission, you know, after
that the relatives disappear and don’t return anymore. They [the social workers]
didn’t do it [the objective anamnesis], they registered insignificant information,
[such as] “[the patient] lives in a mud house, drinks corn tea, eats chuño [dried
potato]; but the proper objective anamnesis, which could be carried out by the
social worker, if she was [academically] able to do it, which we tried, although it
wasn’t possible. We lost contact with the family. You know how important the
objective data is, it is very important to elaborate the patient’s complete clinical
history, it is just one part, but essential, because there you have all the family’s
background. And the subjective anamnesis, which has to be conducted by the
Unit’s doctor with the patient, not only through one interview, which would be
humanly impossible, but in several [interviews the doctor] would complete it,
which is the history of the patient and her problem from her own point of view,
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of what she knows about her family, etc. To me there is a big difference between
one [anamnesis] and the other, and their great scientific value. It was so difficult.
I think this difficulty existed, not only here, but also abroad, because it is time
consuming, requiring great dedication, and several hours to collect the
information, both subjective and objective”. [I03 17-01-12]

Her account explains why, even at the time of my fieldwork, these forms are
barely used in all their components, although they are the basis of the treatment. Always
present in the forms are the diagnoses: in the Unit where I based my research, the
majority of inmates are classified as schizophrenics or epileptics. There is always a
label, as the ex-director explains:

“They [the psychiatrists] registered [their diagnostic criteria], according to the
amount of patients that could be interviewed daily. Some required more time of
course, even double what it would take to complete a simple medical
examination, because it all depends on the patient’s condition, and on the aim
that you have when interviewing the patient, a detailed research, very deep, on
what the patient feels, how she feels, in order to elucidate the characteristics, not
only of the syndrome, but also the symptoms, which [symptom] is the most
predominant, and according to that, give, as they say, the label to the patient.
Sometimes it is not possible to diagnose in the first interview, you suggest a
diagnostic hypothesis, which posteriorly you can confirm, or on the contrary,
modify. This is for research purposes, because to give the patient a label is not a
problem, but if you want to have useful material that you can use later for
research, based on reliable data, meticulously detailed in order to find the essence
of the problem [pathology], this kind of interview has to take place, and also this
kind of commitment, doesn’t it? Not only the symptoms, but also the patient’s
general context, with all of what her individual dimension entails in relation to
her environment, her family, influences that played a role in her current state, to
what extent we could say that there are factors that have triggered or have been
decisive [in the onset of the mental illness]”. [I03 17-01-12]

Labels are the main contents of the forms filled in the diagnostic stage at the
hospital. As explained by the ex-director of the hospital, the diagnosis starts with the
series of interviews held by the team formed by the nurse, the social worker, and the
psychiatrist, the latter being the leader (Cooper & Oates, 2009: 76-77). As soon as the
family recognises the need to bring their relative to the hospital, that is, as soon as it
becomes plausible for a person to be assessed by a psychiatrist, and as soon as the
family labels their relative as the type of ill person that they consider can be treated in a
psychiatric hospital, the process of becoming a patient has started. Goffman calls these
processes “the moral career of the mental patient”, where career is defined as “any
social strand of any person’s course through life” (1987 [1961]: 119). The concept
brings together the personal and the public sides of becoming a subject, whose changes
will result in transformations in the self and the framework available to judge oneself
and others as a result of modification in the public and personal side of the subject
(Ibid). Although Goffman places the starting point of the moral career of a patient at the
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moment when a person is hospitalised, I consider that the previous events that led to the
hospitalization should also be included, as the hospitalization as a possibility became
real thanks to a series of events, including those previous to the hospitalization itself.

The majority of people hospitalised in the INPGP come from rural areas
(information provided by the General Manager, I04 12-12), where urban hospitals are
the last resource used in case of health problems. When a person doesn’t fulfil the social
expectations that her position implies, several community resources are available to
restore the flow of social interaction. But in the case of people who show signs of strong
sadness, uncommunicativeness, extreme anger, euphoria, or signs of physical distress
such as convulsions, a Jampiri, or healer, is normally called to rebalance the
supernatural forces that might be causing this unexpected behaviour to their normal
course. If the series of healing sessions carried out by the Jampiri are not successful, the
local hospital is the next place to go. When cases are evaluated at the local hospital by
general practitioners, they will start to be called “patients”, and the person who was
behaving “strangely” from her community’s point of view, will normally be prescribed
a sedative, after which she will be evaluated along with an evaluation of the family’s
current internal dynamics. When, after the effects of the sedative have passed, the
inmate still behaves in the same way as when she arrived, and if the general practitioner
doesn’t reach an agreement with the family on a way to restore the previous emotional
state of the inmate, then the family is advised to take their relative to a bigger hospital in
one of the country’s main cities. Once in the city, the process starts again in a bigger but
still non-psychiatric hospital, and the same procedures are repeated. If the patient is not
stabilised, the family is advised to take their relative to the nearest psychiatric hospital,
private and very expensive, or public – inexpensive or free.

In Bolivia there is only one private psychiatric hospital, located in Santa Cruz,
the most prosperous city where one day of treatment in the hospital costs almost the
national minimum monthly wage. There are few public psychiatric hospitals: Hospital
Psiquiátrico Dr. José María Alvarado (La Paz), Centro de Rehabilitación San Juan de
Dios (La Paz), Instituto Psiquiátrico San Juan de Dios (Cochabamba), Instituto
Nacional de Psiquiatría Gregorio Pacheco (Sucre), Clínica de Reposo "Monte Sinaí”
(Santa Cruz), Hospital Psiquiátrico "San Benito Menni" (Santa Cruz), Instituto Nacional
de Prevención, Tratamiento y Rehabilitación de drogas y salud mental (Tarija), Instituto
Psicopedagógico Ciudad Joven San Juan de Dios (Sucre) and el Centro de Salud Mental
(La Paz) (WHO-PAHO, 2008: 8). Most of these hospitals (69%) provide only
ambulatory services. The main public psychiatric hospitals which provide in-patient
care are managed by Brothers of the St John of God’s Order, and are located in La Paz,
Cochabamba and Sucre (ibid). Among these three hospitals, the branch in Sucre has a
considerably bigger capacity to receive new patients as well as to treat intermediate and
chronic cases, with 369 beds, whilst the hospital in La Paz has 160 beds and the hospital
in Cochabamba 210. That is the reason why a considerable number of families, even
coming from distant regions, take their relatives to the National Institute of Psychiatry
in Sucre.
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Once in the psychiatric hospital, as mentioned, a series of interviews take place.
The process will be better understood if we consider specific cases, such as the
trajectory of Libia Callañaupa, a Quechua-speaking peasant from Qhisinphucu, a rural
community in the locality of Pocoata, Chayanta Province, North of Potosi. She grew up
there, married there and was sent to the hospital from the same area, in the city of Potosi
(Hospital Bracamonte), and the second time to the hospital in the community of Pocoata
(Pocoata Hospital). She comes from a family of farmers, and her whole life was spent in
the fields, taking care of the domestic animals, as well as of the chacra, from a very
early age, since her mother died when she was a small child. Once she was supposed to
reach the age for marriage, she went to live with her partner, but without any ceremony
since her father had died, and she couldn’t convince her future husband, who was one of
the most important leaders in the community, to ask her uncle or her nephew for her
hand in marriage . He wanted to start living with her, so he informed her of his decision,
and took her with him. She wanted to have a husband, for life in the community was
only possible for a woman of her age either taking care of her parents, neither of whom
were alive, or with a partner. So she had –she thought– either to live with her partner or
be humiliated and hungry. Soon after she started to live with him, he started to beat her,
with the acceptance and encouragement of her parents-in-law, who considered her to be
lazy, inefficient in fulfilling her responsibilities, and generally disobedient to her
husband. When he did beat her, she would respond in the same way, although not with
the same strength, not only because he was physically stronger, but also because she
wasn’t at her own place: she had a lot to lose and very little support. As the head of the
family, he was entitled to trade with the family’s properties, including the lands and
animals she inherited when her father died. He sold it all, except for a plot of land,
which he couldn’t sell because she concealed the property’s registry deeds, and in spite
of the violence he exerted against her, she wouldn’t give him the documents, which
made her relations with her family-in-law more difficult. Her first son died when he was
a baby as a result of an accident in which she, sleeping in the same bed with him and
her husband, squashed his head. This was traumatic for her, and it caused her to be
considered a murderer:

“When I was still single he [her husband] took me to his home, he said ‘we will
make this child live’. We went to his home. His house [his parents’ house] was
small and we slept on top of each other. That is how I once squashed the baby on
his head, I had killed him. From that moment his mother hated me, she would say
that I was the murderer of my son. After that I had another son. He would
continue beating me; this was the reason why I left him, which is when my
[second] son was born. As soon as they [her family-in-law] knew it was a boy,
they took me to their home again”. [I05 26-03-12]

There was another crucial event that occurred before her second son, the first to
survive, was born. One day she was, as usual, looking after the sheep, when lightning
started to strike the fields. It was, according to her, a decisive day:

“My head was injured, this part [she points to her skull] said ‘chij’ [as lighting
would sound]. Although people later commented that the lighting had maybe
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killed sheep, I knew it wasn’t true. Some days after, I myself went to look after
the animals, and saw that the lighting had broken a rock. Certainly that scared me
[susto24]. Previous to that I had had a little son”. [I05 26-03-12]

She didn’t perceive the significance of this event until her second son was about
to be born, as she had to face a lot of difficulties during labour:

“I couldn’t expel the placenta, I became cold [me enfrié], and to crown it all my
entire belly swelled up (…) I was alone, there was nobody to help me. Some time
afterwards they sacrificed a lamb25. (…) he had beaten me, which is why I had
run away. Thank God that my brother came, as well as my uncles. I was trying to
expel the placenta during the whole night, with pain. I couldn’t expel it at the
same time that my son was born. I asked my brother to bring molle26, it cooled
me down, but at the same time he went to bring Sebastiana, the Yatiri, taking
coca leaves with him. She was harvesting the barley, and she observed the coca
leaves and said that I had Gloria (lightning). There was another healer
[curandero], they started to drink alcohol, they asked for alcohol to be bought.
Both of them said to me ‘rub, rub this’ [qhaqutatakuy qhaqutatakuy]. The pain
receded; they commented ‘it was Gloria’. They made me eat jaboncillo27 and
some honey. Finally, late at night I expelled the placenta. The healer [curandero]
said that I had Gloria. After that we went to mass, and, after that, I became an
evangelical [me entregué al cristianismo]. They [the healers] said that I had
Gloria, I ended up selling all my goats, with that money I could only afford to
buy coca leaves and alcohol, the Yatiri didn’t mind, he would get as much as he
could get from me. My brother said ‘she has Gloria’ (…). They healed me with a
lamb [she laughs]28. [I05 26-03-12]

Gloria is the condition of the person who has been struck or scared by lighting.
The lighting is sent by Tata Pumpuri, or St. James of Pumpuri, patron of curers and
shamans (Platt, 1997: 198). As he “partakes in the Glory of the Upper World (janaj
pacha), but also has ‘roots’ (saphi) of Glory in the Inner World (ukhu pacha)” (Ibid:
199), he can cure and he can kill: one can become a healer after being struck by
lightning (Uscamayta, 2004: 94; Rösing, 1992: 2007), or else a midwife (unquchij)

24 See Chapter IV for a description of susto.
25 Method used by traditional healers, in this case a yatiri, to heal by exchanging the soul of the
lamb for the soul of the sick person, whose soul has been taken by the lighting, namely, Tata
Pumpuri. (Information gathered in the Jampi Qhatu (“Medicine Market”) of Sucre, where the
medicines used by jampiris and yatiris are sold).
26 An ever-green bush used in different ceremonies to favour life and reproduction. See, Platt,
2001: 655.
27 Body soap is used by yatiris to encourage the expelling of the placenta as well as the baby. It
is said to make the baby come out “slipping” (Arnold & Yapita, 2002: 231).
28 For more information about treatments for Gloria, see Mendoza, 2010: 200.
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(Platt, 2001: 639); but also, one can be punished for something that has been done
wrong (Mendoza, 2007: 236), without any hope of being chosen afterwards as a healer
or a midwife. Libia was punished by Tata Pumpuri soon after her first son was born, she
was categorised as a “bad woman”, also as a “murderer”, a big moral sin. It is known
that children who die without being baptised – formally in the church, or informally by
putting holy water on his forehead –, may become a q’ara wawa (lit. “naked baby”) or
goblin (duende) who incarnates the supays [pre-Christian ancestors’ souls] (Platt, 2001,
1997). However, Libia’s illness was not explained by the yatiris as related to the q’ara
wawa itself, but to Gloria. If there was something the community would consider she
deserved punishment for, it was her response to her husband’s violence, and also the
death of her son, which she was accused of. But the healing performed by yatiris wasn’t
successful, for she continued challenging her husband and apparently did not show
sorrow or repentance for the death of her first son.

Her life continued. Her husband continued beating her, she continued struggling.
Neither her brother nor her other relatives advocated for her, as they were afraid of her
husband and his family. Her husband was well respected within the community. Ten
years after her son was born, during which time she had another son and a daughter, she
had a breakdown. Her husband had beaten her badly, causing a wound that wouldn’t
heal, and, according to her, it made her feel hot [en calor]. The Gloria had returned. Her
husband took her to the general hospital in the city of Potosi, where the wound was
dressed and the heat quenched by means of psychiatric drugs. Three months after she
returned to the community to find that her husband had left taking the eldest children
with him, and had given the youngest one to a female relative. She knew where he was,
in Oruro, but she didn’t want to live with him again. She still remembers what he said to
her when he took her to the hospital:, “he said that I was mad [luka qunqasqa nispalla],
that is why he left me. He took my children away from me”. [I05 26-03-12].

According to her husband – and it was the general opinion held by the
community – she had become mad. More exactly, luka qunqasqa, she had lost her
memory [qunqay], and because the yatiris couldn’t heal her, her state was not called
Gloria by members of the community but luka [in Spanish, loca, “mad”]. And the only
place for lukus is the hospital in the city. She had lost the memory that a woman is
supposed to carry with herself, namely the memory of the principles dictating how, in
the context where she was expected to become a woman, she should behave. In the
hospital she would stay approximately three months, returning after that to her
community, without a husband, without animals, without her children, without a house,
which had been taken by her relatives to convert into a stable, and without clothes or
wool to weave, as these had been disposed of by her husband and relatives. She had to
start again from zero, first trying unsuccessfully to recover the house, later working for
others to earn a living. But still, she was considered a bad woman. The community
teacher, who used to trade with her husband, gave her a job in his lands, and in return he
provided her with food and some money. She tried to get her youngest daughter back,
but her sister in-law refused, even though the child welfare advocate from the nearest
town intervened. But since she was alone, and without a husband, and because she had
been luka qunqasqa, the resources available were scarce. Libia thought that the teacher,
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who was a man who had come from La Paz some time ago to work in the community
school, might help her to have one of her sons returned, as he was working for him in
the lands the teacher had in the Alto Beni region. But:

“I asked Bruno [the teacher] to take me to my child, but he didn’t want to. He
said ‘if you live with your husband again, I will take you with him’, but I said
that I wouldn’t live with him again, I said ‘even if I stay with him only two days,
he will beat me, I cannot put my life at risk’. So Bruno said ‘if you don’t
reconcile him, then I won’t help you. Celmiro [her husband] must be responsible
for his children, and after that your children will return to you no matter where
they are. Just now you will live with your animals (…)”. [I05 26-03-12].

She was getting desperate. She would even see her children in the faces of other
children, and try to take them with her. The community decided to take her to the
psychiatric hospital in Sucre. In the first interview with the psychiatrist, who didn’t
speak Quechua, the doctor from the hospital in Pocoata was asked to give information
regarding her case, but all he said (as written in the hospitalization form) was that she
had been wandering around the community and had been abandoned by her husband,
who used to beat her, (he said), and that she had tried to sell her own children. The
doctor said that her mental state had started to deteriorate progressively, to the point of
becoming aggressive and experiencing “auditory hallucinations” (translation by the
psychiatrist), also thinking that other children were her own and trying to take them
with her (registered as “false recognition”). The psychiatrist asked the questions in
Spanish, and they were probably translated into Quechua29 by the community doctor,
who either did not know (surprisingly) or omitted the events of violence that Libia had
suffered at the hands of her community fellows and her husband.

At the same time, the doctor’s as well as the psychiatrist’ presence must have
influenced what Libia was willing to say. Of course Libia didn’t want to say too much
in front of two men, one of whom she didn’t know and who she had been taken to
against her will, and the other who represented the community that had played an
important role in weaving her unfortunate fate. Psychiatrists are taught that any
diagnosis starts with the establishment of “patienthood” (Cooper & Oates, 2009: 73).
The same could be said for how the moral career of a patient develops during the first
psychiatric interview. Patienthood is defined as the effects of the patient’s will to
describe her symptoms and distress to the psychiatrist, namely to arouse therapeutic
concern in the psychiatrist. Both patient and doctor (or the psychiatrist in this case) are
supposed to “play their appropriate roles according to their personal, social, cultural,
and scientific background” (Ibid). The role of the mestizo psychiatrist was to invest
himself with authority by wearing a white apron, and asking questions in Spanish, not
in Libia’s native language. Finally, he was also fulfilling the same purpose by excluding

29 All the information in the registration forms, including what she said, was written in Spanish.
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Libia’s voice from the interview as he ended having a conversation with another man,
the community doctor, who also was invested with authority, about a woman whose
suffering they thought they could understand. In the meantime, the only subject Libia
thought she could talk to, and be understood by, was God. For a person who talks with
God, the psychiatrist has his own –objective – description, “auditory hallucinations”,
and a response to it, the drug Diazepam (valium), both of which were registered in the
hospitalization order:

“HOSPITALIZATION ORDER
NAME AND LAST NAME: Libia Callañaupa Choque
Reason for consultation: Patient brought from the locality of Pocoata-Potosi, by
the locality doctor, who recounts that currently the patient walks from
community to community behaving aggressively, taking children [agarrando],
presenting with delusional misidentification, saying that they are her children,
who she [really] sold several years ago, emotional lability, tends to cry,
soliloquies, auditory hallucinations, she acts as if she was talking with God,
which is why we have injected her with Diazepam 2 amp. Currently the patient
[sic], unsteady walk, terrible personal hygiene, messy hair, soiled clothes,
auditory hallucinations ‘I talk with God’, oriented in relation to herself but not
oriented in relation to time [temporally], [she] is not aware of her state nor her
morbid condition, emotionally labile, tends to cry, persistent ideas related to her
children, which is why she is crying. Negative, she throws herself to the ground,
doesn’t want to walk into the Unit (I.M.) [First/Acute Unit for women]. We
couldn’t get any other information given her condition.
Note: the patient received two ampoules of Diazepam in the last four hours.
VITAL SIGNS: [no information registered]
TEMPERATURE: [no information registered]
BLOOD PRESSURE: [no information registered]
PULSE: [no information registered]
ADMISSION DIAGNOSIS (ICD-10): F23
EMERGENCY TREATMENT:
Haloperidol30 5 mg. 1 amp. c/12 hrs intramuscular
Levomepromazine31 25 mg. 1 amp c/12 hrs intramuscular
Biperiden32 5 mg 1 amp c/2 hrs intramuscular
Continue with the medication for three days

30 For more information on the content, use and effects of the drug see:
http://www.medicines.org.uk/guides/Haloperidol/Schizophrenia%20and%20Psychosis
31 For more information on the content, use and effects of the drug see:
http://www.medicines.org.uk/guides/Levomepromazine%20hydrochloride/Aggression,%20Rest
lessness%20and%20Agitation
32 For more information on the content, use and effects of the drug see:
http://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00810
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Diazepam33 10 mg. when necessary, intramuscular
Physical restriction when necessary
Take vital signs before giving medication
Doctor’s signature: -------------”. (INP-1)

The provisional diagnosis was F23, which in the ICD-10 corresponds to “Acute
and transient psychotic disorders”. According to the psychiatric literature, this category
includes “a heterogeneous set of acute-onset and relatively short-lived psychoses
(polymorphic with or without schizophrenic symptoms, acute schizophrenia-like, and
others) reportedly frequent in industrially developing countries (where most of the
world population lives)” (Mezzich & Otero-Ojeda, 2000). It is also briefly defined as
“temporary psychotic disorder” (Lauriello, Erickson & Keith, 2000), and is considered
to be the result of both biological and psychosocial factors. Cultural aspects such as
beliefs in sorcery, witchcraft, etc., are deemed to determine the meaning and nature of
its symptoms (Mezzich, Keh-ming, & Campbell Hughes, 2000). Because sometimes
behaviour diagnosed as psychotic by psychiatrists might be defined differently if
considered in the context of origin of the person who is diagnosed, psychiatrists are
advised to appraise the cultural context of the patient,, looking for signs of what is
appreciated as “normal” or abnormal in their “culture”. However, it will only be an
indication of how signs of an illness might be locally explained, but it does not affect
significantly the psychiatric diagnosis, although it can influence the course of the
treatment (i.e. hospitalization or outpatient monitoring).

In Libia’s case, the complexity of meanings that are collectively shared but
individually lived is evoked by the psychiatrist through the community doctor, who in
turn brings up the dominant version of how women “are” and how they “should”
behave. Libia “shouldn’t be” without a husband, she “should” have been attached to her
children, to a house, to a chacra and to the animals, so she “ought not” to be free to
move from community to community. As for the psychiatrist, he is trying to insert all
the symptoms he observes into nosologic categories whose purpose is to reduce and
condense information (Bogenschutz & Nurnberg, 2000). Condensed and reduced into
categories, information that is processed as symptoms can be matched with treatments,
and, hopefully, the administrative task of psychiatry, namely the management of
madness, can be performed (Castel, 2009: 15). The psychiatrist, as a technician, holds
specialised knowledge created to treat mental diseases, but is at the same time called to
take into account other forms of knowledge and explanation as to what has caused
”abnormal behaviour”. No better place for that exercise than his consultation room,
where:

33 For more information on the content, use and effects of the drug see:
http://www.medicines.org.uk/guides/diazepam/Aggression%2c%20Restlessness%20and%20Ag
itation/diazepam%2010mg~2ml%20emulsion%20for%20injection%20ampoules
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“[T]he diagnostic encounter itself can be used as a point of entry into the patient's
world, a ‘classroom for investigation and discovery.’ One cannot become an
anthropological expert about each and every possible cultural group, but one can
try to learn by asking patients to share their cultural norms as they understand
them” (Mezzich, Keh-ming, & Campbell Hughes, 2000).

In this way, the understanding of the “other” takes place in the “neutral”
consultation room, where a desperate woman, who has been forcibly brought to the
hospital, is interrogated by a man about whom all she knows is that he is of the same
kind – a doctor – as the one who took her away from her community. He doesn’t speak
her language, but another one that she barely understands. In the end she is going to be
locked up, so why would she be interested in putting into words what the psychiatrist is
going to “discover” anyway? Eight days after her hospitalization, Libia is interviewed
again, now without the presence of the community doctor. She describes what her
concerns are, but not in the order or structure the psychiatrist is willing to hear, which is
why he describes her words as “variations in sense perception, soliloquy, apparent
unmotivated laughter” (Libia’s medical records, 28/11/2009). As she is unwilling to
participate in the creation of her own “patienthood” (she is “unaware of her illness”
writes the doctor repeatedly in the reports), he has to make a different move, that is, to
make her talk by muting her: he reads her body and its utterances, for he explains her
behaviour and her words as effects of an organic illness. She changes and becomes
more of a map to be read, every line, every relief, every river and every mountain has a
meaning.

Although, of course, he is not being delusional (as he thinks she is), he is being
“scientific” and “objective”, since he is basing himself on the evidence gathered through
the years by psychiatry researchers, which gives him the authority to give an account of
Libia’s behaviour as well as to decide what is best for her34. He “feels” himself into her
skin, all becomes meaningful; in order to describe – to codify – he tries to feel what she
feels like and then translates those feelings into organic terms; symptoms (her
complaints) become signs (indicators). In the narrow “classroom for investigation and
discovery”, the psychiatrist feels her “delusions”, not her experience of the sacred. She
throws herself to the ground, screams, and resists being forced to move to the Unit
(according to the information registered in her medical records), which in turn will be
added to the list of signs of “her” “mental illness”, for “as soon as she becomes
associated to the hospital, the ill person is defined as ill: any act, any participation or

34 “Objective has several shades of meaning in ordinary usage, but in clinical assessment its
most useful meaning is that an account of an event or behaviour is based on agreement between
two or more persons or sources. (…) a further useful distinction can be made between objective
defined as above and ‘scientific’, taking this to mean that systematic efforts have been made to
obtain evidence upon comparisons (or ‘controls’) which demonstrate that one explanation can
be preferred out of several possibilities that have been considered” (Cooper & Oates, 2009: 72).
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reaction from her part, will be interpreted, explained, in terms of the illness” (Basaglia,
1972: 305, translation is mine).

Hospitalization cannot take place without two more forms being filled in: the
social form and the psychological form. In the social form is registered, as veridical,
information that supposedly characterises the social context that she comes from. Here
we have a new Libia: she speaks Spanish, is single and Catholic. It seems as if her
characterization was done, again, by making her speak whilst silencing her own voice.
In truth, she speaks only Quechua, is married, and is evangelical. Probably the reason
for this can be found in the other form, where the results of a psychological test are
recorded; her “mental level” is assessed as “apparently illiterate”, whilst her “cultural
degree” is “rural”. In questions regarding levels and degrees, mixed with categories
such as “cultural” and “mental”, and answered using terms such as “rural” and
“illiterate”, one may detect racial and social hierarchies turned into scientific
classifications. She is not considered capable of giving an account of herself, so the
psychologist, as well as the social worker, does it for her.

To have a provisional diagnosis means that treatment may be available (Cooper
& Oates, 2009: 73). Libia was hospitalised for six months, under a treatment that
consisted mainly in medication, or so it seems, as the only therapy recorded is “labour
therapy”: helping to peel potatoes and onions in the kitchen. The psychiatrist noticed
that she was talking with God almost until the end of her hospitalization, when she
stopped noticing psychotic symptoms, such as Libia’s conversations with God about the
whereabouts of her children, or her persisting in seeing male faces in female patients
with short hair, mistaking them generally for the man who took her to the hospital. She
would be “reiterative” about the fact that she wasn’t ill, hence, she “wasn’t aware of her
illness” (INPGP, 2011), nor the time or the place, for she would say that it was 2005
instead of 2011 (the current year), or state that she was close to Cochabamba – another
main city of Bolivia – instead of Sucre, both facts extremely important for the
psychiatrist but not so important for Libia. With enough money for the bus ticket, she
was sent home.

Once back in the community, and for one year, Libia continued working for the
teacher in the lands he had. On one occasion he invited her to come to his house. She
came in, and thought it appropriate to take her pollera off and lie in bed with him. She
didn’t say what was the reaction of the teacher, but the Community came for her and
said she was luka again. That was the occasion when she came close to Tata Pumpuri
for a second time:

“This man [the teacher] gave me potatoes. He invited me to come into his home,
so I came in and he gave me food. I told him I hadn’t been able to fall sleep, so
this man said ‘sleep here then’ (…) I stayed seated at the door because I was
afraid, and he said ‘you must be afraid, mustn’t you?’ Knowing that I would be
in trouble, I shouldn’t have gone in, should I? Well, I took my pollera off and
covered myself up with the blanket, then these men came and dragged me out
(…) they pulled me along the ground, and I said ‘where do you want me to sleep
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if I don’t have a home?’ So they took me to another house, they locked me up. I
destroyed things [that were inside] (…); that night I heard the noise of a horse
(…); there I saw the horse jumping, on that occasion I threw maize. They brought
the Yatiri, one called Condori. Those people who were outside said ‘she has
thrown maize’. I asked my brother to allow me to go with the horse (…) I threw
my clothes at them and said ‘take my clothes, it is because of my clothes that you
are doing this to me” (…). By praying, the evangelists took me out of there” [I05
26-03-12, I06 17-08-11]

A Yatiri was called again, but his medicine didn’t work. She was taken to the
hospital in the closest locality, and from there, once again, she was sent to the
psychiatric hospital in Sucre. Once there, the interview took place, and a new form was
filled out:

“(…) the social worker [from the locality hospital] says that the patient is brought
from the Quesinphuco community because she was having behaviour disorders
characterized by: aggressiveness towards other people, throwing stones, going
naked, dancing (sic), she came into the teacher’s bedroom and got into his bed.
All these reasons made the community members lock her in a room from the
beginning of November. On the 8th of November the Pocoata hospital’s social
worker started an investigation on the matter (…). During the interview
Quechua-speaker patient (sic), incoherent and disperse speech, alteration of
recognition of faces, nonsense answers, apparent persecutory delusions, it has
been decided that she will be hospitalized (…)”. (IPM, 1)

More than three years have passed, and she is still there, not locked in the room
the community chose to put her in for a week, but in a more comfortable place – for the
community, of course –, far from them, in the psychiatric hospital. Libia didn’t stop
thinking of Tata Pumpuri’s horse, nor of the violence that she endured, although she
didn’t mention those things again during the monthly ten-minute interview that she had
with the psychiatrist, which made the different psychiatrists that were in charge of the
Unit think that the “delusions” had stopped. The date and place had no importance for
her, although those were fundamental questions asked by the psychiatrist week after
week. She continued denying that she was mentally ill. According to what the resident
psychiatrist told me during one of the interviews, Libia would be allowed to leave the
hospital had she had a relative willing to take her back, but it wasn’t the case. Instead of
becoming a midwife after having been struck by the lighting and seeing Tata Pumpuri’s
horse, she remains in hospital. Libia was and will continue to be condemned by the
community and managed by the hospital.

Mental illness as a category works as a perspective to be applied as a social
control mechanism in such a way that “negative and hostile feelings can be shaped and
transformed by doctors and psychiatrists into symptoms of new diseases” (Scheper-
Hughes & Lock, 1987: 27). Libia was given one opportunity to return to the
community, but she had to contest a tacit agreement made between the community and
the hospital, according to which her behaviour wasn’t acceptable and had to be rejected.
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The ritual means used by the Yatiri didn’t neutralize the power of such rejections, and
in the case of the community, didn’t conceal the fact that she wasn’t what a woman was
expected to be, and she didn’t want to be in the place that was assigned to her
(Goffman, 1987a: 274-275). In the end, mental illness as a process of classification and
management works as a way to apprehend such displacements (Ibid). It couldn’t be
better explained by anyone else than the psychiatric hospital’s medical director, Dra.
Valdez, one of the more experienced members of staff:

“They [yatiris] say that it could be the “fright” complex [susto], but when we
investigate, [we do] the semiological assessment, then we can see that it is not
the “fright” complex, but that there exist auditory and visual hallucinations, or
that she [the patient] starts to talk to the wall, then we start to detect that the (sic),
there, she is having a psychotic episode, but it doesn’t tell us much about the
cause or the origin of it, so we have to do further investigations, to determine the
cause, no? From transcultural psychiatry’s point of view it is said that the
“fright” complex is very much related to any schizophrenic disorder, no? Even
depressive and neurotic disorders. So it would be related to madness, or what we
used to call madness or to other pathologies. The difference is that they believe
that the devil has possessed them, and that in spite of all the healings they
perform it continues, when [the patient] displays laughter, or is having problems
falling asleep, starts to show aberrant behaviour, talking to herself, or laughing,
starts to hit other people as if they [patient] (sic) were being offended. So [she]
starts showing a symptomatology, of a psychotic disorder, no? Because later we
will start to classify, whether or not it is catatonic schizophrenia, paranoid
schizophrenia, or any schizophrenia you like, or if it is a delusional disorder, or
simply an organic disorder that is determining those symptoms (…)” [I07 05-11-
11]

4.2 Treatment

Once classified, mental illness or, what is called in the psychiatric hospital
madness, is treated. I say madness because, although there is a formal language used by
psychiatrists and other members of staff to make reference to mental illness, which is
based on and made official through protocols, national plans and manuals, the name
used by the staff when formal terminology is not necessary is madness. When the term
is employed, the highly refined terminology used in psychiatry fades away, whilst the
social nature of the medical practice protrudes. The term madness here indicates
something different from the manner Foucault defined it in the context of the birth of
psychiatry in France in the eighteenth century, in the sense of being a temporary error in
relation to truth/thinking contents (madness as error). It is also different from how he
described psychiatry’s development during the nineteenth century, when madness was
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not related to truth but to freedom (madness as an incapacity to enjoy one’s freedom)35

(Foucault, 2006: 7-8, 338; 1987: 143). In our analysis, madness makes allusion to a
disruption of one’s knowledge of the limits of one’s own place, which is not born out of
a common domain of possibilities of action available to all citizens, in which case the
mad person would be incapable of enjoying them, and would therefore not be free.
Instead, it comes from the “pathological”, uncommon, but deeply rooted displacement
of one’s will, passions and reasoning from its original (given through social
relationships), but of course not natural, place within a certain social context.

However, as Foucault suggested, that lack of “good sense” is in our case, as it
was in the case he studied, the main explanation for the transference of the rights of the
mad (he called it “freedom”) to the institution, embodied in the staff. Foucault focused
on the power exerted by the psychiatrists during the period of biomedicalization of
psychiatry, but as I will show, even in a time of strong biomedicalization, the everyday
life of the institutional life couldn’t work without the participation of the rest of the staff
(not only medical), who have their own interpretations and forms of treatment that are
deeply linked to the interpretations formulated by the psychiatrist.

Madness, in the context of the INPGM, alludes to the incapacity (which is
believed to have different origins) to fulfil one’s social role, and specifically to the
ignorance or the struggle to recognise and/or adhere to the expectancies of one’s place
in a specific social field. Ultimately, madness is related to the inexistence of a solution
(either for the patient or for her social environment) for such inability, in which case
management is the only possible treatment. When what is to be called a mental
pathology is considered to be temporary or soluble (through the administration of
medication, both inside and outside the hospital), the biomedical side of psychiatry is
discernible. Those people are sent to the first Unit (Acute Unit). The rest of the cases –
those that will be managed- are sent to the other pavilions/Units, depending on their sex
and state of physical deterioration. In the latter case, it is not a cure that is sought, since
this is considered impossible, but the very possibility and stability of institutional life.
In the following pages I will examine what are the main strategies used in the
psychiatric hospital, that, for the lack of another term, I will call “treatment”.

The term treatment will be understood in its three senses: the first of them being
the “manner in which someone behaves towards or deals with someone or something”;
the second as the “medical care given to an inmate for an illness or injury”; and the third

35 “The practice of internment at the beginning of the nineteenth century coincides with the
moment when madness is perceived less in terms of error than in relation to regular and normal
conduct; when it no longer appears as disturbed judgment but as disorder in ways of acting,
willing, experiencing passions, taking decisions and being free; in short, when it is no longer
situated on the line of truth-error-consciousness, but on that of passion-will-freedom; the
moment of Hoffbauer and Esquirol” (Foucault, 2007: 338).
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as “the use of a chemical, physical, or biological agent[s] to preserve or give particular
properties to something” (Oxford dictionary). Those three definitions reflect very
accurately the content and aim of the processes which those categorised as “mentally
ill”, “mad”, “startled”, “qhencha”, etc., have to experience once they are condemned to
spend the rest of their lives enclosed in the confines of a once grand house-hacienda.

Treatment within the INPGP is linked to a political economy of space, and will
be better understood after a short description of an outsider’s experience of it. I am
entering the Psychiatric hospital. Going through the doors of the administrative section,
I see a nice big garden, bathed in warm sun. I cannot see many people, so I ask myself
where all the inmates are, or if in fact, maybe, the inmate's section starts beyond that
nice garden. As soon as I close the doors, I see two or three polite men, who greet me,
calling me “doctora”. They want to know where I come from, but more than that, they
want to tell me where they come from. As I start to walk, it is possible to see other men,
walking in the gardens, sitting on the benches, smoking, and the majority less sociable
than the two or three I saw at the doors. After the men's section, there is the women's
section. A woman, called “la portera” (the Porter), who is also an inmate, controls the
entry and exit of people. She is always carrying a leather bag, a head band and in
general a formal dress that makes me think that she is more ready than anyone to go out.
She doesn't ask me in or suggest I leave, she just stays besides the door, she looks at me,
and after evaluating who I could be, she says “good morning”, and lets me in.

The first impression I get is of a place of loneliness, because although the female
section is smaller than the male section, and there are more women out in the garden
than men in the male section, each one of these women has carefully chosen a place
where she can be alone. Nurses come and go in the garden, coming out from a building,
then entering another one, always in a rush. There are some trees, thin and old trees; I
don't know if it is because of the season -now winter- the grass as well as the trees have
a brown tonality, as if they were sleeping or dying. On the left hand side, is located the
laundry, some of the practitioner's offices, and the dentist’s office. On the right hand
side there is the kitchen, the bakery, and on the second floor, therapists offices and the
knitting classroom.

Beyond that, at the bottom of the section, the “residencias” (Units), three sub-
sections where women are classified depending on their physical deterioration and the
seriousness of their “illness”. The first section, Agudos (acute), with capacity for 15
women, is for those women who are expected to spend a very short period of time in the
hospital -between weeks and a couple of months-. They may have been diagnosed with
a minor kind of psychosis or have a drug dependency. In the second, Intermedios or
Chronic Unit (intermediate), there are women who are diagnosed with psychosis or
epilepsy, and are expected to stay for a longer period of time -the majority have already
been more than 10 years, some more than 30-. In the third, Crónicos (severe chronic),
there are those who are physically disabled, because (according to the staff) of their
“illness”, advanced age or some other physical disability.
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Even though I walk around the three units, I have been granted constant access
to the Chronic Unit, where I spend more of the time36. During the first days, I have been
able to identify the routine. This consists of scheduled activities organized by the staff,
and which are more or less modifiable. In the mornings, at 7 or 7:30 am, the inmates get
up, and on the corresponding day they take a shower, three times per week, sometimes
in the morning, sometimes in the afternoon after lunch. After getting ready for the day,
they have breakfast, which is brought from the central kitchen and served in each
section's dining room. A normal breakfast consists of one piece of bread and a herbal
tea with sugar. After that, they have to clean, brush the floor, and make their beds. Some
of them take what is called a “social skills workshop”, a two level workshop whose aim
is, as one of the psychologists told me, “to teach them decency and manners”: for
example, how to greet someone, how to behave in public, how to complain, how to eat
or how to talk. This workshop takes one hour, after which the inmates go to the
occupational therapy workshop. There are several workshops, sports, dance, and arts
and crafts. There are other workshops - cooking, laundry, and knitting- designed for
those who can participate and interact without causing any disturbance to the
“calmness” so deeply desired. The latter workshops take place in the mornings as well
as in the afternoons, unlike the other workshops, that are scheduled only for the
mornings.

Women from the second Unit37 are seen by the psychiatrist once a month or
more often if there has been an incident, or if a “crisis” has been experienced by the
inmate, which would require permanent investigation. At twelve lunch is served, and it
consists of soup, a second course containing a starch, a vegetable and a piece of protein,
and a cold or warm sweet drink. Lunch is followed by a “siesta”, after which all return
to their activities –the workshops, the grass, and the interminable short walks-. On
Wednesdays there is the “party”, a two hour afternoon event in which male and female
inmates dance, flirt, barely talk, and –most important of all – “relax” for a while. At 6
pm supper is served, and then the inmates go to sleep.

The sun is one of the main allies of the inmates, as it is possible to be touched by
its warmth, its light, as these were experienced before they were hospitalised. This is
one of the few things that remain possible for them, although now they are not touched
by the sun whilst they work in the fields, but as they lie, dreaming of other times. As
usual on a sunny afternoon, today a woman was seated beside the stairs of one of the

36 I had to choose one Unit where to focus my research. The acute Unit was not an option
because of the quick discharge of inmates (two to three months), which was against my need to
slowly build rapport with the participants over a considerable period of time. As for the severe
Chronic Unit it was not an option because most of the inmates were not in the conditions of
talking for an interview given their advanced physical disability.
37 I will call indistinctly the Second Female Unit “intermediate ward/Unit/section” and “Chronic
Unit”.
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sections; I thought that she was taking the sun, as the majority of patients do. Some
women sit in chairs, or on the grass, and some lie on the cement floor. When walking I
have to be very careful, because these women are all over the path that connects the
buildings, and it is very easy to disturb their sunbathing. I greeted her, and she answered
with a word that I couldn't understand, but she continued repeating it, each time more
loudly. I thought she was tired of the sun, and wanted to return to her bedroom. I
pointed to her section's building and she nodded; I helped her to stand up, and then,
suddenly, I understood the word she was desperately repeating: “rescue me”, and at the
very same time I saw the chain that was restraining her to the wall. It was a black
leather band tied around her ankle, joined to the wall thorough a metallic chain, just like
the pictures of slaves in the colonies. She pulled the chain, but it was impossible to
break. A nurse was passing and I said to her that the woman wanted me to rescue her.
With a subtle knowing laugh, one that showed power and knowledge -and eliminated
any justification for the woman’s complaints-, the nurse said that she had to be there for
a while, because the doctor had said so. Then I realised that this practice was a way to
punish the patients when they don't behave as the staff expects, and that I would have to
be prepared to see this “therapy” all too often, not knowing whether I was going to be
able to control myself and say what I think. Esperanza told me she doesn't behave badly
because she doesn't want to be restrained, chained to her bed, sometimes for days,
where she wouldn't be able to move, not even to go to the toilet. That is horrible,
Esperanza said.

There are ways of putting on the manacles, of course, and one shouldn’t think
that they always imply forcing physically the person who is going to be restrained. After
lunch, with a very sweet voice, Doña Celmira, one of the domestics, told Carmela, an
inmate: “don't you want to take your nap my love [as all the patients must do, CB]?
Well, we will do something, I will put the manacles on you, and you will stay here in
the sitting room, do you agree my love?” Carmela nods, and gets the manacles for more
than hour, during which she will be seated on a tiny chair and bound to the wall by the
wristband that Doña Celmira, the cleaner, had so “kindly” put on her. Chaining the
inmates is a practice regarded as a therapeutic method as far as it helps the staff to
control the “aggression” that an inmate could exert against herself or against others,
insofar as any resistance against the treatment will be deemed as a manifestation of the
illness that has been diagnosed. It is also considered therapeutic to the extent that it
reduces the mobility of those inmates whose body is weak, prone to fall, replacing the
gaze of the staff with the “gaze” of the chain, which will keep the inmate quiet.

By experiencing this method of restraint, the inmates learn to obey the staff in
order to avoid the consequences of disobedience. Considered as incompetent subjects, it
is the psychiatrists’, nurses’ and domestics’ task to decide what is best for them. As the
institutionalization process tends to render uniform the identities of the inmates, what is
best for them is decided in terms of a desired identity considered healthy, or at least,
less pathologic in terms of the ideal image of the inmate which the staff create and
recreate. Any “abnormal” attitude is to be “treated”, as the resident psychiatrist of the
Chronic Unit explained on one occasion:
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“(…) if [the patient] is behaving aggressively, or if she is having her weird ideas
(sic), it is the psychiatrist [who makes the decision], generally the head of each
Unit, as there is one in each Unit, no? So it is the psychiatrist who is going to
give the order about the manacles to the Head Nurses. If you see that she [the
patient] is too aggressive, then you give the order, and the nurses must obey. The
nurses do as they are told by the psychiatrist or the internist. But in these cases,
for example, in the Chronic Unit, since the doctor is not there 24 hours, then the
nurses [make the decision], you know, they are capísimas [very clever], cierto
[“isn’t it true”]? They have been working here for so many years and they
already know the patients, sometimes they see that the patients are aggressive, so
they put the manacles on the patients, and then they let us know, they say ‘we
have put the manacles on them because of this’, and then we say to them ‘well,
ok’, that is what we say. The domestics also use the manacles, because there are
moments when the psychiatrist is not present, when the patient [female in the
original: ‘la paciente’] becomes very aggressive, they cannot prescribe any
medication without the doctor authorizing it, so then they [the domestics] decide
that it is better to manacle them, you see? Because if you give them something
[medication] and it makes them too sleepy ::: that is why they also administer,
put on the manacles, but only in extreme cases, if the doctor is not there, if the
psychiatrist is not there, if we the resident psychiatrists are not there, for example
(…)”. [I08 28-10-11]

The bodies of the inmates are to be kept functioning. But this very basic idea, of
a body that functions, is narrowly defined. They must eat, they must shower, they must
obey, they must participate in the activities organised for them, they must accept all the
medication, they mustn’t move too much, they mustn’t go out without permission, they
mustn’t have sexual intercourse with other inmates, they mustn’t show their naked body
to people from the opposite sex, they mustn’t be late at meals, they mustn’t do what the
staff say they shouldn’t do, no matter if the inmates consider that the order is
illegitimate. But since there is no other option than either comply with what is ordered
or have the manacles put on one’s body, the majority of the long-term hospitalised
women accept the orders, sometimes justifying their own acceptance of the norm,
making it appear as if it was their own decision, which is the last resource they have to
keep their sense of being.

On another occasion, Marina had an argument with Victoria because Victoria
said to her that she was a “chola inmunda” (filthy Chola); and later on Marina
“accidentally” hit Victoria as she passed where she was seated on her chair in the dining
room (their mutual dislike has a long history). Marina was restrained to her bed for
three days, not only because of this, but because, after being manacled, supposedly for a
short period of time, she got rid of the manacles, broke the windows of her bedroom and
injured two domestics with her urine basin when the domestics were trying to control
her. It was decided by the psychiatrist that she was “mentally unbalanced”
[descompensada is the term used] for which the best solution was to inject drugs into
her body and increase the number of manacles (it is possible to apply as many as four
manacles), with the period of application extended to at least a couple of days. After
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three days, however, Marina appeared in the dining room again. She approached the
nurses and domestics, who were having lunch and were astonished to see her there.
Marina said to them: “I managed to take the manacles off, and came to say to you that I
read the bible and found the answer: the bible said I shouldn't be upset, that I must not
be violent, I must behave. From now on I won't hit anybody”. The nurses persuaded her
to return to her bed, chained her up again, and left her there one more day. There is
supposed to be a conflict between the medical and the non-medical staff as to when and
who should put the manacles. But as the resident psychiatrist commented, and as is
shown it this vignette, it is more a game of doing and not commenting, as words can
provoke discussions that are useful to no one, except the inmates. Marina, however, had
shown that she accepted the rules imposed through the manacles of her own volition,
not by imposition, even if the result was the same: obedience.

Downstairs, during the days of Marina’s punishment – or “crisis” –, we could
hear her moaning, cursing the staff, throwing what she could during the few seconds she
had her hands free after forcing the manacles. At lunch time nurses and domestics
commented on “what a bad state” she was in, on the objects she destroyed and how
disobedient she was becoming. Ada was of the opinion that “here [in the hospital] there
are difficult people, but she [Marina], she is the most dangerous of all, a truly ignorant
peasant, we cannot talk to her because she wouldn’t understand”. Carmela, another of
the oldest domestics, thought that Marina’s behaviour was due to her habit of reading
the Bible: “She had had the Bible taken off her. I don’t know how she managed to get it
again. That is when she gets bad [ill, bad, mala], shouting at others, scolding others”.
Ada had in mind what she considered were restricted powers held by the non-medical
staff, which for her was unfair, both towards the staff and the patients:

“Here we cannot use the manacles [as much as is desirable], so then what? Are
we to be killed by a patient, then? The doctors don’t bother because it is not them
who have to face the patient, it is not them who have to confront the patients.
They just say ‘Ah, no, don’t put the manacles so much because it torments the
patients’, but they don’t realise that there is no other way to defend ourselves
against them. It is the only way they [the patients] are going to fear us and not hit
us. They [the doctors] are only interested in testing medicines on the patients, as
if the patients were animals to experiment on: ‘ [the doctor might say] will this
pill work? will the other? which pill will?’ - that is what they say, they don’t
mind if the patient destabilizes or wants to commit suicide or kill one of us
[staff]. That is why I have gone to talk with the medical director. She would
normally support the psychiatrists, but this time she knew it was serious, that is
why she called the Unit’s psychiatrist. Now this psychiatrist [who was in charge
of the Unit at that time] comes and says to us ‘dirty clothes should be washed at
home’ [los trapos sucios se lavan en casa]’, looking at me, as if trying to silence
us; but I am not going to be silent if I am risking my life, because this
psychiatrist is not going to take any responsibility”. (Fieldnotes).

As for Marina, neither punishment nor affection could keep her permanently
obedient, which made it almost impossible for Ada to control her:
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“She [Marina] doesn’t allow me to call her ‘little daughter’ [hijita], she would
shout in response ‘so if you are calling me little daughter it is because you are a
whore, for all I know is that my father was married to my [true] mother’; nor can
I call her ‘little mother’ [mamita], because immediately she yells ‘I am not your
little mother, I have never given birth to you!’.

The psychiatric hospital is a place where the ill will of the ill person is
confronted by the healthy, clear will of the psychiatrist (Foucault, 2006: 339) and, in his
absence, of the rest of the staff. The pathology – which is all that remains or is sought to
remain in the inmate’s being – must be tackled. As for the inmates’ reasoning – they are
not deemed to know what they should or should not do –, the staff don’t spend much
time trying to convince them, but simply use the manacles to get them to do what they
have been told. However, for the therapeutic treatment to flow it is essential for the
inmates to become the non-medical staff’s “little daughters” or “little mothers”, that is,
children who don’t know what is best for them, or weak women who need protection
and teaching, but at the same time are rejected because of their ignorance. Even though
sometimes the use of these categories denotes affection, and they are perceived as such
by the inmates and the staff, in many cases these categories indicate a strong and long-
lasting history of paternalism in the Andean region towards women and indigenous
peoples, and particularly towards indigenous women (Huarcaya, 2011: 4; Placencia,
2008: 588, 589; Szmulker, 2002: 64).

5. Give them their place: they mustn’t forget.

All individuals who are hospitalised continue to hold, by law, the rights of
Bolivian citizens. Since the 1952 revolution, indigenous peoples (as citizens) only
formally started to exist, from the law’s point of view, after the constitutional reform of
1994, which granted the right to vote to every adult of Bolivian nationality (Defensor
del Pueblo, 2008: 10). This came about as the result of a series of mobilizations
organised by those that the law didn’t recognise but who existed in the world of
common sense.38 Since 1994 Bolivia would start becoming a “multiethnic and
pluricultural state”. According to the law, between 1952 and 1994, there only existed
“campesinos” (Cannesa, 2012, 18). The existence of the indios, however, was an
essential point of the power struggles in the country, power games that defined the
factual formation of citizenship. These power games, as Andres Guerrero has pointed
out in the case of Ecuador, were based on classifications that originated in mental
perceptions of colonial origin39 (2000: 12). No law or policy has regulated, before or
after, the rights of mental patients in the country, although in 1978 a National Mental

38 Together with other processes, such as the crisis of left-wing discourses, international
pressure, among others.
39 “Una clasificación originada en percepciones mentales de origen colonial, propia de la
población ‘legítima’ por criterio de raza y atributos políticos y culturales” (Guerrero, 2000:12)
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Health Plan was issued; but not even a quarter of its content was implemented, nor did
it make any mention of forced hospitalization and forced treatments (Rivera Arroyo,
2008). Many of the women who are hospitalised in the Second/Chronic Unit started
their stay as mental patients even before the issuing of such Plan. In 1999 a new plan
was promulgated – but not implemented (WHO, PAHO, 2008: 5) –, and in it ethnic
diversity appeared as one of the guiding principles, briefly mentioned in the text
(Ministry of Health and Sports and Social Welfare of Bolivia, 1999: 10). But the
category “ethnic”, or “ethnicity”, or “diversity” is not mentioned anywhere else in the
document. Advocacy in relation to the rights of mental patients is fleetingly mentioned,
without it being stated which rights they have or how they will be protected. It is not
surprising to find such avoidance of any recognition of the existence and rights of
indigenous and/or peasant peoples, since in the international context that fact was also
being ignored. An example is the World Health Organisation and the Pan American
Health Organization resolution on mental health (1997), which orders the formulation
of national plans of mental health in every country, but without taking into account
cultural and ethnic diversity. No mention of these or related categories is made in the
resolution (Pan American Health Organization, 1997). Not until the PAHO’s resolution
of 2001 on mental health do we find, for the first time, the category “ethnic”:

“[E]ven in developing countries, many adults and children who suffer from
mental disorders still have no access to proper treatment and that there is a lack
of services sensitive to the perspectives and needs of racial and ethnic
minorities”. (Pan American Health Organization, 2001. My italics)

Of course in Bolivia indigenous and/or peasant peoples are not a minority, even
in the National Psychiatric Hospital, where they comprise the majority of the inmate
population according to the information provided informally by members of staff,
although there are no official statistics on the matter (I02 08-11-11, I04 12-12). Once
again, a new plan was issued in 2005, without any mention of ethnic or cultural
diversity (PAHO, Ministry of Health and Sports of Bolivia, 2005). And once again, this
plan, which recognises the importance of protecting the (unknown) rights of the
patients, has been ignored, left as a formal tool that complies with international
standards and is supported by international health organizations such as the Pan
American Health Organization.

To understand how cultural and ethnic diversity are taken into account in the
context of Bolivia’s National Psychiatric Hospital, but also from the viewpoint of the
present author, it is appropriate to consider the predominant model used nowadays in
psychiatry and anthropology to acknowledge what could be called the “cultural” aspects
of mental illness. The most popular model to explain mental illness, not only in
anthropological but also in psychiatric literature – see for example The New Oxford
Textbook of Psychiatry, The Encyclopaedia of Medical Anthropology, or the DSM-IV,
for example –, proposes to consider three dimensions of mental illness, namely disease
(pathology), illness (personal experience), and sickness (social consequences) (Cooper
& Oates, 2009: 72; Kleinman, 1988: 3-6, 1987; Sadock & Sadock, 2000; Young, 1982;
Ember & Ember, 2004; Addlakha, 2008; Jenkins & Barrett, 2004, 1996). This set of
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categories were coined by the physician and anthropologist Arthur Kleinman, and are
part of what he, among other anthropologists, calls a clinical social science, “capable of
translating concepts from cultural anthropology into clinical language for practical
application” (Kleinman, Eisenberg, & Good, 2006).

As narratives gained more importance in social sciences in the eighties and
nineties (LaCapra, 2006; Maza, 1996; Scott, 2001), an experiential model of illness, one
based on “illness narratives”, grew as a widely accepted perspective on the social
aspects of disease, and, in this way, an “open discursive space” was created “in which
alternative explanations of the etiology, course, and treatment of disease were worth
exploring through patient accounts” (Loewe, 2004: 42). This explanatory model
establishes three dimensions that should be looked at in order to reach a thorough
understanding of the complex relation between disease and health. Whilst illness is
referred to the patient, family and wider social experience of symptoms and suffering
(Kleinman, 1988: 3), disease is “what practitioners have been trained to see through the
theoretical lenses of their particular form of practice (…) [In the biomedical model]
disease is reconfigured only as an alteration in biological structure or functioning” (Ibid:
5-6). Sickness is “the understanding of a disorder in its generic sense across a
population in relation to macrosocial (economic, political, institutional) forces” (Ibid:
6).

Although the author has shifted from this explanatory model to one that
considers more the social nature of suffering, and its links to moral, political, financial,
cultural, emotional and physiological processes, the illness narratives model is still
widely used in research related to mental health, both in anthropology and psychiatry. It
is also a model of intervention, as Gaines and Davis-Floyd suggested:

“Kleinman’s illness narratives (1988) has made many physicians more aware of
the importance of listening to their patients and including their personal and
sociocultural realities in diagnosis and treatment” (2004: 99).

By having these three clean-cut dimensions, physicians have found it easier to
take into account the patient’s point of view – the world of “culture”, of subjectivity” –,
without losing the privilege of being on the “objective” side of things. Anthropologists
were also able to enter into a field dominated by other sciences without causing so much
discomfort, and hence were able to start a dialogue with the “hard sciences”, intervening
and taking an active part in political agendas40. Kleinman himself seems aware of the

40 “Sadly, social scientists have at times used theories simply to attack medicine, not to improve
medical practice. That is a failure of social science every bit as damaging as the profession of
medicine’s failure to seriously engage with social theories. The time has long since come to
supersede this untenable situation and to make social theory another instrument of improving
health and reforming health care.” (Kleinman, 2010: 1519).
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benefits that his approach has rendered to psychiatric practice, and also, apparently, to
those categorised as “patients”:

“[T]here is little agreement on what this means for treatment, and there is
surprisingly little research demonstrating that culturally informed approaches
affect outcomes. Nonetheless, the DSM-IV offers a sensitive method of cultural
formulation. It stipulates steps in the evaluation of patients, beginning with the
respectful affirmation of and inquiry into their ethnic identity and continuing
with the determination of whether ethnic factors seem pertinent in the particular
case”. (Kleinman, 2004: 952 italics mine).

Without being versed in Kleinman’s and related authors’ writings directly,
although maybe indirectly through the use of diagnosis manuals such as the DSM-IV
and the ICD-10, as well as the bibliography that they have read on “culture” during their
time at university and the international conferences on psychiatry they attend,
psychiatrists – and indeed the whole staff – at the INPGP already know how to deal
with the indigenous and peasant individuals they diagnose and treat; they make use of
the common sense they have acquired, a closeness to “those things commonly known or
even tacitly accepted within a collectivity” (Holton, 1997: 39). The fragmentation of
reality in three realms, namely disease (pathology), illness (personal experience), and
sickness (social consequences), is already fundamental — in a country as culturally
diverse but also socially unequal as Bolivia – for a psychiatric institution to be
successful in the management of the mentally ill.

The psychiatrists do this from a highly effective power position, where their
“minds like cameras or carbon paper do nothing more than faithfully register the facts
of life” (Taussig, 1980: 5), namely, what they call the facts –the “doctor’s model”- of
disease and the ideas and experiences (non-facts) –“the patient’s model” – of illness.
Of course, psychiatrists and all the rest of the staff are perfectly aware of the “cultural
construction of clinical reality” as defined by Kleinman, Eisenberg and Good in terms
of a process through which, by means of “diagnostic activities and labelling, health care
providers negotiate with patients medical ‘realities’ that become the object of medical
attention and therapeutics” (Kleinman, Eisenberg, & Good, 2006: 144), and which
Taussig refers to as the focus of the former authors’ “clinical social science” (1980: 12).
They already do that, for it is implicit in the staff’s work, and they are even able to
make it explicit if the situation merits it. They make use of what Taussig calls the
“reification of living processes and the alienation of subject from object” in the clinical
encounter, whereby political ideology becomes a thing, a pristine science of physical
things (ibid). This is possible only if there is a hygienic division between their –the
patient’s- illness experiences, and ours – the physician’s – natural science; their
symptoms – “the complaints which the patient makes” – and our signs –“the indicator of
a specific disease observed or elicited on examination” (Sims et.al., 2005: 55).

To complete the image, it would be necessary to add the presence of an
anthropologist and his/her “concern with the native’s point of view”, whose help in
making explicit what was implicit would make it possible to “seize on the implicit with
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the instruments of modern social science [the disease/illness model, for example] so to
all the better control it” (ibid: 13). The staff at the INPGP are perfectly able to do what
Kleinman advises, not because they have heard of him, but because it is already – and
has been since colonial times – part of the world of the obvious, germane to the
domination strategies used in the country, the negotiations with those who can exert less
power, a mixture between affection and violence: affection [cariño] and arrogance
[prepotencia], as in créole-mestizo dealings with Indians outside the hospital:

“Attention should also be paid to the ways in which culture can influence the
clinical relationship. Some recent immigrants, for example, may expect a
directed, hierarchical relationship and be uncomfortable with a more egalitarian,
consumer-oriented model. (…) Probably the most essential clinical task is not to
do harm by stereotyping patients” (Kleinman, 2004: 952, 953 italics mine).

Probably the most essential task, then, is to manage the disease, which would
entail taking into account the patient’s experience, but mainly his/her family’s
explanations of the state of their relative, which normally occurs at the beginning of the
process of hospitalization. The control and influence over the patient’s body is
transferred progressively from the family to the hospital as the process of
institutionalization advances. But, at the beginning of this process, what the family
“may expect” must be heard, although not necessarily followed, for – in the words of
the Second Female Unit’s psychiatrist – it is not the “true” solution, but a step in the
treatment:

“Of course, of course. We [the hospital] have, although not as an established
norm, as in other hospitals in Latin America or Africa, in countries of these
characteristics, previously called underdeveloped countries, now there is not any
more that designation. It happens that we [the hospital] allow them [the patient’s
relatives], not to practice any ritual here, but that for example, before bringing
them [the patient] here, patients from rural areas have been taken to the rural
doctor, the natural [native] medicine. Here, for example, we [the hospital] don’t
have any problem, not at all, with relatives coming here and saying to us, for
example, a little aguayito [they would bring], well, I don’t know how to call it, a
handmade fabric. So then the family brings the patient’s clothes, or brings a
rosary or a cross, religious symbols, which they say have previously been taken
to special sanctuaries, here for example in the North of Potosi we have the
Sanctuary of Tata Bombori (…), and they say ‘please, we would like to put these
clothes [on him/her] so that his/her ánimo [soul/animu] can come back again’,
they talk about this other entity, the ánimo, according to them. Therefore we
don’t have a problem, no? They can even say ‘could we use this rosary?’ and if
the patient doesn’t have any predisposition, or if there is not any self-harm
history, then we allow them to use it, there is no problem with it. But for the
family to come here [inside the wards] to practice rituals, no [we don’t allow it]”.
[I09 22-11-11 my italics]
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Neither the patient nor the family are given the opportunity to question the
diagnosis or the treatment, at least not openly, unless they are willing to be expelled
from the institution. In the case of the families, as Dr. Sosa mentioned, there exists the
option of allowing relatives to express their feelings on alternative treatments or
diagnoses, as long as in the end they don’t question the authority of the institution,
which acceptance will be sealed when they sign the “informed consent” form. As for the
patients, as soon as an individual is labelled as such – generally unwillingly – there is an
array of control strategies available, already explained in previous pages, whose purpose
is to eliminate any trace of resistance to the treatment. As soon as what was a suggestion
[the provisional diagnosis] becomes a real thing [the patient and her disease], as soon as
authorship is denied (Taussig, 1980: 9), the individual, now a patient, at once becomes
the object of intervention, in spite of all the recognition that the institution will need
from him/her from now on. It is not patienthood that is born (Cooper & Oates, 2009:
73), it is an act of commodification of reality41 (Taussig, 1980: 8), a relationship where
reciprocity is, in the end, denied:

“Look, we are talking scientifically, no? We are :: hmm, are :: not fully
convinced about it [ ‘non-scientific’ explanations and treatments]. But you know,
in psychiatry, in psychology, what should we look for? It is harmony (armonía)
[that we are looking for], not only for the patient, but also for her context, which
is the family. Very frequently it is the family that is affected more than the
patient, because the patient is already in her pathology, often a psychosis, a
pathology of schizophrenic features and all that, and the patient has cut all
connection with reality, you see? But the most affected is the family; their
ground has been moved, in one word, [the hospital’s restricted openness to
different treatments] is [designed] for the closest relatives, the mother, the father,
the husband, the children. Hence psychiatry has to be open, holistic, and
comprehensive, among other things. (…) You know that one word can bring
tranquillity in many instances. This is why the psychiatrist, throughout her
education, has to be open-minded, keeping to the limits, the coverage, which is
what in reality is going to bring, not only tranquillity to that patient, which is
[based on] all that pharmacologic treatment and all that; but we have to see the
context, the context is the family” [I09 22-11-11 italics mine].

41 “This rationalization amounts to an attempt to wrest control from the patient and define their
status for them by first compartmentalizing the person into the status of patient- hood, then into
the status of thing-hood as opposed to that of a mutually interacting partner in an exchange, and
then into the categories of Objective and Subjective, working through these reifications by an
Analysis and a Plan. The analogy with the rationality of commodity production is complete. As
with automobiles on the assembly-line, so with patients and with health itself, the difference,
the pathos, and the occasional problem bearing mute testimony to the fact that unlike
automobiles, patients do think and feel, and that sickness is as much an interactive human
relationship as a thing-in-itself” (Taussig, 1980: 10)
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The psychiatrist modulates how “reality” should be described. She/he is the
member of staff that relatives have most contact with. It is the psychiatrist who serves
as the medium through whom all the anxieties experienced by relatives are processed.
There is a tacit agreement: the unmanageable individual, whom other non-psychiatric
treatments were performed on without success, will be hospitalised by the psychiatric
institution as long as the relatives accept (at least in formal terms – they can keep their
own explanations for themselves) psychiatric treatment and labels as the ultimately
effective diagnosis and treatment, with or – more often – without any knowledge of its
implications. That acceptance won’t be instantaneously produced, but rather a transition
process has to take place, and, through it, what started as, apparently, an exchange of
ideas – psychiatrist and relatives listening to each other – will end up as the imposition
of a set of rules that will secure total freedom for the hospital to perform any procedures
that it considers necessary. Thenceforth, the patient, who remains outside the
conversation, but at the same time is deeply involved, is left under the protection of a
rosary, a bangle, a piece of clothing, the only remains of what she or he was before, and
which will start fading as the institutionalisation process advances.

5.1 The patient’s rights

The Plurinational State of Bolivia doesn’t have either a law or a policy regarding
mental health, although there exists currently the never-implemented National Plan on
Mental Health 2005-2013 (WHO, 2008: 8). The laws most related to mentally ill
patients are the Law on Disability (1995 and 2012), the law against racism and all forms
of discrimination (2010), and the law concerning coca and controlled substances from
1988. After the promulgation of the law against racism and all forms of discrimination,
not so much has changed in the INPGP regarding cultural and ethnic rights, although
slowly the topic starts to be mentioned among the staff, more as a conversation topic
than as a serious or formal initiative for change. As for the disability law, before 2012
when it was changed, the law 1678 of 1995 was aimed not at supporting disabled but
handicapped [minusválidos] individuals, who were defined following international
standards set out by WHO (Japan International Cooperation Agency, 2002: 9) as those
who were in a disadvantaged situation given a deficiency or a disability, which limited
their “normal” performance, according to age, sex social and cultural standards42.

When a new law was issued, in 2012 and the category of “handicapped” person
was changed to “disabled” person, disability was in this way located not only in the
realm of the individual, but also in the social conditions that created the circumstances
for the disability to exist, although it was assumed that in the end there existed a

42 “Es una situación desventajosa para un individuo determinado, consecuencia de una
deficiencia o de una discapacidad, que limita e impide el desempeño de un rol que es normal, en
función de la edad, del sexo y de los factores sociales, y culturales concurrentes”. Republic of
Bolivia, law 1678 of 1995.
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physical deficiency that along with more or less favourable social conditions could give
way to disability.

The mentally disabled person is currently defined by law as:

“People with psychic or mental disability: people who due to biological,
psychodynamic or environmental causes are affected by alterations of cognitive,
logical, volitional, affective or psychosocial functions, which are translated in
reasoning, personality, behaviour, thought and reality understanding disorders,
which makes it difficult for them to adapt to reality and their particular living
conditions, in addition it hinders the harmonic development of their family,
social and working relations, without them having consciousness of their mental
illness”. (Republic of Bolivia, law 223 of 2012 translation and italics mine)

The human rights of mentally and psychiatrically ill people are recognised in
this law, as well as their cultural rights. There are also responsibilities attached: disabled
people have the responsibility to “know, value and promote the ancestral knowledge of
indigenous native peasant nations and peoples”43 (art. 22H), and also should “respect
their ancestors and descendants in a culture of intergenerational, gender, and
intercultural dialogue and respect”44 (art. 22G). After all, if a person from a rural area
was considered, both by the local community and the psychiatrist, as “not able to adapt
to reality”, and labelled as a mentally disabled person, unable to fulfil the
responsibilities mentioned above, there would be no better place to treat and manage the
illness, and locate the ill person, than the psychiatric hospital. The agreement between
the relatives and the psychiatric institution is sealed through what should be the
informed consent document (as it is considered by the staff), but which is fact is an
unconditional contract45: the Deed of Commitment for therapeutic responsibility and
acceptance [compromiso de responsabilidad y aceptación terapéutica].

43 “Artículo 22°.- (Deberes de las personas con discapacidad) En el marco de lo establecido
por la presente Ley y sin perjuicio de otros establecidos en la normativa vigente, son deberes de
las personas de acuerdo al grado de discapacidad: (…) Conocer, valorizar, promocionar y
promover los conocimientos ancestrales de los pueblos y naciones indígenas originarias
campesinas”.
44 “Respetar a sus ascendientes y descendientes, fomentando una cultura de diálogo y respeto
intergeneracional, de género e intercultural”.
45 “ARTÍCULO 519. (EFICACIA DEL CONTRATO).-El contrato tiene fuerza de ley entre las
partes contratantes. No puede ser disuelto sino por consentimiento mutuo o por las causas
autorizadas por la ley”. Civil Code, Republic of Bolivia, CC (6-Agosto-1975).
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Figure 4. Deed of Commitment for therapeutic responsibility and acceptance46

46 Compromiso de responsabilidad y aceptación terapéutica
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The patient may disagree with the proposed diagnosis and treatment, because of
the very fact that he or she will never be asked to give his/her opinion. It is the family or
responsible person’s choice to agree, if we can say so, and only at the beginning of the
treatment, on the procedures that will follow (without knowing what those will be). No
rights for the patient or the relatives are stated, but rather their (mainly economic)
responsibilities to the institution. And they are obliged to tell “the truth” about the
patient, their own interpretation of reality, they are committed to provide the psychiatric
hospital with the factual information that will demonstrate the patient’s inability to
“adapt” to reality, regardless of what the power relations that make up that “reality” are.

To that information, born out of the common assumptions on reality that are
more legitimate in the context of origin of the patient, the medical staff will apply their
own “common sense”, which is in turn translated into a “scientific [statement], taking
this to mean that systematic efforts have been made to obtain evidence based upon
comparisons (or ‘controls’) which demonstrate that one explanation can be preferred out
of several possibilities that have been considered” (Cooper & Oates, 2009: 72):

“The opinions of patients and families about the causes of illness must be
listened to with respect, while bearing in mind that the attributions of illness to
the effects of unpleasant experiences is a more or less universal human
assumption that often has no logical justification. Clinicians have to arrive at
their own conclusions about such relationships by means of experience, common
sense, and some acquaintance with research findings” (Ibid: 75).

If the patient’s family’s “common sense” – their assumptions about reality – is
to be questioned, it will be the privilege of the psychiatrist first, and then the staff who
deal with the patient to do so, based on their own “common sense”. The patient’s
“common sense” will also be questioned and corrected.

What, then, are the rights of the patient? They are not written or stated, but
acted, given or negated, according to each particular situation. The psychiatric
institution is the place where subjects are formed, deformed, erased, moved, pushed,
acknowledged, created, recreated, reconstituted, constructed, deconstructed, and
constructed again, a malleable substance at the whim of the institution. Following
Agamben’s definition, I shall consider the INPGP an apparatus, inasmuch as the
psychiatric institution “has in some way the capacity to capture, orient, determine,
intercept, model, control, or secure the gestures, behaviours, opinions, or discourses of
living beings”, in this case, of those categorised as mental patients (Agamben, 2009:
14). As an apparatus, the psychiatric institution acts on living substances, which as a
result become – or not, or only partially – subjects.
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One of the main features that indigenous and/or peasant/migrant women in
Bolivia experience as part of their identity is their clothes. And among their clothes,
polleras are the most distinctive. However, once women enter the wards of the
psychiatric hospital as patients , they are stripped of their polleras47, as any individual,
or, more dangerously, collective identity that promotes any sense of agency, capacity, or
personal autonomy is in conflict with one of the essential reasons for isolating them in
the wards: the deconstruction of the self, where the illness lies, and which the illness has
deformed:

“The self, then, can be seen as something that resides in the arrangements
prevailing in a social system for its members. The self in this sense is not a
property of the person to whom it is attributed, but dwells rather in the pattern of
social control that is exerted in connexion with the person by himself and those
around him. This special kind of institutional arrangement does not so much
support the self as constitute it” (Goffman, 1987: 154).

In lieu with Goffman’s statement, the constitution of a new self becomes part of
the psychiatric treatment, whereby transforming how an individual perceives herself
will have an effect on how successfully what is thought to be a disease can be
controlled. The hospital, as a site where the truth of the illness is to be revealed,
domesticated and managed, cannot exist as such without eliminating all that can mask,
stimulate, maintain or recreate the disease (Foucault, 1987: 143). There has to be a
cleansing, which is in fact a cultural cleansing. Psychiatrists and religious brothers are
to choose what is detrimental to the wellbeing of the patient, whose identity is more and
more dissolved into the institution through the institutionalization process. And he who
chooses is a white middle-class psychiatrist or religious brother. Psychiatrist Villarrica
explains the ban on the pollera in the following terms:

“It is an administrati[ve] matter, I don’t know where it comes from, but I think it
is also cultural, from the institution we could say, you see? Who enters :: you
see? They [patients] have to take showers, they have to wear, not the pollera, but
a hospital gown [baton], I don’t know, these little things, they do it as part of a
routine, because it has already been established like that”VI [I02 08-11-11].

After tea, female patients normally sit around the garden, whilst others watch
soap-operas on the television, or just sit waiting for the time to pass, as in the case of
Delia. She is 67 years old, and has been in the hospital for more than twenty five years,
diagnosed with epilepsy, the second most common diagnosis used in the hospital. She is
always seated in the same chair, beside the nurses' office and diagonal to the television,
where she can watch the soap-operas without being seated in the same space as the rest
of the patients who are seated in front of the television, and whom she mostly dislikes.

47 See sections 2 and 3.1 in chapter II.
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She has long and beautiful plaits, which she does herself, because “no one can make
plaits as good as I can. I get angry when the nurses make my plaits, because they don't
know how to do it, and they are always horrible”. She explains all the activities she
currently does, as well as the ones she used to do before her time in the hospital, in
terms of “they asked me to do so” or “they said I should do so”. Thus, when she was a
child “my mother made me cook, and then she made me take care of the sheep, also
cook, wash and knit. I do what they ask me to do, for example, here the nurses make me
brush the floor, and so I do, or before I used to help in the kitchen, because they made
me do that. But now the nurses say that I am old, and that I need to rest, it is why I don't
do anything; it is not that I am lazy”. When talking about the changes in her life before
and after her admission to the psychiatric hospital she described it in these terms:

“They have dressed me in this skirt, they have taken off my pollera. My plaits
were long, to my knees, but they cut them here and now they are shorter, to the
middle of my back. De eso [because of that] I cried. I can still use these tullmas
[woven ornament used to adorn and link the plaits], I always use them. They
have taken some of my hair, and then they dyed it with white paint, in the
laundry, it is why my hair is now a little white. I didn't want that, but they [the
doctors, the nurses] made me do that”.

Edulia has a similar opinion to Delia’s about the hospital's policy on the
polleras: “the doctor says we cannot use polleras, I don't know why. I don't like this
long skirt [pointing to the skirt she is currently using], what I like are my polleras, but
they are not allowed here”. Delia can, however, wear the pollera, but only as a
simulation, as a reminder of what place polleras have in the context of
institutionalization: a custom, a false skin. In the hospital, polleras are bound to be
locked in rooms –burnt, as it were–, or exhibited as an old skin, but not anymore as part
of the identity of the patients, since in order to manage their illness successfully, the
elimination of the self is essential. During the fiestas that take place in the hospital,
female patients are asked to perform dances and theatrical sketches that are deemed part
of the national identity, and which are performed at the same time in the streets of the
city of Sucre, and in many other cities and rural areas. The difference is that for
hospitalised women to wear a pollera is exceptional, it is not something they can
choose, but that they are asked, or made to do. Far from operating as a “critique of the
existing social system by presenting alternative forms of living and social ordering”
(Goldstein, 2004: 16), the carnival and other dance and theatre spectacles organised and
performed in the psychiatric hospital, where polleras are part of the wardrobe, are a
violent mechanism through which hierarchies become fixed. The effects fall on the
hospitalised women and men.

The spring was coming, and, as every year, the Spring Festival (Festival de la
Primavera) was being organised by the hospital’s manager along with the occupational
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therapy team, the nurses and the domestics, all with the authorization of the majority48

of the psychiatrists. In the second section a wayñu49 dance was being rehearsed. All the
polleras handed over by the present patients are locked in a wardrobe located in the
most distant bedroom in the section: a bedroom where, although there is a bed, no
women sleeps. All the polleras and other clothes are kept far away from the reach of the
patients. On the day before the performance, however, all the dancers went to this room
to try on a pollera, most of them forgetting which was her own pollera, since it had
been so long since they wore them (the domestics, however, knew, and they avoided
using polleras that belonged to patients who were going to remember their own
polleras).

Delia, the oldest of all the dancers, starts to check each pollera, carefully but
quickly, until she found the one she liked the most, an emerald green coloured pollera.
She grips the pollera firmly – “this pollera won’t get away from me”, she seems to
think –, looking quietly around her to prevent any possible struggle that another patient
might be willing to start. Her lips are also tight, she doesn’t talk anymore. After feeling
confident that no one will try to take her pollera away from her, she proceeds to try it
on, a little big for her size, she says, but with the correct amount of centros [underskirts]
it will fit. She hardly relaxes her hand and her lips whilst trying on the pollera, so much
does she desire it, so long has it been since she could wear one. Fidelia, the domestic in
charge of distributing the polleras, says to Delia that she will have to wear it without
any centros, because there are none, instead they will have to use another sort of
underskirt – enaguas, petticoats – not made specifically for polleras. Delia frowns, her
lips tight, now her neck bending, her body smaller (inclined) but stronger, tense, she is
ready to fight, but she must hold herself in check. Delia repeats Fidelia’s words, slowly,
“so-there-are-no-centros,-so-we-have-to-use-the-enaguas?”, to which Fidelia answers
sweetly: “yes, we will have to use enaguas, mamita, there is no other option”.

Another big deception comes when Delia discovers that she has to return the
pollera:

Fidelia: Well, well, waways [my children], now we are going to put the polleras
back in the wardrobe.
Delia: But first I will have it marked with my name.

48 At least one psychiatrist, Dr. Villarrica, did not give permission to the inmates in the First
Female Unit (Female Acute Unit) to attend the carnival parade on the streets of Sucre. He said
“his” patients – as he calls them – were not going to be part of a spectacle whose aim was to
entertain and amuse the citizens at the expense of the inmates. He thought that such activity did
not have any therapeutic value.
49 Wayñu is is a dance, originally a “celebration held by the nuclear family (mother, father, and
children) in honour of their animals and of the Pachamama and the Uywiri [Uywiri (Aymara)
'Creator' or 'herder', the spirit of a hill]” (Dransart, 2002: 82).
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F: No, we cannot do that, the polleras are just for tomorrow’s performance.
D: [her eyes become smaller, even more than when she found out that there were
no centros. She no longer looks ahead of her, her face is cast downwards]. They
are not for us, they are only for tomorrow, we will only borrow them [no más me
han de prestar], you only want us to dance, after that we will have to return the
polleras, after that I will have to use my skirt again? [she talks with disbelief].
Carolina: k’ayalla tusuri[na]paq [only to dance tomorrow], Delia.
F: Delia, quickly, quickly, put your skirt on, give me the pollera, we have to rush
now to the dining room, it is time for supper!
[Delia’s skirt – the one she uses daily – is on the floor. Now she steps on it and
moves it far from her, under the bed that is in front of her, with stark disdain. She
doesn’t hide the contempt she has for the uniform-like skirt. She keeps silent for
about ten seconds, her eyes concealed behind her wrinkled, upset face].
C: kayalla tusuripaq, Delia, but I will buy a centro for you, I am sure you could
use it.
[Delia grabs her pollera firmly against her hips, as if she was wearing it. Silence]
D: So, the centro will be for me, and I won’t have to return it?
C: yes, it will be only for you.
D. well, so we’ll return the polleras, but I will have my centro, won’t I?
C: Yes Delia, only for you.
F: [busy taking the polleras back from the other patients, and now returning to
finish her task] yes, yes mamita, but let us go, let us go now, it is very late!

We walk slowly towards the dining room. Delia looks calmer; at least she will
have one piece of clothing out of the several she misses. She won’t have a pollera, but
she will have a centro, a more or less invisible piece of clothing – she will wear it under
the uniform-like skirt she is obliged to use – which will make her feel, at least
minimally, the woman she was before being hospitalised. She can be a Chola as long as
her condition is invisible. But the spectacle has to go on! On the next day they danced in
the Spring Festival’s dance competition, in front of other inmates and part of the staff,
and some people came to the hospital to see the performances: university students,
curious people, and wanderers looking for entertainment.

Although the majority of the psychiatrists approve of these activities, a minority
don’t, as in the case of Dr. Villarrica, who expresses openly his disgust:

“I don’t allow them [the patients he is in charge of] to go out [to the city of
Sucre’s Carnival parade, where a group of patients is dressed in festive clothes
and are ordered to parade]. I, well, I have a weird way, a way to make myself
heard in the institution. I don’t participate in any of those social activities here, I
think they are terrible, I don’t like them. They are “social” activities in the sense
that they use the patients, yes? I don’t like the patients to be used in this way, -
Carnival, and this kind of thing, just to show the patients to the newspapers,
outside there in the streets; all mad, dressed like mad (…) I don’t like the patients
to be satirized, no? I feel that the patients suffer. They don’t do it naturally, can
you realise? It is more like ‘you will do this, you will use this, wear this custom’
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and so they [the staff that organise the events] start to decorate their [patients’]
faces, I think it is an aggression, this is indeed an aggression against their
intimacy, their way of being. So it doesn’t suit me, I have never paid attention to
these priests, it doesn’t, it doesn’t work for me. Are you obliged to go to the
sauna? No, you are not! So I think it is an atrocity, a true and huge atrocity. And
they do that to the patients, because, well, I could stand it, but the patient? No, it
shouldn’t happen, but that is how things stand at the moment (...); people come
here [to the hospital to see the performances] as if this place was a circus (…) I
could almost stand at the entrance and make them buy a ticket, che, don’t bother
me! But it is true, they [the organisers of the events, the priests] really charge,
because they say [to the public] ‘haven’t you brought something for the
patients?’ Just like that. Hence it is a circus; leave me alone …VII!” [I02 08-11-
11]

The festivals continue taking place each year, they are part of institutional life,
and the patients, bound to the hospital, have to keep doing what they are ordered to do.
Polleras seem to be important, but not for all. To the same extent that Delia feels her
life returning when she grabbed her (temporary) pollera, for others in the end the
hospital is a place of death, with or without polleras.

The braids, another of the main features that define femininity among
indigenous and/or peasant women in Bolivia, are another focus of the control strategies
performed in the hospital. Delia, for example, thanks to her forcibly learned loyalty to
the nurses and domestics, is allowed to have long hair and even to use tullmas (string
with pompons at the end, used by women who wear pollera to tie the end of their plaits).
But that privilege is not for everyone. One day, Fidelia, Victoria and I were knitting in
the sitting room after teatime, all close to each other to create some warmth in the
middle of a cold winter afternoon. Being physically close allows us also to feel
emotionally bound to each other, for the time being. Fidelia was tired, after working all
day without stopping a second, so sitting and knitting was a sort of oasis of calm.
Victoria and I had been knitting since morning, as Victoria was forbidden by the
psychiatrist to leave the building, a therapeutic solution for her last “crisis”, which had
lasted more than a week. I had been given permission by the psychiatrist to bring
knitting needles for Victoria (with the condition that I was present when she used them),
and so she had been knitting the whole day. Fidelia came to help us when the jumper
that Victoria was knitting seemed more a blanket than a jumper, and we started to talk.

Fidelia has long plaits, which she displays gracefully all the time. I asked her
what would become of her without her plaits:

“If I didn’t have my plaits people would make fun of me on the streets [she
laughs]! They would say terrible things about me; you cannot use a pollera
without plaits. The first thing people would say is that I was seeing a married
man, and that because of that someone cut my plaits [as a punishment]. I never
go out without my plaits made, well, only at night when I go to the grocery shop
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round the corner from my house with my daughter; who would realise in the dark
that I don’t have plaits? No one! ”.

In the hospital plaits are also cut as a way of punishing the inmates. It is
significant, as it is done deliberately. But at the same time, as Fidelia said, it is
insignificant, because in the darkness – without anyone to be accountable for it but
performed enough times to make it a unifying feature of the treatment – all identity is
deemed to be lost. The hospitalised women resist as much as they can, with minute but
highly significant actions. They resist with the few things they have access to: their
hands, their faeces, their urine, their hair, their food, their lives. But there is a limit to
the resistance one can exert. Consequently, inmates resist, give up, live, or not,
following a rhythm that weighs heavily on them.

One day after receiving the visit of her daughter, Juana is manacled. At lunch
time, Juana finished her lunch before the rest of her partners, but was supposed to wait
until all had finished; they are ordered to pray before and after each meal. . But Juana
didn’t want to wait, and decided to go to her bedroom to have a siesta. The nurse calmly
asked her to stay, but as Juana continued her way out of the dining room, the nurse
shouted at her, ordering her to stay. Juana didn’t obey. The nurse felt her authority
threatened, all the inmates looking at her and expecting an immediate response, as was
usual in such cases. So the nurse used a new strategy: the first had been asking softly
with a patronising tone, the second was shouting. For the third, she threatened Juana
with the manacles.

Juana stopped immediately, looked at the nurse – calculating the effects of her
actions –, and continued walking, waving her hand dismissively. The majority of the
inmates stopped eating, looked at Juana, and then at the nurse, they knew that
something was about to happen, just as in the street pedestrians can feel when a fight is
about to start around them. The nurse Nubia quickly called Ada and Fidelia, who were
in the kitchen washing the dishes, and they quickly stopped what they were doing and
came to attend the call. Nubia proceeded to catch Juana and move her to the sitting
room with the help of Fidelia and Ada. Juana shouts, fights, resists, as she knows that
the manacles are coming. Nubia quickly brings the metal and leather manacles, whilst
Fidelia and Ada are on each side of Juana, bending over her ferociously, forcing her to
sit in the chair that is beside the wall. Juana kicks, throws her arms towards them trying
to catch a head to pull, a face to punch, an arm to bend. It is not possible to know who is
getting more hurt, as Ada and Fidelia are receiving as many punches and as much hair-
pulling as they are giving to Juana.

Finally Ada and Fidelia gain control over Juana, whilst the nurse manages to put
the manacles around Juana’s ankle. The fight is over, Juana feels defeated, and stops
fighting. Delia comes as quickly as she can from the dining room – as she has learnt it is
more profitable to be on the side of the staff –, approaches Juana and punches her on the
head, ducking Juana’s reciprocal blows. Juana is furious, but doesn’t try to get up.
However, she shouts at the nurse and the domestics: “I will kill you!” she threatens.
Fidelia, holding a handful of hair, her own hair, pulled out by Juana, responds “Really?
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And my hair, how are you going to give this back to me? You will have to work hard to
pay for it!” Juana, with a firmer, but calmer and more resolute tone of voice, answers:
“Well, you took all my hair when I came to this damned place and you haven’t returned
it to me yet!” (When she was hospitalised, Juana’s hair was long and plaited, but ever
since it has been cut and kept very short by the staff).

Fidelia doesn’t have an answer to that; she looks around as if trying to
reorganize an imaginary disorder, her hands moving softly, picking up her hair from the
floor. Silence arrives. Ada, Fidelia and Nubia return to the dining room just in time for
the prayers, whilst Juana remains in the sitting room, bound to the column by the
manacle. Juana tries once more, unsuccessfully, to get rid of the manacle. She asks me
to bring her something to drink, which I do. When returning I can see that she has
calmed down, but is now becoming sad. She wants to talk:

“The priests brought all these chairs [she points to the chair she is sitting on], the
TV, these tables [the tables located in the dining room]; they brought all of this to
equip this prison. The priests told me that I was brought here because I ate soil,
but I don’t deserve it. I don’t understand why I am in this prison”.

She kept silent for a while, probably thinking of the last twenty three years she
has spent locked in this prison.

“I am not made of medicine, I am made of earth [no soy de medicamentos, soy de
tierra], they don't understand, just because I ate earth they brought me here, I
liked the earth because I am made of earth, why don't they understand? I want to
die”.

After three hours the nurse takes the manacles off Juana’s ankle, obeying the
psychiatrist’s order. Celmira, the domestic in charge of the afternoon shift, disagrees
with this decision. “They should have left her [Juana] there at least three days with the
manacles, so that she learns not to attack [meterse con] the staff. It was that ‘doctora’
who gave the order, this way the patients will never learn!” Juana’s reactions, and the
very fact of leaving the dining room without permission, would be interpreted by the
psychiatrist in the same terms as Juana’s previous actions: persecutory delusions,
hallucinations, lack of awareness of reality.

6. Final remarks

The effects that radically violent actions, whose purpose is to treat what has
been called and identified as mental illness, have on Juana, as on all the women
hospitalised in the Chronic Unit of the Hospital, are intimately related to the
reproduction of social hierarchies that are legitimate outside the hospital. The
identification, diagnosis and treatment of mental illness in the context of psychiatric
institutionalization is defined by power and control, as it is the process through which
some women and no others are sent to the public psychiatric hospital where they will
end their lives. White and mestizo middle class women are not the most numerous
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group among the inmates within the female Unit of the INPGP; rather, working class
mestizo, indigenous and peasant women are the inmates who use most of the beds
available, and are those whom the treatment is aimed at. From hospitalization to
diagnosis and treatment, the moral career of the patient within the Chronic Unit reflects
ethnic, class and gender50 hierarchies that are valid outside the institution. The
institution reflects the outside but is also a place of impunity in which more violent
ways to embody such hierarchies are put into practice.

In the next chapter I will focus on the trajectories that peasant and urban women
(mestizas, Aymara- and Quechua-speakers) from low income areas experience, from
early episodes of sexual violence to the institutional violence administered in
psychiatric settings. Community, judicial, and medical forms of common sense, highly
determined by social, gender and ethnic classification schemes, become intertwined in
an extremely violent process that undermines the lives of the unknown number of
women who suffer from sexual violence, and for whom there is no other life beyond
silence or stigmatization.

50 See Chapter III for the sexual violence dynamics within the hospital and how they reflect
discourses on gender differences.
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CHAPTER III. Sexual violence and incest: humanness as a continuum

1. Introduction: Sexual violence against women in Bolivia

In 2008, Sucre was the scene of a violent racist act. A group of peasants wanted
to walk from the peripheries of the city to the central plaza to celebrate the visit of the
country’s president, Evo Morales, who was regarded as the representative of the
indigenous movement. A university student group, led by mestizo urban political
authorities (the right-wing opposition), punched them and obliged them to strip to the
waist. Then they were taken to the centre of the city, beaten, harassed, and forced to
burn their ponchos and pay homage to the insignia of Chuquisaca (the Department
whose capital is Sucre). These acts had as their primary aim to block the president’s
entry to the city. One of the most important local authorities, Fidel Herrera, known for
his racist ideology, was at that moment the president of the municipal council (in the
past he was the city mayor). Herrera supported and promoted the assault.

One year after these events, Fidel Herrera was sued by his daughter for sexual
abuse; she claimed he had been abusing her since she was a child (twelve years old) and
had continued to do so until her adulthood, thanks to the complicity of several family
members and even a doctor who illegally conducted several abortions for the girl with
the knowledge of Herrera’s family. Because of the political situation of the country, in
which several separatist movements (with Herrera as one of their leaders in Chuquisaca)
were fighting against the official party (the Movement for Socialism, or MAS),
communications media started to talk about a possible plot against the opposition in
which the abused daughter could be a useful tool. Opinions about the consent and
culpability of the victim because of her gender and silence through all the years of abuse
were also heard. It developed into an argument between NGO’s, political leaders and
institutions. Finally, in 2010 Herrera was arrested [although not yet convicted by the
time these words are being written (2014)], but public opinion still questions the
veracity, and even adjudicates the responsibility of the sexual abuse to the woman who
was abused since she was 13 years old until she was 27.

Although it could be thought that this event is an isolated case, several studies
have demonstrated that in the context where it occurs, sexual violence against girls is
commonly explained in terms of shared responsibility between the abuser and the
abused, not only by the abusers, but also by families, communities, public opinion, even
institutions (Anderson, 1999; Brownmiller, 1975; Frazier, 1994; Gerber & Cherneski,
2006; Howard, 1984, 1984b; Pollard, 1992; Williams, 1984). Ethnic identification is
also adduced as a sign of “sexual primitiveness” and the “naturalness” of abuse, in
relation to peasant and indigenous peoples; it thus becomes a tool of inculpation against
indigenous women (Barragán & Solís: 2005; Borda: 2010, 2006; Azaola: 2000; Alcoff:
1993; Cahill, 2000; Kaye: 2005). The fact of being a woman, a young person (after
puberty), indigenous or mestizo, makes a big difference to how sexual abuse is
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understood and experienced. Recent reports by international organizations confirm this
(UN, 2008, 2009, 2010). Sexual violence is still widespread in Bolivia, there is no
articulation between the law and the mechanisms that should be developed in order to
penalise and prevent such dynamics. More than the 85% of cases of violence against
women are not brought to court, or are treated as punishable by people working in what
may be said to be a prejudiced legal system (UN, 2010: 7). Ethnic and class
discrimination influence strongly what can be experienced, said, done and silenced
(Segato, 2003). This is not a situation exclusive to Bolivia51. The last UN-CEDAW
report states that one of each three women in the world has been sexually and physically
abused in the family environment, without many of those cases being brought to justice
(2010ª). As for Bolivia, according to the country’s Gender Observatory, in 91% of the
cases brought to justice (twelve per day) the victim is a woman, and in 84% the
aggressor is a man. 62% of the women who are sexually abused are underage, whilst
92% of the male aggressors are above legal age (Coutinho & Alvarez, 2012). If it is
difficult enough to bring a case to justice (taking into account the stigmas socially
attached to those who are sexually abused), it is even more striking that among these
cases approximately only one in four is sentenced (ibid; see also Fernández-Osco, 2000:
217)52.

This brings us to consider why sexual violence, an illegal act, can be either
legitimized, or tackled outside the judicial system where it is rarely criminalised. On the
one hand, there are structural reasons related to ethnic hierarchies artificially established
but bodily experienced. According to Marcia Stephenson, by assigning a relatively
feminine and “natural” character to the indigenous peasant population, mestizos
construct their own hegemony (1999). It would also explain the sets of values by which
women are classified. Modernity, which in principle indicates the movement towards
homogenisation in order to constitute citizenship, is in fact a contradictory process that
results from the hegemonic desire to homogenize but at the same time to distinguish
subjects (so that power relationships are meaningful and durable). Classified,
indigenous peoples (and particularly those in rural areas who have their own self-
classifications) are compartmentalized by elites for whose power strategies such
classification is useful (Rivera, 2008: 4). When the perpetrator is a mestizo middle class
man, sexual violence against indigenous peasant women asserts the desires of
supremacy of mestizo middle class men over the indigenous peasant population, which
is linked to many kinds of exploitation, not only sexual, but also economic and political.
In general terms middle class mestizos are located at the middle-top of the social
hierarchy, indigenous peasant men at the lower end, whilst all the violence that the latter

51 According to a recent report produced by the Panamerican Health Organization, “[l]arge
proportions of women in Latin America and the Caribbean report sexual violence in their
lifetime, perpetrated mostly by men known to them” (Bott, et.al., 2012: xviii).
52 There are no unified statistics on sexual violence in the country, nor information regarding the
ethnic identity of the victims and the perpetrators.
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receive from the former is, in turn, reflected on indigenous peasant women, at the
lowest level, on many occasions (Canessa, 2007a; Rivera, 2008). This is not to say that
middle class mestizo women are not victims of sexual violence, but because they are
socially placed above the indigenous population, they tend to have more access to the
justice system than indigenous women. However, it is not necessarily the case that
middle class women will always denounce violence that is exerted on them, precisely
because of the fear of stigmatization.. On the other hand, violence dynamics within
indigenous peasant communities and families cannot be explained merely on the basis
of ethnic and class hierarchies, but also on gender inequalities. Further exploration of
this point will be addressed in chapter V, where judicial cases on sexual violence,
communities’ and judicial authorities’ discourses will be studied.

Whilst the literature is not particularly extensive, several authors have tackled
the intersections between gender and ethnicity over recent years. Olivia Harris 1994,
1985, 1982, 1980), Denise Arnold (1997), Pascale Absi (2005), Rossana Barragán and
Carmen & Solís (Barragán & Solís, 2006, 2005), Marisol de la Cadena (2007a, 2007,
2005, 2000), Penny Harvey (1998) and Marcia Stephenson (1999), amongst others, are
the main scholars of these themes from an ethnographic and historical perspective. In
general, gender is tackled in the reviewed literature as a fundamental axis of power
relationships in the constitution of citizenship in Bolivia. Gender categories are
intersected by other categories of class, ethnicity and generation, combining to form the
modern subject (citizen), as well as their constitutive outside. Stephenson, for example,
argues that the categories of ethnicity and class have their equivalent in gender
categories. Going beyond men and women, gender must be thought of in terms of
masculine-feminine, with their different variants, and the way in which this set of values
operates when it is brought into play with other sets of values (1999). It is in this way,
for example, that the indigenous population in Bolivia has been constituted in general
within the mestizo national project as a feminine subject, perceived outside the socio-
symbolic order (ibid: I; Barragán, 1999). The possible play between masculine and
feminine poles is applicable to men and women, indigenous and mestizo, rich and poor,
because these are also categories that are constantly being defined.

For these hierarchies to exist, an important principle must be recognized, which
determines the positions that subjects may hold in different social situations: the other
(constitutive outside) must eventually continue to exist (a savage and poor other). The
other could mean indigenous, peasants, and also women. Indigenous peasant women
become the life outside (or within, at the limit) the realm of humanity alleged by those
who perpetrate acts of sexual violence against them, even by those who share the same
ethnic identity; otherwise, how could we explain such a denigrating and terrible exercise
of violence as a common experience for more than thirty-four percent of those
individuals who in Bolivia are called women (Cusack, et al., 2012: 3)? Within
communities, violence against women (physical, sexual) is confronted by survivors
making use of resources available within the protective networks they are part of. One is
the intervention of their brothers, who come and challenge their brothers-in-law (Harris,
1980). The other is the intervention of other women, normally comadres, who would
mediate (unlike the brother-in-law, without the use of physical violence) by dialoguing
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with the violent husband and making him understand the impropriety of his acts. In
fewer cases, access to community or national justice has proven helpful. In many
communities in the Andes, women can occasionally talk during political meetings but
they almost never have the right to vote at any level of the political organization of their
communities (Harris, 1980: 71; Astvaldsson, Layme & Barnadas, 2000: 130, Llanque,
1972: 111). In consequence, their capacity to react and counteract violence is still
limited. There are motives for beating a wife that no one will challenge as illegitimate
and that are related mainly to the obligation of sexual exclusivity that a woman has
towards her husband (Buechler & Buechler, 1996: 168). Unfortunately not enough
attention has been paid within Latin American anthropology to domestic violence and
we still know very little about it (Canessa, 2007b: 33; Alcalde, 2007).

2. Sexual violence as a common background of female inmates

Out of fifty-one women currently (2012) hospitalised in the
Intermediate/Chronic Unit of the INPGP, at least thirteen (25% of the total population)
have survived sexual violence prior to their hospitalization; and an unknown number
after it. Those who were survivors of sexual violence before their hospitalization had
lived through the experience for the first time before they were eighteen years old. At
least six of them (10% of the total population) had been sexually abused by a relative or
a member of their communities who had care responsibilities and rights in respect of the
girl as a relative (community teacher, adopted children/adults, godfather, stepbrother,
uncle in-law). Not all aggressors were considered by survivors as parientes [relatives],
but the consequence was similar to that of incest: susto [fright]. In susto, the animu, an
essential component of human beings, halfway between the body and the soul, leaves
the body as a result of a terrible fright, which is the effect, as in many illnesses in
Quechua and Aymara medicine, of an infringement of the rules of social behaviour
(Aguiló, 1983: 50, 173). According to Aguiló, the conjunction between the soul and the
animu is what gives complete vitality to human beings (Ibid: 113). Susto is not only
caused by the infringement of expectations of sexual behaviour within the household,
but it was invariably mentioned when I asked indigenous peasant people, also non-
peasant mestizos, about the cause, about what had happened to the women who had
experienced sexual violence exerted on them by any of the subjects abovementioned (a
more detailed discussion on susto will be presented in the next chapter). In the
psychiatric hospital, however, psychiatrists talk about psychiatric illness, not about
susto; neither do psychiatrists talk about sexual violence.

When asking the staff about cases of sexual violence, I noted that the
occupational therapists knew more about them, whilst the psychologists mentioned only
a few of these stories, and the psychiatrist never did, unless the question was formally
asked in an interview. In the knitting workshop, for example, inmates felt a little calmer
than in other activities and places, and talked more about their lives whilst working on
their designs. The knitting teacher Elsa, an occupational therapist, knew considerably
more than the rest of the staff about the matter. She used to talk to the inmates, and ask
them questions, but then shut them up not long after they started to talk. Because of the
existence of this place of verbal interaction, however meagre, I decided to attend the
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workshop for the first four months of my fieldwork. Although my success as a knitter
was scarce, I became more integrated with the group, and some of the women inmates
started to talk more with me and accepted me into their company.

During the first days I sit beside Esperanza. I knit, obviously not as well as the
rest of the group, but good enough not to disturb them. Sometimes I lose my way in the
knitting, and ask the teacher to guide me. Progressively my questions on how to knit are
directed more towards Esperanza, who very kindly guides me. Now when she is
knitting, she sometimes takes a pause to see how my work is getting on, and suggests
ideas; or I give her my knitting, and she fixes it for me. She feels that now she has the
ability, also the authority to give her opinion on something, a right that is denied to her
permanently in the hospital. As the days pass, she feels more confident to talk, and I
think it is because we are “knitting” a relationship, one that is more between equals than
a “doctor-patient” relationship. I don't ask any question to her, I am just waiting for our
relationship to become stronger, and I suspect that this will happen as we knit together.
Then I will ask.

But I didn’t have to ask. Asking doesn’t necessarily take us to answers; it can
also lead to silence. I knew I had to wait, be there, until it happened, or didn’t happen.
And then it happened when I least expected it, at a party: the hospital’s weekly party.

As we have seen, Wednesday is the day for the party. A party that is unique
because it is mandatory. Of course some inmates manage to avoid it by crying and
shouting, or going to the kitchen to peel potatoes and onions, amongst other things. But
the majority are taken there by the domestics and the nurses without being able to say
no. There are candies and cookies (a luxury), and men and women to physically
“interact” with, a dynamic that is discouraged and sometimes punished on other days,
when related to inmates of the opposite sex. The majority of inmates and part of the
staff meet in one of the quadrangles of the male section, and dance for two hours. For
the inmates, the dances seem to be partly a pleasurable act, partly the unwilling
fulfilment of a task. Each of the dancers knows the cadencies and nuances of each
folkloric dance, while at the same time responding to the pressure inflicted by the staff;
they create their own styles, in couples, alone, or in groups. The staff supervises,
controls: all “must enjoy”; and eventually they too dance with the inmates. Some
inmates stand beside the loudspeakers, talk to them, dance with them, or more exactly to
the voices they hear singing. Others look for a partner, maybe an old lover, and dance
with excitement. Inmates who come from rural areas have a distinct dancing style, one
that is more formal, more polite and that includes the use of the hands as a way to show
courtesy to one another. The younger ones have a more modern style. Each one finds
her rhythm, and creates choreographies, so that each can show her skills, and somehow
enjoy. Of course, some arguments take place, especially when one touches the other's
body, or when one inmate is trying to oblige the other to dance.

Esperanza wanted to go to the party, but not to dance, because she was feeling
pain in her legs and hands, and also because she distrusts men. We sat; she rejected
every male inmate who came to invite her to dance. We were observing the dancers, and
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laughing when someone did something funny, such as imitating an animal, flirting, or
changing the dances’ traditional steps. I didn't want to leave her alone, but at the same
time I wanted to dance. Finally I left my chair and went to dance with Delia. Dancing
with her I felt as when I was doing fieldwork in the Ecuadorian Amazon in Kichwa
communities, because of the elegance she danced with, the cadence of her steps -from
left to right and vice versa, with the feet always somehow caressing the ground-, the use
of her plaits as a tool to accentuate her beauty and the sensuality of her movements.

After the piece ended, I returned to my place besides Esperanza, who was
smiling and greeted me with an obvious expression of pleasure at seeing me dancing. At
least some joy in her eyes. Two pieces of music later, she suddenly left her chair
without saying anything, went quickly to the centre of the dance floor, and started to
dance alone, with quick but precise movements, her arms half-raised, her hands alive
and expressive, and a beautiful smile. She forgot the pain in her legs and arms. A man
joined her; she didn’t seem to distrust him as long as he didn’t get too close to her. It
was the beginning of a series of tropical songs played by the disc jockey (who was Elsa,
the knitting teacher), during which they exchanged more or less direct glances, but not
words.

The second time Esperanza danced, she took her handkerchief out of her pocket
and waved it whilst performing a traditional song. She looked content, it was the first
time I saw her laughing and talking with men and women without reservation. After a
while she returned and sat down beside me. Suddenly her facial gestures changed, she
became thoughtful, almost anguished. About a minute later, she started to tell me things
that she was hearing from the song's lyrics. “I have heard that they will kill me”, she
said, and some minutes after, when the voice came back: “they are guilty, that is what I
have heard; that my father and my mother are guilty because of all the things they did to
me, because my mother left me with my father and my father stayed with me; I am not
guilty, they [a male “they”] are guilty … They [ellos] sent me here, they [ellos] have
never visited me; since the day I arrived here, no one has visited me, they don't care
about me”. These voices she heard came from time to time to let her know what seemed
to be a dictum (it was always a male voice invested with authority). The voices
reminded her of the utterances she used to hear from her neighbours in La Paz, and from
the staff of social services who took her away from her family and sent her to the
psychiatric hospital in Sucre. She lived in a neighbourhood whose name she cannot
remember, although she said that they didn’t have any crops or animals, and that her
father was a cobbler. But she remembers what she was told and what was done to her.
She remembers the guilt very well.

On later days she heard the voices again. We were knitting, silently, with the
music in the background (cumbia) as we usually did in the morning, I was seated beside
Esperanza, all the inmates kept silent, absorbed in their own thoughts, and no one daring
to challenge the authority of the teacher, Elsa, who kept telling them to keep quiet.
Suddenly, she started to talk: “it was the fault of my father and my sister [I just listened,
without daring to interrupt this precious and rare moment]; they are saying that I don't
want to marry, ¿what are they going to think?” “Who?” I asked. “They, the men who
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are singing (on the radio), they are saying that I don't want to marry. I wouldn't like
them to think badly of me, but it is not my fault, it is my father's fault, for all that he did
to me, for he abused me. It is also my sister's fault, because she took my mother away
from me [although it was the other way round. CB]. And it was the fault of my
stepmother, because she burned my hand to the point that I couldn't move it, and cut my
head. That is why I cannot marry. After my father abused me, the women in the
neighbourhood began talking, they were saying bad things about me, that I was with
family [con familia, i.e. pregnant]. But isn't it the case that when someone has a sore
belly it becomes bigger, swollen? I wasn't pregnant, but they were saying so; it wasn't
my fault, it was my father who did that, not me”. Guilt was apparent again. After
blaming others, Esperanza also blamed herself, and, without any other possible
explanation –she had never had the opportunity to elaborate the experience of the abuse
beyond this-, she was left with the voices to make sense of it all.

What the voices said had been said before by others, for example the doctor who
attended her in La Paz, more than forty years ago, when the social worker took her
away from her family. I learned about the doctor from La Paz one morning, when
Esperanza told me her dreams:

“I had a dream yesterday. I dreamed of the doctor who sent me here, he worked
in the La Paz hospital. I was his wife! The dream finished there. I remember that
he told me before he sent me here that I should never be interested in men, that I
should never pay them attention. He was very upset with my father because of
what he did to me, and he said 'if he didn't want you as his daughter, he should
have given you to another family, that would have been better'”. (Fieldnotes,
2011).

She had been sexually abused by her father for a long time since her early
childhood (four years old) until she was sixteen years old. A social worker who came to
visit the families in the neighbourhood while developing hygiene programmes realised
the physical violence (not the sexual) Esperanza had to endure, and the fits she had
experienced since she was five years old. She took her away from her family,
apparently without her father objecting. From then on, Esperanza never had a place she
could call home anymore. She stopped talking Aymara. Once in the general hospital in
La Paz, her hand – which had been burned by her stepmother with a piece of charcoal –,
was healed; but later she was diagnosed with epilepsy and sent to the psychiatric
hospital in Sucre, where she has been living for the last thirty eight years. There is no
information in her medical records on any legal action taken against her father, only
what she kept repeating: that the doctor blamed her father, nothing else. But it was her
father, not Esperanza, who could continue speaking Aymara, living in his house and
enjoying his life in his community. It was Esperanza’s right to live within her
community that were denied. It was she who was finally expelled.
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She was admitted to the national psychiatric hospital in 1975, when she was
sixteen years old, on the grounds of “behavioural problems53” (admission registration
form). This description was only given in the biographical section of the anamnesis,
written a year after the admission (when it was initially stated that there was no
biographical information available):

“[Her] socio-familial situation [is] completely disorganised, there wasn’t even the
minimum respect from parents to children and vice versa; this is clearly
demonstrated by the progenitor’s [progenitor, father] attitude, who sexually
abused his daughter when she was very young. This [situation] only
demonstrates a terrible disorientation, in what refers to affectivity and sense of
home of the patient” (Biographical form filled by a member of staff, anamnesis,
19/VIII/1976, my emphasis).

How could the fact that he raped her be a demonstration of Esperanza’s and her
father’s mutual disrespect towards each other (remember the word “vice versa” in the
account)? According to the psychiatrist who filled out the anamnesis, Esperanza’s
language was “puerile”, although s/he doesn’t give an example; she was also
“aggressive”:

“MENTAL STATE (…) lucid patient, coherent, well oriented in time and space,
thought processes without alteration, except for her language, which could be
described as puerile. Sudden mood swings, easily irritable, sometimes she
becomes aggressiveVIII” (anamnesis).

The conditions under which the first psychiatric interview was done are not
clear, nor is the content of Esperanza’s account of her discomfort, since it was stated
that there wasn’t enough information - given by her, that is, as she was not accompanied
by any relative, only the social worker from La Paz general hospital, who didn’t seem to
have much knowledge of her life story. Hence we don’t know on what basis the
psychiatrist judged her language to be “puerile”. But it is not difficult to understand why
she might have appeared to be using a “simple, non-elaborated” languageIX, since in the
registration form, when asked what her language was, she indicated that Spanish was
her first language, but she mainly spoke Aymara. The interview was carried out in
Spanish (it is not stated that a translator was present), the questions were put by a
mestizo male doctor wearing a white apron, it was the first time she had been in that
city, she was far from home, and she kept repeating (from the first interview right up to
the present) that her father had raped her. Was it then “pathological” or “abnormal” if
she behaved “aggressively”?

53 Problemas del comportamiento.
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The physician, in turn, had his own criteria. According to his diagnostic, “the
patient [Esperanza] is of a pyknic constitution, appearing to be a cretin” (my italics)X.
The physical examination carried out by the doctor had the purpose of providing
information to support the diagnostic process and, consequently, the treatment. The
pyknic type was a category created by a German physician, Kretschmer (1925) in the
1920’s. It was inscribed in an evolutionist model, and proposed to relate physical
characteristics to certain psychic features and mental pathologies. Although this model
was very much criticised in anthropology for its simplistic and biological bias (Boas,
1943), in psychiatry its use was widespread in the twentieth century. According to
Kretschmer’s model, human evolution could be measured according to a scale ranging
from concrete to more complex thought processes. More concrete thought processes
were to be found among “primitives” such as, according to Kretschmer, the San people
in South Africa (Heinz, 1998: 433). A “more evolved human type” would be capable of
using abstract concepts. There were also three body types, according to which all human
beings could be classified. Each body type was linked to specific psychic features, and
also to specific mental pathologies, derived from the weakness or tendencies typical of
each physical feature. Pyknic54 was a body type linked to manic-depressive psychosis
(Cancro & Lehmann: 2000; Sass, 2009: 452). Although not directly linked to an
evolution-based classification, the pyknic type was associated with the circular psychic
type (manic-depressive), which in turn was in some way explained as the result of a
chronic thyroid disorder (extreme forms of hypothyroidism) (Kretschmer, 1925: 89),
and hence to developmental retardation (Salisbury, 2003: 105). In psychiatry, we find in
old academic texts still being reprinted, such as Campbell’s psychiatric dictionary
(2009: 483), that the hypothyroid constitution was related to the body build of the
pyknic person, whilst thyroid failure in the child was related to cretinism..

The common term to refer to chronic hypothyroidism was cretinism. The
category of cretin was a term coined in medicine during the first half of the nineteenth
century, widely used in psychiatry until the 1960’s and 1970’s (Mitsuda, 1972;
Silverman, 1967), and, although now considered politically incorrect, still utilized
(Stamm et.al., 2005, Kaarma, 1995). In the medical literature it was defined as a form of
idiocy, more precisely as an "arrest of psychical development, associated with very
manifest malformations of the body, and especially of the skeleton" (Url, 1885: 484).
There was a diminished, unsuccessful development of the cognitive functions. In the
nineteenth century, cretinism was explained as a consequence of a polluted or stagnated
atmosphere, not only physical but also moral, with “bad quality of the air and the food,
the neglect of moral education, and other evils attendant upon poverty” (Reeve, 1808:
115, 118). Later, in the first half of the twentieth century it was associated specifically
with a thyroid failure (a chronic form of hypothyroidism), whose physical signs were
deemed visible (Kretschmer, 1925: 38). Independent from the explanations of its
origins, cretins were described as physically and mentally retarded, short people,

54 The other two types were the asthenic and the athletic (Kretschmer, 1925: 19).
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sometimes with a protuberance on their neck, rachitic deformities, deafness and mutism,
and myxoedema, combined with what was called idiocy (Bardeen, 1911: 499-500;
Dennison, Oxnard, & Obendorf, 2011: 3).

In terms of non-visible properties (though considered to have a corresponding
visible element), cretinism was defined as “one who is human despite deformities”, this
being its original definition, which stems from the French word Chrétien (Christian)
(Salisbury, 2003: 105), first mentioned in the French Encyclopaedia of 1754 (Dennison,
Oxnard, & Obendorf, 2011: 1), and used to describe the condition of some people in
rural areas of the French Alps. If Esperanza was diagnosed as a cretin, then she would
be treated as such, not only in terms of the medication she would receive, but also in
terms of the interpersonal relationships she could aspire to, whereby, in spite of
appearances, she was “still human”. In 1911 the American physician and anatomist C.
R. Bardeen stated that the life of a cretin was one “destined to a dwarfish, toad-like”
existence, but still human (1911: 500), which is not so far from the reality of the
treatment provided currently for “chronic patients” at the INPGP.

During the first year of her hospitalization Esperanza’s epilepsy was treated with
anticonvulsive medication. During the next year and a half no treatment or interview
was registered in her medical records, although, a year later, a new entry, with what
seemed to be a long interview, was registered. In it, Esperanza described the physical
violence her father and stepmother had inflicted upon her, also saying that “my father
abused me in the upper part, also in the lower part. My belly swelled as if I was
pregnant, that is when the attacks startedXI” (daily evolution, medical records,
13/VIII/1979). No observation was recorded by the psychiatrist, only Esperanza’s
description. However, every time she was aggressive towards another inmate or a
member of staff, or when it was noticed by the psychiatrist that she was very anxious,
she was given new or higher doses of already prescribed medication with anxiolytic,
anticonvulsant, hypnotic, sedative, skeletal muscle relaxant, and amnesic properties,
such as Diazepam/Valium and Haldol. By 1985 she wasn’t categorised anymore as a
cretin, but as an oligoepileptic patient, a politically more correct category that didn’t
have much effect on her treatment: as an “oligo55” patient, she was still categorised as
mentally retarded (Flint, 2009: 249-250) (27/VIII/1985, medical records, Esperanza
Huañapaco). Haldol was also the answer to her hearing voices, to her solitude, as was
stated in her records in 1991:

“Patient who refers to being insulted by the loudspeaker, which tells her: that the
dwarf, dog’s nose [Esperanza] should leave [the hospital], she should die
(auditory hallucination), [the loudspeaker] is very noisy, the other patients make

55 Oligo, “from Greek oligos 'small', oligoi 'few'”, and phrenic “from Greek phrēn, phren-
'diaphragm, mind' (because the mind was once thought to lie in the diaphragm)”. (Oxford

dictionary).
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fun of me; she is chased by the domestics, viscous, reiterative in her dialogue,
complaining because no one loves her. Doses [Haldol] will be increased (…)
signature: Dra Valdez XII” (01/III/1991, medical records, Esperanza Huañapaco)

There is no further reference to the sexual abuse she suffered from her father,
apart from the entries the social worker from La Paz made on her files, as there was no
further information available for the psychiatric hospital’s social worker to use, since
there hadn’t been any contact with Esperanza’s family. There was no reference to any
specific response from the hospital’s staff to the reiterated facts of the case. In
Esperanza’s Unit there hadn’t been any psychotherapeutic address to the inmates, nor
talks about sexual violence, nor mention of it by the medical staff as part of the
treatment, although it was recognised that sexual violence could be traumatic. Dr.
Villarrica, for example, considered the effects that sexual violence under the form of
incest could have on the inmates, but also stated the difficulties that approaching it
entails:

“Here in the outpatient consultancy I use medication, if she [the patient who has
been sexually abused] is very anxious. I give her an anxiolytic, if she is
depressed I give her an antidepressant, and the word56 belongs to the
psychologist. Anyway, in a Unit [residencia] like yours [i.e. where I was doing
the research, the Chronic Unit], I don’t know the approach they use [he has been
in charge of that Unit in the past] (…) it is not only about medication, if there is a
trauma, as you said, there was a history, and that work has to be done. And how
should that work be done? Psychotherapeutically (…) I have been for a very
short period in the second [Chronic] Unit, I have been for longer in the outpatient
service, I haven’t had that type of cases, and I have used more the
psychopharmacologic treatment, no? Because if there are almost 50 patients [that
is the approximate number of inmates in the female Chronic Unit], there are too
many to be able to stay [work psychotherapeutically] with all of themXIII (…)”
[I02 08-11-11].

However, non-chemical treatment aimed at helping survivors of sexual abuse to
make sense of traumatic events, and specifically one form this approach might take (i.e.
the word, as Dr. Villarrica called it), was, in his view, not suitable for everyone:

56 Psychotherapy relies mainly on the spoken word as a source of transformation of the self:
“Patients in psychotherapy learn to make their inner experience (or self) and social interaction
(personhood) the central topic of conversation. Under the guidance of the therapist they are
expected to discover a self that is not only healthier or better functioning but in some sense
more ‘true’ (Kirmayer, 2007: 5)
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“Surely not with all, because many of them [the patients] will be defective, others
will be very organic, I don’t know, I think that patients would have to be chosen
[classified, selected], no? We would have to seeXIV” [I02 08-11-11].

In his opinion, not all women who have been survivors of sexual violence would
be suitable for psychotherapy. The criterion was mainly biological: an absence, a lack in
the physical structure of the individual, a defect [what Dr. Villarrica called “organic”
and “defective”]: from the Latin defectus, defect means failure, weakness, and it is the
equivalent to defec- variant stem of deficere, which means to run short, fail, weaken.
This “lack” had a name in the Chronic Unit: psychosis. According to Doctor Ligia
Perilla, the resident psychiatrist of the Chronic Unit, since the majority of the inmates
were diagnosed with psychotic disorders, there was very little to be done; none of them
were or would be suitable for psychotherapy, or any non-chemical treatment or
approach to their suffering:

“In psychiatric treatments they [the patients] also receive psychotherapy, but in
this Chronic Unit we don’t do it so much, because the majority [of patients] who
are in this Unit are psychotic, and it [psychotherapy] cannot be done with them,
so we do it more with the neurotic, with those who are out [or expected to leave
the hospital], you see? So with the patients who are delusional, who have
hallucinations, or those who have mental retardation, we cannot do so much. In
the acute Unit we do it, in the first [acute] male ward, in the first [acute] female
ward, they do psychotherapy, it goes parallel with the medication, and it works
better. On the other hand, here at some point group meetings [group
psychotherapy] took place, and so it was done, but because they are patients that
are already deteriorated it is very unlikely that they will leave the hospital, unlike
an acute [patient], that is why we do it [psychotherapy] [with acute patients
only]XV”. [I08 28-10-11]

What could Esperanza expect, she, who had lived in the Chronic Unit most of
her life? As she was deemed mentally retarded, unable ever to leave the hospital, there
didn’t seem to be (according to Dr. Villarrica and Dr. Perilla), any biological basis or
social purpose in offering her psychotherapy, or any other therapy, apart from chemical
treatment.

In any case, if the experience of violent incest had affected Esperanza’s life in
any way, if it was at all related to her hospitalization, it was (according to Dr. Perilla)
because she, like any other woman who had lived through incest marked by violence,
was weak:

“Particularly in this [Intermediate/Chronic female] Unit, there are a lot [of incest
experiences], if you read their medical records; it transpires that the majority
have been [sexually] abused, when she was a child, let us say, or she got married
when she was a child, or she was cheated on by her partner, so she suffered from
sexual violence, she suffered psychological violence, physical violence. So, in a
great percentage, especially in the case of women, they can present the first
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psychotic outburst, namely the mental illness, but it will depend on the
personality traits, won’t it? There are people who are more susceptible, for
example, aren’t there? If her partner has cheated on her then [and she is ‘more
susceptible’], well, she will become disturbed [volcarse]. On the other hand there
are other women who are stronger, so it will depend also on their genetic
constitution, because not all women who are beaten or abandoned are here [in the
hospital]. But many of them are here, it is very much related to these things, it
could also be to the loss of a child for example. It is mainly in women because,
well, the hormonal factor has to do with it, because when they have their
period, namely, their menstrual period, you will see that they have outbursts,
their illness starts again [when female patients have their periods]. Hence women
are more susceptible. Women are always more sentimental than men, can’t
you see [no ve]? [Not] like a man [varón], you can beat him, let us say, and he
will be there [intact]. (…) the incest, well, it could be related, I don’t know,
because it will depend on the individual’s personality traits, won’t it? It might be
something very small [insignificant], and a person could start having wrong
ideas. Here [in the hospital] I haven’t read much about incest, well, there is not
much, let us say, in this Unit, or in the hospital, I haven’t read that the [mental]
illness appeared because of that event. But as I told you, anything could trigger
it; that is why they say that the line between sanity and madness is very thin. In
the end you don’t know. Anything, your dog dies and as a result you fall ill
[mal], for exampleXVI”. [I08 28-10-11] (My emphasis)

And, yes, Dr. Perilla is right; there is no incest in the Chronic Unit: for if it is not
registered in the medical records then it doesn’t exist. Not that it would have made a big
difference (as we know from Esperanza’s case), since the inmates of this Unit are all
considered to some extent cretins. Among the five cases of incest I found – where a
prohibited degree of kinship is mentioned by the survivor or her relatives- , only
Esperanza’s case is recorded. Among the other four cases, involving an uncle, a
community teacher, a godfather, and a stepbrother, none of them were mentioned by
any member of staff in the records, so I do not know if they knew. However, in the
conversations I had with them they seemed to know vaguely that there had been some
kind of sexual violence affecting these inmates, and sometimes they knew there was a
relative involved; but it was all very vague and inaccurate, compared to the accounts of
the survivors. Perhaps the staff did not want to discuss it, because it might delegitimize
their treatment.

On the other hand, and based on the accounts I heard from all these five women,
it is possible that if nothing, or almost nothing was ever mentioned by them in their
interviews with psychiatrists, it is probably because they felt guilty. Guilt will be
discussed in the next chapter. For the time being, it is sufficient to say that, although
possibly neither Evarista, nor Victoria, nor Juana, nor Rosa ever mentioned anything to
the psychiatrists – or if they did it wasn’t repeated, as in Esperanza’s case –, some of
them did speak to several female domestics, also to a few nurses and members of the
occupational therapy staff. Their response was different, as we will see: here, the focus
is not on the lack, but on the presence of something, or someone, in these women.
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3. Qhencha: the outside within the psychiatric hospital 57

“Ill-omen”, mal agüero: that is the most obvious meaning assigned to the word
qhencha [also spelled qhincha and q’incha] in both Quechua and Aymara languages
(Valdez, 2005: 9; Pinto, 2009), also in the Spanish language, where it has been
introduced (Royal Spanish Academy, 2001). It is also a synonym of disgracia
(misfortune and disgrace), and is referred to both the present and the future of a person,
the disgraced, and those around, who might be affected by this ill luck. Qhencha is at
the same time a curse to fall on a person who has done something deplorable58.

Qhencha has been understood as “the principal cause of the emergence of a state
of imbalance and disequilibrium” (Urton, 1997, cited in Smith, 2012: 320), an agent in
itself. This agent could embody entities that are not human, such as marbles, as has been
show in the case analysed by Smith in the Peruvian Highlands, or wild animals
(Spedding, 1992: 313). According to Smith’s interpretation, Peruvian Aymara speakers
consider qhencha to be an actual agent that is not only nonhuman, but antihuman,
insofar as it tries to undo or to counteract what is done by humans (2012: 320; Smith &
Fung, 2010: 273). Hence, qhencha, a special category of non-human being, exists to
threaten the human domain, the human order of things. Consequently qhencha has a
moral origin.

But not only nocturnal animals – when they are seen or when they appear during
the day – such as the allqamari (Phalcoboenus megalopterus) (Condori, 1995), the fox
(Vincent, Fernandez & Flores, 2007: 265), or the taruka (Yunga’s deer) (Spedding,
1996: 258, 1992: 313) and objects (Smith & Fung, 2010) can be inhabited by qhencha:
humans are also the object of such possession. More exactly, it can affect non humans
and humans only through the mediation of individuals (Albó, 2000: 5; Condori, 1995:
24): human beings are the means through which qhencha is unwantedly summoned.
Therefore, qhencha is something, but also is – or becomes – someone, an invader, but
someone sought after, gained, called, deserved.

57 Other forms of the word and its similar meanings are mentioned by Impens (1974):
“QUENCHA/ckencha/k'encha/khencha/kjencha/qhencha 1. n. 'an evil prognostication' Bol. /DB
152, 229 s.v. QhenchaT// 2. n. 'misfortune' Arg.(Salta). /SolA/// 3. adj. 'unfortunate, unlucky, ill-
omened' Arg. (Salta), Bol., Peru (Arequipa). /DB 152, 229 s.v. Qhencha; Sola; Ugarte/ "Somos
más ckenchas . . . De una suerte . . . como la de un perro chusgo /'ordinary, mongrel/7" (EV 75).
E: Qu. kkencha 'fate, destiny; bad luck, adversity, misfortune; sinister prognostication; fatal,
unlucky, ill-fated, adverse, sinister' (Lira). The following entry in GzH [González Holguín
1952[1608]] app. deals with the same term: quencharuna /runa 'man// 'el torpe de manos
perdido, no grangero, no aprouechado [sic] que todo lo pierde y dana'” (291).
58 But it could also denote strength, as qhencha is one who has been able to survive
misadventure, according to a Peruvian Spanish dictionary (Academia Peruana de la Lengua,
2009).
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Qhencha is an undesirable incarnation. And although individually embodied, it
can affect negatively a whole collectivity and their means of survival, e.g. by creating
bad weather conditions that will damage crops (Ibid). Qhencha, as a non-human entity
and as its recipient become one, the disgrace and the recipient and carrier of it are
unified (Itier, 1992: 32). Therefore the “humanness” of the one becomes a matter of
doubt. Here is important to bring to light the fact that, in the Andes, the distinction is
not made between the realm of the human and the non-human, but between the wild and
the social, and also between the wild and the human (Harris, 1983: 146, 1980: 85).
What is human can become wild or tame, and vice versa: a person can become a
condenado [condemned] soul and cause death to others; tutelary deities [sankü] are
made good by offerings, otherwise they will become muru sankü59 and will cause
illness to humans; a baby that before being named are evil ones who, as agents of
sankü60, cause death; to cultivate the land [to domesticate it] takes away its wildness,
although certain rituals have to be performed for the Pachamama, the Mother Earth. In
this way life can exist in both realms, but life can be either domestic or undomesticated
– and also de-domesticated, as in the case of the animals who are domesticated but can
return to their true nature unless humans act on them, or the creativity that male singers
get from the sirina, a wild female source of musical imagination that inhabits waterfalls,
but whose strength is dangerous to women (Harris, 1980: 83). Also we find de-
domestication in the case of the ancestors – Achachilas –, who, once dead, crossed the
waters of the known world and entered into the wild (and from there protect their
descendant’s crops) (Ibid: 89).

These classifications are varied, and mobile. For example, in Olivia Harris’s
account, for the Laymis, an Aymara group in Northern Potosi, there is not a unique
moment when women and men become human beings (fully cultural), but rather
different transition rituals and moments that mark the distinction between social and
pre-social, such as the baptism with salt and water, the moment when spoken language
is mastered, or when they marry (Ibid: 87). All these rituals and crucial moments are
accomplished by both men and women, independent of gender. Harris uses this
argument to demonstrate that in the Andes women and men cannot be classified
following the opposition culture-nature/wild, and the power relations that derive from it,
as has been traditionally used in anthropology to describe gender divisions in
indigenous societies (Ortner, 1974; Lévi-Strauss, 1969). According to Harris, in Laymi
society women are considered part of the social domain as much as men, insofar as the
Laymi is a society where gender roles are complementary (Platt, 1986 [1978]; Isbell,

59 According to Harris, muru denotes antisocial forces which are “non-socialized, unresponsive
to human manipulation” (1980: 81). The term was first described as something maimed or
defective (Bertonio, 1612, cited in Harris, 1980: 80-81). Tristan Platt has mentioned that
according to his research the term muru comes from moro, unchristian, unbaptised. It is used of
newly born babies before naming and baptism (Tristan Platt, personal communication, 2014).
60 According to Platt, sanju as a place where the lightning has struck (ibid).
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2005). However, Laymis use the category q’incha (a linguistic variation of qhencha)
with the aim of diminishing the social status of men, much as they use the word warmi
(woman). The expression q’incha warmi in this context means “whore” and it is used to
offend men (1980: 80). Men would never offend another by using the word qhari
(man), as to be a man is not believed to be a denigrating condition, just the opposite, for
a man is at the top of the social hierarchy. Women are more vulnerable to the wild,
inasmuch as they are deemed less able to command spoken language as proficiently as
men.

Men, in turn, are thought to command spoken language and be “strong enough”
to be able to speak to the evil ones (Ibid.: 83). Male sexuality is deemed to be innately
aggressive, and it is the task of women to actively negotiate (repel, accept, etc.) men’s
approaches when they occur outside the domesticated sexuality of the married couple,
namely, the realm of wild sexuality. Such aggressiveness has to be contained by
external agents, i.e. women, since a man himself is only displaying the wild nature of
his own sexuality. Women are expected to play an active role in the negotiation process
of sexual exchanges, but unlike men, they are not expected to take a sexually aggressive
stance to start with, and are instead expected to respond to male propositions (Centro
Juana Azurduy, 2007: 59): “el hombre busca a la mujer, la mujer le espera” (men seek
women, and women wait” (Llanque, 1972: 112). Sexual encounters before marriage
take place in the following way:

“The initiation of sexual relations takes place when a girl is out herding; a young
man who desires her and has some basis for believing his feelings are
reciprocated will go out 'herding' too, often without even the pretence of taking
any animals, dressed in his finest clothes and carrying his pipe or charango.
Knowing looks are exchanged as he struts through the hamlet.
The act of seduction itself is a chase. The girl runs away and will not allow
herself to be caught without a struggle” (Harris, 1980: 77)

What Harris describes is an ideal case of a man playing the role of the
“aggressor”, and a woman in capacity of resist or reject such approaches, or what is
called tupanakuy (“encounter”, “to argue”) by Quecha-speaking societies in the Andes
(Millones & Pratt, 1989: 33). Withstanding the fact that such an encounter symbolises
how male and female sexuality are conceived in terms of exercise of force, there is the
question left for what could be the outcome if a woman did not reciprocate the
“aggressor” nor she was in the capacity to resist61? I heard of one case in which two
young men had approached two girls in the “wild” zone above Leuquepampa. The girls
could not resist, and told their families that they had been raped. Nobody believed they

61 “(…) si ella se interesa por el pretendiente, le reclamará su prenda o le responderá arrojándole
piedras. Si no está interesada, lo atacará agresivamente con cualquier arma que pueda encontrar,
incluyendo sus puños” (Millones & Pratt, 1989: 36)
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could not resist, and instead blamed their incapacity to do so and their supposedly
“provoking the men”. Some months after the two girls were expelled from the
community and sent to “work” as housemaids in the city, whilst the young men
remained. We should also ask about the actual practice of ideal gender models (or the
preeminence of men’s accounts in anthropological research on “love in the Andes”
(Millones & Pratt, 1989: note 3)). Only by going beyond ideal gender models without
forgetting their link to practices could we understand dynamics of sexual violence, and
how the former can serve to legitimise practices of violence. In practice, according to
research, in the Andes many women are educated to accept men’s authority and be
submissive to them (Llanque, 1972: 109), and to repress sexual desire, unlike what
Harris has shown (Urbano, 1972: 130-131). Although there are community mechanisms
to intervene in extreme cases of violence against women, also resources for women to
resist, collective interests are privileged and women’s rights sometimes ignored.

At this point it might be useful to bring forth an agent that within Andean
thought symbolises a sexual violator: the Pishtaco, This character is known throughout
Andean countries as a symbol of sexual predation, a counter-narrative to the white idea
of cholas as eroticised inferior women who it is legitimate to be sexually violent
towards (Weismantel, 2001). Pishtaco (Kharisiri or Lik'ichiri in Bolivia) is a being,
normally a man –although women can also be Pishtacos-, who extracts body fat from
their victims after having raped them or cut their sexual organs (in the case of men).
According to Weismantel, in white narratives a Pishtaco comes to represent the
transformation of men into women –a sexually passive figure at the hands of a sexual
predator-, whilst for Indian culture it represents the conversion of a human into an
animal by someone who symbolizes a threatening foreign (whiteness as a social
position) (Weismantel, 2000: 418, 424). This difference in interpretations is explained,
according to the author , by the fact that within Andean Indian societies both men and
women play an active role in sexual intercourse, also because both masculine and
female indigenous sexuality is closely linked to reproduction and not only to sexual
exchanges (Ibid.: 427-428). The author states that such narratives reproduce an ideology
about racial aliens who are enemies, fed from dreams of racial segregation. But, as she
suggests, such ideologies are a fantasy, since interethnic interaction is present
everywhere in the Andes, but it is useful as a way to preserve “the necessary fiction of
territorial autonomy” (2001: 15-16).

I would add that the Andean image of Pishtaco as someone who is or becomes
an alien could also be a mechanism whereby dynamics that affect indigenous and
peasant communities are posited as being external in nature to them, i.e. sexual
violence. A person who rapes someone else could be called a Pishtaco/ Kharisiri, even
if he/she belongs to the same community, and that would be explained, as Weismantel
proposed, by the fact that the person in question had spent too much time with white
people, or served them, becoming as a consequence a white-like person, a foreigner
(2001, 2000). I did not hear about actual cases involving kharisiris in my fieldwork, and
in most of the cases of sexual violence I learned about at the psychiatric hospital, the
judicial archive and the rural communities where I conducted my fieldwork did not
involve the expulsion of the rapist, but of the raped. Probably the mechanism that
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activates the existence of Kharisiris and Lik'ichiris (sometimes also called
condenados62, see Aguiló, nd.: 12) could help to understand what is the underlying
dispositive for current forms of dealing with sexual violence and within it violent incest
in rural communities: the preservation of the collective (and those relations and
hierarchies that make it function as such) over the individual (Barragán et.al.: 2005).

In Harris’ description, the souls of those who have committed incest are
antithetical to human society, they are condemned souls (Ibid: 87). Would the soul of a
woman who has been involved in a violent incestuous relationship also be a condemned
soul? As they are deemed not to have command of the spoken language, what are the
chances that a woman who has been sexually abused by a relative will be able to assert
what has happened to her? Is she automatically going to be considered q’incha? As in
this context qhencha seems to be the consequence of an act, the capacity of action and
consequently of responsibility will be decisive in determining whether or not a woman
can become qhencha.

It is important now to ask who would be deemed to become qhencha in the
context of the psychiatric hospital. There is no uniformity in the ways illness and
distress are understood within the institution; however, there are beliefs that nurture the
understanding(s) that is/are built and used to create and legitimise specific ways of
treating what is to be categorised as an ailment. Qhencha is one of those means. Not
mentioned by the psychiatrists, it was used by the nurses and the domestics, even the
inmates, to explain a chain of events that appear to be connected to each other. The
particularity of the word qhencha is that it was used to refer to major sexual
misconducts that are considered to end in illnesses, such as adultery (qhencherio). We
could say that there are different degrees of qhencha in relation to sexual misconducts,
the least serious being adultery and the most serious incest that results in reproduction
(pregnancy and a successful birth). Inside the hospital (and outside it) I heard the term
being mainly used to refer to incest. Lena, a young woman from Villa Serrano (southern
Bolivia), who had been hospitalised in the INPGP several times for short periods – after
being unsuccessfully healed by jampiris and sent by them to the psychiatric hospital –,
explained to me that “qhencha is when she [female] is hot, quinchichado (to become
qhencha) is that she has become lecherous. I mean bad women, when they sleep with
several men, that is qhencha, the woman is qhencha”. In Lena’ description, qhencha,
lecherous, is – or could be in this instance – only female.

But there is a way in which men can become qhencha, which she tells me when
she talks about incest:

62 Aguiló mentions that in the Chuquisaca region (Bolivia) some people use the words
condenado and Llik’ichiri to refer to the same agent.
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“(…) fathers, uncles, as well as a grandfather would be qhenchas if they have
slept with a girl [daughter, niece, or grandchild), if they didn’t restrain their
desire. The girl is not then qhencha, but if she offers herself to the man [relative],
if she accepts him, then she is qhenchawawa [qhencha –child]”XVII.

Her views are shared by many of the nurses and domestic staff in the Chronic
Unit, as can be seen in the following conversation several nurses, domestics and I had
whilst having lunch on a Thursday:

“Fidelia [domestic]: from what I understand qhencha are women and men who
get into bed with their relatives
Ernesta [nurse]: No, it is not with relatives
F: or it could be with the stepbrother
E: It is the unfaithful person, it is when there is cheating, in a couple, that is
qhencha
F: it is also what I have said, doña Ernesta, qhencha, that is why they say “ah,
that qhencha pues, has got into bed with his comadre”
E: that is what I say, when someone has been unfaithful to her partner, that is
qhencha
F: sometimes he gets into bed with his cousins, like that …
E: to get into bed with someone [illegitimately], that’s qhencha
(…)
C: and what you were saying Fidelia, let’s say a person gets into bed with a
relative, for example. Like the research I am doing, the incest, sexual abuse, let’s
say a father gets into bed [meterse] with his daughter, the grandfather with his
granddaughter, the uncle with his niece, is it qhencha?
F: yes
E: yes
C: and will there be any punishment for the father, also for the girl?
E: [answers immediately, almost abruptly, sure of her answer] for both, but if she
is underage then it is only for the man; if she is an adult, then for both. (…)
C: Can qhencha cause susto in a child?
E: it could traumatise her
C: does it mean she could become asustada?
E: ajam [yes]
F: she would be traumatised pues
C: but then, how is it that [Ernesta intervenes suddenly]
E: but Qhincherio means that it is done consciously; he first makes her
conscious, no ve [you see]? For example, to an underage girl, her grandfather
first has to make her aware, he has to give her something, and little by little he
goes. Because rape (violación) and qhencherio are different. Rape is done with
force, whilst in qhencherio he [Heliodora intervenes]
H: he conquers her
E: he still (todavía) conquers her
F: both get burned
E: they both have to agree
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C: would the girl in that case be guilty?
E: of course, because they both give their consent, no ve [you see]?
(…)
C: then is qhencha the same as Qhincherio, or not?
E: it is [the same] pues
C: and so, if the girl gives her consent, can she also get susto [asustada], if she
says ‘yes’?
E: no, if she is aware, then from what [de que] is she going to be asustada, if she
already knew, you see [no ve]? If he is going to do something to her of which she
already knows, she is not going to be startled [asustarse], pues. But, she could
asustar[se] [become startled] because she wouldn’t want it [the incest] to be
known in her social setting [contorno (sic), entorno], in her family. (…)XVIII”.
[I12 12-01-2012]

In the conversation all domestics and the nurse mentioned adultery as one of the
origins of qhencha, a view that is widely shared in Bolivia (Vincent, Fernandez &
Flores, 2007). And it is qhencha insofar as it brings mach’a [famine, aridity], disgrace
to the community (Vincent, Fernandez & Flores, 2007: 266; Rodrigo, 2002: 112). Incest
involving an underage and an adult person, another sexual offence, would also be
qhencha, and it would be applicable to both sexes, wherein the woman would be
deemed both victim and responsible (Cusack, Mary K et al. 2012: 8). But, as it happens
with qhencha animals, incest is disgraceful insofar as it comes out of the darkness, for
Yunga’s deer can be a mere deer, but will become qhencha if seen by a human by
daylight (Spedding, 1996: 258). Similarly, people involved in incestuous relations
become qhencha if the boundaries of what can be shown, mentioned, are broken and
recognised as such by a member of a community where there are certain spoken and
non-spoken agreements on how the sexual life of its inhabitants should be made visible
or not. Incest is likely to bring mach’a [disgrace] to the community, which is why the
qhencha must be expelled (Albo & Mamani, 1976: 27; Vincent, Fernández & Flores,
2007: 266):

“When seeing a fox it must be insulted by saying to it ‘qhencha’, damned, and
other insulting words, or by spitting or throwing stones at them so that they walk
away” (Soria, 2003: 200, cited by Vincent, Fernandez & Flores, 2007: 266).

So, as qhencha brings death -physical and symbolic- (Aguilar & Spedding,
2011: 363), it, he, she, must be deterred. In Aymara societies, for example, incest brings
damnation to the soul of the committer but also disgrace to the entire family and
community, even to future generations (Fernández-Osco , 2000: 220). Those who are
involved –independent of the fact that there could be sexual abuse- are to be expelled.
However, the banishment does not always take place (Albo & Mamani, 1976: 27).
Why? Because incest is not always qhencha. For incest to be qhencha, as Ernesta said,
there must be a pretended intention from one or both of the parties involved, that is, a
relationship that is motivated by a presumed desire. Qhencha will fall upon those who
willingly entered into an incestuous relationship.
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Second, the effects that could be the result of the awareness of the possibility of
becoming qhencha are to be evaluated. Some women, who have been victims of sexual
abuse under the form of incest, take the path of silence, as we will see in the next
chapter: silencing the body, silencing the voice, not to be seen. Others, as we will see in
Victoria’s personal account, become a voice, a body that aches, one of the
qhenchawawas: “sentenced to be condemned, because, once dead, they will resurrect to
roam through the pampas [valleys] and cerros [mountains], without having rest or
forgiveness from God (…) the condemnation of the soul (…) it involves going through
an eternity in limbo, not being able to get access to either heaven or Christian hell”
(Choque, 2012: 52-53, see also Mroz, 1992: 18-29). A qhenchawawa is condemned, a
condenado, “burned” [denied access to heaven], as Fidelia stated. The INPGP is a place
of condemnation, a prison, as Victoria and others used to call it, where those who are
soulless and qhencha – among others – come to “clean their sins”, namely to be
punished after social condemnation, also to wander without any end but death itself.
The domestics and the nurses confront and treat ill bodies, but also, bodies of excess,
bodies that are possessed, which is why Ada utters the following words as she fetters or
hits those she considers cursed:

“(…) then I said [to her, an inmate] ‘let us see if you react with this one’ and
gave her a sopapo [slapped her in the face]. Immediately she fell silent, and took
her medicine. Sometimes this is the only way they will obey, to control them. I
won’t allow them [yo no me dejo]. The manacles also calm them down. I say to
God ‘in your name I am putting this manacle on, so that you control the devil that
has taken control of this woman, it will be in your hands my Lord, with these
manacles I say to the devil go awayXIX!’” (Fieldnotes, December, 2012).

The devil Doña Ada sees in the inmates is in her view a damnation caused by
what she considers are the sins the inmates have committed, and it inspires to a great
extent the way she treats them and how other members of staff do as well, following her
example. Incest is one of those sins. The difficulty to identify when incest is a sin on the
part of a woman who has been sexually abused by a relative is solved by leaving a
doubt. There is no absolute answer as to how to establish if sexual violence in relation
to incest can have as a consequence the responsibility of the survivor in the context we
are analysing. Within the female Chronic Unit of the INPGP the solution to this
dilemma consists of using ambiguous explanations for the violence that the staff exert
on the inmates who have survived sexual violence within the household, as though
inspired by a moral duty towards ill people who are not in charge of their own bodies
(possessed by an illness or a devil, raped without the chance to resist), and on the other
hand as a very important part of the control of those women who have “deliberately”
“got involved” [meterse] with a member of the household who was prohibited to her.
We must remember that Qhencha carries this ambiguity, for qhencha is not only the one
who brings disgracia, but also the one whom disgracia has fallen upon. The usefulness
of qhencha as a category of moral understanding of violence is that it allows for the
conflation of both victimization and accountability of sexual violence and emotional
distress on one individual, and in this way it allows for the continuance of such forms of
violence, and its emotional and physical effects on the very individuals who have
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experienced it and on those who will. Having a social purpose, most violent acts “are
defined as moral in the service of conventional norms and material interests” (Farmer,
Bourgois & Scheper-Hughes, 2004: 318). Doña Ada explains it very well:

“A girl is dim, she doesn’t know at that age. When she is eight years old she
doesn’t know what she is doing. Or maybe [if she happens to know] she resisted,
we don’t know, [maybe] the man convinced her. I don’t take her as being
qhencha :: well [if it were the case that she is qhencha], I think that she [Victoria]
has gone [after being raped by relatives since the age of six, CB] to a protestant
Church, there surely they have taught her how to pray, how to ask God for
forgiveness, everything. Yes [Ana emphasises], she must have asked for
forgiveness, everything was fine, but maybe [after that] there was something she
did not do [which she should], or maybe she returned to the Catholic Church, or
maybe she sinned again [qhencha –incest], yes, there she must have become
disturbed (…) because Satan, the enemy, is there, he always tries to take her
away from God’s side, that is what has happened to Victoria (…), but not every
one of them [of the inmates who are now in the Chronic Unit], some are like that
because they were born that way (…) [but] Evarista [who was also raped by
relatives and is now diagnosed with schizophrenia, CB], because of her dancing,
her wanderings, she has got it [the trastorno, mental disorder] in that adultery,
where she has gone to corretear [run around], she got it for herself. She must
have never, I mean, she was never given an education to be afraid of God, what
is good and what is bad; because her mother is a peasant [as a consequence] she
[Evarista] has never been given it, hence he [Satan] tempts her to go, it is then
that she has fallen (…) to me, I would have to say that qhencha is only [a
category for] an adult, or maybe a young girl, who already understands, for
example, who is already fifteen, sixteen years old, who already understands what
a sexual relation is, who it must be done with, not to get involved with married
men who already have a woman, because she will simply destroy that home, that
is qhencha. And so it happens with brothers, with fathers, isn’t it true? With
brothers, with fathers; with the father who convinces her; but being a young girl,
explaining to her that it must not be done she will not allow him to convince her.
If [already knowing] she gets [sexually] involved with the brother, with the
brother-in-law, it is in those cases that they are called qhencha. But it also
happens because there is no control. I think that if a girl, if there is control, even
if you are careless, if you talk to her, if you control her, these things [qhencha]
will never happenXX. [I01 15-01-12].

Dona Ada’s view is that women need be controlled. Otherwise disgracia might
come if they are not successful in refusing men’s sexual advances, which are considered
innate to their masculine character. Within the hospital such view remains in the sense
that female inmates are left to fend for themselves when any male inmate (or member of
staff, according to several female inmates) tries to force or manipulate them into having
some kind of sexual exchange. Gabriela, the chief of the psychology team and who has
worked in the hospital for more than three years, recounts such non-official but
institutionalised routines, where once and again – because of what is done to these
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women, because of the responses emanating from the hospital as an institution – bare
life becomes plausible:

“Gabriela: :::: it is, :: risky. I think there are [rapes by male inmates against
female inmates]. A lot ::: A lot, :: here it happens :: many forms of violence. :: It
is just that it is, mmm, complicated to talk about them, and it is, mmm, it is
complicated to unravel all this. From the sexual issue to the very relationship that
is created between carer and patient, to the :: to what I was saying to you before,
no? [I mean] the interaction between men and women, all this is very complex
(…) It is a very complex topic. For example, the sexual issue is something that
most of the people [staff] prefer not to approach so much :::
Carolina: are you referring to harassment, to sexual violence against the [las,
female] patients?
G: among the patients, among the patients.
C: and how is that, because I know it happens, but I haven’t seen that there exists
an official procedure to intervene in this respect.
G: there is no [official procedure], even though it is something that does not
happen rarely. It used to happen much more frequently in the past. Precisely
because of what I say to you, because of the chasm that divided men and women,
it was enough that a woman crossed the line [the limit between female and male
pavilions] for a man to take her by the hand and take her to the toilet [to have
sexual intercourse with her]. Unlike now, when it is all more controlled, the very
men control the women, and they control each other. When something happens, a
woman rushes to tell the nurse, she rushes to tell somebody [from the staff], or
the very boys [the male inmates] rush to help [to stop what is happening], they
rush to :: these are resources we have learnt to use.
C: and what happens after the rape, what is done with these patients, with the
man and the woman in general?
G: in general, it is, mmm, the nurse and the clinician is in charge of it. They do
the :: [she does not end the sentence], they do the examination, they work with
that person [with the inmate], to see what has happened, if she [the female
inmate] is fine, if there is any damage, any physical [damage].
C: and then?
G: then, mmm, the [la, female] patient is interviewed; she is [asked] how she
feels, what has happened. (…) frequently I have had interviews with them [ellas],
interviews in which they have said ‘it has not been so forced mamita’, like this
[Gabriela lightly laughs] ‘at the beginning it was [forced], but I also wanted to’,
so it seems that there is not so much [does not end the sentence], I have not
noticed it in the interviews that have taken place after this type of incidents, I
have not noticed that the girls are psychologically distressed (…)”[I16 28-11-
11]XXI

What Gabriela said didn’t relate to the fear most female inmates expressed
during my fieldwork about being in secluded places inside the institution or too close to
a man, or the innumerable amount of times they gave me advice on how to avoid being
raped in hospital, and how often I saw them watching my movements and sometimes
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intervening when they thought I was in a situation of vulnerability. Of course some
women had voluntary sexual intercourse – for which they were always punished by the
staff –, but more often they expressed guilt and fear towards the prospect of being
sexually close to a man. Most women in the Chronic Unit, Gabriela reminded me, have
been diagnosed with schizophrenia and other “organic” mental disorders. As they are, in
her view, not “normal” people, their lives have to be addressed in a specific way, which
remains in line with the unspoken discourses: the treatment of the inmates as defective
human beings evident in the purported lack or excess that was adjudicated to those
inmates who have experienced events of sexual violence:

“When you work with a patient in the outpatient consultation room, a patient
who has all his capacities stable, a normal person, to say it that way because we
know that the term “normality” is very disputable, when he talks to you about
past events, you can point out something to him, to make him notice some
events, to give him a feedback on what is going on. And that person will be able
to do a self-analysis, to reach a level of introspection, to have that insight that is
very frequently mentioned [in psychology]. So then, he is able to connect and
analyse the connection between past and current events. A psychiatric patient,
with a degree of deterioration and a breaking pathology cannot do that, it is very
difficult for him. The only thing he can do is to verbalize, and many of them
cannot even verbalize. In the case of this patient [Amanda Choque, who has told
Gabriela about several events of sexual violence she has experienced], for
example, she can verbalize, but if you point out something to her it will be
insignificant to her, she cannot have an insight about the, about the effects of the
past on the present and how to connect those events to the choices she has made,
what has happened, how it is all connected in relation to her family life: nothing
happens, it does not happen. It is diffic [she does not complete the word] to, it is
different, and this is why, mmm, with psychiatric patients we opt to work with a
different type of techniques, another type of strategies. This is why we focus
more on developing their social skills; we opt to –for example- help them to be in
touch with the emotions they experience here and now. This is why we look to
work in conflict resolution. This is why we use more with cognitive therapy with
women; also with men. (…) she [Esperanza] is very concrete, she is highly
concrete, in everything, in her verbalization, in the way she interacts with people,
and she does not reach symbolization. No, there is no symbolization in her. And
even at the moment of verbalizing some events, when verbalizing, there is not an
affective reaction in her. The emotions she experiences are basic ones: hatred,
sadness, happiness. But other more elaborated emotions, it seems that she cannot
recognise them, she cannot express them. She is very concrete. Very concrete. So
that is what we have with Esperanza. And with Esperanza what we have worked
on during the last years has been focused on creating routines, to establish
specific ways to behave, to establish contacts, I don’t know, things like that,
specific, something that can give her something more structured, to put it that
wayXXII”. [I17 29-11-11]
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What the psychologist called a mentalidad concreta was rather a capacity
developed throughout the years, which is the ability to survive. And that desperate but
also quotidian action was, and is a response to, but also a consequence of the () “crucial
function of placing the other-than-human, or animality itself, in a separate category of
otherness to which ethical and political considerations do not apply, or at best apply in a
very reduced form, because the other is either sub- or supra-ethical in status” (LaCapra,
2009: 159): those statuses are called “mental retardation”, “schizophrenia”, and
qhencha.

4. Final remarks

By analysing the diagnostic process that women who have been survivors of
incest involving violence have to go through in the psychiatric hospital, I have tried to
do what Taussig calls an “archaeology of the implicit”, wherein “the processes by
which social relations are mapped into diseases brought to light, de-reified” (1980: 7).
The diagnostic process not only includes the official diagnosis made by psychiatrists,
but also any diagnostic action performed by any member of staff who exerts power over
the inmates. Diagnosis is meaningful insofar as it traces the path of treatment, which, as
we have seen, is not only about medication, but also management and other quotidian
ways of dealing with specific “disorders”.

By uttering a diagnosis the inmate is placed in a neutralised place where
treatment becomes objectified, power relations are made invisible, although evident and
significant. Nurses and domestics who are mostly of Andean rural origins (and the view
held by occupational therapists is not so dissimilar) see in female incest survivors an
excess of vital energy as the cause for their ailment. The devil inhabits them.
Psychiatrists see a lack, an absence, a deficient body, incapable of suffering. Excluded
from the possibility of suffering, also excluded from the possibility of a life inside their
communities63 – for they are disgraced – the women who live in the Intermediate-
Chronic Unit and who have experienced violent incestuous relations, are still qhencha,
even hundreds of kilometres away from their communities. And although they might
have not talked in detail to all domestics and nurses about their sorrows, what is known
by the staff is enough for them to embody evil and become the bearers of a punishment.
it is also enough for nurses and domestics to inflict upon them the violence that is not
only product of their own interpretations of the inmates’ ailments but also the product of

63 One day I asked Esperanza why Victoria and other inmates (Marina Mamani, Evarista) called
her “india” and “Aymara”. She said “I don't know why, I don't remember after all the times my
head has been hit [she has epilepsy, and has also been hit by other inmates, as well as her
stepmother and her father], I don't speak Aymara anymore. I don't tell lies señorita, since I came
here no one has come to visit me, neither my father, my mother or my sister. I don't know my
brothers and sisters, my uncles, my aunts, my grandparents, my cousins, they forgot me”. She
cannot be Aymara anymore because her bonds with her group have been broken by her long-
stay in the INPGP. That is another of the effects of institutionalization.
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an institutional unspoken discourse according to which “mentally ill” people belong to a
diminished sphere of humanity, and also of a wider belief, one that permeates the whole
country, where women who have been victims of sexual violence are believed to be
partially responsible (Cusack, et al., 2012; Barragán & Solís, 2006, 2005).

These women are considered human, of course, but of a diminished order. The
psychiatric hospital functions as an “indifference zone” within which:

“(…) the articulation between human and animal, man and non-man, speaking
being and living being, must take place. Like every space of exception, this zone
is, in truth, perfectly empty, and the truly human being who should occur there is
only the place of a ceaselessly updated decision in which the caesurae and their
rearticulation are always dislocated and displaced anew. What would thus be
obtained, however, is neither an animal life nor a human life, but only a life that
is separated and excluded from itself—only a bare life” (Agamben, 2004: 38).

The separation of the “mentally ill” from the “mentally healthy” occurs at the
same time as the caesurae between the “weak” and the “strong/able”: between the so
called “genetically frail” and those who are considered to be physically able to stand the
buffetings of life. There is also a distinction between those “weak”, “fallen”, women
who are deemed responsible for the violence inflicted upon them – an embodied excess
–, and those whose silence proves them strong and not qhencha under the gaze of their
community/ies – in the widest sense –, allowing them the possibility of continuing to
enjoy a life in a community, a family, even if this life is to be surrounded by violence,
also allowing the life in a community or a family to prevail, even if violence is to be a
condition for its permanence64. Whilst in hospital, not only women who have survived
sexual violence, but all women who are hospitalised, become the unspoken target of a
non-official but institutionalised practice: to remind them of the grey zone they inhabit.
Women who have survived abusive incestuous relations become doubly reminded of
such habitation, as they weren’t considered once able or susceptible to suffer, to be
affected by such violence, and again, as a permanent threat, they are reminded of such
judgment: a sort of repetition takes place when sexual violence is inflicted against
female inmates within the walls of the institution.

64 See Judith’s case in the next chapter.
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*****

At this point I would like introduce a short dialogue, which will allow me to
bridge two stories, both particular, but at the same time with too much in common, save
the small contingencies in life trajectories and strategies of survival deployed:
Esperanza and Victoria’s narratives. About Esperanza we learned in the current chapter,
and with Victoria we will decipher the undecipherable in the next chapter. The dialogue
took place in the dining room of the Chronic Female Unit, one afternoon after lunch,
whilst the majority of the patients were having a mandatory siesta. The conversation
took place between Esperanza and Victoria, shortly after Victoria came and joined the
interview that Esperanza and I were conducting. Victoria asked Esperanza if she could
stay, Esperanza let her stay, and then Victoria asked an “interview”-style question to
Esperanza, which became a short dialogue:

“Victoria: Esperanza, wait, I am going to tell you: how do you feel this
environment, as if it was normal or as if it was hell? This I want to know what
your opinion is going to be. What do you think about this :: [she thinks of the
proper word to use] hospital, do you feel good or do you feel it like hell?
Esperanza: good no más señorita, I am feeling well.
V: unlike myself, I feel as if we were in hell, here, because we are here like
prisoners, as if we had killed someone, like that.
E: but señorita, on some occasion you have given me the order not to say
anything [permanecer calladita] and that I shouldn’t pay attention to them
señorita.
V: yes ::
E: and that [I shouldn’t pay attention to] those who are bothering me without a
reason, so I rather obey you in everything you say.
V: ah OK, [but] you haven’t given me the answer to this.
E: because, señorita Victoria, it has happened once that, from the day when you
were well señorita [before Victoria’s most recent “psychotic crisis”], that
Asunción Villa was bothering me, pestering me and you said to me ‘don’t pay
attention to her’, you said that very thing señorita
V: mmm [she stops to think] you haven’t given me the wor[she does not finish
the sentence], what I said to you. I feel as if we were in hell here: we are here,
among four walls, and we cannot see anything. Although they say that outside
life is ugly, no? I don’t remember which day I heard on the news, they say that
there is going to be a strike in La Paz and Santa Cruz. Since the strike started in
La Paz, in Santa Cruz, we haven’t had any lemonade.
Carolina: it seems that Esperanza feels fine in here
E: yes señorita, de así [in this way] making the beds, in this way I help my
compañeras [ward-mates], I help some [of them]
V: and we don’t have to feel too much sorrow, because God is on His way
E: No, no [she says it firmly], I don’t feel sorrow señorita, no señorita. I rather
señorita [Victoria interrupts]
V: I would like to be Esperanza, che! I feel sorrow about everything, and even
because of the friends that are not here.
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E: but señorita, if I think of them, it can do me harm, because I am in charge of
[she has been told it is her responsibility] taking care of myself, this is why I am
taking care of myself in this way, almost, myself, against the illness.
C: so you never remember the bad things?
E: no señorita, not anymore, not anymore señorita
C: and before?
E: before, of what has happened, yes. Now, only on [Sundays], tomorrow is
Sunday, isn’t it señorita? And tomorrow I have to go to the mass, and in behalf
of señorita Victoria, I will commend her, and also for her to forget the bad things
and everything.
(…) V: la Esperanza and I have almost the same problems. Because when she
was a wawita, she says that when she was a wawa she was raped, by her very
father, how bad he was, and no? Isn’t it Esperanza, isn’t it what you have said it
to me?
E: si, si.
V: and her mother has thrown her to the streets, how bad she is. What do they
have wawas for, if they are going to be like that, no?
C: her mother did not expel her. Her mother left
E: [my mother] does not remember me, does not remember to come and see me,
nothing. And now, the one who was my godfather, the doctor from La Paz, he
has said ‘if this poor [girl] he [her father] did not love, he should have given her
to a good woman’ he has said. He said ‘to a good woman, had it happened, it
wouldn’t, she wouldn’t be here [in hospital]’
C: many fathers are like that
V: yes, like my father who wanted to rape me, but he hasn’t taken [agarrado]
me. It seems that the devil has got inside him to do it. Then I have said ‘if my
father is with the devil, then he will become deaf’, I said, and he became deaf, it
means that he was diabolic, my father and my stepmother. Someone has made
them diabolic, this is why I saw them like devils (…) It seems that my father
thought that I was ill from men [enferma de hombre], but it wasn’t from men, it
was from fear (…)XXIII”. [I15 01-12-11]

Both Victoria and Esperanza had been sexually abused by relatives, and both felt
responsible for it. That is what Victoria was referring to when she mentioned that they
both shared the same “problem”. Esperanza found solace in the Sunday mass, where she
prayed to get peace, to be “forgiven”, as she saidXXIV. Victoria waited for God to come,
for death. The consequence of the abuse, they both thought, was to be in hospital:
disease and crime. The questions and answers in the above conversation were not quite
direct, especially from Esperanza, who made a very refined use of examples to answer
Victoria’s questions, without challenging openly the hospital’s and her community’s
views on her, but at the same time trying to make Victoria understand that she also
knew of the hell they lived in, and the contingency – because it could have been
different – of the lives they have had to live. Esperanza’s strategy, unlike Victoria’s,
was predominantly one in which she “’insightfully’ [had] come to take, or affect to take,
the hospital’s view of herself” (Goffman, 1987 [1961]: 143).
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CHAPTER IV. Victoria

Go, accursed one, pursue your fate! (Barbin, 1980: 98)

Figure 5. Victoria and God (also called “Cheito”) (Victoria’s drawing)

1. Introduction

In this chapter I present the life story of Victoria, a “soul sister”, as she says. I
bear witness to her account of how she lost her soul (animu) and became a triumphant
serpent tamer in the process. My unsuccessful efforts to make of the following pages an
articulate document of her words and my clumsy listening will be evident to the reader.
However, if one thing makes this chapter meritorious, it is that it conveys how much
has to be done in terms of scholarship on the relation between sexual violence and
kinship. This chapter, given the novelty of its topic, shows that if anthropology is to
study incest taboos, we should start by asking why it is that incest as a topic has almost
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never been related to sexual violence against women within anthropological research65,
and secondly why it is that anthropologists of the Andes have never, with notable
exceptions, tackled the issue of domestic sexual violence when considering power
relationships within the social construction of gender classifications (Barragán (et.al),
2005; Barragán & Solís.: 2012; Harris, 1994, 1980; Choque, 1998). I intend to show
that, in the Andes, rather than prohibitions in relation to intergenerational incest
mediated by violence between older men and younger women, what exists is a
modulation of the conditions of possibility of such exchanges, whereby the reproductive
consequences of such relations establish a point after which symbolic, and even real
death for the abused woman or the child she might give birth to, is the only possible
outcome of such acts.

The main hypothesis of this thesis is that intergenerational sexual exchanges
among kin, in those cases where the violent imposition of such acts predominates, is a
way of constituting precarious human beings, namely, beings whose wholeness is under
question. Although exceptional, such practices serve as a warning – a reminder about
who is endangered and who is dangerous – to those who are classified as being of the
same gender as the person upon whom such violence was inflicted. Unfortunately, but
not strangely and not new to the reader, such beings are called women.

I am not suggesting that in the Andes women’s relationship to the symbolic is
absent, but that it is different than that of men (Harris, 1980: 91). Such difference lies,
amongst other aspects already studied by other scholars, in the fact that for women it is
possible to become precarious human beings (“without a soul” – asustada –,
condemned, without sexual autonomy, shamed, and in many cases expelled from their
communities) thanks to the intergenerational incestuous practices which many of them
experience in their early years (which comprise most of the sexual violence cases in
Bolivia, see Cusack & Wilson, 2012: 4). In this regard, I agree with Harris in that “it is
impossible to separate a discussion of male and female as symbols from the material
practices in which men and women relate to each other” (Harris, 1980: 88).

In the first part of the chapter I discuss the concept of taboo and its relation to
incest and kinship. I will also introduce Victoria’s accounts of the first part of her life,
which she spent mainly within her community, in a rural area of southern Bolivia. The
first experiences of sexual violence had an effect on her position within the community.
In the second part I discuss, in the context of Victoria’s life trajectory, several symbols
that within the Andes could be thought as metaphors of – among other things – sexual
violence within the household, although no one in the anthropological literature has
mentioned it before. Those symbols – the serpent, gold, menstrual blood – will be
analysed by asking the question of how metaphors of intergenerational incest of the type
we are analysing here are positively related to kinship, that is, how it is possible to talk

65 Two exceptions are Barragán (et.al), 2005; Barragán & Solís: 2012.
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about something that should not be made explicit but that at the same time serves
certain social purposes. The third part will be dedicated to discuss a concept we have
already met, qhencha, that in both Quechua and Aymara languages refers to damnation
produced as a consequence of improper sexual behaviour, which brings disgrace to the
individual responsible and to her community. Even though sexual violence within the
household is possible, it does not mean that it is openly accepted, and in some cases,
according to the conditions under which it takes place, improper sexual behaviour
within the household can cause the condemnation of the soul of some of those involved
in such practices (Isbell, 1978: 91). Those who are qhencha are condemned to wander
after death without rest as condenados, unlike “proper” human beings. Whilst on earth,
some qhencha beings can lose their soul, as happened to Victoria: what made them
become qhencha also made them victims of susto (fright), a type of illness caused by
the contact of human beings with supernatural forces they are not strong enough to deal
with. At the end of this chapter, I will introduce a concept that, however far in time and
space, will be useful to understand why, instead of being the antithesis of sociality,
qhencha is one of its fundaments: homo sacer, a concept developed by Agamben to
mean the extent to which the realm of humanness can be reduced in contexts of extreme
violence. In the fourth part, by way of conclusion, I compare what Victoria deems to be
real, insofar as she has experienced it, namely that she is the Third Eve (the synthesis of
two opposite versions of womanhood, with what the psychiatric hospital’s psychiatrists
diagnose only as a pathology, namely schizophrenia. However powerful the control
mechanisms within the hospital, she has been able to assert herself – however fleetingly
– against the medicalization of her narrative that is carried out day after day.

* * * *

Gender relationships in the Andes has been a topic well studied within
anthropology, amongst others, by Olivia Harris, Tristan Platt, Rossana Barragán, Denise
Arnold, Veronica Cereceda, Thérèse Bouysse-Cassagne, Marisol de la Cadena, Andrew
Canessa, Emilia Ferraro, Mercedes Prieto, Ina Rösing, Alison Spedding, among others.
Very little of the literature analyses or even mentions dynamics of sexual violence
against women (but see Barragán and Solís 2006 ). The data on sexual violence in
Bolivia varies according to the source. In general terms, the data available suggests that
sexual violence is not an isolated problem in the WHO’s American region, where 36%
of women aged 15 or older have experienced intimate partner violence (physical and/or
sexual) or non-partner sexual violence, or both, at least once in their lives, and 10.7%
have been sexually abused by a non-intimate partner (Garcia-Moreno et al., 2013). In
Bolivia, the number of women who have been sexually abused before the age of 18
ranges between 11% (ibid) and 30%, the latter according to one of the largest studies
carried out on sexual violence in the country (De Angulo, 2009). If 90% of child
survivors of sexual violence in the country are women (Coutinho & Alvarez, 2012: 5),
can we still sustain that in Andean communities little differentiation is made “between
the sexes in the way they perceive individual development up to adolescence” (Harris,
1980: 11)? How can there be an egalitarian sexual ideology when most of the children
who are sexually abused are girls?
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If incest produces the condemnation of those who committed it – formally both
men and women –, it does not make sense that, in regions like Northern Potosi, the
word for such damnation, qhencha [or q’incha], is used as a synonym of whore and is
normally used in its female version (q’incha warmi), , and that its opposite is to be a
“real man” (in Aymara suma chacha). As Harris suggested, in this region it is
impossible to “insult somebody by calling him or her a man” (Ibid: 80). Women who
experience sexual violence seem to be more prone to condemnation, not only when
arriving at the gates of heaven, but also here on earth66.

2. Incest and kinship.

It would be much easier to organise our academic classifications of social life
were it true that “[t]he systems that forbidden acts obey are familiar, and every culture
has a distinct scheme of incest prohibitions” (Foucault, 2006c: 544). However, why
should incest prohibitions (in this case intergenerational incest) be different from other
aspects of social life that are susceptible to change and consequently have blurred
boundaries? Has incest as a category and as a set of practices been defined since the
beginning of human history? Is it clear what it is? Could not we rather think that incest
(in Levi-Strauss’ terms “the woman whom one does not take and who one may not
take” (1969 [1949]: 51)) is related less to the “unthinkable” and more to power
relationships that can be explained in the ways they are thought, lived, experienced as
real and possible? With these questions in mind, I suggest it is more appropriate to think
that “the great interdiction of incest is an invention of the intellectuals” (Foucault, 1997:
154). Foucault is responsible for both of the quotations, ideas that contradict one
another because the latter questions the ubiquity of a rule prohibiting incest. This
contradiction is an example of how many paradoxes, un-thought-out statements and a
priori assumptions are at the heart of the so-called “incest taboo” (as a unitary and
universal “truth” about forbidden sexual exchanges among kin).

My aim is not to state clearly what incest “is”, but rather to explore the set of
perceptions of social exchanges in relation to kinship that exists in a specific place at a
specific time, and when and how such exchanges become a possibility as opposed to a
timeless prohibition. Incest will be considered as a strategic possibility “that permit[s]
the activation of incompatible themes, or, again, the establishment of the same theme in
different groups of statements” (Foucault, 1970: 37). So even though sexual exchanges
among certain relatives can be seen as a threat to the principle of exogamy, under
certain conditions such exchanges might help to produce the very power relationships
between men and women that the success of a new marriage in a specific context will
partially depend on.

66 Men can also be qhencha, see chapter III, section 3.
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With that purpose in mind, I will start by establishing what exactly it is I mean
when I use the category “kinship”. I take Sahlins’ definition, according to which
“kinship refers to ‘mutuality of being’: people who are intrinsic to one another’s
existence – thus ‘mutual person(s)’, ‘life itself ’, ‘intersubjective belonging’” (2011: 2).
Mutuality, according to Sahlins, allows an understanding of different ways of
constituting kinship (procreation, performance). These two aspects would have in
common the prevalence of agency, “a function of the conjunction, located in and as the
relationship it also realizes in action” (Sahlins, 2011a: 234). Consanguineal, as much as
non-consanguineal kinship would be the result of both contingency and human agency.
I think it would also help to account for the performative character of kinship as a
process more than as a substance or a given reality, in which the contents and
implications of certain definitions and relations may change through time. Harris, for
example, alludes to the influence of the Church in restricting the amount of married
couples that could live within the same household, transforming, in countries like
England, the manner in which families were previously perceived before the Industrial
Revolution, as formed by the co-residence of several married couples (Harris, 1982:
151).

Now I want to introduce you to Victoria, the protagonist of this chapter. She was
the woman inside the INPGP who had the best articulated narrative on the events that
led to her hospitalization, more than thirty years ago. Her experience of violence was as
painful to listen to as was surprising the way in which she made explicit many elements
that within the everyday life inside the hospital and also within her community could be
related to the violence that had been inflicted upon her. She was also the woman who
would more often defy the authority of the staff than the rest of the inmates. Finally, she
could talk fluently for long periods of time (unlike most inmates), unless she was under
the effect of new or heavier doses of medication.

First, let me present you to Victoria the child. Her life passes by among the
sheep and cattle that she looks after, in the orchard that she inherits upon the death of
her mother, just after she turns one year old. Her father is a Jampiri, a traditional
doctor, and the president of the community of Leuquepampa (“the land of the Leuque
Leuque bird”, Vanellus resplendens, who announces the weather (Boillat & Berkes,
2013: 20)-67. She is the youngest of seven children, two girls and five boys, and was the
youngest daughter until her father married again and had eight more children.

67 Leuquepampa is a rural Mestizo-Quechua community of Quechua origin, located in the
province of Chuquisaca. Although Spanish is spoken predominantly, Quechua vocabulary forms
part of the community’s everyday life. The community is politically organised under traditional
local-to-regional instances (peasant unions, sindicatos campesinos) and there exists a
communitarian justice administration system that in practical terms is subject to the national
justice system and the municipal government, composed mainly of a white-mestizo population.
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Figure 6. Victoria and her mother (Victoria’s drawing)

Victoria’s father was a violent man, who used to hit his children and especially
his first wife Vicenta, Victoria’s mother, to avenge his fears that she was cheating on
him. That happened especially after community celebrations to which her husband was
always invited, being the prominent figure he was in the region. Vicenta would dance
proudly, she would talk to men and women, and she would sing and enjoy herself
independently of her husband, which he didn’t approve of. Vicenta was the daughter of

As a consequence, people can appeal from community justice to national justice. Leuquepampa
belongs to the local district of Padilla, where according to the last census, 55% of the population
self-identified as Quechua indigenous and 43% as mestizos (INE, 2002 [cited by Aviles, 2010:
26]). The province of Tomina, to which Padilla belongs, was, before the Spanish invasion, a
frontier territory used by the Inca Empire to counteract Chiriguana (Guaraní) incursions. The
Spanish invaders used this territory for the same purpose, founding Indian towns with a resident
priest in charge of conversion. Poverty (Unsatisfied Basic Needs, NBI) in the Padilla locality
affects 87% of its 12562 inhabitants (INE-UDAPE, 2002, cited by Aviles, 2010: 183), whose
main source of income is agriculture.
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a Jampiri herself, and it was her father who taught her husband all that he knew about
the medicine that was practised in Leuquepampa. A beautiful woman, Vicenta brought
her own cattle (as her dowry), which became part of the family wealth: Victoria’s
family was one of the richest in the rural area of the town of Padilla. She defied her
husband’s authority by deciding on the use of the cattle she owned – what to sell, what
to give to her children, when, what to do with the money she earned from the sales –,
but it was her husband who finally became the maximum authority in the household, so
that it was he who hit her constantly, while she did not have the right or strength to
mark his body with her anger. He exerted an exemplary power – in the sense of giving
an example –, not only over his wife, but over every woman who dared to challenge the
rights that some men thought they had over women, over “their” women:

"My Dad was strict, because my Dad whipped people [women] that left their
maridos [husbands] and went with another; my Dad lashed those people with a
chicote, over their q’ala [naked] body. That´s why I said ´I´m not going to be like
that´, I said, [when] spinning I´ve seen, I know how to roll the spinning wheel
forward like that, and I know how to spin the thread crookedly. I´ve seen him, sat
in the kitchen in the little doorway, I was there."XXV [I21 11-06-11]

Figure 7. Orchard that Victoria inherited from her mother, full of apricots and apples
(Victoria’s drawing)

The irony was that although she tried, she could never be a “good person”, an
‘obedient daughter’, as she was first and foremost a woman, no matter that she knew
how to spin as well as any other woman in her community. Victoria’s fate after her
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mother’s death didn’t differ from hers in terms of the subordinate place she had to
occupy, although it was accentuated by the fact that she was a child, considered to be
incomplete and in need of direction, and also a possession of the household. Once
Vicenta died from bubonic plague, along with two of her children68, Victoria went to
live with different relatives: her father’s compadres, uncles, one of her mother’s cousins
and elder siblings, returning frequently to her father, with whom she remained most of
the time. Both in her house and in relatives’ houses she would learn to work as was
expected from every female child: they were all essential activities for the social
reproduction of the family unit. Her existence and that of those she lived with were
interdependent; kinship was formed as mutual solidarity and became the base of the
relationships between her and those with whom she lived (Sahlins, 2011: 12). If thought
of in terms of gender relations, many anthropologists would explain the conjugal roles
in terms of complementarity (chacha-warmi, the Andean couple). We mustn’t forget
that, beyond the apparent uniformity and complementary equilibrium (Harris, 1985) of
the relationship between Andean men and women, “[i]n Andean society, unequal
relationships are based on subordination, which is a subtle form of concealment. Social
inequality founded on exploitation, where supposedly all are brothers, is hidden behind
fraternal relationships, both real and created” (Choque, 1998: 16). In this sense, among
the love and independence she enjoyed by being the youngest daughter – she would go
to the fields, stay on her own in different houses her father had built to shelter the
children that shepherded the sheep, play and talk with condors, sheep, dogs and cows –,
she was also the subject of an intense labour of education whose purpose was to prepare
her for adult life, inasmuch as in the Andes, as Choque has described it, “men become
human when married, whilst women remain sullka [literally, a ‘younger relative’].
Cultural models are made for instilling in women a sense of inferiority. These are
formed from early childhood (a brother counts for more than a sister)” (Ibid: 17).
Cultural models serve other purposes than solely instilling in women a sense of
inferiority (see Platt, 2013), but as Choque suggested, such differentiation can be one of
its effects. Vilma, Victoria’s oldest sister, who still lives in the country side close to
Leuquepampa, told me what it meant to be a daughter as opposed to a son:

“Only my older brother has been in school. He´s been in school. But they haven’t
sent me. Only they (her older brothers) have been sent to school ::: Why would
that be, no? Maybe because we’re women :: it seems that fo’ them we didn’t
need it. But we women also need it.”XXVI [I19 04-10-11]

There were also narrations aimed at young girls, which, if heard by a boy, would
only tell him how “dangerous” and “lazy” women could be, and why it was important to
keep them under a controlling gaze. Vilma shared one of them with me:

68 Bubonic plague wasn’t new in the region. In 1935 and 1936 an area of 100 km was
depopulated in the region comprised between Padilla and Leuquepampa (Arduz, 1990) and is
still a problem faced by Bolivians from time to time, the last alert being emitted in 2010.
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“My dad always told us about the serpent that she had, the serpent that the
lady had in her tummy. In her tummy they say she had it. He says that she
couldn’t walk, and people say, he said, that she must be expecting [a baby],
several months [pregnant] by now, she’s going to get sick [enfermarse, give
birth] now, he says that they said, and he says that she always carried a piece of
leather, he says, to the well where she went to wash clothes, he says. She slept
[on the piece of leather], he says, the lady, when going there to wash clothes.
And he says when she slept, the serpent came out, he says, it came out, he says. It
left and slept outside. And in one of those moments they had followed her, he
says, followed the lady, ‘why, what is it that makes her go to the [well] and
always take that piece of leather with her?’ So they had spied on her, several of
them, it was her relatives who spied on her. ‘She’s sleeeeeping, the serpent is too,
just a little far away it’s sleeping’, the say, ‘but such a serpent!’ They say. ‘What
do we do now?’, he says. ‘What do we do now?’ He says they’d said, ‘look at
such a serpent!’ It must be real, it must be true, it can’t be a story, it must have
happened near Alcalá, that must have happened. And so, one of them had said
‘I’ll lift her up, and you jump at the serpent’, one had said, ‘she [the woman]
must be sleeping, I’m going to enter the house quickly [carrying the woman], the
[serpent] will not be able to enter, we’ll close the door’, he’d said. They’d tried,
no? They’d tried, but he says the serpent woke up, he says it went after her, it
crept up and down to the door, he says. ‘Coincidence’ he says, ‘we’re not going
to tell her anything about what has happened’, they say, they hadn’t told her, he
said. Whatever it took, they killed the serpent. But it was thick, he says, the
serpent, all blood. Such a serpent. That’s how my dad always told it, no more,
must be true, ‘it has happened’, my Dad said, it wasn’t a story. (…) [The woman]
did nooooot feel like doing anything, they said. After some time, she’s died as
well, the woman, she didn’t live, she didn’t live, she died too (…) My father said
that a good woman had to be clean, she had to clean everything, everyone, no
matter how, her clothes, everything, everything, he says, in the way it must be
done. That’s how he said. It has beeen a long time since it happened, it happened
in the time of my grandparents. Because my grandmother also said the same, my
dad’s mum. It’s like that, that’s why you always have to wash yourself, you have
to clean yourself, the house also has to be clean, you mustn’t be dirty.”XXVII [I19
04-10-11]

The protagonist of the story died because an essential part of what she had
become – the serpent’s presence inside her – had been killed. She had exchanged
substances with the serpent, for he was her lover: it was her laziness, her desire not to
wash the clothes and play with the snake instead, and sleep, and her “uncontrolled”
desires that made her become a being that didn’t belong to this world, as she started to
inhabit the serpent’s world. Her fate: death. Victoria’s relationship with the serpent was
also a close one, as we will see later. As she would discover, it was terribly difficult for
a woman not to “be dirty”, since menstrual blood was considered to be a serious source
of contamination. That conception has been documented, not only in Andean societies
(Neila Boyer, 2006: 196; Carter & Mamani, 1989: 192 [cited by Tapia, 2008: 121]), but
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also in other societies around the world (Douglas, 1994; Descola, 2012: 489; Shweder,
1991: 262; Reyes Sanchez, 2009: 217; WHO: 2004: 343).

In some Andean societies it is rather the prohibition from entering certain
places: physical places and times, where human interaction occurs, particularly the
chacra. In Victoria’s community, women shared the capacity to contaminate, a power
(as we will see later) that needed to be kept under close control. While they are children,
women are subjugated to the authority of their father. But unlike men, they will not
become independent with the passage of time. Rather, “upon leaving their family group,
the daughters will become subordinate to their husband's family and will live under its
guardianship” (Choque, 1998: 18).

Within anthropology, a way of explaining why women’s sexualities are kept
under control is the so called “incest taboo”. One of the most accepted definition of the
term taboo – from the Polynesian term tabu – is the one offered by Mead in 1934,
according to which:

“TABU may be defined as a negative sanction, a prohibition whose infringement
results in an automatic penalty without human or supernatural mediation (…) A
tabu takes its meaning from the definition of any experience or of those who
participate in it as inherently dangerous” (1934: 502)

A taboo may be considered as any action that is proscribed inasmuch as it
disrupts the bases of social organization, to the extent that its breach could be
considered a “great sin” (Reichard, 1938: 437). According to this definition, a taboo is a
prescription deeply rooted in the individual, so that no obvious external punishment is
inflicted on transgressors. However, as Mead suggested, some taboos, e.g. the incest
taboo, might need some sort of social penalty to maintain them, meaning that the
efficacy of the taboo on its own is weaker. Franz Steiner criticised Mead’s analysis for
being a simplistic explanation of social forms of control whereby (in Eurocentric
fashion) the sacred is separated from the prohibited. Instead, Steiner argued that sacred
forces embodied in objects and people (those who have mana, for example) are
functional to the distribution of the capacity to exercise power and violence. A taboo is
understood by an individual in its practical implications, says the author, beyond any
fear of the supernatural world, unlike what Mead had proposed (Steiner, 1999).
According to Steiner, based on his observations in Polynesia, the function of taboos is
“the narrowing down and localisation of danger” (ibid: 214). Such dangers should be
avoided, but at the same time encountering them could make someone powerful: “to
face danger is another type of power (ibid: 213). Two more specific functions are
attached to the idea of taboo, namely “(1) The classification and identification of
transgressions (…) and (2) the institutional localisation of danger, both by the
specification of the dangerous and by the protection of society from endangered, and
hence dangerous, persons” (Ibid). Steiner recognised that each society would define
differently the conditions of existence of danger and the mechanism of tackling it. .
What incest is, for example, would be locally defined, and so too its consequences, and
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the way to avoid the dangers entailed for those who committed it. There remains the
question of which type of power is entailed in the defiance of an incest taboo.

Taboos are reinforced by a permanent process of education that starts from when
human beings are born, becoming part of their personalities (ibid). In Leuquepampa, as
in other Andean communities, qhencha – the most terrible damnation a human being
can be the object of – could be said to serve that purpose. Apparently, having sexual
intercourse with certain kin members – in a broad definition of the term – is strictly
forbidden in Leuquepampa, as it seemingly is in many other parts of the world
(Durkheim, 1963 (1898); Levi-Strauss (1949) 1969; Peacock & Kirsch, 1970;
DeMause, 1991; 1921 (1894); Kroeber, 1939; Parkinson [et.al.], 2011; Muensterberger,
1955). For Leuquepampa commoners, that includes blood relatives from the first to the
fourth degree, which are also the degrees within which marriage is forbidden by the
Catholic Church. Non-consanguineal relatives included in the prohibition would be
adoptive relatives, step relatives, and godparents, especially when there is a
considerable age difference (intergenerational). Teachers, as somehow substitute or
complementary parental figures, would also be banned.

These prohibitions, when referring to incest, are a fiction, in the sense that they
are frequently circumvented (see Chapter V). The question then would be if qhencha
really refers to a strict prohibition or rather to the specific manners in which it is
possible to do certain things in such a way that danger is avoided (or faced). According
to Douglas, the primary function of taboos is to support the social structure inasmuch as
they flow from social boundaries (1994: 2549). However, they would still be real
prohibitions in the sense that they do in fact prohibit certain actions, and although
taboos can be challenged, they still organise social experience (Lambek, 2001). But to
what extent is a taboo a real prohibition in the sense of establishing what is morally
desirable? To what extent are real social boundaries drawn when incest is understood as
a taboo? Why is it, then, that as far as we know “‘incest’, undefined as to age of
participants and to degree of activity, is by no means rare, but incest involving
intercourse between mature partners from an intact nuclear family may be extremely
rare” (Bixler, 1983: 199)? Does it say something about power relations and hierarchies,
that incest practices are more common between relatives whose age status is distant and
of the opposite sex (mainly adult men, mainly girls) around the world, and certainly in
Bolivia? (Barragán & Solís, 2006; FRA, 2014; UN-CEDAW, 2010a; Ussher, 2010)

If we wanted to assert that the incest taboo prohibits, precisely, incest (a vague
term as yet), we should say then that Victoria’s childhood experiences, as described in
the following pages, were a rarity in Leuquepampa, and that the violence she suffered
was directed towards her in particular and not towards all the women of her community
in general. But we must take into account that sexual violence, of the kind that Victoria
experienced, can be traumatic for an individual according to the weight and explicitness
of the social sanctions exerted over those who suffer it. So even if incest is not
experienced by the majority of girls, what happens to those who do is meaningful
enough to convey a message whereby women can be deemed to be both polluted and
desired, and subject to all sorts of violence. With these ideas in mind, we will enter into
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Victoria’s childhood experiences and how they are located within a particular social
context.

Victoria’s first experience of incest took place in the orchard that she inherited
from her mother. She was six years old:

“He lived near my house, my sister in law’s, her brother. We were entering the
yard to collect peaches, and I fell and he raped me there. I don’t know if he had
raped me or what it was, I don’t know, but I say it was rape. I fell head first, and
on my tummy; I felt something ugly but I don’t know what it was, if he raped
me, I don’t know, I haven’t seen anything. I felt as if something was stuck
between my legs. I didn’t realise, because he was big and I was small. He didn’t
say anything to me. That’s why one should never walk without knickers, that’s
why dads rape their wawitas (their little babies), their dads rape them (…) like
the way Esperanza was raped, that’s why she’s remained small [short in stature],
but I have grown even though they raped me too, why’s that? (…) We had a
yard, there were oranges, limes, peaches, quince. I climbed up the quince tree and
lay down there. De buenita (I was being kind to him) I was taking my brother-in-
law to the orchard so that he could eat fruit. Mine is a long story, but what is
there to be done about it?”XXVIII [I22 16-08-11]

According to Victoria, that was the time when she first defied the Devil, in the
orchard. During numerous interviews, she would refer separately to these traumatic
experiences. However, listening to her narrations over and over again would allow for
the crude facts and the interpretations to come together as different dimensions of one
reality. Each time she was stating what had happened, but she was also doubting
whether or not it was legitimate to say that she had been raped, because she had learnt
the extent to which women’s testimonies are questioned when recounting sexual
violence events in the contexts where she lived. She was asking for support from the
listener, and also not to be blamed for what happened. “I didn’t see anything” she would
frequently say, as if seeing another body’s sexual organs would make her a willing
participant, as if she had to demonstrate that it was a violent act committed against her.
She didn’t tell anybody about what had happened back then, although her father came to
know later. However, she internalised the guilt and responsibility for what had
happened, in a way that would fulfil the conditions for the existence of an incest taboo
that had suddenly been broken. For it was only she who was punished, not the several
relatives that sexually abused her, although she did not consent to such abuse, but rather
experienced them as an imposition (also as an heroic act on her part, as we shall see). In
the case of her sister-in-law’s brother, he was one of her carers, a sort of parental figure:
he lived close by, he was left alone with her and was given the power to give her orders,
and they shared the yield of their crops as a family unit. An unknown punishment was
inflicted upon him when Victoria told her father what had happened. Victoria refers to
this experience as her first contact with the serpent, namely as the first time when she
challenged the serpent to enter her body, because she felt she was stronger than it. But
she was not aware of the exchange that took place: her sister-in-law’s brother received
the apricots Victoria offered him, and in exchange he gave her his semen. The
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“exchange” was fine with him; he was able to impose it on her: he was her affinal kin;
moreover, she was a female affinal kin.

The second time she was raped it was by her brother, her father’s adopted son,
whose father he had become after taking him in as a boy to teach him how to work the
land. Fabián was his name, and he lived with Victoria, her father, siblings, her father’s
second wife, and other step-siblings from her stepmother’s first marriage. All Victoria’s
six siblings from her father’s marriage with her mother lived in nearby communities,
whilst others had migrated to cities like Santa Cruz and Sucre to work as technicians in
the metallurgical industry. Fabián, as the oldest son, was left with his younger sisters
and brothers, as well as with Vilma, Victoria’s eldest sister69 , whilst his father and
mother were absent from home. That happened quite often, as Victoria’s father was a
political leader of the local peasants and also a Jampiri; hence he, and sometimes his
wife, would go away for days. Later, when her father stopped being a leader and
returned to his agricultural activities, he and his wife were away very frequently as they
had to attend their crops and animals in different locations, as well as continually
travelling to work as a Jampiri. So Victoria had to learn to protect herself from what
seemed to be unavoidable:

“(…) My Dad was a leader, that’s why he was poor. He had to busy himself with
people, so he couldn’t be there for his family, nobody busied themselves with his
family, I had to die of hunger, I only had water or milk to drink, nothing to eat.
He had to work, like that he had to work when he was leader [Victoria waves her
hand firmly, directing it towards the floor], he couldn’t fail to go where he was
needed, to investigate, fix, in any way, everything. And I said, ‘until what point
am I going to endure hunger?’, ‘hunger’ I said. So one day my dad stopped being
leader and dedicated himself to working, he started to work with oxen, tie them
up to be able to work. When he tried to tame an ox to work, he got his stomach
injured by the animal. So I said [in thought] ‘ah, Dad, you were injured by the ox
because you didn’t help me, you killed me with hunger. Well, you’re going to
live suffering Dad, and you’re going to die suffering, ni modo (that’s just how it
is)’. So my dad started to work, he planted corn, Dad did, and it went well for
him, well it went. Until when I told him [in thought] ‘Dad don’t work today,
today is a holiday, the day of los angelitos (the little angels, children’s souls in
Limbo), and why are you growing (working in the fields) today if it’s the little
angels’ day?’ I said to him, ‘it’s going to go badly for you’, I said to him inside,
‘it’s going to go badly for you because you’re not respecting that today is a
holiday [feriado]’, I told him. And my dad didn’t pay attention to me, because I
spoke to him with a look [con la mirada], I didn’t say it with my mouth. It went
badly for him, there weren’t any potatoes to harvest, and if there were, it must

69 At that time Victoria was nine, Vilma eighteen, and Fabián twenty one years old
approximately.
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have been this size [with her hand she shows a very small size]. So that
happened, so he’s said ‘it’s true that on holiday days you shouldn’t work’, he
said to people, ‘because it went badly for me, and it was a holiday’. So, All
Saints’ arrived, my dad left me alone with my other little partners that were with
me, two were my stepmother’s daughters, and me, with me we were three. So
they left the three of us alone, in the hands of strangers. My dad and my
stepmother went to the All Saints canchacos, that’s to say when the souls are
arriving [traditional welcoming with food and prayers for the souls that come to
visit their relatives on the first of November]. So they went to that, and they left
us with un tipito [a bad young guy], Fabián. (…) So they left us, and so he raped
us pues, the little girls that we were, me, Judith, I don’t know if he raped
Leonilda, but he raped Judith and me (…) He could work in any place because
my dad had taught him. He said to my dad ‘I want to work, I want you to teach
me how to work’ he said to my dad, so my dad taught him how to work well, and
he lived with my dad and when he lived with my dad he raped me [for the first
time]. But when he was under my dad’s authority he didn’t rape me, only when
he was under my brother’s command [living with her brother] then he raped me.
Because the cattle were my dad’s and my brother’s, and I was rounding up the
cattle, the sheep and the goats and there he [Fabián] wanted to aprovecharse de
mí [take advantage of me]. That was going to be my third rape. But I asked
myself, ‘why is it that they do this?’, I haven’t seen anything that men have, but I
asked myself ‘what is it that men have, why do they do this?’ So I heard, I don’t
know who it would have been, but she/he talked to me like this: ‘doing it like that
is how they have their children. Grab a stone or grab a stick and defend yourself
with it’. So what have I done? I’ve grabbed a branch and with the branch I went
to hit him. So I said, ‘listen here, you gran puta [great whore, son of a bitch], ok,
great whore come here’ – and me little, I would have been at least nine little
years old –, ‘my Dad told me that I should go here with you, but He, He who is
up there, He can see what you’re doing, what you’re doing to me. Better that I go
with this branch [to defend her]. Carajo, come now, I’ll beat you with this’. Only
then was he scared of me. I mean he didn’t touch me anymore, because I reacted
badly, he didn’t rape me anymore. He raped my sisters just as he raped me, but
he raped her [Judith, she is not sure about Leonilda] several times. So from that
moment he started to fight with me, to argue, to fight with me. He always made
toasted corn, and he didn’t give me any, but he always gave some to Judith and
Leonilda. It’s because I wasn’t going to accept him raping me, that’s why he
didn’t give me any tostado. So an uncle had found him raping my cousin, for that
he killed him. She [the cousin] was older by then, but he didn’t forgive him, he
killed him for doing it, first he castrated him, and he went to find my Dad so that
he’d go to cure him, but he didn’t get there in time, on the way my uncle became
half mad. He chopped him up and burnt him and he threw the ashes to the wind,
so he didn’t go to where my dad was. That’s how he died.”XXIX [I20 26-10-11]

Whilst Victoria was living under the same roof as her brother, Fabián, and her
father, Fabián did not rape her, as Victoria – her body included – was subordinated to
her father’s authority. But once Victoria and her three sisters went to live in another
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house in Wacontuyuq, they were under Fabián’s authority and he would rape them.
Years later, Leonilda married and went to live in a city far from the community whilst
Judith remained in the area. Despite this, Judith lived in an isolated part in which she
had little contact with other members of the community. When Victoria and I went to
visit her, they both talked about their memories of those times:

“Victoria: Do you remember Fabián?
Judith: Ah, I don’t want to know anything about that damned man, that damned
man. Do you remember that he slept (se acostaba) with us? Damned man. As
they (Victoria’s father and Judith’s mother) went out so much, because they were
summoned to go and cure in other communities, that’s when they left us alone
with him, and that’s when he took advantage. You more than me, you were good
to him.
V: You as well, not just me
J: No, not me, it was you. But we were very small, how were we going to know,
how were we going to defend ourselves? And do you know what happened? My
uncle, the late Andres, killed him castrated when he knew he was raping
(violando) his daughter, he cut him up into little pieces and burnt him.
Carolina: Did he bury him?
J: No! As if he was going to bury that damned man, he threw his ashes to the
wind!”XXX (Fieldnotes, 2012).

Decades had passed, and still Victoria and Judith were trying to defend
themselves from a responsibility that was assigned to them when they were raped: the
less resistance they showed, the more shame they incurred. That is the origin of the
category qhencha, which has already been discussed. That is why they were discussing
who had been more buenita, more compliant with their brother’s demands. For Victoria
and Judith, though, it was he who should be named as damned, at least more damned
than themselves. Actually, it was their cousin’s father who killed him without any
consideration of his humanity, and in such a way as would prevent Fabián from resting
after death. In contrast, it was Fabián who was living with his younger sisters and it was
he who provided them with food: he had the authority of administering the food that
was produced. Judith and Victoria were his kin members, and again, he was a man, he
had the power of administering the resources, and he didn’t menstruate. No, he didn’t
have to protect himself against the serpent; there was no risk of attracting the serpent
with his menstrual blood, simply because he did not have any. But he did have a
serpent: his penis70. That was what caused Victoria to become startled (asustada),
according to Vilma:

70 See Platt (2001) for an analysis of the equivalence drawn in Andean contexts between the
penis and new-born babies (a baby is like a penis performing an inverted movement, a being
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“What Victoria says is all true, it´s not a lie. She always said, ´that´s what
they´ve done to me, they´ve left me like that, they´ve left me cast aside in the
house like that´. ´That´s why all of this has happened to me´ she says, that´s why
I´m saying that everything she says is true, not a lie. Some parents leave them at
home, sometimes they leave them with someone else´s kids, that´s when
anything can happen. That´s why I think it happened like that. Because my dad
had agarrado (adopted) a boy, a boy who wasn´t our brother, or anything. That´s
why she says that boy made her asustar, that she is asustada (startled, scared) as
a result.”XXXI [I19 04-10-11]

Although Fabián was treated almost like a son – except that he was expelled
from the family after abusing Victoria and Judith –, Vilma referred to him as a non-
member of the family nucleus. But probably she had to make this clarification to me in
order to affirm the non-existence of a kin relationship that previously was obvious, but
which she had to negate forty years later in front of an anthropologist in order to reflect
the shame onto another, an individual who because of his externality wouldn’t cast
shame on the family. However, he was allowed to live, at least for a while, on the land
that was now his –Fabián’s- home. As for Victoria, she was expelled from
Leuquepampa.

According to Victoria, Vilma accused Victoria of being arrecha –lecherous –
after she found out what Fabián had been doing. Victoria was admonished by her father
and by Vilma. No one in the community knew what to do with Victoria, as she was less
able to fulfil her daily duties in the household, and so she was sent to work in Sucre as a
housemaid. She returned soon after, as her father said that her work was needed in his
household. Victoria returned happily; she wasn’t feeling comfortable in the city where
she was treated, again, as a subordinate subject. First because she was a woman:

“I came with my father to the city [Sucre] and caballito [cabalito, just] the blood
fell on the road [her menstruation]. I didn't say anything to him, because I felt
ashamed, so I stopped my horse at the borders [canto] of the city, and didn't want
to come in; my father didn't know why, but then my brother came and they both
went into the city without me”. (Fieldnotes, 2011)

Although probably Victoria arrived by bus to the city of Sucre, to her the
experience of moving from a rural to an urban area was best described as her using the
means of transport that were common in Leuquepampa, to mark the transition.
Although she entered the city with her father and brother, her memory of the day when
she arrived is different from what she thinks was their experience, in the sense that she
was ashamed of her menstrual blood.

that like a penis grows and becomes stiff). Also for the strong relationship between fetus –small
Devilish fetus- and the underground Devils that inhabit the mines.
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And now she had a second identification mark to bear: she was called a chola. In
the city she had to learn, as she put it, “to behave like a civilised person”, so that the
polleras her father dressed her in became something to be ashamed of. What had made
her proud now provoked reproach against her father: she felt that belonging to a
community, to a family, and being a chola, was more something done to her than
something that she was. At the same time, it was not a strategy decided by her, but
inflicted upon her. To wear a pollera was a survival strategy, both for her, her kin and
her community (a sense of belonging and the promise of returning to “her” land):

“My dad dressed me in a pollera there so that I´d go to work there [to Sucre], so
that I´d be a chola, so that they´d ignore me, so that I wouldn´t be with them, so
that I´d go back to the countryside. So that the doctor Jorge Zamora wouldn´t see
me looking elegant, (so that he would say) ´ah, this girl knows nothing of
riches/luxuries.´ If he´d have let me dress a vestido (dress, not chola-like) I
wouldn´t have returned, I wouldn´t have come back (to the countryside, to
Leuquepampa). [But] he bought me two polleras of the same colour as the ones
my mother had, and he sent me, he sent me to work for his compadre the doctor
(…) Over there I got to find out where it was that they got water from, how they
fired off water to get water for the, the, what is that called? Where they play with
water, the swimming pool. His daughters came straight up to the pool, and said
(in a condescending tone, ordering) ´Victoria, pass me the ball´, and like that they
spent their time playing, like that. They played here, they moved to the other
pool, like that. (…) His wife was snooty, high class (she says it ironically, in a
serious voice), high-ranking hhhhmm. She said, ´ah, they could poison me with
this [food], I´m going to give it to Victoria´, she gave it to me, and I ate it and I
didn´t die. So you know why she said that? Because she had looked down on her
mum who was chola and who had got her to study by selling chicha, that´s why
she looked down on her mum. So I´ve said, ´Well, you didn´t give me a bed
when I arrived at your house, -I just looked at her like that- (she told her with her
thoughts) you didn´t give me a bed in your house, bed, and you didn´t give me a
shower so I could wash myself with hot water either.´ I slept in whatever she felt
like (in whatever condition). So I said, ´you stupid prick, you who rejected your
mum, you the secretary who learnt how to write, from your mum´s sweat who
sold chicha and made you study, now it´s your turn to suffer’ I told her (with her
thoughts). Years later that I´ve gone back, with a dress on (vestido) that time,
I´ve said, ´I´m the same Victoria, daughter of Dionicio Salcedo, now I´m in a
dress, before I was chola, but now I´m de vestido (of the type of woman who
wears a dress). ´Ah Victoria, now I´m going to hold onto you, you´ll be really
good for my sister´, she´s said to me. So I worked as a nanny, she was called
Corina de Ramirez (...)”.XXXII [I24 30-06-11]
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Figure 8. 25 de Mayo Square (Victoria’s drawing)

“It´s 25 de Mayo Square [central square, Sucre], it´s where the stupid pricks that don´t know how to
respect go, where there´s lots of colour, where many colours are brought, look they´re stepping on it,

here they are turning around, marching like this, 25, 25, 26, 2671. And if I want to insert the zero, I
insert the zero, because well, they tread on me, so now it´s my turn to tread on them for a long

time72. Victoria steps on the Chuquisaqueño people, with her fine shoes (not ordinary sandals like a
peasant anymore). Carajo. Victoria has nice shoes on, and I stand on them because they trampled on

me when I was small, not respecting me, when I came to work. They didn´t respect me because I
was someone. Lack of respect. I´ll crush anyone who tramples on me, carajo. I was really small (a

girl), my brother [who also worked in the city of Sucre] was big, I was really small, and I said, ´I´ve
got no knickers on, how am I going to present myself, and you, carajo, you have a good belt, I´ve no
knickers, and what am I going to do, because you´re white and you´re better than me? So I´m going

back (to Leuquepampa) with my dad, and you´re staying here, and I´m going.´”XXXIII [I26 21-07-
11_005].

71 The Veinti-cinco de Mayo Plaza is the central plaza of the city of Sucre. Since colonial times
this public space has symbolised elite power (Calla & Muruchi, 2011: 304)
72 When she was in Sucre, Victoria was the object of multiple forms of violence by her
employers, a common experience for peasant women in Bolivia who migrate to the city to work
as domestics (Gill, 1994).
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Although many women who migrate from rural to urban areas in Bolivia to
work as domestics don’t return to live in their communities, they have to bear being
treated as second class citizens, as we saw in Victoria’s description of her first job in the
city of Sucre. However, Victoria rejected that humiliation, although at the same time
she embraced the ideal of civilization as a way of revenge. On the other hand, her father
needed her; he wanted the incarnation of his first wife to return. She went back to
Leuquepampa, where the endless exchange of goods, intentions, sorrows and tasks
would continue shaping her; making her a señorita (in the sense of becoming a young
woman, as well as a more or less “civilised” woman thanks to her memories of city
life). She would come back to be part of a family again. One of the many family links
was that which attached her to the compadres of her father. According to her:

“A godfather is when one baptises a wawa [baby], a girl, or a boy, a godfather.
Godfathers are what they call those who make it possible that you get married
(que te hacen casar). They have to be a respectable person to be a godparent.
They have to help their compadre, in whatever way. (...) They´re responsible for
their compadre´s children, if death arrives [of the father], yes. But if the parents
are alive, the godfather isn´t as much as a father, the dad and mum is the most
special”XXXIV. [I27 13-11-11_001]

As her father’s compadres were her relatives, and father-like ones at that,
Victoria’s relation with them was one of subordination. One of them in particular, was
intent on enjoying his privilege at length and would have done, had it not been for
Victoria’s previous experiences and her mother’s advice (the voice from heaven that
warned her before). Still, she couldn’t prevent the effects that his actions would have
on her:

“He was my brother Romulo´s godfather. He´s made me scared in a really ugly
way. There´s been several that have made me scared, but that one has been the
most difficult, that I´ve not been able to face up to, because it´s been night time.
After they´ve said that I preferred to be on my own, with my little mouth shut,
silence, without whistling, without singing. It´s been later out of anger that I got
myself to sing, to whistle. ::: They thought that I was enfermita (loquita, mad-ill),
so what´s that about. What I was, was traumatised by what has happened to me.
That´s been in All Saints, the most, most, severe/intense out of everything that´s
been, and after that the man in Santa Cruz. We were making masitas (small cakes
made for the souls), where there was fuego [a fire], in the oven, outside of the
house. He´s made me scared; he has grabbed me (agarrado). He´s made me more
scared, he´s scared me more because, because he told me, ´don´t get up, stay
there. Don´t get up, stay there [sic]´. That´s where he´s made me scared. I was in
a fire. That´s why I´m like this, I´m a maniac. (…) and I´ve said, ´what did he
want to do with me, what did he want to do?´ And every so often I thought the
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same, the same, the same, until I was having visions. I saw the stick as a serpent.
And I asked, ´what´s that that´s over there?´ I said, ´Victoria, it´s a stick´ (anyone
would say). I mean the Devil wanted me to end up the same as my brother
Octavio [who had also been agarrado-asustado/startled by the Devil73]. And I´ve
fought and vanquished [sic], and fought and vanquished, but I can´t fight many
times, now I´m acabada ya (done). My dad told me I was scared, but that it [the
susto] was pasarado [too late to be healed], I have to deal with it with
[biochemical] medicine”XXXV. [I27 13-11-11_001, I28 27-03-12_003]

This time she could not fight back, although she managed to escape the raping.
Still, she was sexually abused, there, where there was fire [the oven where the cakes for
the saints were being made, also the fire of hell]. The household fire, symbol of cooked
products and of domesticity was not, as has been suggested by other authors on the
Andes (Harris, 1980), necessarily the space for non-wild sexuality, nor unless we think
that incest is part of domestic sexuality as opposed to wild sexuality (antithetical to
society), was it defined as “free and uncommitted” (Ibid: 78). Victoria’s father told her
that this event had caused susto, but of the pasarado kind, passed and outdated. And it
was an invalid susto because she had been sexually abused several times already, and
the last events only had the effect of intensifying a process that had started earlier on
and for which there were only indifferent responses.

Additionally, it was invalid because there was a certain ambiguity as to what
should be done, as to how it should be called, given the fact that those who abused her
were her relatives –quite rightly so, that is, within their [potential] rights-. As gender
theorist Susan Brownmiller stated, sexual violence against women constitutes a
“process of intimidation by which all men keep all women in a state of fear”
(Brownmiller, 1993). It doesn’t have to be widespread to be exemplary. It may not
happen to all, because the practicalities would surpass the needs it meets, but it occurs
enough for women to be inculcated in the power balance between the “sexes”. Victoria
was just the reincarnation of her mother, a woman whose husband –quite rightly so, that
is, within his rights- had exerted violence on her, expiating her “sins” and her
“pollution” (her defiance) by hitting her. Is Victoria’s mother here to tell us if her
husband raped her? No. The way out of this entanglement was to declare Victoria an
inválida asustada, that is, as she stoutly stated, a fracasada, a failure, her failure.

At that opportune moment psychiatric intervention came into action. She was
taken to the general hospital in the nearest town, Padilla. The doctor prescribed her
psychiatric medication. She took some of it, but her father did not give her all of it,

73 After his mother’s death, Octavio felt desolated, and started to drink a lot. He was later struck
by lightning. All these antecedents made him asustado. He was sent to the psychiatric hospital
in Sucre, where he remained for a short period. After that he returned to his community, and
became a jampiri.
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probably he forgot, or maybe he did not have enough money to buy all the treatment.
But still he would not heal her by using his knowledge as a Jampiri. Nor would her
older brother Octavio, who by now had already become a Jampiri. She was not useful
anymore in her household, she remembers:

“I´m seeing the stick as if it was a serpent´ I said, ´I need a change of scenery,
and that´s how I´ll get better´. My brothers realised that I wasn´t well. In the
country, I couldn´t look after the cows anymore, or the sheep. My brother´s
realised, Octavio [he said] ´my sister can´t look after the cows or sheep for me
anymore. Up to here and no more, I can´t make her better anymore´, yo estaba
fracasada ya (I was a failure now) (...). The Devil wanted to kill me. So I asked
for the fire. There was a fire that burned and went out, that started and went out.
As I didn´t sleep, I saw that. So I said, ´dad´- I said, ´do you see that fire over
there? It lights up and goes out, there must be a hueco [huaca?] there dad´, I told
him like that. And my dad said, ´ah yes, my little daughter, so it is true that you
can see´, but he never told me that there was gold there. ´I am sure that there´s
gold here in this house, I have to escape because I don´t want to be rich!´ [she
thought] Sas! I grabbed my things and I came to Sucre, I was twelve years old
(…) at my twelve years of age. But I saw that memory (veía ese recuerdo), that
which went out and lit up. I said ´there´s gold here, I´m escaping´, I escaped. And
they´d dug that place, after a long time, when I´ve returned, they had discovered
the gold. ´Who´s dug it up?´ I asked, ´you dad and Octavio [Victoria’s father’s
beloved son]’. Ah, they´ve found the gold, and a widow took it, she was the
Devil, the Devil´s wife. It wasn´t for Octavio, or for my Dad, it was for me, that´s
why it hasn´t been for them”XXXVI. [I20 26-10-11]

Gold in the Andean context means wealth and fertility, but can also mean
disequilibrium. There are popular stories of peasant men who came across huacas
[wak’a], a sacred concentration of power74 (Platt, 2001: 646), where sometimes gold
was found, and by becoming rich they disrupted the socio-economic equilibrium of their
communities. The power acquired was normally the source of illness and death
(Pantoja, Ripkens & Swisshelm, 1974: 85-86). Huacas can be represented by huancas
(Farfan, 2002: 128), phallic stones that accompany ancestral mummies (Duviols 1979,
in Platt, 2014: 269). Such stones are related mainly to masculine reproductive power75,
and represent the inseminating force (Isbell, 2005: 3). The same masculine reproductive
meaning is given to serpents (Ramos, 1992: 145). In some narrations, a snake becomes
gold through the intervention of humans (Ibid). If Victoria sensed that a huaca, the
representation of male/phallic/inseminator power (Isbell, 2005: 22), was in her house,

74 “Wak’a; sacred concentration of power, generally a protruding feature of a landscape” (Platt,
2001: 646). [Translation my own]
75 Its complementary are the mallkis, “the feminine half representing the germinating seed for
future generations” (Isbell, 2005: 3).
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and it was aimed at her –“it was for me” she said-, why would she escape from it, why
would she try to avoid it? On other occasions Victoria would change her account
slightly to introduce her memory of a lizard indicating the location of the gold, although
in her case it was not the reptile that became gold. It was the gold that others, except her
brother and father, failed to see had turned into a reptile. According to her, it was the
Devil that was visiting her.

The potential reproductive consequence of incest was the terrifying image
Victoria foresaw when she saw the huaca. It is the reason why she “escaped” from her
community when she was twelve years old –shortly after she had started to menstruate-.
She remembered seeing the serpent that the gold had been converted into: this serpent
was not only a sign of power – she had defied the serpent, once, twice, three times
already – but was also an omen for the disgrace she embodied: she had become
qhencha. She was at an age where she was at risk (she had started to menstruate76) of
becoming pregnant, and as a consequence incest was now potentially related to
reproduction, widely known in the Andes as qhencha: qhinchawawas are children born
as a result of incest, incarnations of the Devil77. In Aymara societies such babies are
said to be born half human and half animal, in many cases with donkey ears or tail
(Fernández-Osco; 2000: 218). Reproduction becomes a practical obstacle for exogamy,
and so does incest because of it78.

What does all this mean in terms of kinship? As we have seen, the exchange of
fluids, activities, substances that would constitute, as Sahlins proposed, a “unity of
differentiated parts”, belonging to one another, co-present in each other, an
interdependence of life (Sahlins, 2011:11) is the constitutive base of kinship. Kinship,

76 According to Olivia Harris, “[m]enstruation, for example, far from being thought of as
polluting or destructive, is said to be the moment at which she is most fertile” (1980: 78). We
should distinguish, though between the different qualities and consequences of menstrual blood
in relation to reproduction, as Victoria’s experience shows us.
77 “Si los casos de violación en Bolivia no son fenómenos tan extendidos en relación a otros
países de América Latina, sí tienen una intensidad preocupante sustentada en la permisividad
del ejercicio de la violencia física y la violación ejercida por padres y padrastros hacia sus hijas
e hijastras menores de edad. Es uno de los rostros más perversos de la violencia que se agrava si
se toma en cuenta el silencio, por un lado, y la repetición de la violación por otro lado. Pero los
casos que llegan a la justicia estatal son los que conllevan embarazo y los que han implicado
daños y sangre para las niñas. Son éstos, por tanto, los que la sociedad no tolera y denuncia.
Sangre y embarazo son las fronteras que marcan el umbral del ámbito privado al ámbito
público” (Barragán & Solís, 2006: 23).
78 “(…) where the disapproval of ‘incest’ includes a disapproval of sexual intercourse, then that
must be taken as the fact; that where the disapproval of "incest" includes the disapproval of the
marriage of those who might be so related, then it includes that; and where sexual intercourse
and marriage are closely associated, then disapproval of "incest" also stands for the disapproval
of such marriages” (Schneider, 1976: 166)
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considered as a dynamic system in relation to every other aspect of life in a society is,
of course not devoid of power struggles, although that is not mentioned by Sahlinns.
Kinship formation is not exempt from violence and the imposition of certain interests
over others. This should not be a surprise since the most accepted anthropological
explanation of the incest taboo, proposed by Levi-Strauss, suggests that this prohibition,
located at the threshold between nature and culture – universal but always different –,
allows for the exchange of women and the formation of alliances between groups and
consequently the reproduction of clans ((1949) 1969).

What would make incest, the exchange of sexual fluids between two persons79

who are part of “the same body”, forbidden? Apparently, we have been told, incest is
avoided not only because it risks potential exogamic alliances – as Levi-Strauss stated –
, but also because it entails the exchange of [sexual] fluids between identical bodies
(Heritier, 1994) and in this way it would threaten the balance of a series of legitimate
exchanges that constitutes kinship as a symbolic more than as a consanguineal series of
relations. Incest, however, is “also embedded in areas of culture80 far beyond the
boundaries of the kinship system” (Schneider, 1976: 160) which play a role in the
definition of the very term and its administration within a system of symbols. Not being
restricted to marriage rules, what counts as incest varies not only among societies, as
Schneider pointed out, but also within a given society. In Leuquepampa and the
communities around, as in every rural community in Bolivia, the way in which incest is
defined is always set against a legal definition formulated by the state, and at the same
time, the Christian discourse of sinful incest (the four forbidden degrees), which has
been present for more than 500 years. Relations that can be counted as acceptable in a
community might be interpreted as an incestuous relationship by a judicial court;
therefore, the judicial law might manifest itself differently in a certain community
according to the actors involved and contingent events.

Would the consequences of incest be the same for anybody who dared to
challenge such norms of sociality? When interviewing Victoria’s relatives, whom
Victoria had not seen in more than ten years, the majority would deny that they knew of
any of Victoria’s sexual experiences with relatives, as I was, in her view, an outsider;
for them I was “a doctor”, meaning an actor from the outside who is potentially
threatening, perhaps a representative of the state which might punish such acts as
“sexual abuse against a child”. However, metaphors were commonly used to describe
the events indirectly, such as the reference to susto, an illness that affected her as a
child. When visiting the Jampiri (the traditional healer, who was a friend of her father)
along with Victoria, he was more direct in calling what Victoria described to him as

79 Another pertinent definition is that of Wagner, according to which incest is referred to “acts
of a sexual (or morally equivalent) nature as understood to be committed between persons
manifesting kin roles that explicitly or implicitly exclude them” (Wagner, 1972: 602).
80 “a system of symbols and meanings” (Schneider, 1976: 160).
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something related to Devil, a fault. Did the men who she was related to in an incestuous
[and abusive] relationship also suffer from susto or were they with the Devil? Did they
do something wrong that made them the object of punishment? We know that none of
them were punished (with the exception of Fabián, although he was punished, not for
what he did to her, but for what he did to another woman). If the notion of incest
prohibition, as Levi-Strauss explained it, derives from “Mauss's rules of reciprocity (the
obligations to give, to receive, and to reciprocate” (Wagner, 1972: 601), is there any
possibility for such exchanges to take place inside a social unit? If kinship is built
thanks to the continuity of exchanges that allow kin members to live each other’s lives,
can sexual exchanges not be part of such dynamics? In Leuquepampa the answer would
be yes. As far as I know, in Colombia the answer would also be yes (Borda, 2013).
According to the data available worldwide, the answer would be … yes (UNICEF,
2014: 76). A third of the female population in the world have experienced some kind of
sexual violence, according to the data available, occurring during their childhood, and
with some of the perpetrators being relatives, or individuals who have similar care
responsibilities and rights (ibid). Exogamy is still as important as ever; at least it does
not seem to be greatly affected by these facts. Still, why is Victoria a fracasada, or
“failed woman”, and why was it she who had to leave her community and migrate again
to the city, whilst the relatives who sexually abused her could continue their lives
(except for her adoptive brother, who was murdered) in the community? Punishment is
not the same for all, and exogamy is not necessarily eroded by incest. The prohibition of
incest and exogamy are not essential to one another, although the general view is that
the regulation of incest is subsumed within the kinship system (Wagner, 1972: 606):

“[A]n important fact remains that in some societies sexual relations may be
permitted between those who are not permitted to marry (Tallensi and Trobriands
are two examples), so that many marriage prohibitions do not depend on the
prohibition of incest at all. That is, many exogamic imperatives do not rest on the
sanction of the prohibition of incest but depend on other factors such as status
discrepancy, or the explicit aim of widening the circle of kin (Bali is an example
of the former, the Ifugao of the latter). Hence the idea that incest can be
understood as only, and no more than the sanction to enforce exogamy is an
error. Conversely, the idea that exogamy or marriage prohibitions depend entirely
on the prohibition of incest is equally erroneous” (Schneider, 1976: 153).

Respecting kinship, it is not necessarily eroded by incest because one of incest’s
effects, when it involves a female child and a male adult, is to educate/instil in women
what their rights “are”, or “should be”, according to their subordinate position,
concerning the enjoyment and use of their sexuality, and also on their future duties as
potential subjects of exchange, or as Harris puts it more neutrally, as “mediating links in
a structure of power that is fought out between men” (1980: 79), such exchange being
one of the pillars of kinship. I agree with Schneider in that “there has been a consistent,
almost overwhelming, confusion between sexual intercourse and marriage, incest and
exogamy, throughout the course of the long debate on incest from the mid-19th century
to today” (Schneider, 1976: 152). Incest, in Leuquepampa, according to Victoria’s
relatives, means sexual intercourse between relatives that involves successful or
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intended sexual penetration [one of the meanings of the word qhencha, the other being
adultery], but incest is not necessarily castigated, as long as it does not affect the
chances for a woman, or a man, to get married outside her family nucleus. It can be
frowned upon, but not punished: there can be incest together with exogamy; the
exchange of women need not be affected.

There is another condition under which incest is to be punished: incest should
not affect women’s performance to too great an extent, as women, in their communities.
Because Victoria felt unable, after being abused by her father’s compadre, to take care
of the animals anymore, would not cook, and stopped showering, she was deemed to be
unsuitable as a woman in the community, and was sent away to the city to work. By
what they did, the men who sexually abused Victoria did not do more than assert a
position of power. As kinship is also intimately related to the political economy of sex,
incest appears as an option to reproduce or challenge this distribution of positions of
power. If this form of violence succeeds in staging women as subordinated individuals,
but fails to secure women’s silence and acceptance, if they fail or resist becoming and
doing what is expected of them, then such failure must be punished, more than incest
itself. It must not be forgotten that women are attached to a family nucleus, where there
will generally be a male authority, even though women in turn will exert power over
children; hence such authority will have to be taken into account as another factor in the
creation of the conditions of possibility for incest to take place unpunished. Incest
therefore becomes a strategic possibility. Had Victoria’s father denounced or killed his
compadre for having abused his daughter, he would have lost a compadre, and the
supporting network that this link entailed. Certainly he took this aspect into account
when he decided to send Victoria to work in the city.

It could be said that Victoria’s experiences are but an example of an exceptional
case, an exception to the incest prohibition rule. According to some authors, the idea of
an exception would rather reflect how “incest” has been defined ethnocentrically in
anthropology:

“Indeed, these "exceptions" to the incest taboo can easily be misinterpreted to
mean that the prohibition itself can in certain cases be overridden, that the
prohibition holds universally even when it is "transgressed" as in the Hawaiian,
Egyptian and other cases. This is plainly a mistaken view. It is precisely these
"exceptions" (as well as others mentioned below) which show that the incest
prohibition is not universal. According to what Marshall Sahlins tells me,
marriage and/or sexual relations among the royal family of Hawaii are simply not
regarded as incest at all, and there is reason to believe that the same is true for
Peru, Egypt and so on.” (Schneider, 1976: 154-155)

Again, such “misinterpretation” is counteracted by another equally idealistic
ethnocentric view. In this guise, Schneider proclaims that those relations are not to be
regarded as exceptions, but as sexual intercourse that is not considered incest. It has to
be black or white: in any case, incest appears as a forbidden act, thanks be to God and
the anthropologists! However, Victoria shows us that incest is not only possible, but
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that it can play a role in the formation of communities, positions of power, alliances,
kinship, sexual politics, and gender divisions. Incest does not need to be forbidden to
exist as such, but this does not mean that it does not entail the exercise of power, the
experience of violence, the gendered distribution of its effects, and the nomination of
certain subjects as abject.

Two years after leaving her community for the last time, Victoria entered the
psychiatric hospital. During those two years before being hospitalised she worked in
Sucre as a maid and later was sent to live and work with her eldest brother in Santa
Cruz. She had been promised that she would be able to study and save money. Instead,
she became the maid of her brother. He would also ask her to work for others as a
domestic, but he took (“managed”) the money she earned, something quite common as
he was the household authority and she was deemed to be partially a child under his
command (she was seventeen years old). Whilst in Santa Cruz she was raped again, this
time by two men she did not know, in the street, at night. It was the culmination of a
long journey that started when she was six years old. Some days later, she was taken to
the National Psychiatric Hospital in Sucre, where, under the diagnosis of schizophrenia,
she has been hospitalised since the age of eighteen. More than thirty-two times she has
commemorated the anniversary of her death, on the sixth of August (also Bolivia’s
National Independence Day), the same month when she was brutally raped in Santa
Cruz (6th of August) and hospitalised in the INPGP (31st of August).
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Figure 6. Victoria’s death anniversary (Victoria's drawing)

I wrote what she dictated to me: “Victoria was born on the 13th of January, 1964. She is forty-eight
years old. Her death’s birthday is on the 6th of August, 1981”

*****

Is a father or a mother the same thing in every culture? Or a daughter? Is a father
or a mother the same thing for everybody in a community? Is there no place for
individual variations? Wagner, a disciple of Schneider who adheres to his criticism of
the ethnocentric bias that has predominated in studies of incest in anthropology, answers
the first question. He states that “[t]he illusion of an incest taboo can only be sustained
by a belief in 'real' or 'objective' kinship, for if 'siblings' are different things in different
cultures, how can 'sibling incest' be the same thing in all of them?” (1972: 610). And by
the same token I ask, if all daughters and all fathers (and by extension any kinship
relation where the members are an older male and a younger woman) are not the same –
not even to each other during their lives – within each “culture”, can we talk about an
incest taboo that applies to them all? Incest, I think, should not be analysed in terms of
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what it formally “means” – on paper, in the head of the anthropologist, or according to
law –, but in terms of how in particular contexts it is lived and understood, what are its
effects, use, and its role in the constitution of subjects and in the exercise of power. For
if the main function of a taboo is to maintain systems of classification and moral order
(Douglas, 1994, 1973; Lambek, 2001), these apparent prohibitions have to be flexible
so as to secure social cohesion and continuity, and are permanently put into play in
relation to specific circumstances, with a specific correlation of powers, and on specific
occasions. If, as Victoria said to me, men urinated inside women’s bodies when they
raped them (urine being considered generally in this context as a polluting substance81),
would that make raped women polluted? If "’incest’ is [could be] a kind of specific
symbol for what is at the most general level the antisocial quality of evil, hence so often
seen as "animal" and associated with witchcraft …” (Schneider, 1976: 168), does it
make women “evil” when they are raped (the category qhencha would be an example)?
If that urine belongs to a male relative, someone to whom she owes obedience, does it
strengthen the “transpersonal unities of bodies, feelings, and experience” of which
Sahlins talks when defining kinship (2011: 11)? I would suggest that kinship is in itself
a series of nurturing relations that are at the same time power relations, as much as –
insofar as – it can be: “[i]n a Lévi-Straussian sense, (… it is) a way of generating a
social and political structure from manipulations of marriage and descent” (Butler &
Rubin, 1994: 86), or, in a Rubinian sense, “the social relations of support, intimacy,
and enduring connection” (Ibid). Because of this character, incest can perfectly
constitute, in certain circumstances, and for certain subjects, the incarnation of evil and
can mean – for some, and not for others, according to the precise interplay between
objectified and incorporated history82– their inclusion in a social order by means of their
exclusion, whilst for others, evil can be a means to assert their position of power.

3. Incest, Qhencha, homo sacer

Victoria told me a story her father used to tell his daughters. Once upon a time
there was a dirty woman, who never washed her underwear; instead, she put all her used
pants under the bed. They were stained with menstrual blood. This woman became
pregnant, without knowing who the father was; she had not had sexual intercourse with
anyone. She gave birth to a baby and breastfed it. The baby became more and more pale
and thin, until it died. Under the bed, from the bloodstained pants, a serpent had been
born, and without the woman realising, the serpent had taken the place of the baby and
had been breastfed instead of the baby. The woman’s relatives found the fat serpent
under the bed and it is not known what they did to it, although it is believed that the
serpent was killed. That is why women have to be “clean”, Victoria told me, because

81 In Bolivia’s highlands, urine can also be used to strengthen the body of a new born baby (who
is still devilish) by pouring urine from male adults on his body, and also by making the baby
drink some of it (Platt, 2001).
82 See Bourdieu, 1990: 66.
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“dirty” women attract serpents and misfortunes. According to Victoria, women should
be very careful what they do with their menstrual blood, because in it women’s
vergüenzas – shames, sexual vital energies – are contained, and they could be extracted
by a third person to do sorcery: “from it [menstrual blood] they take your damned
shames, to give them to the witch” [I30 02-11-11_001].

Menstrual blood seems to be, according to this account, not only dangerous, but
also powerful. This interpretation is not only valid in Victoria’s community, for
menstrual blood is considered a source of pollution in other parts of the world. We can
add psychiatry as a context in which menstruation is said to be potentially related to the
onset of (mental) illnesses (Sadock & Sadock, 2000; Foucault, 2006c: 285, 292, 2003:
126-127; Szmukler, 2002: 72), whereby an organic “disorder” of a “normal” function
could lead to pathological behaviour. This view has served to recreate stigmatising
views about menstruating women (Davar, 2005: 1883; Scheper-Hughes & Lock, 1987:
27). In Andean societies as well as in other contexts in Latin America, menstrual blood
is a synonym for fertility (like water for plants), but can also cause illnesses (Arnold &
Yapita, 2002: 50), such as “female trouble” (Jenkins, 1991: 410). If menstrual blood is
potentially dangerous and polluting, it is because it is associated with dirtiness, which:

“[I]s never a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is system. Dirt is the
by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as
ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements. This idea of dirt takes us
straight into the field of symbolism and promises a link-up with more obviously
symbolic systems of purity.” (Douglas [1966]1984: 35)

Through this system, we have normal menstruations, abnormal menstruations,
menstruations in the right place, menstrual blood put in the incorrect place or used for
the “wrong” purpose. Consequently, dirt and danger can be associated with power.
Among the Hageners, a menstruating woman can perform menstrual magic on her
husband by shedding menstrual blood (Strathern, 1988: 147, cited in Sahlins, 2011a:
232). In the Tuxtlas region (Veracruz, Mexico), a woman can kill a man with menstrual
blood or cause him an illness called atontado (absent-minded) (Tuxtlas, Veracruz,
México). In the region of the low puna, territory of the Machas, menstrual blood is said
to be fertile and thus essential for the reproduction of human beings (Platt, 2001: 643;
Lestage, 1999). In some Andean societies menstrual blood represents what is not
domesticated, it contains the Samay, a raw/wild force but also the substance that the
soul is made of; this is why it is dangerous to leave menstrual blood in a place where it
could be found (Neila, 2006: 192). Sociability’s function consists of transforming these
raw forces into human ones, in order to domesticate powers that are essential to life
powers as much as they are a danger to it.

Who should manipulate and establish the place of menstrual blood? It is the task
of society, and in such a way social relations can have continuity. The vergüenzas, as
Victoria called its contents, have to be put in place, ordered, organised, and it is very
likely that those who produce it – women – will also be organised, classified and
educated to manipulate their fluids in a way that will serve social reproduction.
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However, such closeness to Samay – life’s breath/inspiration (González, [1608] 1952:
76-77) – makes women fertile, and precisely because of it they also become deadly. In
the Quechua dictionary written by the Jesuit priest Diego González Holguín in 1608, we
find traces of this ambiguity. In it, the term mappa appears as meaning “mancha o cosa
suzia”, stain or dirty thing ([1608] 1952: 230). Mappa runa means “hombre suzio, o
Puerco en su persona”, dirty man (runa) or pig-like in his person (body, personality);
mappa simi, “las palabras [simi] deshonestas”, the dishonest words; mappa soncco
runa, “el inclinado a los vicios, o vicioso”, the person inclined to vice, where soncco
means heart, guts and/or lungs. Mappacun means “venirle, o estar con la regla la
mujer”, when women’s menstruation comes, when she is menstruating (Ibid: 230-231).
Yawar unquy, blood illness, is one the terms currently used by Quechua-speaking
people in Bolivia to refer to menstruation, as well as yawarikuy, bleeding. Map'akuy
means to menstruate, whilst map’a warmi is used to refer to “prostitute/whore women”
(warmi = woman), where map’a means dirty, dishonest, adulterous, disgrace,
dishonour, indecency, stain and dirtiness (Ajacopa, Cazazola, & Pairumani, 2007).

Victoria’s account of women’s “shame”/vergüenzas appears to be more related
to the first definition given by González Holguín in 1608. Once a month women
become dirty[ier], and it is their task to ensure their menstrual blood is well used. Some
women, those whose menstrual blood is not put in the right place, become constantly
map’a, permanently dishonest and stained83.

In the same line of thought, those women who do not use their vagina in the
“correct” way, are deemed to become map’a warmi, or, what is the same, pampa warmi
–women of the common land, ground/prostitute-, tuqlla warmi (a woman who uses
tuqlla84, artifices, lascivious), or, a beautiful word that, sadly, is used to stigmatise
women: p’iscuraca, the woman whose vagina (raca) is like a bird (piscu), or like a
penis (the other meaning for the word p’isqu).

So vaginas can be as dangerous, dirty and polluted as menstrual blood. Both of
them make a woman vulnerable (Velasco, 2010: 271). Necessary to bring life, vaginas
and menstrual blood are two of the means through which women give-and-take
substances to and from the exterior world, between their bodies and other peoples’
bodies, between the world of the divine and the world of humans and only by means of
this give-and-take process does life become possible (Neila, 2006: 199-200). In this
way, what happens when women’s bodies become social is that fecundity becomes a
social project (Conklin & Morgan, 1996: 674, 675). When Victoria’s father told her the
story of the serpent and the “dirty” woman, he was involving Victoria and her sisters,
too, in his narrative of women’s reproductive capacities as a symbol of a productive but

83 An example of this is the fact that menstrual blood can be the food of the “Devilish” foetus in
the womb. See Platt 2009.
84 Tuqlla: Tramp. Artifice made to hunt animals (Ajacopa, Cazazola & Pairumani, 2007: 116)
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also dangerous presence in his life. For this reason, the task of male authorities in their
household, just as women’s, was to address such a threat, however essential it is for
their reproduction as a group85. This task was accomplished by making women
ashamed of their menstrual blood (also the power of reproduction) and by imposing
their position of power through physical and symbolic violence on women’s bodies.
The effect is to incorporate shame and awareness of their hoped-for subordinate
position. But if, in the context where Victoria grew up, women were subordinated
thanks to the “myth of innate evil and sensuality that make her inclined to a variety of
behaviours ranging from the lewd to the criminal” (Choque, 1998: 18), it is
understandable why Victoria thinks that, if she was raped, it is because she did not hide
those dangerous parts of her being, because she did not have knickers on. Therefore, it
was, according to her account, partially her own fault that she was raped:

“Ah, but that was when I was a girl, after I did it by myself [she made her own
knickers]. If they’ve raped me it was also because I didn’t have knickers on. The
first time they’ve raped me because I didn’t have knickers on. Two times it was
because I didn’t have knickers, third time was when I had knickers, by then I
knew to put knickers on. I had to fight them because I wanted to be Eve, and I
showed them and won. Eve could win. The third time we’ve fought, we’ve gone
faaaaar fighting, but they didn’t know that I was going to be a fighter, they had to
fight, they [now she is referring to the cobbler, another man] had to repair my
shoes, as these were with a heel, my heels were like that. So they repaired them
well, they said, ‘go and fight for us, you’re going to defeat them well’. So
they’ve repaired them well. I wasn’t going to kick them because I had a vestido
[dress] on, and because I had a dress on they raped me really easily. If I had
trousers on, I’d bust their balls, [but] as I didn’t have trousers on I’ve not been
able to bust their balls, he beat me. But I also beat him, I dug these two nails into
him like that, these two nails take [every] men here [she shows the neck], these
two. These two nails take men here in the throat. I won, I bled him [I made him
bleed] and he bled me [she bled] ::: I had my period, he didn’t respect me or my
period, imagine. I said ‘this cojudo doesn’t respect my period, let him rape me
then’, he raped me. ‘Cojudito, everything will be alright for you now, cojudo’ I
told him, ‘damned son of a bitch, that’s how it is going to be for you. You’ve
raped me because I had no company, well, you’ve raped me’”XXXVII. [I31 25-07-
11_004]

In the end it was impossible for her to prevent herself from being raped, even
when wearing a calzón, for she was wearing a dress, a distinctively feminine piece of
clothing. Had she been a man wearing trousers, as men normally did in her community,
she would have been able to prevent it. But she is a woman. However, as much as blood

85 Physical reproduction is only possible if there is menstruation (Platt, 2001; Arnold & Yapita,
2002: 18, 50)-
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came out of her body on this last occasion – she is referring to the event that took place
in Santa Cruz (1981) just before she was hospitalised when she was raped by strangers –
, so she made the rapist bleed. Finally, she found a way to avenge what was done to her:
by inscribing in each man’s throat the sign of the violence they inflicted, a mark that
according to her every man carries as the mark of her anger. That is what she considers
her victory. Her menstrual blood – her shame – was somehow transferred to men, not
only to the man who last raped her, but to every man. The mark of her shame –the
ideological strategy of men’s control over women – was not to be carried alone by her;
she wanted it to be visible in those who assumed they had the right to make decisions
over her body. At the same time, she recognised that finally, as things are in this world,
the only effective way to have prevented what happened would have been to be
accompanied … by a man; for she knows that according to her experience women are
exchanged, possessed, used, controlled, defended and, for the very same reasons, some
are abused by men, either relatives or nonrelatives. She told me that she is one of God’s
oranges.

3.1 Qhencha as an implicit experiential concept

Another story that Victoria used to hear from her father was one about a condor
that fell in love with a girl. The girl’s actions led to her death:

“The girl and the condor. It was the little shepherdess and the condor. The
shepherdess went to graze sheep. They say that the condor helped her to tend the
sheep every day. The condor has made her get onto his back. He flew and she
held on. How would he have convinced her then? It’d be because the girl was
small pues, and the condor carried her [the girl on his back] in front of the sheep,
the girl perched and remained there. While he flew she watched where the sheep
were, he carried her up front like that. The condor didn’t fight [kill and eat] the
sheep, he just wanted to amansar [calm, tame] the little girl to take her to his
cave. Little by little he’d got her used to it. He did the same every time, the same,
until the little girl was no longer scared, I mean he approached her and he took
her to the crag (…). When he took her to the crag she didn’t know what to do; he
vomited [what he ate] – they say – so that she could eat – they say –. When her
dad looked for her at the crag, she shouted ‘Dad, I’m here’, and he had thrown
her a cord ‘I’m going to throw you this trenzado [woven cord], you’re going to
grab onto it’ her dad has told her. She had put it around her little waist and she’d
gone down with it. And you know what the condors had done? They had gone
behind to retrieve the little girl. The other condor had sat on a wirkhi [a big clay
pot for storing water] and drank the water. He killed that one [the father killed the
condor], and the other [condor] sat there on top of the house. So he [the condor]
said ‘Analita pata que pata, Analita pata que pata’ [calling the girl], sipitiq,
sipitiq’ he said [as if he were scratching the roof to find the girl who was locked
inside the house]. And he got so tired of talking, that the condor left, and they
opened the wooden crate that the wawa [baby] was trapped under [they had put
the girl in the house and had put a wooden crate on top of her to hide her],
however, dead she was, her little bones well tancados [bare], the girl’s little
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bones so bare, q’alita [naked, bare], just like firewood, like, as if they were
firewood. The condor ate all her leg and all her body”XXXVIII. [I32 24-01-12_003]

With this story we enter now into the realm of the ambiguities of sexual
violence. According to Harris, in “Andean categories there are clearly defined concepts
of rape (…) and the standard punishment for the man is a fine of llamas” (1994: 53).
However, the story of the condor and the girl is rather ambiguous in this respect. In
Victoria’s account of the myth, at least, we cannot tell if there was sexual violence, for
the girl was deceived and later forced to stay with the condor, and she died because of
this contact. Condors in the Andes are said to be “the sacred embodiment of the
mountains and the pre-social remote ancestors (chullpas)” (I bid), they represent wild
familiar forces. In the version that Harris heard of the story in Northern Potosi, the
condor brings raw meat for the girl, but she refuses to eat; and although she is rescued
by her grandmother, the girl dies whilst hiding under the pot. The moral message of the
story according to Harris’ interpretation is that women are supposed to accept “raw
meat” – relate sexually with a wild creature from outside the “civilised” and “safe
space” of the household86 – in order to get married, suggesting that “marriage is tied for
women to the status of a victim of male predation” even if they are a willing part, even
though on many occasions they are willing to enter into such exchanges.

What would happen if the wild forces were inside the household? Although the
metaphor of the condor and the girl is normally used in the Andes to refer to the process
whereby a woman gets married, the condor being the son-in-law (tullqa), it is also used
to advise girls to keep on their guard against men, especially if they do not belong to the
household; otherwise they might risk breaking social rules and by getting in touch with
wild forces they might invoke apparitions (rikchakuy) and frights (manchacuy,
manchachicuy or susto) (Ramos Mendoza, 1992: 202). Condors are not only predators
but also ritual owners of the meat they take through their identification with the
mountains (mallkus), and “the livestock [women, including Victoria, are identified with
the lambs they shepherd] they steal is theirs by right, seen by humans as a form of
sacrifice” (Harris, 1994: 56). There is a right of access as much as there is a trespassing
of boundaries. Earlier we said that women are supposed to embody wild forces which
should be domesticated, and also, that incest, when reproduction is a potential threat,
can be regarded as a major infringement, whereby the participants enter the realm of the

86 Such binary division is also suggested by Isbell for the community of Chuschi, in Ayacucho,
Peru. The division marks precisely where incest (“sexual relations with one’s ayllu members,
compadres, or those affines with whom the perdonakuy has been performed”) is thought to take
place (sallqa or “the savage puna” space), and where it is not, namely within the village. The
agricultural space is located between the village and the sullqa (1978: 59, 135-136; see also
Mroz, 1992: 25)
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nonhuman87. When reproduction is not a threat, still women can be deemed to be closer
to what is not human when they are involved in an incestuous relationship (of the type
that concerns this research), because they can be seen to be failing in controlling the
dangerous/powerful forces they embody. The myth of the Condor and the Girl could
then perfectly enact the freeing of wild forces inside the household, for one of the things
that is at stake in this division and opposition of qualities and forces within humans and
nature is the economy of power, which takes place inside the “peaceful” and “civilised”
realm of the house of the girl who was eaten by (had sexual intercourse with) the
condor. She was at the same time the domesticated lamb and the wild condor, for by
being in contact with the condor she had become like him, to such a degree that
invisible links between her and the condor allowed her to be eaten once she was rescued
by her father. In order to understand the ambiguity of the quality of the girl’s
participation in the story, we must take into account that “[t]he image of the condor is
premised on the radical difference between women and men which is grounded in
sexual difference, and which translates into terms of domination and victimization”
(Harris, 1994: 58). In incest, there is a right of access as much as there is a trespassing
of boundaries, just as the condor “steals”, he “owns”, and as much as the girl is
“abducted”, she “goes” with the condor, just as a girl becomes qhencha when she is
sexually abused by a relative, for part of the blame falls on her:

“I had to look after the sheep, the goats, the cows (…). I’ve been behind goats
since I was small [she smiles], I would lose my shoe to protect the goats. Later I
went home, I put the goats in the corral, I went to eat and I slept. And so I was, I
was a little girl with blonde hair (…) I wanted to know why they killed goats at
carnival. I’m going to tell you now: because I’m a goat, I mean that in each
carnival that they handed over a goat it was as if they had handed me over to the
Devil as a goat :: so now do you know why I suffer? Because they gave my flesh
to Pachamama, to Pachamama. Pachamama is from the earth, but she eats
people if they don’t give her meat, she’s good but when Pachamama’s not given
meat she eats them (…) so it was as if I, they had given me up as a sacrifice to
carnival! So I said ‘I’m going to find out’, what I was, what I meant (…) I was
twelve little years old by then, I had to go already [to the city]. So I found that

87 Abortion is the preferred way to deal with the reproductive effects of incest in the area where
I carried out my fieldwork. In the Andes, abortion is a response to pregnancy after a rape;
although very common, this act is punished by the very beings -the dwarfs (duendes) – that the
aborted foetuses become. Both the man and the woman – normally a girl – whose vital
substances gave form to the foetus will be damned. In Cusipata, Cuzco, for example, these
aborted foetuses gather around rivers at night, where they dance and sing: "Mamay ñaka ñaka,
papay ñaka ñaka! Fierro muqutanchis munanman, willma muqutanchis munanman" (Millones,
2007: 75) (damned and miserable my mother, damned and disgraced my father. probably they
would like to have iron knees. Probably they would like to have woollen knees").
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out and I said, ‘ah, they did this to me, I’m going now, God knows what will
happen to them now.’”XXXIX [I18 23-08-11_001]

Victoria recognises perfectly such ambiguity, for she says she has been “given”
to Pachamama, but at the same time she said many times that she had defied the Devil.
She defied the Devil for she felt that the events she had to face made her particular,
different to other women, as if she had been chosen for some kind of mission, or at least
as if she was stronger than other women for having to endure the same experience
several times and being able to openly defy the Devil: the violence that makes it
unavoidable for many women to become “women” without having to endure silently or
through subdued laments what is forced upon them. Judith, Victoria’s sister, who was
also sexually abused by her brother, unlike Victoria was not said to be with the Devil,
for she endured silently and successfully became a woman (she was fully recognised as
a woman when she married). But Victoria was qhencha, not because she had been
sexually abused by a relative, but because she dared to protest:

“You raped me in secret/quietly, I’m going to give you a beating with this
[lantern/torch that she has drawn on paper], torch! You raped me, you’re in for a
hard time you great big whore. Torch. You didn’t respect me because I was this
[light]? Now you great big whore, I’m going to teach you a lesson with this and
with this, you’re going to die great big whore. I’m red with a little bit of yellow,
I’m going to beat you in pink, carajo, right? I told who has raped me in the little
valley, near Padilla. My Dad was living, I was nineteen years old, grown up by
then. I said to my dad, ‘Dad, why has this happened to me for coming to visit
you? [Vicky had been given permission by the psychiatric hospital to go and visit
the community] and my dad says, ‘let’s see, what lesson am I going to give her if
I tell her she is on her way to seeing red’ ha, ha. ‘To the red? For what reason
Dad,’ I say to him. ‘Why did I [it] go bad for me, why, when I went there? So he
[her father] says, ‘because you’re with the Devil’. So there it is. The Devil is
black, don’t you see? And I’ll give him red as well, carajo, if it’s the Devil, I’ll
give him red”XL. [I26 21-07-11_005]
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Figure 9. Leuquepampa (Victoria's drawing)

“Twenty thousand crosses [red] I made, and I didn’t go back again. I didn’t go back again. I made
twenty thousand crosses so as not to go back there, twenty thousand crosses in my Dad’s cemetery.

Twenty thousand crosses because I didn’t want to return to that countryside”XLI.

I do not want to suggest that being sexually abused by a relative is the sine qua
non of becoming a woman in the Andes. I am suggesting that sexual violence inflicted
upon girls by relatives is potentially one of the events that makes the becoming of a
woman possible. As I have shown, this type of violence is not necessarily detrimental to
kinship reproduction. For, using Victoria’s terms, red is the colour of the Devil, red is
the colour of our shame, red is the colour of love, red is the colour of suffering, the
blood of women’s menstruation, of Christ’s blood and the blood of the men she marked
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with her nails so that they would carry the mark of the suffering they inflicted. The
same elements of that force –samay- that produce life and reproduction (of human
beings, of the social realm), and which become a synonym of order and law, can on the
other hand result in danger and even cause illness or death (Neila, 2006: 188)88. The
Devil is everywhere; one has to know how to deal with him:

“The Devil is everywhere like God’s everywhere, no? The Devil lives in the cave
in the crag, he’s in all the crags, in carnival. God makes him leave the crag so
that carnival can be celebrated here in the city and in the countryside. I’ve seen
the Devil and the she-Devil (China Supay), it has scared me. But there’s one
person that looks after me, it has to be my angel, or God, he looks after me from
afar. It must be Cheito (…) the Devil that lives in the crag does bad things. For
example, when the Devil comes to earth, he says ‘qhencha, qhencha, qhencha’
he says, he goes along the camino [roads, tracks] saying that. He says, qhencha, I
mean ‘may things go badly for you’ he says. He lives in the crag with his chola,
with his woman, when it’s his day he can look like anything. They dress in black,
or sometimes they dress in red, like the way priests89 dress (…) I have more
power than him, I grab him and hit him all the time with a little stone. One time
I’ve dreamed, the Devil dressed up as God, he wanted to kiss me, hug me in my
dream. And I’ve told him ‘what’s wrong little Devil? You are the little Devil.
Jesus and Mary,’ and in that moment he disappeared (…) I control the Devil
however I want, I even control God. I know that God appears as man, God
wanting to conquer me, and I say to him, ‘I don’t want to do that’. But if it was
the Devil he would grab me and trample me [would sexually abuse], but God no,
when I say yes [to sexual relations] it’s yes, when I say no God goes far away,

88 “Despite knowing the dangers that result from this vital force crossing bodily borders, there
are always moments of forgetfulness, of carelessness and, why not, the trickery of a multitude
of characters that crave it most. As such, the fluctuations of this inner air are continuous and
these oscillations from within and outside of the organism move the human being between
affliction and wellbeing, and can even drive him to enjoy an elevated state of mind or, on the
contrary, cause him to endure a broken spirit. Its absence and presence in the body, its shortage
or excess, provoke some behaviours in people that are renowned for two fundamental
expressions, although to varying degrees, that settle, as has been indicated, on the selection of
different illnesses.” [Translation my own].
89 Sexual abuse of Indian women by Spanish priests was a common practice in colonial times.
Guaman Poma recounts how after sexually abusing them, priests would hand these women over
to other Spanish men within the hierarchy they led. These women would not be marriageable
within their communities anymore. Having no other option, they would become prostitutes in
the tambos (prostitution was, though, also a way women saw to deal with different types of
subjugation they were experiencing) (Silverblatt, 1987: 138-147). Priests were certainly dreaded
and hated, so Victoria’s reference to the Devil-like look of the priests is historically
rooted (Silverblatt, 1987: 138-147) .
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he’s sad. Because God brought me up to be his spouse”XLII. [I34 I18 23-08-
11_005]

The apparent distinction between God and the Devil seems to be blurred: they
can have the same appearance. Victoria has tried to make sense of this ambiguity
through her experiences, although the Devil continuously, even in dreams, tries to
deceive her. Events that she could not prevent from happening came to her as an
unexpected invitation to negotiate with the Devil, that she used to try to assert her being
as human (a process that is unattainable in that context unless a woman marries
perhaps90) to preserve her anima –the domesticated samay-. But to take this position of
being one who negotiates, she had to become part of those unfortunate events as an
active agent. That is qhencha. When I asked Victoria if she was qhencha, she
categorically denied it, saying that she did not try to cause the sexual violence that was
inflicted upon her (“no lo busqué”). However, she maintained that when the serpent
appeared and wanted to scare her, she defied it by stating that she was not going to be
afraid of it entering her body, and that she was going to defeat the serpent-devil. In the
process she became asustada, her animu left her, the Devil entered her body and
inhabited her, in spite of her thinking she was able to control it.

3.2 Susto

More than thirty years had passed since she first encountered the serpent, until
Victoria was healed by a Jampiri. We got an exceptional permit from the medical
authorities in the psychiatric hospital for Victoria to visit her community. Once in the
community, Victoria and I decided to visit the Jampiri, to find out if she could be
healed by him. Don Facundo was the only Jampiri in the area apart from Victoria’s
brother. Of the same age as Dionicio, Victoria’s father, don Facundo was friends with
him, and remembered him as one of the best Jampiris in the region. He agreed to
diagnose Victoria, and proceeded to read the coca leaves to provide her with a diagnosis
in front of Victoria, another woman from the area who was also consulting him, and
myself:

“Jampiri (J): scared are you?
Victoria (V): yes, yes
J: it makes your head crazy, crazy it makes your head
V: yes, yes

90 “The process of insertion into society and the rituals that prolong the stages of maturing in the
personal and social life in the Andes, give the impression of being significant moments of a
gradual exercise in domestication of that pagan force which controlled time before. A process
that culminates in the formation of a complete person by way of marriage, an example of the
union of complementary opposites, necessary in order to produce life (Isbell, 1976; Harris,
1985).” (Neila, 2006: 191) [Translation my own]
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J: people’s jealousy
V: what?
J: scared, they look at you in a bad way and so they have done this to you, it’s
caught you at night
V: ahhhhhhhhh
J: turned you mad
Visitor II (S): so he says, they give you tickles when it’s night, they give you
tickles, it makes you crazy
J: did your head hurt?
V: yes
J: you seem drunk
V: ah no
J: good. Your problem is [being] scared, you have been knocked down/you
have fallen91

(caer) /// that’s made your body wrinkle. That’s what it does to
you, little wrinkle.
V: yes, yes
J: your head spins, chaqruar92

V: sometimes, sometimes
J: ahhhhhhh [sees something in the coca leaves]. People’s envy, from
befooooore
V: ahh
J: yes
V: yes, so, that yes. They always tell me
J: tiiiiiime, you see. Like this day, like today [today is Tuesday, a qhencha

day] he scared you, the Devil behind [you], ‘run [the Devil says], run!’ He
wants to grab you
V: yes, that’s it
J: so run you want. They haven’t called you[r [animo] well. He frightens you.
V: before, no?
J: Sometimes well [you are], some days well, some days bad, you’re
scaaaaaaaaaared, you not even talk.
V: aha
J: so your head doesn’t know what side está, es [it’s on].

91 ///= Unintelligible
92 “chaqruy, mich'uy, piqtuy, ch'aliy, rawiy. tr. Mezclar. Desordenar lo que ya estaba en orden”.
“chaqruy, mich'uy. tr. Confundir. Mezclar cosas diversas de modo que las partes de las unas se
incorporen con las de las otras. || Equivocar. Pantay”.
“chaqruy, mich'uy, piqtuy, ch'aliy, rawiy. tr. To mix. To mess up what was already in order”.
“chaqruy, mich'uy. tr. To confuse. To mix diverse things to the extent that parts of some become
parts of others. || To make a mistake. Pantay (confusion)”. (Translation from Spanish is mine) In
http://www.aymara.ucb.edu.bo/
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S: you don’t know what side your head’s on, it’s been like that for a while, he
says [J continues to read the coca leaves in silence]

V: can I be cured or not?
J: three times
[Victoria explains to me that the coca leaves have to be thrown/cast three times]
J: now [we will see in the coca leaves] in what way you have to be cured
S: That is in your hands, to cure [sale para curar usted]

[The Jampiri adds more coca. One can only hear the hen clucking and the little
chickens. Two “good” leaves and one “bad”]
Carolina (C): two good and one bad
V: and bad [the third leave]
[The Jampiri continues reading. He adds more leaves, he reads them. He puts
four leaves, as before, next to the coins. He continues to read]
J: have you ever fallen?
V: yes, yes, I’ve fallen
J: bad part, earth, sunquchicha93

[?], you’ve fallen, did you fall in the
countryside or has someone made you fall?
V: I’ve fallen
J: after that you have put yourself to work [?], and you’ve got scared again
V: yes, yes, yes, aha
J: they’ve called you with a whipping [chicoteado te han llamado]

V: my Dad hit me!
J: [long] time [ago], no?
V: aha
J: ahhhhhh [he continues reading the coca leaves]. They called you[r
animu] with a whip, with a whipping they call
S: have they cured you [she asks Victoria]?
J: they want to hit you, when you[r animo/u] have been grabbed [agarrado].
Mad. It makes your head hurt, you want to run away because of your animo. Her
animo has clung onto evil. Evil agarrado [grabbed] you. You’ve caught it at
night, at night you’ve caught it, evil, Devil’s what’s scared her. That’s why she’s
mad. It comes sometimes, mad, it/he has grabbed her [le ha agarrado]. She

93 sunqu chinkay, sunqu p'ítiy, yuyay p'ltíy, yuyay p'iti. s. Dizzy spells. Fainting.
sunqu mat'iy. Mat'iy. tr. Oprimir. To oppress. To apply pressure.
sunqu nanay. s. Something that causes disgust. || Shame. Compassion.
sunqu suwa. ajd. y s. Enchanter, -ress. That robs the heart.
sunqu. s. Anat. Heart. Blood centre. || Animal heart.
sunquchay, akyay, akyachiy. tr. Encourage. Stimulate, motivate.
sunquchay. tr. Console. Relieve from suffering.
sunquchay. tr. Grow fond of. Show affection.
See: Laime, 2007 (Translation is mine)
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[her animo] has to be called, millurear94. Rubbing, with chakawarmi95, calling
you[r animo]. With chicote it has to be called ::: jatun jampi [a lot of

medicines], a lot. Health. Ahhhhh! [he says when he reads the next
coca leave]

V: so it went wrong!
J: the same [“bad” coca leave]
V: good [the next leave comes out ‘good’]
[The next leaf comes out ‘bad’]
V: bad
J: It’d come out bad
[Next leave comes out ‘good’]
V: good
[He continues reading the leaves]
[There were more good than bad coca leaves]
J: you have good health [the healing is in the Jampiri’s hands]. ///
That’s it, el susto, you’ve caught the Devil, at night, scared
V: they [coca leaves] show that you will cure me [and not the psychiatric
hospital], he’s [the Jampiri] told her [Victoria]
J: before, it’s been, before. The Master, he becomes, the Devil. Yes.
V: That is true, the Devil has made me scared. True it is that he’s made me
scared
(…)
J: Ahhhhh! It‘s not fo’ Sucre96, this is fo’ me. [He had put three coca
leaves for each place of “healing”, a coin falls near “his” place

two times out of three]. In Sucre, they put you in the madhouse; do they
throw water [zampar] at you? They put you in the Madhouse, in Sucre. But
they make her scared there
V: that’s true
J: this is fo’ me [to cure], it has been shown [through the reading of the coins and
the coca leaves], poquito ha salido [by a narrow margin]. [he continues tossing
the coin] Have they thrown water [zampar] at you?

94 milluy: to use the millu to diagnose a sickness. See:

https://sites.google.com/site/lottphilipbolivia/Bolivian-Quechua-Dictionary
millu. s. Aluminium sulphate used to dye
(http://futatraw.ourproject.org/descargas/DicQuechuaBolivia.pdf) See:
http://medicinaintercultural.org/cd/medicina_tradicional/millu
95 Complementarity between a man and a woman, which exists as a unit. The jampiri finally did
not use anything called “chakawarmi” during the healing ritual (as he did not use other things he
mentioned during the diagnosis), so I did not have the chance to ask him again. I did not find
any information in the relevant literature.
96 not for being treated at the Psychiatric Hospital in Sucre
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V: aha, but in Sucre [in the psychiatric hospital]. When they’ve made
me return from the other world with a machine [electroshock], that’s what
he’s saying!
J: she needs loads, jampi [medicines, which the Jampiri will use], 12 kinds [of
jampi]
S: she needs 12 medicine types, he says
J: 12 types. /// you’ve been to Sucre. They’ve thrown water [zampar] at you, and
then again in the madhouse they have done the same to you.
S: but lotsa’ that when they’re crazy. A lot that is when they’re crazy, they put
[them] in the madhouse, they put
J: returned they’ve asegurao [locked in a room

97
] you. They have thrown

water [zampar] at you
V: yes, so they put them in there
C: what does he say, that she’s in the madhouse now or that she’s going to be?
S: ‘in Sucre they’re going to want to put you in there’, he tells her, only when
you recaigaras (sic) [relapse]. Only when it gets worse, only then can they put
her there
C: and is the madhouse good?
S: maybe it’s good there
C: but I don’t know what he [Jampiri] says [about it]

J: don’t you [Victoria] want to call it [her animo]? Humillear [to smoke],
like wawas, they cried day and night, I know how to cure her just the same, it’s
made her good, make her humillear little by little. Se humillean [she gets the

smoke]. I make the sign of the cross [santiguar] with the Quichua creed.
S: he says that when she cries, she does crazy things, wawas [babies] cry.
From when he recently cured [the] wawa, he said she [the wawa] would be all
right now.
J: they call their [animo] from another house [he has done it in several

houses], in the patios they call them. They call, they call it with the chicote
[whip]. Others call, yes, they crack the whip. If you don’t fall there, the more
they will pull you [whip]. ‘Come back’ they order, ‘animu, to your body’
V: see what I told you? [she says to Carolina]

(…)
J: scared, wherever you want to run, mad, he has grabbed you. It’s tiiiiiiiiiiiiime,
it is too late to heal you, you’re locuyada [already mad] from the Devil. Did
your Dad use to hit you?
V: yes
J: bad. [You have] done crazy things [loqueado], crazy things, you feel like
running away

97 An old method of punishment, which Victoria came to experience when the nuns were in
charge of the Female Pavilion, was the confinement of inmates in a small, dark room.
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V: I want to run and throw myself off a cliff, and die
J: so it’s the Devil, the Devil. The Devil does [this], he makes you think, walk,
the Devil confuses you to make you go mad. That’s it. You mustn’t think
[badly, in a sexual way] of your relatives, that’s the Devil following us, he
pushes us towards the cliff
S: ‘with others we can do what we want’, he says, with family, now you see that
some are [having sex] with their relatives, he says that, ‘you mustn’t think,
with non-relatives you can do whatever’ he says. There’s nothing wrong with
[having sexual intercourse with] non-relatives, he says.
J: we’re not going to think [of having sexual intercourse] with relatives,
with others [outside of the family] we can
(…) J: /// if you’ve offended the family, the Devil pursues you, not even your
godfather [you can think of in a sexual way]

S: you can’t even disobey your godfather
J: from your Dad, for your soul, you have to [ask for] forgiveness on your
knees
J: if you’ve done something you have to ask your Dad for forgiveness
C: but it’s not been her dad, [they’ve been] other men
J: if it has been other men, ask God for forgiveness, you have to pray the creed.
Since you haven’t asked for forgiveness, the Devil is around
V: the Devil makes me want to kill myself, the demon
J: pray the creed, so that evil doesn’t unsettle you. Envy of people, sacred, wind
[wayra], there standing in mud, it was when you’ve left running, he grabbed you
then /// wind, evil”XLIII [I39 24-01-12_001]

Don Facundo asked us to buy twelve elements and bring them to him on a
qhencha day to perform the healing98. Some of the elements were intended to ch’allar –
offer libations- to Pachamama and ask her to bring back Victoria’s soul. Other elements
were to be used to millurear –rub/massage- Victoria with holy water to encourage her
animu to enter her body again, and to expel the Devil that was inside her. He would also

98 1. jallp’a jampi, o saqra jampi
2. alcohol
3. astoria cigarrettes
4. incense
5. pupusa
6. blessed water
7. phawaysiwuairu
8. llama jayintilla
9. llama estrella (la mar estrella or starfish)
10. llama ánima
11. wine
12. singani
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use a whip to scare the Devil by whipping the sides of Victoria’s body. Finally, he
would use a pair of scissors to cut the invisible links that kept Victoria’s body tied to the
excessive supernatural forces. He referred to what would be done by him, and then to
what should be done by Victoria. Having sexual contact with relatives was explained by
him as an offence, regardless of the age of the persons involved. However, although not
surprisingly, he advised that in order to be healed, a woman in this situation should ask
for forgiveness to the relatives she “disrespected”/”loathed” –aborrecido99- when she
had sexual contact with them. We asked him if it was necessary, considering it was
raping and sexual abuse that she had experienced, not a consensual act. He said that
qhencha possesses those who participate in improper sexual relations [aborrecer
parientes], no matter if they were consensual or not, it meant that both parties were
involved in a sin]. We stated that in fact a woman in this situation, like Victoria, only
felt hatred towards those who abused her. But he emphasised that it was precisely this
sin for which forgiveness should be asked:

“Qhencha people die (…) Well, Qhincha, has heard of dead people. That’s what
the coca has shown, that’s what. Qhincha is on top of the rock/crag (…) Ahhhhh,
so you’ve got to listen, so you’ve got to run away, fo’ him it is, the little Devil
that does it, yes. That’s why, yes, if he has been mad, fo’ him it is. For you, if
you’re against your father, godfather, mother, relative, your soul is not going to
see God, you’re going to burn in hell, yes. If you ask your relative for
forgiveness, you will be saved, your spirit. The Devil’s the boss, you have
disturbed him. You’re going to ask for forgiveness, your relative’s forgiveness
and so the Devil disappears, he’s going to huir [disappear, flee]. If you don’t ask
for forgiveness, the Devil won’t sleep, worse, he pursues you worse, mad. Yes,
your relative, forgiveness, if you’ve opposed. If you’ve opposed something, you
have to ask for forgiveness, then you’ll be saved. Yes. It’s the Devil that makes
you horribly scared, at night. He does it horribly. When I was a wawita I didn’t
know how to be against my Dad or my Mum, they knew how to whip me
[huasquearme], I’ve not known how to oppose. I’ll show you the book
[Catechism100]. You have to listen, you can’t put up resistance. Fo’ him it’s been,
fo’ him it’s, the Devil will take him, for him to die, he will be condemned, he
will wonder aimlessly [aventurar]. For you, you have to ask for your relative’s

99 In Gonzalez ([1608] 1952) we see the first written mention of the word qhenchani, meaning
“aburrir, y dexar el hombre a la mujer, y los casados repudiarse, o dejarse”, the woman that
becomes bored of a man, or the man of a woman, and when those who are married repudiate
each other or leave each other. Another related word, qhenchayacuni, which meaning is
“hacerse asi desgraciado”, to become, in this way, disgraced. We see a relation between the act
of rejecting an institutionalised relationship and the ruining of oneself by the same act. Hence
the double meaning of the categories of qhencha and aborrecer (loath).
100 “El camino de la vida. Catequismo, con normas fundamentales de la vida Cristiana”. Mario
Andres Rozo, s.f.
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forgiveness so you’ll be saved. [Forgiveness] on your knees, so you’re saved, all
of this evil, now you won’t be pursued. Evil causes trouble. If they’ve [sexually]
abused you [si te han abusado], it’s a crime, your relative. You are going to
ask him for forgiveness. You are going to hear [what] I tell you, I’m going to let
you know: you shouldn’t commit an abusive relation, not with your godfather or
your godmother. Devil doesn’t sleep, he makes you kill yourself, to the grave.
But if you ask for forgiveness so you’re saved, you’re not in the hands of the
Devil. If you abuenas [become good] with your relative so you won’t be
followed [by] the Devil], you have to become healthy. You have to ask, you have
to ask for forgiveness, on your knees, from your relative. And then you will be
calm, no one does any damage. Crazy Devil pursues you, to wherever he wants,
he pursues you, to make you mad, the Devil. You have to pray [for] forgiveness,
for health, fo’ healing, I know sixteen prayers, sixteen prayers fo’ everything. I’m
talking [with] more [authority] than the father. Your relative has been condemned
[if he does not forgive you]101. If you’ve asked for forgiveness, it’s for him, your
relative is going to be condemn. If you’ve put your hand on your relative, like
his your luck will be, but if you’ve asked for your relative’s forgiveness, you
abuenas [become good], so you don’t go to this [condemnation], te vas a salvar
[you’re going to save yourself]. If you’ve asked for forgiveness, se abuena
[become good], with love, you become humble, you’re going to return to your
Dad, to your Mum. To cure yourself you’re going to ask for God’s forgiveness.
Two types of forgiveness [father and God], for father and fo’ Christ, so [the]
Devil doesn’t appear. ‘I confess’, ‘act of remorse’, praying three ‘our fathers’,
three ‘Hail Marys’, and ‘Gloria’. And you’ll do it maaaaany times. And now
you’re not going to be badly behaved with your Dad or your Mum, nothing at all.
You have to respect your husband like your son, just as your mother. All of your
uncles, from the heart. You are qhencha. If you’re to be saved, your relative’s
forgiveness [you must get], so you’re saved. Your relative, if he doesn’t forgive
you, it’ll be on him”XLIV. [I39 24-01-12_001]

101 See Morote, 1988 for a recollection of narrations on different types of condenados in the
Peruvian Andes. From brothers who have ran away with their sisters (and have later being killed
by their fathers when their sons return home to steal food from them), to fathers and priests who
have proposed their daughters and underage female parishioners to have sexual intercourse
sexual intercourse in exchange for clothes or other goods. The condemned person normally
carries a piece of meat that belongs to his own body, as if it was edible meat, suggesting the
sinful act (eating one’s own “meat”) of incest. In these stories, women have been saved from
becoming condenadas thanks to an old woman who warns them of the dangers they are
exposing themselves to. The potential condenada (the girl) normally protects herself from the
condenado (following the old woman’s advice) by surrounding herself with children, who she
has made cry by pinching them, so that the condenado feels sorrow/afraid for/of the children
and does not take the girl away with him. Similar accounts have been found in Bolivia (Van
Vleet, 2008: 116-119).
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There is an apparent contradiction in what the Jampiri said. A girl is supposed to
obey her elder relatives [male in this case] –tiene que oír-, but at the same time, if she is
involved in an incestuous relationship, she is said to have done something wrong, for it
is presupposed that she has had an influence in the unleashing of the events –no hay que
hacer relación de abusar, no hay que ponerle la mano al pariente102. The offense seems
then not to be against a specific person, but against a relation, against an articulation of
positions: si te has ofendido a la familia diablo lo perturba, “if you have offended your
family, the Devil will perturb you”, said the Jampiri. His role is to help restabilise the
delicate and unstable equilibrium of the community, and for it he has to advise and heal
those who exhibit in their bodies the marks of the breaking of a balance between
positions. As far as I know, not one of the relatives who sexually abused Victoria
suffered from susto or was called qhencha, and it may be related to the fact that the
authority they held allowed them to do what they did. Except for Fabián, Victoria’s
half-brother, who, since he was partially an outsider and had abused Victoria’s cousins
after abusing Victoria and her sisters, was killed by Victoria’s uncle. Judith, Victoria’s
half-sister did not suffer from susto either, although she was also sexually abused by her
adoptive brother Fabián. But Victoria did, and, because of the events that instigated it,
she was also qhencha. The only way to heal her would be to ask for forgiveness,
because “[p]ersons engaging in Qhincha must mend their ways, that is (re)establish
rectitude, by changing their behaviour and, if possible, by making restitution for the
harm done to society, the family, etc.” (Urton, 1997: 146).

How to ask for forgiveness from one’s abuser? After the first encounter with the
serpent took place, Victoria told me she stopped cleaning herself and caring about her
physical appearance, although when she fell on the ground and her brother-in-law lay
on her body, she only felt “something between my legs” and no shame at all. She later
interpreted that event as an encounter with the serpent/Devil. Later, after the serpent
appeared for the second and third time, she stopped doing her tasks in the household;
she would walk to the cliff without telling anybody, thinking of dying, and would start
seeing visions and reducing her verbal contact with those around her. And then she was
expelled from the community by her family, when she was finally deemed “useless” as
a woman in the community. She responded in this way not to a sexual encounter, but to
what she had learnt it meant in the context where she grew up. And she learnt what it
meant thanks to her capacity to link those events to aspects of her becoming a woman.

I am reminded of Foucault’s polemic position on children’s desires (2006c,
2003, 1990), where we find a refusal to view sexual relations between children and
adults as an always violent exchange (1990: 202). According to Foucault, consent by
children to sexual relationships with adults has been ruled out by European medical-
legal discourses since the end of the 19th century. At the same time, he says, a specific

102 “You should not have an abusive relationship”. “You should not put your hands on a
relative”.
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form of [protected and restricted] children’s sexuality was shaped in regards to incest –
the dangerous incestuous desires of the child and the dangerous incestuous adults- as a
strategy performed by medical and judicial institutions to exert a power of arbitration on
both families’ sexualities and children’s desires and bodies. In this way, children’s
desires –as much as adults’ desires towards children- were/are manipulated but at the
same time stimulated in specific ways that enhance the control that other [adult]
subjects and institutions exert over them (Foucault, 2003: 272). Instead of being ruled
out, incestuous desires were stimulated, and the child was left as an instinctual object
needing control and protection for the good of the nuclear family103. The invention of
the incest taboo was, in this author’s account, the legacy of intellectuals:

“Incest was a popular practice, and I mean by this, widely practiced among the
populace, for a very long time. It was toward the end of the nineteenth century
that various social pressures were directed against it.” (Foucault, 1997: 154) (My
italics)

What took place in Europe (and in its areas of influence in the twentieth century)
was a change in the strategies of power regarding sexualities, and with it, a new
definition of what incest meant, particular to the European context. On the other side of
the Atlantic, and four hundred years before, we know that in the Inca Empire marriage
between forbidden consanguineal, affinal and fictive kin members existed104, according
to the Quechua chronicler Guaman Poma105 (Poma, [1615]1987:190). It was allowed,
though exceptionally, for the royal family, where it took place at least four times before
the Spanish invasion (ibid). In general, marriage was not distinguished from sexual
intercourse, given the strict rules on sexual activities outside of/before marriage,
whereby women were normally married after they reached puberty (ibid: 59). However,
it did not mean that sexual intercourse forbidden by law did not take place, for the
organization of the prohibitions in language is not the same as the organization of
prohibitions in the realm of the deed (Foucault, 1995: 293). Because of this disparity,
there were punishments established for a series of unlawful sexual activities under the
category of “adultery” (uachoc). There was no distinction between girls and adult

103 “(…) -with psychoanalysis, from the beginning of the twentieth century-parents could
become (and how willingly!) the zealous, excited, and delighted agents of a new wave in the
medical normalization of the family” (Foucault, 2003: 268).
104 Yten: We command that no one can marry their sister or mother, nor their cousin, aunt, niece
or relative or their comadre, that they will be punished and they will take out their eyes and
chop them up into quarters and put them in the mountain to be remembered and for punishment,
because only Ynga is married to his sister by law.” (Poma, [1615]1987:190) [Translation my
own]
105 Guaman Poma denounced the ill treatment that indigenous peoples were receiving at the
hands of the Spanish colonisers, whilst he advocated for a pacific Christianisation of the native
population in which some of the aspects of their forms of social and cultural organization would
be preserved.
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women, but between donzellas –mana kari riccik, the one who has not known a man-
and mujeres –huarmin/married women-106. It was a punishable crime for both to have
unlawful sex, regardless of who had been the other person involved. There was a
distinction, though, between forced and consented sexual intercourse and also between
unlawful sexual practices of a donzella and a huarmin, with a corresponding
punishment for each specific case, but for all parties involved there was punishment,
even women who had been forced had to respond. For the type of incest -outside
marriage- we are discussing in this chapter, the punishment would correspond to
Castigo de donzellas:

“THE FOURTH PUNISHMENT: Punishment of virgin men and virgin women,
punishments that are done to savour the goodness and honour of the virgin man
and woman of this kingdom, good justice and government:
And in this way those who force virgin women or the women who force virgin
men they will be punished if both consented, the man and the woman. Sentenced
to death, hung alive by the hair off a crag called arauay [horca] or off Antaca
Cacaca [sic] or off Yauar Caca. There they will suffer until they die.
(…) If the man forced the women, he dies alone. And if the woman forced the
man, the woman dies alone.
The committer and the one who allowed it to be committed on herself will be
punished, lashes with chocclo copa, one lash with pita fiber, with a ball at the
end [of the pita fiber], which inside has a stone that will mash the entrails. With it
give him/her fifty beatings and leave the Indian [man or woman] almost dead.
Cure them and heal them. And never again in their life will they marry or be a
lover, because they’ll be killed by law and because they were an adulterer of
virginity in their life, a public whore with no honour [who] dishonoured all of
their class, [he/she must] die 107“. (Poma, [1615]1987:309 [311])

Returning to Foucault’s stance on consensual sex between children and adults,
he stated that by divesting children of the capacity to be an active part in deciding to
participate in a sexual exchange with an adult, children’s sexualities become an object
of control by third parties, without allowing children the right to consent108. In

106 González Holguín, [1608] 1952: 493, 596
107 Although the punishment is referred to both donzellas and donzellos (female and male non
married subjects), at the end of the explanation it is stated only what would happen to women
after being forced into sexual intercourse and receiving the corresponding punishment. It seems
that the consequences for women did not end in physical punishment, but continued throughout
their lives, as mujeres deshonradas, dishonoured women. They were outcast from their
communities (they could not marry, they could not become “Virgins”).
108 “I'd be tempted to say: from the moment that the child doesn't refuse, there is no reason to
punish any act (…) There again one would be tempted to say: it isn't true that one can get a
child to do what it doesn't really want to, simply by exercising authority (…) as well as the
legislation concern? ing the rape of a child, the "legal protection" given to children is an
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Victoria’s case she was instead divested of the capacity to refuse, and it was assumed
from the beginning that she had been actively involved in the sexual exchanges and was
accountable for them. In addition, by making rape a specific kind of offence, which is
sexual, all the discourses that form sexuality -women’s sexuality in this case-, enter to
shape sexual access to women as an act invested with a sacred value, and because of it
potentially disgraceful. Women’s sex, invested with sacredness, would be potentially
cursed. Although Foucault does not mention the implications that this bearing would
have on women specifically, his suggestion that rape should be punished as a civil crime
considering the physical violence inflicted, as a refusal to physical access, without
making it a sexual crime, becomes appropriate in this regard (1990: 204). We see that in
pre-Hispanic times there was a distinction between forced and consensual sex involving
donzellas, but that, unlike Foucault’s assumption, in any case a donzella would receive
some sort of punishment, from torture to certain death. However, if a donzella was to be
punished when raped, it is not because it was thought she could have avoided it – in
which case she would have failed and would deserve a punishment -, but because it was
thought that it was in her nature to provoke that event. In the end, she was deemed
incapable of refusing, even if she had been forced, as much as the children that Foucault
was talking about, although for different reasons.

I hope that by now the paradoxical statement uttered by the Jampiri when
explaining the cause of Victoria’s illness, “you should not commit an abusive relation,
you should not put your hands on a relative [sic]”, has become plausible109. The illness
she suffered was the expression of her incapacity to be silent in the face of this
oxymoron. Every time after she was raped she would stop washing herself, which was
taken as an indicative that something was “wrong”. She said that by not cleaning her
body she was trying to prevent anyone from approaching her, she wanted to be alone,
and she wanted to die. We could interpret her actions as a way of “proclaiming her
violation through public expression of her pollution” (to use Veena Das’ words), even
though for Victoria it was rather that she felt dirty and miserable, reduced. Such
treatment of her body was not a “devised strategy or (…) a tactic of everyday life
carried into the realm of the political (…) It was [rather] as if the past had turned this
face toward them, not that they had translated this past story into a present tactic of

instrument put into the hands of parents . It's usually used to solve their problems with other
adults.” (Foucault, 1990: 204-209).
109 Blaming and punishing teenage women for being involved in incestuous relationships with
elders is still said to occur in other areas of the Andean region, such as Chuschi in Peru,
according to Isbell: “the varayoq [traditional authorities] apprehended the man and the
[“adolescent” according to Isbell] daughter now nude, tied their arms behind their backs, and
marched them naked and barefoot into the village. They were stationed in the plaza for all to see
and revile. For one night and two days they were on public display, during which
time villagers gathered to ridicule them, pelting them with produce and garbage. The alcalde
varayoq whipped them. When released, they fled from the village and have not been seen
since". (1978: 135-136)
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resistance” (Das, 2007: 104). Victoria could not help but do what she did as it was the
result of chance-case (casus) (contingency/opportunity/circumstances), particularity
made possible in specific socio-historical conditions (Ball, 2013; Foucault, 2006c,
2003110).

The viento –wind or wayra- that Don Facundo refers to, which had caught Victoria, is
regarded in the Aymara-Quechua conception as related to both wind and air111, the
spirits –espíritus- of dead ancestors, specifically pre-Incaic ancestors (chullpa) that
sometimes come chasing those who are alive to cause them illness or death (Aguiló,
1983: 273-274; Platt, 2001: 668).Probably it is related to All Saints Day, when the souls
of the dead return to earth to visit their relatives, as this was the same day when
Victoria’s father’s compadre sexually abused her. But sometimes it is possible to
control them and use them to the benefit of humans’ benefit (Cereceda, 2010). Victoria
happened to be there where wayra could enter her body, without having the resources to
counteract or trap the wind to use it to her benefit. But, at the same time, she was placed
in a position where she was deemed unable to act irresponsibly, without having to
respond112 for it-. Again, qhencha, that which is cursed, is present in the Jampiri’s
discourse, invoked as something that catches people as a predator (qhencha muere
gente), but also as something that one can cause, as an inner and outer force at the same
time (qhencha es a usted). And, on the other hand, older relatives must, at the same
time, be heard (oir) and their sexual advances must be avoided (huir). How to do that?
There lies the contradiction and the origin of the impossibility of Victoria’s cure.
Because even though the healing was later performed by Don Facundo, she had already
been condemned for something that she could not avoid113, and for which,
consequently, she could not apologise. What is the result of the impossibility of being
healed of a susto prompted by incest?

In Leuquepampa and other parts of the Andes the result the condemnation of the
individual, as described by Bolton:

110 See Foucault’s suggestive analysis of the emergence of new legal psychiatric technologies in
regards to sexual exchanges between children and adults, based on the Adam-Jouy case (2006c,
2003). Also, Ball’s analysis of Foucault’s position on causality regarding sexual violence
(2013).
111 See Gonzalez, [1608] 1952.
112 “The word responsibility has its roots in the Latin ‘spondeo’: to bind or obligate oneself
through a solemn promise, to make a sacred pledge. It is related as well to the verb ‘respondeo’,
meaning to answer, to reply or to respond to another” (Hayden, 2009: 30).
113 “Women are viewed as more débil not only because of their lack of physical strength, but
also because of their bodily constitution (for example, women’s extra orifice, the vagina, is
viewed as predisposing them to easier attacks by illnesses and evil winds and spirits)”
(Darghouth [et.al], 2006: 274)
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“The Qolla and other Andean peoples believe that when a man or woman who
has committed terrible sins, such as incest or murder, dies, his or her soul is
"condemned" to wander endlessly on the earth, suffering and paying for past sins
while at the same time menacing the health and existence of the living”. (Bolton,
1980: 149)114

In the anthropological literature and traditional Andean stories men appear to be
susceptible of becoming condenados as much as women, and maybe it detracts many of
them from entering into incestuous relations. However, we know that women suffer
more stigmatization whilst alive when involved in such an incestuous relation. Maybe
some women, such as Victoria, become condenadas whilst alive. To become a
condemned person –a condenado-, one has to die (Fernández-Osco, 2000: 220). At that
moment, the dead body, although possibly soulless, arrives at the doors of heaven, but is
returned immediately to the earth to wander in desolate places (Núñez, 1970: 204).
Equally, Victoria commemorates her death every sixth of August.

114 See also Gose, 1986: 305
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Figure 10. Victoria arrives at the gates of heaven (Victoria's drawing)

“The tree was pink. The tree was pink and that means luck. And I went to take cover under the pink
tree, and I became pinky, and that’s why I am [in the drawing] pinky like that. I don’t know if it [the

tree] bore fruit because I’ve already found it in bloom. Pink like peach trees, like those that there
were in my garden, but I don’t know if there are any now, because there were plenty before (…)
that’s the luck-tree, little pink tree. At sixteen years of age I’ve arrived in heaven, a young girl. I

[still] come out [am] pink, because I’m pink, that’s [the colour of] my luck”XLV [I27 13-11-11_001]

When she died and arrived at the gates of heaven, Victoria brought three colours
with her: green, blue (in her skirt) and red. In the Andean region, one of the most
common meanings of the colour green corresponds to health, growth, fertility or walej,
whilst the colour blue is the colour of illness, the dead or mana walejyachu (Aguiló,
1983: 101-102). The colour red is the colour of blood: life, menstrual blood, pollution.
The group of colours Victoria brought to heaven were indicative of her life trajectory.
The pink colour is the colour of her fate, and also the colour of the peaches she had in
her orchard, where she had the first encounter with the serpent, and which for her
symbolised the temptation she said she fell into, which marked her for ever. She
returned to earth, although she did not want to.

God seems to be an ambiguous being. Although St. Peter, his representative,
rejected Victoria for bringing “filthy” colours, he also likes them. Victoria is not alien to
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such ambiguity, for she wanted to go to heaven to stop suffering, but was not willing to
beg anything from God, who she considers a cowardly being at times:

“If I ran to another world it would be out of panic, for not being with these
women. I’ve come back from another world for these women, in 1980 [1981],
I’ve travelled on the 6th August, above. God kicked me out, no, not even then was
I going to pay him attention. [I said to God] ‘If you want to kick me out [of
heaven] I won’t enter, qué me importa [what does it matter], I’m going to that
tree, I’m going to wrap myself up in the sun!’ And I went to wrap myself up
there. But one woman hasn’t missed making me return. That woman was at my
wake, and I didn’t want them to have a wake for me, and that’s why I had to go
back from the other world”XLVI. [I37 11-07-11_001]

Who is the woman that, apart from God’s will, had made her return to earth?
That woman is herself, but she is also all the other women, for whose existence she had
to become soulless. She had to return to earth to pay for – that is, to confirm, to be the
living presence of – the sins of all women, , including hers.

The most feared consequence of sexual intercourse between kin members who
are forbidden to marry, which we could call the real fear of incest, never took place,
because Victoria never became pregnant. She had children with God, repetitions of
herself, small Victorias, who will be just like her. God wanted her to return, to wander.
She could do it at ease in the approximately 2000 square meter garden located in the
female pavilion of the psychiatric hospital. But she still feels shamed.

3.3 Sacer

Sacer was a term used in the Roman Republic to refer to “a man whom the
people has judged (…) and yet it is not lawful for him to be sacrificed (though the name
would seem to imply it), but whoever kills him is not held guilty of murder”115

(Bennett, 1930: 10). No human sacrifices were performed during the Republic,
therefore the ban on sacrifice that is explicit in the term sacer seems to entail that the
term was used in previous periods, but there is no evidence on this matter. Still, it was
lawful to kill a homo sacer without it constituting a crime. Perhaps the impossibility of
sacrificing lay in the fact that a sacer was defined as the one “who is dedicated or
consecrated to a divinity”, that is, a sacer was a sacred or holy being (Lewis & Short,
1890: 1610). A homo sacer became such without trial, but automatically when he had
murdered anyone within the tribune of the plebs, or shown “the violence of the son
against the parent; or the swindling of a client by a counsel” (Agamben, 1998:85). Then

115 This definition corresponds to the interpretation given by Verrius Flaccus (Roman
grammarian, c. 55 BC – AD 20) and later summarised by Festus (Roman grammarian, 2nd
century AD)
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the sacer automatically became a foreigner, excluded from the state and its protection.
Agamben was interested in the associations between this term and the exercise of
sovereignty, whereby sovereign power is based (was and is currently) on the possibility
of exclusion of certain subjects from the realm of social life, which is the very thing
sovereign power is supposed to protect. Sacer would be located between the sphere of
bios (political life) and the sphere of Zoë (biological life”) (Ibid: 127, 186), an area
where the game of exclusion-inclusion from social life becomes possible:

“Let us now observe the life of homo sacer (…) [h]e has been excluded from the
religious community and from all political life: he cannot participate in the rites
of his gens, nor (if he has been declared infomis et intestabilis) can he perform
any juridically valid act. What is more, his entire existence is reduced to a bare
life stripped of every right by virtue of the fact that anyone can kill him without
committing homicide; he can save himself only in perpetual flight or a foreign
land. And yet he is in a continuous relationship with the power that banished him
precisely insofar as he is at every instant exposed to an unconditioned threat of
death. He is pure zoë, but his zoë is as such caught in the sovereign ban and must
reckon with it at every moment, finding the best way to elude or deceive it. In
this sense, no life, as exiles and bandits know well, is more ‘political’ than his”
(Ibid: 184).

Agamben maintains that the sacredness of life is the fundament of sovereign
power, upon which it emerges: for the sovereign every life is potentially sacer, and for a
sacer everyone is a sovereign. If a person deemed to be homo sacer is excluded from
the ius humanum (political law) as much as from the ius divinum (divine law), what is
his place? His place is the outside of the inside, precisely thanks to its capture by
sovereign power: “homo sacer belongs to God in the form of unsacrificeability and is
included in the community in the form of being able to be killed” (Ibid: 82). Against the
ambiguity of sacer proclaimed by Durkheim, Agamben proposes to understand its
location not in between but as an exception within the realm of divine and human law,
exceeding thus both the spheres of penal law and sacrifice116. Earlier I discussed the
ambiguity attributed to menstrual blood in Andean thought, and also considered the
dual character of the term qhencha. If we consider the term sacer as a paradigm, a
“historically singular phenomenon” (Raulff & Agamben, 2004: 610), useful to think
and understand historical structures where the basic elements of the paradigm can be
operationalised, then the constitution of bare life as sacer may help us to comprehend
incest dynamics. Qhencha could be understood as the fundament of the existence of a
political order insofar as it constitutes the threshold between lawful and unlawful

116 “[O]nce brought back to his proper place beyond both penal law and sacrifice, homo sacer
presents the originary figure of life taken into the sovereign ban and preserves the memory of
the originary exclusion through which the political dimension was first constituted.” (Agamben,
1988: 83).
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violence and acts. Qhencha could be any person whose nomination serves to sustain the
right to life –and different qualities of life- of other persons by her very exclusion117.
Victoria could have gone to hell when she died, but instead she went to heaven to be
expelled before its gates, so that her exclusion became evident. There was no place for
her in the community either; therefore her place had to be a zone of exception. As I said
before, qhencha is not the person who is involved in an incestuous relationship, but one
who threatens reciprocity networks by making such a relationship apparent; and the
extreme evidence of it is reproduction, which has its unlawful scenarios. For a person
who is qhencha, the right to life is obliterated, put into question. Hence, more than
disgrace, as the formal definition of qhencha suggests, the existence of qhencha is one
of the prerequisites of social life. Qhencha is not the antithesis of social life, but one of
its foundations, whereupon the borders and margins of the human are surveilled
(Strong, 2002: 410). Thus Victoria’s symbolic death becomes not an accident, but a
constituent element of sociality in her community. The possibility of her physical death
at the hands of others should be understood in the same manner. Victoria’s father tried
to kill her when she went to visit him in Leuquepampa after she had been hospitalised in
the psychiatric institution. It seemed that had it happened, her death would have been
legitimate. Vilma, Victoria’s eldest sister knew that her father was going to attempt
ending Victoria’s life. She said:

“He told me too, ‘I’ll kill them [her] once and for all s’ that she doesn’t suffer.
Let her die so that she doesn’t exist, so that she doesn’t suffer, he told me. So I
said, ‘you got to let her get better as much as she can, get better, you have to talk
like that’, I said. He made her fall, he went up to the hut [with Victoria], and
there by the stones, because there was loads (of stones), it was there he had
pushed her. He did that to her”XLVII. [I19 04-10-11].

The only way a condenado can be forgiven for his/her sins is to come back to
earth and die again, generally a tragic and violent death at the hands of others. When
dying, the condenado leaves his/her body and becomes a white soul, who will be
welcomed in heaven118. Even though Victoria wanted to die, and in fact several times
climbed the cliff located above her community to kill herself, she was unsuccessful, and
was not willing to be killed in the hands of others. This is because she moved between
positioning herself as a survivor whose rights should be restored, and then as a sinner
who should be punished (a condemned woman), but neither pole of this continuum
became dominant enough to push her towards a certain death. Probably this ambiguity

117 “The crimes that, according to the original sources, merit sacratio (…) constitute instead the
originary exception in which human life is included in the political order in being exposed to an
unconditional capacity to be killed” (Agamben, 1998: 85)
118 "[l]a gente agarró al condenado y lo quemó. El condenado se convirtió en un alma blanca
(yuraq alma) y, en forma de una paloma blanca subió al cielo, agradeciendo al viajero por
haberle salvado" (Mroz, 1992: 20-21).
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is also reflected in her social context, because her family in the end did not kill her, but
hospitalised her instead; perhaps they did not know with certainty if Victoria was a
qhencha woman, so instead of easing her condemnation through prompting her physical
death they decided to kill her socially by expelling her from the community and sending
her to a place of exile.

4. Schizophrenia, third person: I am the third Eve

Victoria maintains that she was raped according to God’s will. In fact, she says,
it was different personifications of God who raped her, because he wanted to have her
as his woman. Sometimes He was disguised as her brother-in-law, other times as her
stepbrother, as her father’s compadre, or as a complete stranger. At the same time, she
accepted her fate as she thought that, in that way, other children would not have to
suffer what she had; she would endure the suffering and be abused in the name of all
children. She says that she also saved her brother, with the consequence that after a
period of hospitalization in the psychiatric institution he would become a jampiri, whilst
she would become asustada and remain in the institution diagnosed with schizophrenia.
At other times she blames the malditas mujeres –the damned women- for what has
happened to her: she had to pay for the sins of all women (including hers), all the “dirty
women” and their vergüenzas. God is a perverse being, not only would he not permit
her to enter heaven, but he also wanted her to remember who she had become:

“I’m going to tell you something about the stars. God ordered me to dress in the
colour that men have done me damage with. They have raped me with that colour
[of dress that she was wearing], I didn’t want to put that dress on ever again; but
God ordered that I put on that same dress (in which) they’ve raped me, and by
force I had to put the orange-coloured flowery dress on, so that I could go up the
correc [‘correct’, unfinished word] road, up the narrow road (…) when I was
going up the narrow road, first thing I thought of was all my family. I passed by a
fence; I went over it, and what was there? There was a football pitch, that’s
where some stars appeared, they were about this size, big, two. They’ve turned
around my head, and they’ve gone to hang at both sides. Me the idiot I told the
others that that star was me. And some blue things went in the middle. That was
God, what I saw in the middle, God was blue”XLVIII. [I37 11-07-11_001]

Victoria was wearing an orange dress the day she was raped in Santa Cruz. After
this event she was hospitalised in the psychiatric hospital in Sucre. Father Sun, as
Victoria called God (and as is standard with Qhechua and Aymara speakers), said, she
told me, that “He was very upset for he had had some oranges taken from his property
in the East [his kingdom, where life is born] (sic)” (I41 07-11-11_002). Victoria was
one of the oranges. He threatened to burn the earth – to distort some sort of order
already established – unless Victoria-orange sacrificed herself. And so she did. She was
raped and she accepted to wear the mark of such a sacrifice, the orange dress, which
made her as precious as it made her polluted. Thanks to her, she was told by God the
Sun, the world could continue existing as it is.
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Once taken to the psychiatric hospital, Father Sun, the damned woman, qhencha,
susto and all that formed part of her world of meaning had to be appropriated by the
psychiatric discourse. In the first entry of her medical history, information on her
maternal grandmother and grandfather, who were Jampiris themselves, was introduced
in the “family history” section with descriptions that presented and interpreted in
psychiatric terms the words used by Victoria’s brother, Raul, (who was in charge of her
in Santa Cruz). He gave all the information required to have Victoria hospitalised:

“Maternal grandparents. Old [grandmother], dead, age unknown. She was, like
the patient, ‘a little lost’. She died like that at the age of fifty, she wasn’t admitted
[to hospital]. She talked nonsense. Psycho-progressive? It started at about 30
years of age approximately. Grandfather dead at roughly eighty years of age. He
was healthy, later he suffered from attacks of ‘delirium’. Dead in that state, senile
dementia?”XLIX (First psychiatric assessment, #2974, August, 1981).

Victoria’s grandmother was “a little lost herself”, just like Victoria, now called
the “patient”. The “patient” had her own biographical entry, a song played in two
voices, none of which were hers, but rather those of the psychiatrist and Victoria’s
brothers:

“She was a vivacious girl until two to three years old, she understood everything
and she was stubborn. She suffered from frequent nightmares. No
sleepwalking, no soliloquies. No febrile convulsions (…) She was a ‘coward
and cryer’ (…) they [the relatives] ignore sexual experiences, [because] she was
brought up very isolated. She was never a young girl who wanted to have
friendships, she was always ‘very boring’. At 12 years of age they brought her to
Sucre to a family house, to which ‘she was lent’, that’s where she started to have
headache attacks and to say stupid things, she remained in that state for a few
hours, and sometime 1 week. She only stayed in that house for 4 months (…) A
year and a half ago she went to live with another brother in Santa Cruz who she
saw again after 15 years. There she worked in a family house [as a maid], but due
to her illness this month she abandoned work. Before that the girl lived in the
countryside where she learnt nothing or little about hygiene, looking after the
house etc., the brother mentions that she seemed retarded, compared to the way
she was when she was three years old (…) It was about two weeks ago that her
brother noticed the patient became unwell, she said stupid things, such as: ‘I’m
Rosa from far away’, ‘I have sport teams’. That she has organised the sport team,
one time she took her clothes off and she became aggressive with someone she
knew and with the informant’s wife (…) She has neglected hygiene and dress,
just as she has her diet (…) Other activities that caught the informant’s attention
was the fact that the money that the patient received from the payment for her
work she had spent on clothes, and other things, not saving a penny, something
that she wasn’t used to doing (…)”L (First psychiatric assessment, #2974,
August, 1981).
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The initial diagnosis of Schizophrenia (F70) did not change with the years, but
rather it was ratified and another diagnostic category was added later: she became
“mentally retarded” (F20), confirming Victoria’s relatives’ initial interpretation. The
family secrets regarding Victoria’s experiences of sexual abuse were kept away from
the gaze of the psychiatrist, who took for granted what Victoria’s relatives had said, as it
was not considered an important part of the diagnosis, nor of the treatment (Victoria
was never offered any psychotherapeutic help even when she disclosed the violence she
had experienced). Victoria’s supposed inferior intellectual proficiency –nivel intelectual
bajo- was explained in the psychological evaluation as a consequence of her rural origin
and her “lack of scholar education”, idea initially proposed in the first psychiatric
assessment. In this first diagnosis her rural background was pointed at as the cause of
her ignorance of “hygiene” and consequently as a source of illness. All of her accounts
and reactions were interpreted under the frame of such diagnosis. Thus her medical
records are full of categories such as “paranoia”, “psychotic”, “fabulations”, “mystic
ideas”, “visual hallucinations”, “emotionally labile”, “disobedient”, “verbally
aggressive”, “misguided judgment”, etc. She would talk about God, St. Peter, the colour
pink, and the sexual violence she experienced, among other things. There is no response
from the psychiatrist[s] beyond registering some of Victoria’s words and gestures (“her
look denotes hallucinations”LI, for example) followed or preceded by one of the
abovementioned psychiatric categories, and accompanied by a restatement of the type
and quantity of medication she was receiving. Sometimes, according to how
“psychotic”, “disobedient” or delusional the psychiatrist thought she was, the
medication would be changed or the doses increased. There was frequent mention of
the use of manacles, a practice which I saw was frequently carried out as a control
mechanism although it was presented as a tool to protect Victoria and others from her
illness. Electroshock was also used on several occasions, but its practice was stopped
after Victoria’s vital signs became abnormal in one of the sessions. After that, she has
only received medication combined with discipline- based treatment (see Chapter II).
Victoria would often protest against the use of manacles and the medication, which she
considered excessive and made it easier for the institution staff to control the patients.
Thus we read in the following excerpt from her medical records:

“[Evaluation of mental condition] Patient turns aggressive with the unit
personnel, throwing water on them [as a sign of protest] and the patients as well,
due to the fact that she saw another patient physically detained [manacled]. She
becomes loud-mouthed, verbally aggressive, she’s verbally restrained by the
nursing staff, she demands that the doctor should come; she passively accepts the
administration of her intravenous treatment. [In] the interview, delirious patient,
with ideas of grandeur, damage and harm, says that women are to blame for the
fact that ‘she is mad… she’s the pink grape and they have to respect her’. She is
seen to be irritable, demanding and confrontative. She is kept under observation,
in case she demonstrates an agitated state again with a negative reaction to verbal
containment, physical restraint must be carried out (…)”LII [ medical records,
Victoria Salcedo, 17/03/12, 15 Hr)
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Thus her demand that the inmates should not be manacled was transformed into
a pathological sign, neutralising her protest by canalising it into the flow of the
psychiatric illness and providing a medical response for it. The use of manacles was not
fully imposed; of course, there was some room for “negotiation”, almost reduced to the
freedom of choosing between accepting the rules or otherwise being manacled:

“The patient spent the weekend relatively calm, she obeys orders, helps with the
established tasks, patient accepted orders given about her conduct, [that’s to say]
obeying staff and not going to the kitchen, nor to other spaces, she signed a
contract at the unit for that, in which the patient promised to behave well or she
would be physically restrained [with manacles], until now no new problems have
emerged with the personnel [staff] (…) Patient orientated in person, disorientated
in time and space, not conscious of her illness or situation, has a tendency
towards the far-fetched and the euphoric, with delirious ideas of damage and
harm towards her own person (…)”LIII (Medical records, Mental Conditions,
Victoria Salcedo, 25/07/11)

Within such a narrow margin of action and resistance, Victoria has so far found
a way not to give up. When manacled with four manacles –“like Jesus Christ”, she said-
, she sometimes defecates and urinates in her bed, refusing to do it in the toilet, in
defiance. She also shouts and refuses to eat and take the medication: this attitude is
overcome by injected medication. What is deemed to be polluted and a source of illness
–her bodily substances- is for her a source of power. More importantly, she has talked
about ending her life, of deciding to end her suffering, but again physical contention and
medication has been the therapeutic/custodial answer from the hospital’s staff.

How can such treatment be performed on “God’s spouse”? It has been difficult
for Victoria to make sense of the violence that is still permanently exerted upon her, and
at the same time to preserve a victorious narrative in which she is saved by a benevolent
God. Although Victoria generally understands the events that she has experienced as
God’s will, her life being an example sent by God to earth whose plans she embraced so
that other children or women need not experience the same, she also manifests her
hatred towards such a design and its creator. In one of the psychiatric reports, for
example, we read that she is said to have “mystical, religious ideas, she mentions that
she hates God because God is a man and she was abused when she was a girl”LIV

(23/03/12). A woman herself, she says she came to earth to teach other women the
consequences of “sinning”, of daring to “fall into temptation”. The mission she says she
was entrusted with translates into making evident the contradictions of what a woman is
expected to do with her body, and of the energies she is supposed to embody. It is for
this reason that she thinks that she should have been a man. If her fate was to be a
woman, she wanted to find a meaning for it, and so she became “the third Eve”.

The Third Eve is the personification of virtue and vice. An impossible ideal, she
talks about the Third Eve in the third person, a subject that is and is not herself. In
psychiatric language this is called depersonalization, and is defined as the lack of
identification of a part of the body, the mind, or actions, to the self (Sims et.al., 2000:
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55) and was referred as a pathological characteristic in the psychiatric reports119. But in
order to make evident what the Third Eve means she had to become a third person, who
is also herself, but is others at the same time. More than “inner speeches” that “helps us
to plan and organise our activities, solve problems, and mould and re-create our social
identity” (Leudar & Thomas, 2000: 124), the voices and images that Victoria perceives,
as well as their materialization in the Third Eve, are but a transgression of different
prohibitions in language:

“It’s God that does this to me. God raped me, so that I’d be part of Him, so that
I’d never leave his side. As I didn’t know him, I’ve rejected him. When I’m not
with Him, I feel that He’s with me, he talks to me, I listen to him. He tells me,
‘Victoria, I want to have a son with you’. ‘Have a son with me?’ I say to him like
that, Cheito is God for me. So I say to him, ‘Cheito, if you want to have a son
with me, have him, but I don’t want him’. So he tells me, ‘well, if you want to
have a son for me, you’ll have him, I’ll bring him up’. ‘Well if that’s what you
want, do it.’ I said to him. Yeah. (…) Women sinned, didn’t you know that they
sinned? Eating the forbidden apple. That’s why there’s sin on earth, that’s why
we’re here, because Eve sinned. The second Eve was Mary, I’m the third Eve.
Mary didn’t sin, but she had a son so that her son would suffer, don’t you see?
She was the second Eve, I’m the third Eve. Women sinned before men, the Devil
made them sin. The serpent knew how to andar [wander, walk] before, now he
crawls along because he sinned. Satan was God’s favourite angel but as he
sinned, he told him to crawl, now he crawls, now do you understand me? All of
these rapes were ordered by women, that’s why they’re guilty, doing evil, as
they’re perverse, like raw peanut (maní crudo), they ordered it just the same. But
they’ve not been able to make me pregnant, only God (…) I’m the powerful
Third Eve. I came [into the world] because of the damned women, I didn’t come
because of men. Now you’re going to know [understand] why I came from the
other world, I didn’t come for the men; I came because of the malditas mujeres
[damned/cursed women], because the damned women are sinners. I came to this
world to teach the sinful women not to sin, now do you understand everything?
(…)Why do I react badly towards women? Because they did everything to me
that they wanted to; let’s see, would you like me to sell you[r body], and you
give yourself [your body] up for money, but you don’t receive it [the money],
they receive the money, they take the money and become millionaires? Would

119 For example, in the psychiatric evaluation performed on the 23rd of March-2012, we read:
“(…) mystical, religious ideas, she shows a drawing where she explains that ‘thirty years ago
she was dying and she turned into pink, then she came back to life’. She talks about herself in
an impersonal way, sometimes in the third person, she tends to digress from time to time, but
afterwards returns to the subject, detracted state of mind, she points out that sometimes her heart
talks to her, and this seems to calm her (…) Advice (…) physical restraint only if necessary”.
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you like that? No, you see? So that’s why I react badly to women, because they
did to me whatever they wanted (…)”LV [I18 23-08-11_001]

The Third Eve and all the narratives that accompany this character are not only
blasphemous – she was raped by God, hence raping is somehow lawful, at least hers -
but also they convey a forbidden meaning, utterances whose meaning are “not tolerated
by the culture in question at a given time” (Foucault, 1995: 294), even though they
might be permitted by the linguistic code and as an act of speech. Such utterances are
perceived within the psychiatric setting as a sign of madness for they are marginal in the
sense that they generally remain in the realm of the unspoken, and as such are deemed
to be irrational or incomprehensible (Good, 2012: 9-10). I am referring to Victoria’s
mentioning the sinful character of women, and also of the commodifying aspect of
sexual exchanges, which might be mentioned in other contexts, but not when relating
God to events of sexual violence, in which he would more likely be mentioned as a
saviour than as a perpetrator or an administrator of women’s bodies. Christ came to
earth to save men, and Victoria, under God’s command came to earth to save women by
showing what the consequences of unlawful sexual exchanges are. Notwithstanding her
conviction in the mission she endures, she does not realise that instead of teaching
women to be obedient to men and sexually monogamous, she is making apparent the
contradictions inherent to becoming a woman in her society, whereby sacred is
synonym of purity and danger, at the same time. She is opening a door that, without her
realising, can save other women by showing the schizoid-nature of the discourses
directed towards them.

5. Final remarks

I would like to finish this chapter with a very interesting vignette that conveys
the main thrust of the current chapter, if not of the thesis itself. It is an interrupted
dialogue-monologue, a conversation held one cloudy afternoon between Victoria and
Evarista in the TV room of their Unit. It was an unexpected meeting, prompted by them
both having the manacles tied to their feet and secured with a lock to the wall through a
metal ring. They were not facing each other, as they were placed by the nurse at
opposite sides of the room, back to back, but they could hear and talk to each other as
the afternoon passed by. Other inmates passed by, and so did the nurses when changing
shifts and the psychiatrist that came, as always, one hour in the afternoon to sign the
medical records written by the resident psychiatrist:

Victoria: Look after yourselves on the path where you’re going to wander,
because I’m going to punish you. I’m stronger than Jesus Christ (…) You wanted
to wash me this morning because I was weak. And even weak I was collaborating
[making an effort to get showered], and in return you sent me your damn drug
[medication]. How lovely it would be if you drugged yourselves and felt like me!
Damned men and women! Fucking idiots! Come, come! Kill me like a lamb, like
a sheep, I’m not scared of you. I’ve always fought alone.
Juana: [passes by]: The priest killed me in the bakery. The priest killed me in the
bakery. (…)
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V: God has seen everything that you’ve done to me, in darkness, and in light.
Light is God’s, darkness is the Devil’s. The Devil is going to take you, and I
won’t pity you because instead of making me healthy, you are drugging me! I’m
not ill [organic illness], I’m ill from nerves and asustada [scared], nothing else!
I’m not ill :::
[someone whimpers in the room]
J: The priest killed me in the bakery. The priest killed me in the bakery. The
priest killed me in the bakery. [Her voice is almost a song]. Victoria, let’s dig the
ground, Victoria! [Victoria does not want to pay attention to Juana, she continues
talking and screaming. Nurses pass by]
(…) V: I know how to make dried fruit. You make dried fruit from just egg and
sugar, and white cornflour!
Evarista: Cooooooooooooooornflour!
V: You make it from pure butter. We [in the community of Leuquepampa] make
the All Saints rosquitas [sweet pastry], we all make them so that the souls come
to eat them. You don’t do it the same, you [in the psychiatric hospital] don’t do it
the same.
E: We’re lost.
V: You don’t do it the same (…) My dad had apples, sweet peaches. The house
was near the orchard. Do you know in what exact year men raped me? When I
fell tummy first [on her little tummy], they raped me then because I didn’t have
knickers on.
E: tummy first, because she didn’t have knickers on, knickers.
V: I didn’t have knickers on.
E: I did have knickers on [when Evarista was first raped].
V: And I haven’t seen anything. The second rape I had was when I was living
[Evarista interrupts and Victoria listens]
E: The first rape I had was when I was in Cordoba, Fausto raped me.
V: And the third rape was in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, in a very silent place (…)
he’s made himself pass for a detective to take advantage of my ausencia
[absence, diminished sense of self], because I didn’t have any strength, I felt like
a little piece of rubbish that the wind carried! And then I’ve said, ‘my God, why
have you left me alone?! I stuck two nails into him, the two big ones, I was going
to kill him. After I’ve said, ‘if I kill this stupid prick I’m going to go to jail, I’ll
let him go (…) damned women! We all have to pay the price for just a small few!
Damned men and damned women, they get with one, they get with another, and
in the end the wawas [babies] suffer. Or am I wrong? Let’s see, someone come
and tell me that I’m wrong! If the little wawas [babies] happen to be girls, you
can’t trust them to go very far, you must watch them because the Devil doesn’t
sleep! What did you think, that I wasn’t going to realise that you were going to
give me drugs? I didn’t know that you gave these little drugs so that patients
would get sick, so that you keep them here and they become more patient. Now
I’m going to ask them [the new patients] to go, so that they’re seen to in their
houses and not coming here to suffer.
E: And not locking us up here to suffer!
V: I think you’re absolutely right :::::::::
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Antonia [inmate, she talks to the inmate who is whimpering]: Why are you
crying?
V: She’s crying because she’s scared of the Devil! Ha, ha! Why do they make me
shout, why do they use macumba [black magic] on me? (…)
Nurse: OK, OK, come on, come on, Lunch time, come on, come on (…) [she
asks the inmates to go to the dining room, except for Victoria and Evarista,
whom she ignores as they will stay manacled]
Evarista: OK, OK, Indian, Indian.
Isabel [inmate]: it was you who were an Indian, you had a pollera.
Evarista: Not me.
(…)
Jenny [inmate]: Miss Victoria, God, God is looking, at everyone. God is looking,
in the two madhouses, the men’s and the women’s.
V: I know, I know. But Angelica killed the lights.
Jenny: I know, I know. But it’s only God who is going to judge us all.
V: I’m not talking to you so that you can stick your nose in!
Jenny: OK, OK [she goes]
V: [She sings] I would like a little bomb to fall on the psychiatric hospital (…)
[she continues to sing] dicen que los hombres no deben llorar por una mujer que
le ha pagado mal [they say that men shouldn’t cry for a woman that has played
with their heart]. I have black eyes, I’ll sell them por hechiceros, porque me han
pagado mal [because they are witches , because they’ve paid me badly].
Evarista: [she sings along with Victoria] más te quisiera, más te amo yo [I want
you more, I love you more], y todas las noches las paso, suspirando por tu amor
[and I spend every night pining for your love] (…)
V: Do you know why they make me take the medication? Because I can tell them
exactly how things are [so they avoid it by medicating her], but now they were
looking for it [se lo buscaron], because today is Friday [qhencha day120], les dije
todo lo que me da la gana [I told them anything I felt like] (…)”LVI [I42 01-07-
11_003]

Forbidden in the context of everyday life outside the hospital, inside the
hospital, in the realm of psychiatric treatment, the narratives produced by women on
sexual violence, and on violence in general, are not banned, but excluded, as if they did
not have any meaning but were the result of a malfunctioning organism, a “language
that folds in upon itself still saying nothing” (Foucault, 1995: 298). Still, Victoria does
not stop uttering what it means to be an orange possessed by and stolen from God and
to wear the orange dress that represents her belonging to a raping God, namely to
evidence the source of the violence that been inflicted upon her, and what it entails for
women to live in a world where they are expected to sacrifice themselves so that it can
continue existing in the way it does. She experiences violence, including sexual

120 Supay’s days are Tuesday and Friday.
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violence, as the price she has to pay in her mission to redeem women from sin (by
God’s command), but without realising it she shows instead the paradoxes of what is
expected from a woman in the context of her community and also in the hospital, and
the crudeness of the violence many of them have to experience in community and
medical contexts. Unfortunately this is the only way in which she could assert herself as
an active and non-responsible subject in incestuous relations, and as a consequence her
account has to be taken as an act of agency rather than as a sign of a pathology.

The medicalized, “empty” conversations that took place between Evarista and
Victoria will be heard only by those who are manacled day after day inside the walls of
a building where some condemned souls have to live; or more exactly, where they have
to live dying. These conversations don’t take place every day, as it is not essential to the
moral career that the inmates started many years ago to become “patients”, and that
keeps them under control; however, such verbal exchanges are possible, at least for
Victoria, on qhencha days, as a sort of rebellious act that is plausible only on the day
that declares the existence of the condemned ones. Evarista is a woman who
experienced sexual abuse as a girl at the hands of a relative (her uncle), when she was
made to migrate by his uncle’s family with the promise of a better life in the city of
Cochabamba, far from her community in the highlands, the Puna (see section 3,
Chapter III). Victoria and Evarista understand each other because they have common
experiences of violent incest, rural-urban migration leading to psychiatric
hospitalisation, a diagnosis of schizophrenia and mental retardation, and stigmatization
because of the violence that others see as marking them. Because of this commonality
of experiences they can talk as if they were one and the same person, for example when
Evarista takes up Victoria’s sentence on how she was raped and gives it a coherent end.
What it demonstrates is that neither Evarista nor Victoria are as detached from reality as
psychiatrists in the INPGP would like to diagnose, but that there are many Victorias and
many Evaristas whose narratives cannot just be interpreted, but should also be validated
as a coherent account of social reality.
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Figure 11. The female pavilion (Victoria’s drawing)
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CHAPTER V. Approaches to kin-related sexual(s) exchange(s) among
rural communities and judicial courts in the south of Bolivia: Padilla
district

What am I raising you for? You have to pay me with your body.LVII (Extract from judicial
declaration, Judicial Court of Padilla, 2001)

With regard to the minor’s conduct [thirteen year old woman] she has been shown to have
bad conduct, she went from party to party and even one of the female witnesses testified

that the so-called rape victim wandered into bars and didn’t go back to the town of Alcalá
where she lived, so that her parents had to pick her up and take her homeLVIII. (Lawyer’s
argument in defence of a man accused of raping his 13-year old granddaughter, Judicial

Court of Padilla, 1992)

Would you say that this is the first time that you’ve had sexual contact with a man, more
specifically, with your brother in law, who says that he knows that you have been able to

have sexual relations with others due to the lack of care that your parents have shown
you?LIX (Question asked by a policeman to an eight year old girl in a preliminary judicial

investigation of rape against her brother-in-law. Padilla, 1971)121

Having called upon all of my witnesses, of which the majority have, in a uniform manner,
testified to my good conduct just as they have testified that my daughter Vilma Esteves is
stupid and consequently susceptible to being taught to speak against me and against her

honour (…) proof of this [is that] if she were a reasonable young woman she wouldn’t talk
in this way [about the sexual relations that her father had with her] to the visitors to the

house, this clearly shows that as well as being mentally retarded, the girl is not well
adaptedLX. (…) (Letter sent by a man accused of raping his fourteen-year-old daughter,

1973)

If incestuous relationships reach the ears of judicial authorities, what happens?
Is it a crime, and if so, who is the criminal? In this chapter I will discuss the data found
in the Judicial Archive of the town of Padilla on cases related to incest between 1940
and 2012. Padilla is the town that Victoria’s community is ascribed to in administrative
and judicial terms, a place of transit for many, and one of Bolivia’s biggest chilli
production centres, previously a prosperous region. After examining incest dynamics in

121 The girl’s answer to this question was: “Cosas como esas recién las conozco puesto que mi
cuñado es el primer hombre que ha hecho uso de mi persona de esta manera y es falso que yo
haya tenido otras relaciones parecidas”. [Things like these I have just come to know since my
brother-in-law is the first man who has made use of my person in this manner and it is false that
I have had any other similar relations]
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one rural area of this district, I should ask what would have happened had Victoria or
anyone else denounced what was happening to her as a punishable act that should be
sanctioned through national or communal juridical procedures. The work that judicial
authorities have to do regarding incest crimes against women would seem to be almost
non-existent, considering that, according to the official figures of Bolivia’s Government
(Vice Ministry of Gender and Generational Matters), there have been years in recent
times when, throughout the country, only a single case of incest related to a female child
has been brought to justice.

According to several authors, child consent is believed to be beyond discussion
in legal instances concerning sexual relationships between children and adults, whilst in
cases of rape women are deemed to have consented and are expected to demonstrate
that they did not (Bell, 1993; Danet [In Foucault, 1980]). We will consider a particular
case, when the person who might have been raped is a woman-child. As Bell suggests,
looking closer at judicial cases of sexual violence involving children will show that
child consent is one of the main subjects under discussion in these processes, even
though it is not formally relevant in legal terms. That reality is as valid in Britain (Bell,
1993), as it is in Bolivia (Barragán, 2008).

1. Incest in Bolivian Law

In the previous chapter we indicated what was the punishment for marriage
between relatives as well as for unlawful sexual intercourse during the Inca Empire. In
colonial times the Laws of the Indies, promulgated by the Spanish Crown, was the tool
used to administer justice in the colonies. Las Siete Partidas de Alfonso el Sabio, or the
“Seven Divisions of King Alfonso the Wise”, a law code from the thirteenth century,
was the tool officially used to administer justice when the Laws of the Indies were not
sufficient. The use of both instruments was irregular. It is interesting the treatment that
the family unit was given in the Seven Divisions, it being the model of sovereignty in
the colonies. According to this idea of sovereignty the family bonds resemble the
primary bond between the king and its subjects, whereby the king/father loves and owes
respect to his children, as much as he has the right and the obligation to correct them
when they misbehave (Alfonso, 1807 [1221-1284]: 55). The indigenous subjects were
not obedient and continued practising their traditions, which represented a problem in
terms of their administration and was frowned upon by a part of the Catholic Church,
one of the institutions in charge of their control (Álvarez et.al, 1998 [1588]; Hurtado,
2012). The Seven Divisions allowed for stronger forms of control to be exerted over
these subjects. Like parts of the same body, the king’s subjects as much as the father’s
children must obey and love their father/king, for love is in the nature of such
relationships (Palanques, 2012). Those who do not obey such natural authority are to be
cut from the loving bondage, just as a limb has to be cut when it threatens to corrupt the
whole body (Alfonso, 1807 [1221-1284]: (Division II, title VIII, Law II). As for
incestuous relationships, in The Laws of the Indies (Spain, 1681) there is no mention of
the category of incest or forbidden marriage or forbidden sexual intercourse between
kin members, unlike the “Seven Divisions of King Alfonso the Wise”, where the
category is mentioned, which is probably a sign of the relative laxity and incapacity of
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the Spanish government to impose practices given the diversity of rules that indigenous
groups had in relation to marriage.

The category of incest is also mentioned in the Novísima recopilación de leyes
de España (Spain, 1805). This document was a compilation of Spanish Law made at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, which contained the legislation in use in the
Spanish kingdom during previous centuries, and was for use in the colonies regarding
Mestizo and Spanish subjects. Although the Catholic Church ruled out marriage
between consanguineal kin, it tolerated certain otherwise “incestuous” marriages among
Indian neophytes – those between sisters and brothers, cousins, aunts and nephews -
when the marriages took place before the Christian conversion of the participants
(Presta & Molina, 2012; Presta, 2009; Imolesi, 2005). The word neófito referred to
Indian subjects who had recently been converted, but it kept being used even during the
eighteenth century, and was applied to individuals in communities which had embraced
Christianity many generations before (Imolesi, 2005). According to several authors, this
degree of flexibility was explained by several factors, amongst them the demographic
crisis among indigenous population, and the need for their conversion, which would not
have been possible had stricter rules been applied (Presta & Molina, 2012; Presta,
2009).

Mestizos were eligible for the dispensa (papal dispensation) in Spanish
America, although only in regards to ecclesiastic prohibitions (third and fourth degree
of consanguinity and affinity) (Gentile, 2011; Imolesi, 2005), whilst Indians could in
addition be allowed to marry within the second degree of consanguinity (siblings),
which was considered a divine prohibition (Imolesi, 2005: 1). Parents and children,
grandparents and grandchildren were not allowed to marry, under any circumstance.
Any sexual intercourse between relatives who were forbidden to marry was also a sin
and a crime. As far as mestizos and Spanish subjects were concerned, in the title XXIX
of the Novísima recopilación de leyes de España it was stated that incest, defined as a
maldad (evil) –“to know” [conocer], and to “lie” [yacer]LXI- with certain relatives, was
forbidden (sexual intercourse as well as marriage). The incest ban included
consanguineal kin up to the fourth degree as well as comadres, compadres, sisters-in-
law, or with a professed religious woman. Incest was catalogued as a form of heresy,
and its punishment was the confiscation of half of the properties of the offender (Spain,
1805 [volume V]: 426), apart from any other already existent legal disposition.

Additional legal dispositions are found in the Seven Divisions. Here we find,
incest is defined as:

“[A] huge sin when a man sleeps with his relatives or with his sisters-in law, to
which they give the name incestus in Latin (…) For a man to sleep with his
sister-in-law or with his relative, is a sin that weighs heavily with God … a love
affair (romance) as much as sin that is done against chastity. And he who
knowingly commits this sin with his relative up to the fourth degree [of
consanguinity], or with his sister-in-law who was his relative’s wife up to the
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same degree, [also commits incest]LXII.” (Alfonso, 1807 [1221-1284]: (Division
VII, title XVIII, Laws I-II)

The Pope had the authority to legitimize [dispensar] incestuous marriages (only
between cousins, uncles and nieces, aunts and nephews, also third and fourth degree of
affinity) as long as the man involved was “honest”, this category probably being
translated as any man who did not have a criminal record. Another exception was added
for those who committed a sin of incestuous lust (pecado de luxuria) without knowing
that the other person involved was forbidden to him, and as long as there was no
intention of marriage. It does not state what “not knowing” meant; whether, for
example, a drunken man could mistake his wife for another female relative, i.e. his
daughter or sister-in-law. “To lie with” [yacer] a forbidden relative was castigated as
adultery: death penalty or banishment for a man, public lashing and reclusion in a
convent for a woman122 (Division VII, title XVII, Law XV). The only exception was for
men under fourteen years old and women under twelve, who were spared the
punishment. Within the law, however, there were exceptions and nuances that allowed
for particular interpretations, such as the absolution for men who raped women called
“vile”, meaning women who were not virgin and unmarried:

“If the woman that one man corrupts, is not a religious woman, nor a virgin, nor
a widow of a good reputation, but rather some other vile woman, we should not
impose guilt [on the man who has raped her], but maltreatment should not
occurLXIII.” (op. cit. Division 7, Volume 19, law 2)

Could this exception have been applied to incestuous rape? The cases found in
the judicial archive of Padilla (corresponding to the interval between 1940 and 2012),
although related to later legislation, will shed light on this interpretative possibility.
First, it is necessary to review the legislative changes that took place during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In 1834 the first republican penal code was issued in
Bolivia, which was an adaptation of the Spanish Penal Code of 1811 (Barragán et.al.,
2005: 94). This instrument did not distinguish between Indians, white and mestizo
Bolivians, although ethnicity may have been an aspect involved in the interpretation of
the law. Surprisingly enough, there is no mention of incest in the law, although there is
mention of an aggravating condition of any sexual crime when the perpetrator is a
person in charge of the guardianship, education or assistance of the “offended part”, in
which case the accused part is declared infamous and subjected to loss of his authority
in relation to the “offended part” (art. 423). In the cases of incest probably article
number 419 regarding “dishonest abuse” [abuso deshonesto] could also be applied. It
stated that any person who dishonestly and violently abused a woman or man who had
not reached puberty would be sentenced to prison from four to eight years, without

122 Women who were accused of adultery with a servant were castigated immediately with the
death penalty, being burned to death along with the servant.
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exception. If the abused woman –it did not mention men- was between fourteen and
seventeen years old, then the penalty would be from one to three years of incarceration
and the equivalent time of banishment, unless the abused woman was a “public
woman”, in which case the punishment would be reduced to six months of
imprisonment. If there was no evident physical “violence” in the sexual act but
“seduction” of a woman older than puberty and younger than eighteen years old, the
abuser would be castigated with exile between one and three years, as long as the
“seduced” woman was “honest”. If she was not “honest”, no punishment would take
place (at least no punishment is stated). No punishment was given to those who married
the victim (the same exception was stated in the Seven Divisions). This exception is still
valid today in Bolivia’s penal code, only with the additional requisite that the survivor
of sexual violence has to consent to marry her abuser in order to relieve the rapist of any
possible punishment.

It is important to mention that the crime of dishonest abuse was in this law, as
well as in the Seven Divisions, a crime against honour and good customs, and only in
1997 did it become a crime against sexual freedom (delitos contra la libertad sexual,
Title XI Penal Code, Law 1768, 10/03/1997)123. All in all, according to the 1834 Penal
Code of Santa Cruz, which was valid until 1972, sexual intercourse was not illegal
between consanguineal relatives as long as two conditions were fulfilled: the woman
should be older than fourteen years and labelled a “public woman” (she exercised a
non-normative sexuality, mainly as regards her degree of sexual autonomy), and the
sexual act was not physically violent (rape) in the opinion of the judicial authorities.
The authority of men over women was protected by the legalization of the physical
violence considered necessary to secure such control124. Women who did not comply
with the authority of men, or were said not to do so, were unprotected by the law.

It was not until 1972 that a completely new penal code was promulgated, and
with it came stiffer punishments for sexual crimes. The fact that it was promulgated
under the rule of a dictator (Banzer) suggests that the application of the law was rather
irregular because the priorities of the new regime had to do more with the exercise of
state power to control political freedoms than with enforcing the law with regard to
sexual violence crimes (which could be solved as a matter of private law). It also meant
that the mentality of the previous penal code was still valid, as it will be evident in the
cases analysed in this chapter. The category incest is only mentioned as an extenuating
circumstance when a woman has “committed” abortion. However, there is another

123 “To force or rob a virgin, a married woman, a religious woman or a widow that leads an
honest life in her house, is an error and a very grave evil; and this is for two reasons: (…) They
do a great dishonour to the relatives of the forced woman, and moreover they take great liberty
against the estate, forcing her to be disdained by the lord of the land where the act has taken
place.” (Alfonso, 1807 [1221-1284]: Division VII, title XX, Law I, translation is mine)
124 See Barragán et.al, 2005: 94
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section in which incest is not mentioned but where one can assume that it is what the
article is referring to: in cases of rape against a person under fourteen years old as well
as statutory rape and criminal sexual contact against “honest women” older than
fourteen years old and younger than eighteen, the kin relationship between the abuser
and the victim is stated as an aggravating circumstance, including brothers, ancestors,
descendants, half-brothers or any person in charge of the custody or education of the
victim (CP1972, art. 310). The fact that only men were mentioned as rapists implies that
in the world of common sense it was more likely that men could and did rape women.
Who was deemed to be an “honest woman” and when an act would be categorised as
“rape” or “statutory rape” (estupro) was something decided case by case, in the
execution of the law. No punishment was established in this penal code, unlike the
penal code of 1834, for sexual crimes against “dishonest” women.

In 1997 a big reform of the penal code was introduced (Law 1768, 10/03/1997),
and later a new law on sexual violence was issued in 1999, namely the Law of
Protection of Victims of Crimes Against Sexual Freedom (Ley de Protección a las
Víctimas de Delitos Contra la Libertad Sexual) (Law 2033, 29/10/1999). With these
two new legal instruments, heavier punishments for sexual crimes started to be
applied125. As regards incest, there is again only one mention of the category in the
articles related to abortion. However, more kin relationships were added as aggravating
circumstances for sexual crimes, including now consanguineal relatives up to the fourth
degree (hence adding uncles, aunts, first cousins, nephews and nieces to the list) and
siblings-in-law (art. 310, Law 1768/1997). A relation of custody or education in relation
to the victim was included again as an aggravating circumstance (this time including
also “relations of dependency or authority”), but now in a different article to the one
that stated aggravating circumstances deriving from consanguineal or adoptive kin
relationships in cases of sexual crimes, so as to make clear the limits of what kinship
was in the new law (ibid: art. 311). This is the law currently valid in the country.
Parents’ authority over children is still protected by law, even when abuse or violence
has been exerted over the latter126 (Barragán et.al, 2005: 97).

Apart from state justice, the manner in which a case of sexual violence involving
kinship relationships is considered will vary according to local systems of community
justice. Community justice has also been recognised by the Bolivian state since the
constitutional reform of 1994, and more firmly since the promulgation of the current
criminal code in 1999 (art. 28, law 1970, 1999). It states that peasant and indigenous
authorities can make use of consuetudinary law to resolve conflicts under their
jurisdiction as long as this exercise is not detrimental to the exercise of rights
constitutionally granted (Defensor del Pueblo (Bolivia), 2007: 11). This would mean

125 From 2-4 years of imprisonment for rape crimes to 15-20, without the right to indult. The
punishment for statutory rape remained the same (2-6 years).
126 See Arts. 278, 279 y 280 Código de Familia, 1972, 1988 (Barragán et. al, 2005: 97)
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that those cases considered as sexual crimes by law should be tackled by indigenous and
peasant authorities in such a way that rights such as the right to dignity, liberty, and
security are recognised. At the same time, State-promulgated laws regarding children’s
sexualities should be acknowledged by indigenous and peasant authorities. Vaginal
penetrations and other forms of what are legally called “libidinous acts” (though these
lack clear definition) between women younger than fourteen years old and adult men
are currently considered a crime de facto, and potentially lawful amongst women
between fourteen and seventeen years old and men older than eighteen years old when
the woman and her legal guardians agree that she marries the otherwise “criminal”. In
this regard it is important to take into account that Bolivia’s Family Code (Law 996,
1988) states that marriage is possible neither among consanguineal ascendants and
descendants, nor among consanguineal siblings. Step-parents can legally marry their
stepchildren if a judge grants them the right to do so127.

Community systems of justice have existed as such, namely as justice systems
on the margins of the state monopoly on the use of force throughout the territory of the
Bolivian nation-state, ever since colonial forms of justice administration were imposed
onto the indigenous subjects. Still, state-created forms of justice have had to negotiate
their place with community forms of justice and vice versa. In fact, state-created forms
of justice, in regard to the field of sexualities –historical construction of
normality/deviance binary categories as regards sexual drives and identity128-, are a later
resource to resolve local conflicts, and sometimes such tools are appealed to by
community members who do not accept the legitimacy of local forms of conflict
resolution anymore, or by people who have never recognised their legitimacy. There is
always a dispute over the best way to resolve a conflict, and primarily about whether
there is effectively a conflict, and if so what its place is in the whole organization of
power relations played out in a community. As we will see in one of the cases presented
in this chapter, there could already exist a tacit exchange that neutralises any possible

127 “(CONSANGUINITY). Marriage amongst direct line ascendants and descendants is
prohibited, without distinction of degree, and in collateral line between siblings (…) Art. 48.
(ABSENCE OF AFFINITY). Marriage between those affinal relatives in direct line in every
degree is not permitted. This prohibition is still in place even in the case of an invalid marriage
that produces affinity, only with judicial exemption for justifiable reasons can this be settled.
Art. 49.- (PROHIBITION FOR ADOPTIVE TIES). Marriage is equally prohibited:
1º Between the adopter, the adopted and their descendants;
2º Between the adopted children of the same person;
3º Between the adopted and the children that the adopter might have;
4º Between the adopted and the ex-spouse of the adopter and mutually between the adopter and
ex-spouse of the adopted.
Serious causes occurring, the judge can consider exemption for marriage in the cases 2º and 3º”.
(Arts. 80, 158, 222, 229 y 175 Code of-Family)” (Bolivian Family Code, Law 966, 1988,
translation is mine)
128 See Foucault, 1979.
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conflict. Even relations susceptible to becoming ill-omened – Qhencha – can eventually
be integrated into the temporary equilibrium of power relations by means of a prior
transaction within the community before the state justice system is invoked.

One way of doing this is to make use of healing practices performed by
jampiris, whereby forces that exceed what is deemed to be human are dealt with (see
previous chapter). If the Jampiri’s intervention fails, then the girl is in several cases
expelled from the community. A second alternative consists of the expulsion from
communities of women who have been abused, and who, according to a judge in
Padilla’s Judicial Court with competence to investigate sexual crimes, are “the least
valuable elements in society”. This we have already met with in the case of Victoria.
The third and far less usual form of conflict resolution consists of material and explicit
transactions between the two parts: the part that has taken/exchanged/received the
symbolic value ascribed to the girl’s sexualities (their virginity), and the part which has
been dispossessed of it, namely, the girl herself on behalf of the symbolic owner of such
a good, namely her father or whoever is next in line of authority. The information
gathered during the current research shows that the last resort is the least used, whilst
the second and the first, in that order, are the most practised. There might be other
alternatives depending on the context, but the three options mentioned were the most
common amongst the cases studied.

It must be said that state legislation on sexual violence is the least relevant
criterion for defining when what is Qhencha becomes a delito (a crime, the legal
definition of rape or unlawful marriage), but that the definition [or “need to define”]
arises at the moment when community mechanisms to deal with Qhencha become
insufficient in the eyes of community members and, to a lesser degree, when a non or
ex-community member does not recognise the legitimacy of such mechanisms. A new
power struggle arises, and in it again a negotiation of meaning takes place. The
following excerpt shows how a state judicial authority, a judge, pursues the construction
of a case by interrogating in his own terms the man who acts as the authority of the
community, now called the “witness”, where a series of events under investigation had
taken place:

“Judge: tell us when the community began to talk about the minor Serafina Rojas
having relations with her stepfather.

Witness: I found out that Leoncio Quevedo lived (convivía) with his stepdaughter
when the girl had her child, I found out about this because his neighbours said
that he was the father of the wawa [baby].

Judge: what did the compromise made between you, as a figure of authority, the
accused, the minor and the minor’s mother consist of?

Witness: I want to state that no written document was made, the accused came to
my house with the intention that under my authority, he would give the girl a calf
so that this [problem] would remain between them [quedar entre ellos] and that
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she would not leave (que [la niña] no se andara). I can’t remember the date of
this agreement but the minor must have been ten years old.

Judge: do you know which people of the masculine sex had friendships with the
Quevedo family?

W: no other man lives in Leoncio Quevedo’s house where the minor lived, and I
have never seen the girl with another man.

J: did you know that Leoncio Quevedo constantly punished her out of jealousy?

W: I know absolutely nothing about this issue.

J: do you know if the minor was accustomed to going out to places where they
sell drinks?

W: the girl used to go to nearby places a lot, but I’ve never known her to go to
places where drinks are sold, nor have I ever seen her drunk.

(…)

J: what comments have been made about the trial of Leoncio Quevedo?

W: over there they’ve been saying that surely he is in prison because his
stepdaughter has had family by him [ha tenido familia para él] (…)LXIV”.
(Witness declaration, Judicial Court of Padilla, 1978) (Italics are mine)

What is most interesting from the previous excerpt is that it shows us an
important transition, indispensable for state forms of justice to come into action. Once a
judicial investigation has begun community authorities become citizens subjected to
state law and are obliged to give their testimony; their actions and criteria, which
previously were to some extent legitimate, are now considered under the criteria of the
judicial authority of the state. Still, even under these conditions, the authority of the
community whose testimony was presented is contesting and negotiating the legal view
on the events that brought him to the Court: in the eyes of the community authority, the
problem he tried to solve by overseeing the exchange of the girl’s virginity for a calf
was not the sexual relation between a man and his underage stepdaughter (the definition
of the “crime”), but its consequences for the community, namely that the fourteen year
old woman (at the time of the denunciation) was cohabiting –conviviendo- with her
mother and her stepfather, as a couple, and that one aspect of such cohabitation was the
sexual relations between the stepfather and the girl. Under the jurisdiction of state
justice new transactions may be possible – conciliation and compensation among others
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–, although the principle of negotiation or exchange remains in essence the same as it
was in the community129 (Zolezzi, 2009: 100). In this case, it was not a member of the
community who presented the denunciation, but a member of staff from the state
institution Consejo del Menor – Council for Minors –, which put in question the validity
of the transaction legitimised by the authority of the community. What follows is an
account of such transitions and the discourses that make them possible.

2 The Judicial Court of Padilla130

The Judicial Court of Padilla imparts justice in the Municipal Division of
Padilla, currently (2012) with a population of 12562 inhabitants, who live mainly in
rural areas and work on the land (Gobierno Municipal de Padilla, 2001). Since the
origin of the court in the 1930s, a total of seventy four cases of sexual violence against
women were identified. In six of them the alleged survivor was a (legally) adult woman,
and the remaining sixty-eight corresponded to women younger than eighteen years old
(for a period of time in Bolivia, adulthood was reached at twenty-one years of age, but
none of the cases I found corresponded to women between eighteen and twenty).

Among sixty-eight cases involving an underage woman as possible “victim” (the
legal term), nineteen involved a consanguineal or affinal relative up to the fourth degree
(uncle, brother-in-law, stepfather, grandfather, brother, father). In another nineteen
cases the accused was an adult member of the same rural community as the victim, who

129 In the judicial court, as we will see, women’s virginity is also a matter of investigation, as it
is somehow believed that a woman whose hymen is perforated cannot be raped (Barragán &
Soliz, 2012: 23). The good that is protected –not the woman, but the symbolic value of her
hymen- could have been lost long before the events under investigation took place.
130 I approached the Judicial Court of Padilla with few expectations as regards the possibility of
getting access to the judicial archive. As expected, I was required to request permission from the
Regional Superior Justice Court in the city of Sucre. With even fewer expectations I travelled
back to the city of Sucre (on treacherous roads and in uncomfortable buses driven by men who
prefer to look at their co-driver to establish eye-contact during their lively conversations and
coca chewing, rather than at the road) presented my request to the president of the Regional
Court, and after several letters from me and my supervisor in Scotland the permission was
granted. Possibly the fact that I was a foreigner (an ignorant outsider, very unlikely to be a
threat to the judicial powers) and that the archive pertained to a non-central locality (unlike
Sucre, La Paz or any other of the big cities), made it relatively easy for me to get authorization
to research in the judicial archive of Padilla. The members of staff were very helpful during my
stay in Padilla, sometimes too helpful when it came to choosing the cases. Fortunately I was
able to pick the cases they did not think were important or that they did not “see”. I am sure,
however, that there were files I had no access to. My time amongst the files was amongst the
most peaceful of my fieldwork; and of course, I could take advantage of the closure of the
archive at midday to take a siesta in my bedroom within the vegetables’ market’s hotel, hearing
the singing of the birds and feeling the delicious warmth of Padilla’s beautiful weather.
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in turn was underage (the accused include rural teachers, who were not from the
community but lived there). The same condition was fulfilled by one case where the
potential survivor of sexual violence was a boy131 (under eighteen years old). Six cases
corresponded to accused men and female potential survivors who were both underage
and lived in the same community. The remaining twenty-two cases corresponded to
accused adult men and potential underage female victims who were from different
communities and did not have an affinal or consanguineal kin relationship. As we see,
the majority of the cases involved an adult man and an underage woman who was
partially under the authority of the accused (relatives or living in the same community),
he having in turn the capacity to exert power in several spheres of her life, including the
sexual sphere. Similar findings have been evinced in other research carried out in three
of the main cities of Bolivia132: La Paz, Santa Cruz and Potosi (Barragán & Soliz, 2012:
10)

What was the crime? As was said before, until 1997 sexual violence was a crime
against honour and good customs and committed against “honest” women (and
common men). It was not the wellbeing of the woman that was at stake, but rather the
good name of the family, namely the collective rather than the individual welfare. With
the reform of the penal code in 1997, what had been a crime against the collective
welfare came to be named as a crime against the sexual integrity and freedom of
individual women and men (the word “honest” was removed). Still, as I was told by the
current judge who deals with this type of cases in the Judicial Court of Padilla, in
practical terms what continues to be privileged is the honour – the good name – of the
family and the reciprocity bonds within a community. Therefore the informal
negotiation of tangible goods – even inside the courtroom – is the preferred mechanism
for solving sexual crimes. This is the main reason why, among the abovementioned
thirty-eight cases involving a possible “victim” who was an underage woman, and an
adult man who was from the same family or community, only in eight cases was there a
guilty sentence of between six and twenty years of imprisonment (and two of those
eight sentenced men escaped from jail). In eight cases there was absolution, three more
are still under investigation, and in the remaining twenty the investigation was stopped
either because of an agreement between the parties involved, because the accused ran
away (mostly alone and in a few occasions with the potential survivor), or because the
person(s) who presented the denunciation did not prosecute the case. To say that the
accused men sometimes ran away with the potential victims does not mean that the girls
consented to such actions, nor that there was no physical violence involved. It is

131 The perpetrator was a man
132 “Out of a total of 71 cases of sexual aggression analysed in-depth, 60% of the rapes have
been against minors of 14 years of age, out of which 9% were against minors of 6 years of age.
In addition, the rapists were more than 20 years older than their victims and 36% of them were
stepfathers, fathers and relatives, 33% were neighbours and acquaintances, and finally 9% of
them were strangers.” (Barragán & Soliz, 2012: 10) (translation my own)
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possible that some girls accepted to leave their communities with their aggressors
considering the stigmatization they could experience if they stayed in the community,
but there was no enough evidence in the files to assert this

It is important to note that, under the current law (1999), accusations relating to
sexual violence cannot be withdrawn – they remain as public matters –, whilst before
they could be transferred to the civil sphere of the law and treated as private matters
susceptible to negotiation between the parties. However, the legal authorities in
Padilla’s Judicial Court affirmed that such negotiations are still common. In order to
bypass the law the parties agree to delay the continuation of the investigations until the
case expires, and sometimes the denouncers desist from their accusation during the
preliminary stage of the investigation. This may occur when the forensic exams have
not been performed or when the possible survivor retracts her testimony (normally as a
result of pressure received from her relatives). What should be a public matter still
remains a private issue that is resolved privately within the community –however
contradictory that may sound-. In this context the judicial denunciation is simply a way
of exerting pressure to gain advantage with a view to negotiating. It could also be the
case that such a resort is used when the explicit/implicit negotiations that took place
before (based on what was at stake, who was to be protected, what was the benefit of
speaking or remaining silent) were not acknowledged by the parts or when one of them
considered the agreement to be insufficient.

3. Dynamics of justice

It is necessary to have a look at specific cases to understand the different paths
that the application of justice can take. With this in mind, we will now enter into the
dynamics of justice through the examination of several cases found in Padilla’s judicial
archive.

3.1 Justice and Women

In the archive of the judicial court of Padilla, the first case of a denunciation of
sexual intercourse between an adult male and a girl (woman under 18 years old) who
belonged to the same family and the same community dates from 1946, and the last
from 2012, the year when I carried out the archival research. In this section I will
present a few examples on how the national justice system interacted with community
justice, and how each form of justice was potentially effective in solving a conflict only
if connected to the other.

Rosario Gómez was a young woman who had left her rural community when
she was twelve years old, after continuous sexual attacks suffered at the hands of her
stepbrother, who was already an adult. Her family thought the best solution would be to
send her to work as a domestic in the city of Sucre, whilst he remained in the
community with her family. After several years she returned to her community in 1971
to find out not only that Fernando, her stepbrother, has had children with his stepmother
(Rosario’s biological mother), but also that he is now sexually abusing his (biological)
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younger sister (who is also Rosario’s biological sister), Juana, aged sixteen. Fernando
currently lived with his first cousin, who he had three children with. No one in the
community had denounced what had happened to Rosario or her sister, although people
were talking about it, somehow condemning what was happening but not taking any
measure apart from mentioning it occasionally, which probably helped to release some
of the tension created within the community. Since Rosario had nothing to lose –she no
longer took an active part in the reciprocity networks of her community-, she decided to
report the case to the judicial authorities. In her first declaration, she states:

“(…) Now, the concrete case which has led to this lawsuit, is the fact that in
February of this year, sometime after carnival, when my little sister Agustina,
who was less than 16 years old, was to be found putting cattle out to pasture on
the hill, a silent place, the aforementioned Fernando Gómez had surprised her,
[he being] her brother by the same father, and when my sister tried to defend
herself as best she could, the said individual hit her ferociously, making her
whole body bleed, and in these conditions he had relations with her (his sister), a
dishonest abuse that afterwards caused her to flee terrified, leaving the hill, but
only after the criminal incident had taken place.

On being informed of this, my mother had run to the place finding the furious
perpetrator who wanted to make an attempt against her life. My mother, a
country woman, who was totally intimidated by everything that had happened,
and fearful of the threats of being carved up into quarters if she said or did
anything, remained silent about the incident. Being informed by strangers and
then by my own sister about this, I found out about this monstrous crime of
INCEST, that forms a repeated reoccurrence of these facts that I’ve told, facts
that have seen me forced to come from Camiri to begin this criminal lawsuit in
defence of my sister by my mother, named ANTONIA GOMEZ MORA, also in
defence of my mother and my home, and with that right I press charges, lending
both my voice and at the same time safety for my mother who, with the
guarantees that should be given to her, also has to come to support this lawsuit,
supporting my action in the arts. 420, 422, 424 and of article 14 of the CP. Cases
2, 3 and 9 and others in the cited body of laws, and I request the order of
commencement of the process and issuing of the orders of the law against the
unionised Fernando Gómez, [who is] in prison now for other crimes, most
certainly becoming party in a civil suit (…) Padilla, 30th June 1971. [Rosario’s
signature]LXV” (capital letters in the original text).

Witnesses are called. All of them confirm that they knew what was happening to
Rosario’s younger sister, but that they never saw it happening, only heard about the
event from others. Rosario went back to work in the city – she was not really part of the
community anymore –, without anyone in the community or Rosario’s family willing to
pursue the case. The investigation did stop for two years, after which, and considering
the medical certificate (that did not find any “traces of violence”, although it did find
the breaking of Antonia’s hymen), and Antonia’s mother’s declaration that she saw her
daughter bleeding after the events, Fernando was declared guilty and sentenced to ten
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years of imprisonment. Fernando appealed the sentence to the regional court in Sucre,
and was later declared innocent of the charges brought against him. The reason for this
final decision lay in two facts: the medical certificate did not find physical traces of
violence, and there was no direct witness to the events. Apparently for rape to exist in
the minds of the judges there had to be some sort of physical trace. Of course Antonia’s
account was not taken into account as sufficient proof of the crime. As there was no
prueba plena –full proof-, Fernando did not have to face any punishment and instead
returned to the community. Probably his relationship with his community fellows was
affected, but since the witnesses had been somehow persuaded to give their account in
the court, it was not difficult for the imperfect everyday harmony of life to be re-
established.

Few cases like this resulted in a sentence, even if, as in this case, there was a
later acquittal. In general, there was – and still is – some kind of arrangement between
the parties previous to the promulgation of the sentence. It seems as if the Judicial Court
was but a stage in the negotiations instead of a place where a sentence was sought by
the claimants. According to the two judges I interviewed and who had been working in
Padilla’s Court for many years, an arrangement was sometimes reached before the case
arrived at the Court; sometimes it was done in the Court itself or in a nearby café once
the case had been opened, with the assistance of the representatives of the state
(lawyers, prosecutors, judges, child protection officers), who would mediate between
the parts until they reached an agreement –they would of course ask for a percentage of
the goods that were given to the plaintiff.

Sometimes there was no negotiation, but only silence. Generally, it was a person
who had been part of the community, but was so no longer (because of migration,
marriage, etc.), who presented the denunciation. An outsider was not imbricated in
reciprocity relationships within the community and had nothing to lose when
challenging the male adult who exerted power as the (potential) head of a family, by
accusing him of incestuous rape or statutory rape. However, some sort of calculation
was always made by the potential (in legal terms) injured party – which did not include
children who were raped. Their position as partially outsiders gave them a different
perspective before deciding to talk with the state judicial authorities. So it was
sometimes another interest – and not the wellbeing of the survivor of sexual violence –
that was at stake, for instance an unfulfilled agreement or economic transaction, or an
unequal inheritance. Non material benefits were also pondered, such as one’s position
within the community. The possibility of a denunciation or a request to negotiate within
the community was measured against the economic but also the symbolic capital that
was at stake.

Take, for instance, another case that was brought to the Judicial Court in 1974
by Jesusa Alamos against her husband Serafino Ramos for the raping of Eva, their
thirteen year old daughter. She went to court to denounce her husband three years after
learning what he was doing to Eva. The first time she saw him raping Eva he said to her
“I am not doing anything” [yo no estoy haciendo nada], to which she did not reply
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anything for fear of his reaction. He was “not doing anything”, namely, he was doing
something that should not be named. However, Jesusa said in court:

“After some time had passed, my daughter became seriously ill [she was “ill”
from pregnancy]. My husband told me that it was just a blood swelling. So he
brought a healer called Laureano Villa from Tikucha. He came to cure her from
manantial [spring water sickness] because her genital parts were swollen (…) so
the healer told her, “it’s beautiful what’s happening,” [the healer was referring to]
him [her father] going around taking her through the countryside, since he took
her everywhere he went, be it to bring back animals or when he came here to the
town. He never left her. After she was cured from the swelling, my husband took
her to Lagunillas to have her observed [a medical check-up], because she was ill
[enferma, weak]. After returning, he said that she still had the blood swelling,
and that the doctor said to take her to Camiri [a bigger city with a specialised
hospital] in a monthLXVI.” (Judicial Archive of Padilla, 1974)

Although the Jampiri knew what was happening, he called it “spring sickness”,
rather than rape, since Eva’s father was not doing anything to her, and in order to re-
establish the flow of everyday living relations only the essential names should be
named, the infraction recalled, and positions of power reasserted.

Spring disease is produced when a person wanders about inhabited areas, where
she/he gets in touch with saqra forces, for example, the Pachamama and the rainbow
(which is said to impregnate women) (Aguiló, 1983: 190). Its effects are much stronger
on women, whose vaginas and ovaries swell and fill with the saqra water (Alves, 2008:
197). When women contract the spring disease, they can become pregnant through
contact with the encantos (charms) – the saqra forces that belong to past times/pre-
human times –, but when they give birth it is to pigs or snakes, if the impregnator was
the rainbow reflected on the spring waters, or to a toad if the impregnator was the spring
water itself (Ibid: 212-213). The new human-animal being dies very soon after its birth.
Forbidden reproduction makes humans into beings that are at risk of losing their
humanity through the very human acts they perform. Who is “strong” enough to resist
such a test? And the human-animal who is born is doomed to die because its life is the
proof of a terrible transgression. And so it was that Eva’s son died because, she said “I
did not have milk to feed it; it died out of hunger” (case notes). As Eva’s father’s
mother said in her declaration, it was a “damned creature”. She knew it very well
because she lived in the same community as Eva and her family, and knew of the
consequences of such a birth:

“Question: Tell us when you discovered that your son had sexual relations with
his own daughter.

Answer: I found out from information from Doña Juana Hortua two months
back. She told me that people were talking, that this was happening with Evita,
that it was thought that she had had his wawita [little baby] for her father. Don
Segundo Vargas also told me that he has an order to notify my son because the
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authorities now know that he lived with his daughter [vida maridable, as husband
and wife] and that he didn’t want to notify him so he wouldn’t call him bad
names and so as not to lose his friendship with my son.

Question: Do you have anything else to add?

Answer: Yes. When I found out that my granddaughter arrived from Camiri with
her daughter, I didn’t want to meet her, nor my great granddaughter because of
people’s rumours that that wawa is her father’s, that she [her granddaughter]
gave birth to a Qhencha Wawa. (…)”LXVII (Informative statement, 1974)

Whilst Eva’s baby was alive, Serafino made her stay in the house of his wife’s
mother in the city of Camiri. Eva returned to the community later, and there her baby
died. Her mother complained at the Court that, after the death of the quencha wawa,
Eva and her father had “continued leading a marital life, since he would take her
everywhere without respecting my will to give her orders, he would not admit it at all”.
Serafino even threatened his wife that he would kill her and leave with their daughter.
Jesusa was evidently afraid and helpless; she did not have much support from other
members of the community, it was not her community of origin, but her husband’s.
Under these conditions she would not dare to denounce her husband to the state judicial
authorities in town. The authorities in the community knew, everyone in the community
knew what was happening, but no one took action. Until one day when, during a party
Serafino and Jesusa were hosting for their fellow community members, Serafino started
openly touching Eva’s body in front of his guests. Jesusa protested and he hit her;
Jesusa had to run and hide in the bushes with the help of people from the community.
Apparently, that her husband sexually used his daughter was still bearable for Jesusa,
one can “live” a precarious life with that. What made the situation ultimately unbearable
for Jesusa and for her community fellows who only then and very subtly encouraged her
to inform the police, was something different: Jesusa’s position in the community as a
being that had become completely human thanks to her being married was threatened.
As a consequence, the articulation of relations between positions in the community –i.e.
reciprocity relations, distribution of economic and symbolic capital- was jeopardized:

“Recently, in the last days of carnival, we had a party at home, there were several
guests. My husband, without any respect for any of the guests, started to grope
her [Eva], grabbing her legs in front of all of them and lastly, wouldn’t let her
leave the room and he went in every so often. He suddenly started to hit me,
dragging me by the hand (…) If it hadn’t been for the intervention of those
attending, who assisted in my favour, he would have carried out his attempt to
kill me. Having gone to the hill to hide, the next day I left for my mother-in-
law’s house to tell her. Those invited to the party came to take me to the house
again on Tuesday of carnival. Afterwards, the union leader told me that my
husband (the night when Jesusa had to hide in the bushes) had gone into the room
where my daughter was and turned off the light and he stayed there with her for a
long time. Afterwards, he left again and continued seeing to the people who were
our guests. Because of this, I felt constantly mistreated and abused by my
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husband Serafino, (…) I told my brother who was in the city of Camiri what was
happening and within a few days he came with the police to catch my
husbandLXVIII.” (Statement, Jesusa Alamos, 1974) (Italics are mine).

The events became a judicial case from that moment. Now the language of
justice and its representatives can speak to us. The penal code had just recently been
reformed, with stiffer punishments for sexual abuse against “honest” women, and no
punishment for sexual violence against those women deemed to be “dishonest”.
Consent to unlawful sexual intercourse and the sexual past of the subjects involved,
independent of the age of the subject in question, was in practical terms the way judicial
authorities determined how honest a woman was. The use of the term mujer honesta –
honest woman– was legally valid only for women older than fourteen years old,
although still in practical terms the “honesty” of a woman under fourteen years old was
one of the objects of investigation. Eva was taken to the Police, where she was asked to
give her testimony, or rather to answer questions that were already channelling anything
she could say towards the main interest of the judicial authorities, namely, how honest
she was, and thence, if it proceeded, to pursue the case:

“Informative statement.

In Muyupampa, at the hour of 11.30 on the 6th March of 1974, Miss Eva Ramos
Alamos was present at the National Provincial Police department’s office in
order to present an informative statement and to partake in a questioning that
what was expressed in the following way:

Question: Present your personal information.

Answer: My name is Eva Alamos, less than sixteen years of age, native of xxx,
neighbour of xxx, employed in domestic labour.

Question: Tell us if you lived with your father Serafino Ramos as man and wife
(en forma maridable) and since when.

Answer: Effectively, I’ve lived with my father [in this way] for two years. This
misfortune took place in the month of April of 1972, this happened when we
were taking corn to Pedro Osinaga’s place in Yacunday. It was there that my
father abused me sexually and he abused me violently for the first time, without
showing compassion to the pleas that I cried out as his daughter. This was in the
countryside where, having occurred at night, I couldn’t turn to anyone to ask for
help. I said to him, “I’m going to tell my mother”, to which he replied that if I
did, he would kill me and my mother.

After what had happened, two weeks [later], when we were taking the donkeys to
the place in Itirimi, he abused me [abusó de mi persona] again for the second
time, telling me that I wouldn’t go without food or clothes. He also told me that
we would live in this way, hiding ourselves (así de ocultas vamos a vivir). So
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that’s what happened, he abused me when he wanted and in the moments that he
could, and every time that I told him that I was going to tell my mother, he
always responded saying that he would kill us both. Later I realised that I was
pregnant, resulting that my genital parts became unwell and they became really
swollen. My father went to get a healer called Laureano Villa to cure me of this
sickness. Showing the healer that it was only the effect of cepe [an ant bite]; at
that time I heard my father tell the healer to give me an abortion, but he refused
and [the healer said] that it was considered a crime (que eso se consideraba como
delito). The said healer went to cure me 3 times. Later when my parts were
already healed, time passed by and my pregnancy continued to develop. My
father took me to Lagunillas to a healer called Lazaro Mamani who gave me 20
pills for my illness. From there, we went back to our house and after twenty days
had passed, my dad took me to my grandmother’s house in Camiri and later they
took me to Doctor Arnold’s clinic where I gave birth to my child. Afterwards I
was in my grandmother, Celedonia Alamos’ house, staying there for six and a
half months. From there, my father took me to our house xxx [the community
where they lived], this happened at the end of the month of October. It turned out
that my little daughter was sick with a fever and after three days of sickness, she
died, the 14th November of last year. After the death of my little daughter, my
father started to abuse me again for three months, until the arrest of my father
Serafino Ramos when the days of carnival had passed.

Question: Tell us if you have anything else to add to the present statement.

Answer: I don’t have anything else to addLXIX.” (Informative statement, 1974)

The cepe is an ant, another medium through which one can be punished by
Pachamama for behaving badly, being lazy, not honouring or respecting her, and
distorting the order of things. The cepe is an ant that through its bite causes allergies,
fever, and swelling especially in the lower limbs, all signs of a specific kind of susto,
one produced by mother earth (Velasco, 2010: 209-210). Probably the jampiri gave Eva
two possible diagnoses, given the symptoms she presented, and treated her swellings
and admonished the entire family, maybe hoping that in that way Eva would be healed.
If Eva acquired the cepe, or the spring illness, it was because she had exercised her
sexuality in the “wrong” way – she is recognised in this instance as partially capable of
independent action, as if she were a full subject –, such moral assessment being based
on the consequences of “her” actions: she became pregnant. The same type of
assessment was exercised by the police authorities, although they were after a judicial
accusation. Still, in order to find a cause, for an illness, for a crime, a source, a
misdemeanour has to be found, and then, in one case a victim, in the other a criminal. In
one case a cure, and an admonition, in the other, a corrective punishment. In both, the
potential exile of the ill or of the guilty is contemplated.

By asking Eva if she was teniendo vida maridable –living like husband and
wife- with her father, she was indirectly being accused by the police authorities that
received her first declaration of exercising an illegitimate sexuality, not because she was
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having sexual intercourse with her father, but because she was having sexual intercourse
with an already married man, who happened to be her mother’s husband and her own
father, and she went so far as to have a child by that man. She was already said to be
consenting to that exchange –in order to have a married life one has somehow to
consent to it-, but from the beginning she could consent only to an illegitimate
relationship, hence a dishonest act, proper of a dishonest woman, whose purported
consent was only related to activities she should not be doing (an adulterous
relationship) if she was to be respected, even by the law. Following that line of thought
the father, with the help of his legal aid lawyer, called his witnesses to give testimony of
his moral conduct in the community and the purported promiscuity of Eva, once the
prosecutor decided that there were enough elements for an investigation to begin.
Although he accepted the charges of rape against his daughter, he remarked that Eva
had consented to his approaches, and that there was not any use of violence on his part:

“Investigatory declaration before the judge of the high court of the Province

(…)

Urged to tell the truth, and nothing but the truth, he said:

Judge: Present your personal information.

R: My name is Serafino Ramos, of legal age, married, farmer, native of Xxxx and
neighbour in Xxxx.

Judge: Tell us if you have knowledge of the person who, taking advantage of his
position as father, using intimidation or force, would have sexually abused the
minor Eva Ramos Alamos on various occasions, to the point of even making her
pregnant.

Accused: I am responsible for the pregnancy and therefore for the sexual rapes
with (sic) (las violaciones sexuales con mi hija menor Eva) my young daughter
Eva. I want to clarify that from the first sexual rape that took place two years ago,
there was consent on her part. Not having used force, or violence, only making
her offers and promises of clothes and better treatment. I should also make clear
that the first sexual encounter happened at night and in her bed (…) she didn’t
shout or show her opposition (…)LXX” (Investigatory statement, 1974).

According to this testimony, rape and consent can coexist. What seems more
probable is that Serafino’s declaration was being transcribed and at the same translated
into the language of the law by a member of staff of the Judicial Court, who had to
make plausible as a criminal act a series of actions that were not defined in those terms
by the subjects who were brought to the Court. I am not suggesting that Eva did not
experience her father’s actions as violent, but that rape (violación) was not the name she
gave to it, nor her mother or the community. As Serafino said at the beginning, it was
not-anything. There were different ways of naming such events, married life between
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father and daughter, rape, dishonest abuse, consented rape, Qhencha, spring disease,
cepe, susto. All of those categories were susceptible to converge at the same time,
although used differently (with particular expected outcomes). The differences between
them could become visible when they met, without such contradictions preventing
those different dimensions from coming together. It was in fact the diversity of
possibilities to express what was taking place, since Eva and her father first had sexual
intercourse, that turned such not-anythingness into possibilities of exercise of power by
different actors over a series of events and relations. Therefore, rather than separating
such acts from the dynamics of sociability, the not-anythingness, when named in other
ways, becomes part of them, blurring the edges of sociability. Among their effects, we
have one that is very important for the functioning of social life: women come into
existence, their bodies susceptible to marking and appropriation by others, including the
judicial system authorities.

And so it was that Eva’s body was to be appropriated. She was asked several
times by the judicial authorities during the trial whether or not she had consented to
have sexual intercourse with her father, whether he had forced her, what she had done
with the baby she gave birth to, if her father was the first man she had had sexual
intercourse with. Members of the community were called as witnesses and asked about
Eva’s sexual conduct, in order to corroborate what Eva’s father held as a truth in the
Judicial Court of Padilla: that Eva was a free woman who did not obey him or her
mother, who made use of her body as it pleased her and had sexual intercourse, not only
with the father, but with the entire community. All the witnesses gave their testimony in
support of Serafino, and probably of themselves as a community, accusing Eva of not
only having sexual intercourse with other men but also of making profit with it in
association with her mother’s sister, who sold alcoholic drinks in the area. Since
Serafino had already accepted the charges at the beginning of the investigation, his
energies were devoted to getting as soft a sentence as he could. For this, he argued, and
successfully convinced the judge, that his supposed daughter was not his but that his
wife had become pregnant whilst partying with other men, whilst he was away working
in another region.

It is not stated in the documents what Jesusa’s reaction was, but we can assume
that since Eva’s sexual conduct was socially reproved, her mother’s sexual conduct was
also going to be a matter of investigation and suspicion, as she was expected to be the
example that Eva followed. Serafino was still punished with the stiffest sentence (eight
years in prison and the same time of exile, and also a monetary compensation for Eva),
since the valid law at the moment the crime was committed for the first time (the penal
code of 1834) stated that any sexually violent act committed by a person who was in
charge of the education, guardianship, assistance or care of the “offended party” would
be heavily punished. However, had Eva been older than fourteen years old when the
events first took place, probably her father would have been absolved, because Eva
would not have been legally regarded as an honest woman according to the testimonies
provided by the witnesses and the incriminated party. Being younger than fourteen
years old meant that in legal terms she had an unquestionable asset (her honour), it
made it possible for that asset/property to be stolen/diminished, and as a consequence,
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and according to the penal code of 1834LXXI, she could be paid (compensated) for
something that she, or her parents, would anyway have negotiated when she reached a
marriageable age. The Judicial Court imparted justice, reproductive and sexual labour
being something with a price that had to be paid for – and no one is going to ignore the
law!

When the penal code was first promulgated in 1834, the punishments were
intended to be exemplary and intimidating. However, at the time when Eva and
Serafino’s case was brought to the Judicial Court (1972), the country was under the rule
of a dictator, who had just declared a new penal code that revived the capital
punishment. In this situation, eight years in prison constituted a minor sentence, which
is probably the reason why it did not take long for the judge to make a decision on the
case.

3.2 Justice concerning peasant and indigenous peoples

When translating into the language of the law what was uttered in the language
of everyday life by the people called to give their testimony in a judicial case, there was
also a translation from the local to the national legal language. In the national language
of the law, peasants and indigenous peoples were portrayed as populations in need of
reformation to enable the construction of the modern nation state. The top of the social
hierarchy has been occupied by white/mestizo upper class men, whilst the bottom has
been adjudicated to indigenous and peasant girls. Indigenous and peasant men were also
placed at the bottom, although indigenous and peasant women and girls were regarded
as inferior to them. Such a hierarchy made it possible for peasant men who raped their
daughters to argue that they did not know that what they did was wrong in the eyes of
the law. It was not an isolated instance, rather a generality in the defence arguments
used in this type of case. It was a movement prompted by the lawyers, who would write
letters of petition to the judges in the name of their clients, using a legal jargon to which
the accused parties did not have access, since many of them did not know how to read
or write. In one of those letters we find:

“Judge of the High Court

Taking on the defense and presenting – Addendum.

Francisco Paredes, imprisoned in the public jail, in the case presented by
Celedonia Villagomez, appearing before your honour with the utmost respect I
declare:

In my statement, I have confessed to the crime of which I am ashamed and which
I regret, without being able to correct the evil. However, your authority will
understand that in my condition as an illiterate peasant, lost in the greatest moral
ignorance, deprived even of conscious judgement, due to being brought up as a
little animal and living in the greatest moral and economic abandonment; these
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negative aspects that the very same law considers reduce my degree of guilt and
as such the punishment or sentence.

The case of my extreme of poverty meant that we had to sleep in only one bed,
on top of each other like little gregarious animals, governed only by our instincts,
without the slightest notion of certain social norms that rule social customs. Just
as you see, I’m a sort of a prehuman that has not reached and will not ever reach
the lowest level of culture.

Given what I have stated, I ask your honour that if on one occasion you are to
apply the minimum [punishment] that the law imposes, may it be now.

It would be justice.

Addendum- Provided from the public jail of Padilla.

Padilla, 12th June of 1985.

[Signed by the defence, the accused’s signature]LXXII”.

Francisco had been accused of raping his fifteen-year old daughter. Again, it
was not his wife who made the complaint to the authorities, but a woman who happened
to be renting them a room in the town where they were living temporarily (it was and
still is common in the area around Padilla for people to migrate temporarily from rural
areas to nearby towns in search of work, or to send their children to school). He had
initially accepted the charges, probably prompted by the fear of receiving a stiffer
punishment if he failed to confess, or perhaps because he did not know how criminal his
acts were in the eyes of the national justice system, although he must have known to
some extent since he threatened his wife and daughter in order to prevent them from
denouncing him to the judicial authorities. He must have known that such rhetoric was
designed by his lawyer to secure minimum punishment. Still, he sought to be protected
by the law under two legal categories: unimputability and inculpability. In order to
make use of these resources, he had to talk in the language of the law, a language that
was also the language of the national ideology of the elites in the country133. Under this
language, a person was not culpable of a crime if he/she ignored that his/her act was
illegal, or could be deemed mentally unable to understand (unimputability), thereby to
be inculpated of a crime if she/he was either “mentally ill”, “an Indian from the jungle
who has not had any contact with civilization”, or “intoxicated with alcohol or drugs”
(Penal Code, 1972, arts. 16-17). As Francisco and his lawyer very well knew, Francisco
had to present himself as a precarious human being in need of reformation and

133 For an extensive analysis of “ventriloquism” as an strategy of representation in the Andes,
see Guerrero, 2000.
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enlightenment, but at the same time recognising that under the order of things in the
national ideology, he occupied the place of something/someone “prehuman”, in the
sense that he was an example of the “viciousness”, “weakness” and “ignorance” that the
social and cultural elites in the country attributed in 1985 to peasants and indigenous
populations in Bolivia. Although in the case of Francisco we cannot know the effects
his plea might have had, since he escaped from jail (probably to absent himself for a
short time before returning again to his community), in several cases the argument of
inculpability, and total or partial unimputability, is taken into account by the judges
when emitting the verdict.

To what extent was such an exception in fact recognising a right, or affirming a
hierarchy? Such judgments, based on some sort of evolutionary perception, were still
used, as can be seen in the verdict of an investigation for the raping of a fourteen year
old girl by her father in the community of Ovejeros in 2001. Her father, it seems, did
not conceal that he raped her, but emphatically denied that the baby his daughter gave
birth to nine months after was his:

“(…) As a result of the analysis of the evidence provided, the following
conclusions have been reached:

1. For the very nature of the crime, in which, as in the majority of cases, there are
no supporting elements of great significance (…) Fernando Garcia, father of the
minor Rita Garcia, on the 27th May of 2000, during the night and in an inebriated
state, although not to the extent that he was unconscious of his acts or of the
seriousness of the criminal behaviour he showed at that moment, and taking
advantage of the minor’s mother’s absence, carried out (consumió/consumed [sic;
for consumó-committed]) the said abuse. And just as the minor laid out the facts
in her statement, so she also told the social worker.

2. That Fernando Garcia in his investigatory statement on the 11th April of 2001,
does not deny having sustained sexual relations with his own daughter, that is to
say, he abused his own daughter134. However, he denies paternity of the daughter
conceived by Rita Garcia, as according to him the dates don’t coincide with the
birth (…) To top it all, he states that his daughter had been abused by two young
men, or there is the version that his daughter Rita is a liar, without considering
that apart from the damage endured through sexual aggression, the belittling
statements from her own father could dañar aún más la frágil psiquis [further
damage the fragile psyche] of the minor Rita in his [Fernando’s] desire to be free
of guilt for the crime of rape (…)

134 “that is to say” it was necessary to clarify, to make evident (for maybe it was not part of the
common sense of those who would hear of the case), that having sex with one’s fourteen year
old daughter through violence and manipulation is “sexual abuse”.
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3. (…) The minor Rita Garcia was victim of the crime of rape, foretold and
sanctioned by article 308 in the first paragraph (…) The conduct of Fernando
Garcia on 27th May of 2000 in the community of Ovejeros is consistent with the
legal description quoted before, this was carried out through penetration [of the
masculine sexual body parts] or another object into the vaginal organs, drawing
on the intimidation that he showed in his role as parent. In this case, he did
commit [the rape], proof of this is the life formed as a product of the rape
committed by the accused (…)

4. It is necessary to analyse the personality of the accused Fernando Garcia, to
impose an appropriate sentence for the crime committed. That is to say that the
accused is an illiterate peasant dedicated to agriculture, with which he maintains
his family, and without education. Before the present penal process, he does not
have any previous record and supposedly he does not have a morally
reprehensible conduct in the familial or communal area. The aforementioned
will be taken into account at the moment of imposing the sentence on the
defendant Fernando Garcia (…) he is declared guilty of the crime of aggravated
rape, condemning him to endure a sentence of five years, increased by five more
years due to his own aggravation, in addition to having to pay costs to the State
and to the civil part (…)LXXIII”. (Final sentence, rape case, Judicial Court of
Padilla, 2001) (Italics are mine)

As was shown in the previous chapter, now demonstrated again through
Fernando’s eagerness to deny paternity of his daughter’s child, what constitutes the
major prohibition are not “sexual” contacts among certain kin members, but the
reproductive consequences of such acts. What did the law protect, the rights of women,
those of men, the nation, social cohesion? Before 1997 unimputability was a tool which
had the effect of separating categories of beings, the savage and the civilised (Amry,
2006: 86; Chivi Vargas, 2012: 338-339), so that certain forms of violence – including
sexual violence – were allowed to happen by law as a precondition for such a binary
division to exist, implying the need to control the “savages”. Nowadays, however, the
exception to the law is one of the conditions under which “community (local) cohesion”
can be maintained, a very important discourse in times of collective rights, gender
complementarity and other banners of the so-called New Bolivian Socialism of the XXI
century. One can imagine what kind of collective articulation can be obtained by
isolating sexual violence from the realm of the collective and leaving it as a private
matter, in a very liberal style, whereby what happens to women’s bodies does not
concern the community much, as long as, to paraphrase the judge who emitted the
verdict on the abovementioned case, the man in question demonstrates an
irreproachable conduct at the community and familiar level. Under this scheme, it
would appear that as long as a man provides food and authority for his family, he can
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rape anyone under his domain and expect a lesser punishment135. Nowadays, in times of
women’s rights, the effects of sexual violence are “located” [politically] mostly in the
psyches of the women who survive it, as a “trauma”. Their local communities are
allowed to live in collective peace. Hence any undesirable effect of sexual violence is
safely confined in the heads of women; they can keep the dirt, because in the end, they
are deemed to be inherently polluted, inherently “sacred”, as we saw in the previous
chapter.

*****

Legal discourses have received a new influx in Bolivia during the last twenty
years. Medical discourses have entered the legal arena since the modification of the
penal code in 1999, which was aimed at recognising women’s rights. The medical view
is now regarded as essential in matters related to violence against women. Doctors and
psychologists are called to give specialised opinions on the veracity of testimonies, also
on the effects that certain acts now called “sexual violence” (before called “dishonest
abuse”) could have on those legally and temporarily – or until the justice system says so
– called victims, in order to evaluate the potential “damages” that a potentially criminal
act can cause on those legally called “victims”. Medical discourses have permeated the
judicial system so strongly that even legal authorities have started using them. Even the
voices of citizens now have to pass through medical language to become plausible in a
judicial process.

According to this language, it is impossible for women who have survived
sexual violence to exert any form of sexuality, after the events under investigation, that
is not pathological. It is in this line that Carmen, a girl whose stepfather was accused in
2001 of continually raping her since she was nine years old until she was fourteen,
testified in the Judicial Court of Padilla, months after having returned from the city of
La Paz, where a representative of the state institution in charge of protecting children’s
rights (ONAMFA136) had sent her to “work” as a domestic (a common option in such
cases), after being informed of what Carmen was experiencing:

“The representative of ONAMFA sent me to the city of La Paz with my mother’s
consent, because she found out from the reports of people that I was abused in a
sexual way by my stepfather and I was badly treated by my mother and
stepfather, that’s why ONAMFA sent me to La Paz to work in Mrs Marielita
Cuellar Silva’s house. When I returned from La Paz, my stepfather didn’t

135 Fernando, for example, could have been sentenced to twenty five years in jail, but only
received a ten-year sentence once his “personality” and his role in his community were
evaluated by the judge.
136 ONAMFA, National Organization for Children, Women and the Family (Organismo
Nacional del Menor, Mujer y Familia)
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propose anything [sexual] to me but I struggle with psychological traumas due
to the amount of aggression I have suffered. I should also state that I was
victim of rape by Andrés Serrano who raped me many times with force, taking
advantage of my innocence as the little girl that I still was. Now that I have
come back to La Paz, I can hardly realise the magnitude of the crime of which I
have been a victim, I am totally disappointed with my life, morally I feel very
bad, I lost my virginity at the age of nine years old and I know that this is
irreparable for my person, I don’t have any affection for anything, with my
disappointment I’ve started to have sexual relations with a lot of young men
without caring who they are, it’s the same for me doing it with one or
another as if wanting to destroy my life, even worse is when I see my
stepfather thanks to whom I am pregnant, I feel very angry and my head hurts, I
was [had sexual intercourse] with the following people: José Moscoso, Fernando
Herrera, Marvin, Jhonny, Juan Carlos, these happened on several occasions but I
don’t know which of them will be the father of the child I am expecting, only
Juan Carlos used a gondom (sic) [condom], the others didn’t, I am one month and
a half pregnant, in La Paz I fell in love for the first time with Orlando, for which I
suffer but I don’t have the strength to change my attitude, I think I am confused
and lost, I see Orlando’s face in everyone else’s, I cry out to God for myself but
I can’t pray because I only get halfway, I knew how to pray but now I can’t finish
one prayerLXXIV”. (Informative statement, Public Prosecutor’s Office Judicial
Court of Padilla, 2001) (Emphasis in bold is mine).

To become a valid element in the judicial investigation under the current
relevant terms, Carmen’s testimony was transformed into a narrative that combined
both medical categories and those of the local authorities, the latter of which reflected
the predominant local stereotypes concerning women’s sexualities. Medical categories
were not previously available to Carmen (she had only attended some years of primary
school), but rather imposed on her in the creation of the transcribed document. She was
probably asked different questions, and on the basis of her answers the lawyers in
charge of transcribing her words produced the written version of her declaration. She is
said to have declared that she is “psychologically traumatised”, a rather open statement
with direct implications in the production of response strategies, directed to her as the
“victim”. What she is expected to receive from the state authorities (psychological
therapies and probably psychiatric medication- is already hinted at in the document):
when “she” describes how “lost” and “confused” she feels “she” is, so lost and confused
that she started to have sex “with many men”, “destroying” in this way her life, process
that “she” says started once upon a time, when she was “still a girl”. She “was” a girl in
the sense that she was still a “virgin”, for after that, even although legally she is still a
child, socially she lost any trace of girlhood and entered the realm of adulthood.
Something that we cannot grasp was “lost” – something irrecuperable [irrecoverable] is
said in her declaration. Now she enters adulthood (for she is not a girl anymore), a
pathological, twisted adulthood (from the medical point of view), which will probably
need to be amended, or at least controlled via medication and psychological therapy. In
real terms, as happened in many other cases, her stepfather ran away along with his wife
and children in order to appease rumours in town and avoid the judicial investigation.
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He possibly returned some months later, while, according to the files, Carmen found a
job in Argentina – or maybe someone in the Court found it for her. The second option
was probably to find her a place in the psychiatric hospital, where no doubt she forgot
that she was “destroying” her life; or maybe even in Argentina the stigma attached to
her whole body, thanks to the medical discourse that travelled with her. Maybe in
Argentina she remembered how to pray now that she had been told – or did she say it
herself? – that by praying sinners can be forgiven.

4. Final remarks

As we have seen throughout this chapter, a variable definition of the legal terms
under which certain sexual relationships among certain relatives are criminalised has
been deployed since colonial times in Bolivia. Such formal definitions are not exactly
the same as the ones used in rural communities, nor are they the same as the discourses
performed in the rooms of the judicial court. Since precolonial times and until the last
decade of the twentieth century, sexual relationships – defined mainly as vaginal
penetration with a penis – between consanguineal or affinal close kin constituted a
crime: in precolonial times committed by both members of the relationship, and since
colonial times by whoever is deemed to have manipulated or forced the other (we are
talking only about intergenerational incest of the type described in this research). For
according to the law, there always has to be manipulation or force. Once a discourse of
human rights with liberal tones has permeated the law on the matter in the last decade of
the twentieth century (widening the range of what can be defined as “sexual”), what was
a crime against honour and good customs – against precious goods collectively traded –
became a crime against individuals, and specifically against their sexual freedom.
Precisely because it became a crime against individuals, the effects of such a crime,
thanks to the legitimising support of medical discourses, is now safely enclosed in the
brains of those who legally called “victims”.

Still, as before, the court room is not the transparent reflection of the law, but
rather a stage of negotiation in which not only local perceptions hold a conversation
with legal procedures, but also where community relations have the possibility of being
reassembled by the intermediation of a third party: the judicial authorities. This
movement does not leave state legal procedures unscathed, but transforms them in the
very act of performing the law, which was vague enough to allow such moves to occur.
As an instance of negotiation, judicial courts have not stopped non-state legal
procedures of conflict resolution from developing, but have rather been absorbed by
them. A woman can be Quencha and a victim at the same time, which is to say that a
woman137 can be a responsible subject and a silent object in a legally and morally

137 Further research should be carried out on the topic of unlawful and accursed sexual
relationships among kin members with the participation of adult women and underage boys. I
did not find any case in the Judicial Court of Padilla that fulfilled those characteristics.
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sanctioned “sexual” relationship, for such fluctuations are necessary for the dialogue to
exist.

To reach the judicial court, morally disapproved sexual contacts between kin
first had to pass through community instances; first of all they had to “become real” –
find a place in the organization of reality- through the use of language. In this instance
women are mostly stigmatised, accused of being provocateurs or silenced through the
already everyday exercise of violence inflicted by family authorities (Crespo, 2010: 60).
What is prioritised becomes visible in the deployment of categories, also in the
deployment of silence. Power relations are reshaped once again as happens every day,
and then, eventually, what is – possibly – a “curse” (Qhencha) becomes a crime. But it
can also remain as a curse even as it becomes a crime. New negotiations of reality, new
actors and uses of language will be included. If a permanent feature is to be identified
throughout all these transactions, between community justice and state justice, it is not
the use of the category “incest”, but the formation of precarious moral and legal
subjects: women.
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CHAPTER VI. Conclusions

Porque yo no estoy amargado, ni estoy escéptico, a pesar de los casi seis meses que tengo
de fatiga por falta de sueño, por una tensión incesante que, en lugar de amainar, yo mismo

atizo como una especie de esos condenados de los cuentos de Valle del Mantaro. Pero si
atizo el autoinfierno y abro al mismo tiempo una boca para que la llamarada salga, la

condena tendrá efectos iluminadores.

Las cartas de Arguedas, 13th of March, 1967138

1. Incest and its universality

Levi-Strauss’ incest theory is still dominant in social anthropology, at
least if judged in relation to the publications written about it by social anthropologists
(Héritier, 1999; Viveiros de Castro, 1992). Less popular among social anthropologists,
but very common among evolutionary anthropologists, is Westermarck’s explanation of
the innate tendency to avoid inbreeding as a consequence of early incestuous
association (Wolf, & Durham, 2005). With the aim of universalising his hypothesis,
Levi-Strauss defined incest as “marriage between close relatives”, whose prohibition
“may vary in its field of application according to what each group defines as a close
relative, but, sanctioned by no doubt variable penalties ranging from immediate
execution of the guilty parties to widespread reprobation, sometimes merely ridicule,
this prohibition is nevertheless to be found in all social groups” (1969: 9). In the
beginning of society (and for its sake), Levi-Strauss said, the great incest prohibition
made its appearance. Other authors have disputed this hypothesis by arguing that what
really inaugurated the “social” as opposed to “nature” was the rule of normative
heterosexuality, namely, the establishment of the prescribed social division of the sexes,
which preceded the rule of exchange of women (Rubin, 1998; Butler and Rubin 1994;
Butler 1999).

In both cases, disorder – or no order – was thought to exist previous to the
emergence of the “social”, which marked the movement from chaos to a world of rules
and organization. Incest would be, in both theories, either pre-social or social only in the
sense that it would not necessarily be the primary condition of possibility of the social,
which would be the compulsory heterosexuality that allowed for the exchange of
women. Still, incest is generally thought as belonging to the world of prohibitions and
sanctions, and to exist in societies only in those terms. Yet I hope I have demonstrated,
or at least put into question throughout these pages, that any postulation that assumes

138 Letter sent by Jose María Arguedas to John Murra. See Arguedas, Murra & López-Baralt,
1996.
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that the political economy of sexual exchanges is based on prohibitions, and that its
contrary is but a sign of anomy or pre/anti-sociality, is profoundly mistaken.

That “the prohibition of incest is (…) the rule obliging the mother, sister or
daughter to be given to others” (Levi-Strauss, 1969: 481), seems to be a very simple
statement that could not render comprehensible the complexity of the discourses
presented in this piece of research. This is mainly for two reasons, one having to do
with the validity of universal categories and the other with the validity of universal
rules. Regarding the first aspect, the validity of universal categories, I propose to
consider incest more as a category which is “good to think with”139, a “necessary evil”,
useful inasmuch as it allows for a dialogue between realities captured and talked about
through the voice of the anthropologist. Incest is no more universally real than is love,
truth, pleasure, evil, woman, man, human. The problem of such categories is that they
are too often used as if everyone knew what is being talked about (Schneider, 1976:
161). More research is needed precisely to break with the tendency to use categories
such as incest as ends rather than as methodological departure points. Any
encompassing or universalizing category falls short of explaining all the complexities of
the political economy of sexual exchanges; however, the tendency is to place such
categories as the goal of the intellectual enterprise, that is to say that the tendency in
academic production is to try to demonstrate the universality of categories that are
supposedly created to help us understand diverse realities.

Secondly, regarding the validity of universal rules, by insisting that incest
belongs to culture inasmuch as it is prohibited, as opposed to a state of disorder or non-
prohibition, is to establish dichotomies that serve to answer a question that seems to be
fundamental to anthropology but has also been proven to be useful to the subordination
of women: what does it mean to be human? This question may be answered in different
ways according to what the interpretation of incest is; whether it is considered that
inbreeding is a “natural instinct” that culture attempts to control by giving it a name –
incest-, or a prohibition which is the translation of a rule of nature. In any case, by
stating the existence of rules regarding the political economy of sexual exchanges,
something, or someone, is going to be placed close to an ideal definition of
culture/human, whilst others will be located as the outside of sociality, namely the anti-
human, the anti-social, or the primitive, the savage. Maybe, if there is any feature that
defines what it means to be human, it is the desire to establish such divisions (LaCapra,
2009: 158), with failure after failure. Anthropology is not alien to such an enterprise,
but we err if we assume that we can make general statements on this matter by listening
only to the voices of those in power, or by filling voids – made of silence that the
ethnographer does not listen to – by stating that incest either never happens or that it is
simply considered abhorrent (Gow, 1991; Viveros de Castro, 1992)

139 Levi-Strauss, 1963: 69.
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Some authors have gone in the opposite direction by focusing on the political
effects that any project that defines the realm of humanity has on those to which such
definitions apply. In this vein, Agamben has created a new category, the open, which
would account for a zone of indistinction between human and animal, where the
separation between body and soul, nature and supernatural, natural and social would
disappear, or to be more accurate, where these artificial separations –the
“anthropological machine”140- would be recognised as such (Agamben, 2004; LaCapra,
2009). The open is the space for mere or naked life, but this time not limited by any
normative order. This change, Agamben states, is essential insofar as by means of these
divisions “within man, has man been separated from non-man, and the animal from the
human” (2004: 16). For if, as many have said, what differentiates humans from animals
is the use of language, “the speaking man places his own muteness outside of himself,
as already and not yet human”, and also, the speaking man who determines what it
means to speak and how it should be done excludes those who do not fulfil such
conditions – of a specific rationality, a structure, its temporal appropriateness.

This posthuman vision has been criticised by LaCapra, who has qualified it as
“empty utopian aspiration” (2009: 168). Agamben’s view, LaCapra states, responds to a
transhistorical trauma – the incomprehensibility of historical events such as Auschwitz
–, whereby a quasi-transcendental vision of reality, almost nihilistic, has been the post-
traumatic effect, and “may well induce an evasion of specific historical, social and
political problems” (Ibid: 170). LaCapra rejects such unity because it blurs many
separations and encounters between humans and other animals that the response to a
megadivide prompted by a foundational trauma cannot account for. LaCapra instead
suggests rather accounting for those divisions, for they are real in the sense that they are
historical, and not all of them can be explained or eliminated using the same theoretical
framework. He suggests returning to Agamben’s pre-apocalyptic position (the analysis
of the anthropological machine), according to which “the human and the animal are
always on an undecidable threshold with respect to one another, a threshold that is being
continually contested and negotiated” (2009: 173).

It is from this point of departure that this thesis has been written. No aspect of
the administration of sexual exchanges and physical reproduction, as well as of the
dynamics of ethnicity and class, which form the main axis of this work, is foreign to a
process of negotiation between changing discourses on humanity and animality –
natural and supernatural, physical and social, genetic and cultural. Qhencha as much as
schizophrenia is, in the contexts presented in previous chapters, a cornerstone of wider
discourses on ethnicity, class and gender and not restricted to psychiatry or

140 “Insofar as the production of man through the opposition man/animal, human/inhuman, is at
stake here, the machine necessarily functions by means of an exclusion (which is also always
already a capturing) and an inclusion (which is also always already an exclusion).” (Agamben,
2004: 37)
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Quechua/Aymara medicine. Individuals who are categorised as Qhencha, as
schizophrenic, as mentally retarded, or as asustada, are placed in a zone of indistinction
that includes them in the realm of humanity by conditioning such belonging to a
precarious bond, whose existence/recognition depends on the almost certain
impossibility of obeying rules that are made to exclude them from the beginning.

It is by means of such threats to exclude these women that many other beings are
able to exercise citizen and human rights. Thanks to the existence of a psychiatric
hospital where men who have been judicially accused of rape and deemed unimputable
for mental reasons are locked up, some women can walk “safely” on the streets (until
someone proves the contrary, maybe at home), whilst other women, those who are
called “the thing”, the “sheer shell” of humanity141 can be raped, because, according to
many members of staff, they do not “know” what to be raped means142. Outside the
“idyllic space” of the psychiatric hospital, a no less promising landscape awaits those
women who have been sexually abused by their relatives, while those who remain
inside the hospital are “schizophrenics” or “mentally retarded”. Whilst inside the
hospital schizophrenia, mental retardation, among other terms, “empties” these women
of their humanity – in different degrees according to the gravity of their “illness” –, in
their communities they are deemed to have an inhuman excess (whilst their human soul
has left their bodies), for evil inhabits them: they are Qhencha.

What within communities is constitutive of an excess of a specific vital energy
(called the devil), namely the inhabitation of the body of a sexually abused woman by
non-human beings who are dangerous to women, is not the same as what constitutes,
now in the context of the psychiatric hospital, the hollowness of being (of an organism
that does still function) that sets up the base of the explanation given by psychiatrists to
the diagnosis they have given to the same women. However, those two poles in a
continuum are essential to the form in which humanness is defined in each context, and,
in this sense, are linked inasmuch as both determine the lack of access to “human”
rights. They both translate into the reproduction of violence.

2. Psychiatric institution

Although I do not want to suggest that the category of “raw material” that
Agamben uses to designate the dispossession that some beings suffer through processes
of dehumanization is plainly applicable to the contexts studied in my research, I think
that some of its theoretical implications may be pertinent. It would not be accurate to
suggest that, in general, female inmates inside the Chronic Unit of the INPGP, as well
as Qhencha women within their communities, are dispossessed of any trace of humanity
and treated as raw material, but rather that their social existence as humans is

141 See chapters II and III
142 Ibid
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precarious and constantly besieged by the threat of being reduced to that status, with the
consequence that their lives can be manipulated and even terminated by those assuming
themselves as complete human beings. This is why, in some way, there is the parallel
discourse according to which, after a certain threshold is passed –when inmates receive
electroshock therapy, or when they are heavily medicated, manacled and still their vital
signs monitored and cared for-, such limitations -and the answer to the question “why
do not they kill these inmates if they are not deemed human beings?” - lies in the fact
that any “limitations are seen as unilateral gifts or (perhaps character building)
normative impositions that humans undertake on their own virtuous, creative, or
performative initiative, functioning as more or less gratuitous signs of human good will,
uniqueness, or superiority” (LaCapra, 2009: 160).

That is what best would define the Christian compassion sometimes professed
by members of staff in the psychiatric hospital as well as by community members in the
places of origin of these women. Any wrong done to these women is seen partially as a
way to protect the “shell” of what could be or could have been a human being, for it was
created by a sacred being, i.e. God. As has been shown in this research, power
relationships are varied and with them the hierarchies and places individuals occupy
according to the relation they are involved in. From excess to scarcity, from
dangerousness to vulnerability, from Eve “the first sinner” to the Virgin Mary, beings
are brought to symbolic and material life (or to death).

Still, I think, there remains the question of the extent to which life can be
liveable for an individual when treated –totally or to a great extent- as raw material; and
without the possibility of escaping such treatment. This is a question for the pertinence
of a universal definition of humanness, but also for what a liveable life means. How
many will remain outside any definition? Even recognising what anthropology has
stated for a long time –that sociality becomes possible through processes of
humanization/humanization of the self and dehumanization/humanization of the other–,
we cannot ignore what the effects of such classificatory processes have on the life of
those categorised as infrahuman beings. Anthropology cannot be blind to a moral
responsibility that has nothing to do with the objectivity/subjectivity dichotomy –and its
companion cultural relativism-, but with the recognition that anthropology is itself a
force field (Robins & Scheper-Hughes, 1996: 344; Scheper-Hughes, 1995) in which
certain discourses –such as a supposedly all-pervasive “agency”- legitimise certain
power discourses with dramatic effects on peoples’ lives by aestheticizing them. It is in
this way that many horrors of violence are minimised and denied (Ibid: 417). There has
been surprisingly little discussion in the anthropological literature of the last twenty
years of the relation between incest and sexual violence, or between sexual violence and
medicalization in psychiatric settings. It seemed as if they happened separately, or at
least, as if it was always possible to explain one in the absence of the other.

This is why I would call for what Nancy Scheper-Hughes called
“anthropologists as witnesses” in opposition to “anthropologists as spectators”, for the
first are accountable to history, whilst the second only to science (Ibid: 419). For
although Victoria had her own views on how psychiatrists embodied “Evil” –a sign of
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their not-being-humans-, it was finally the psychiatrists, as well as the male authorities
in her community, who had more power over her life than she herself. Her claim to be
the Third Eve helps us to understand the impossible yet real position many women are
in when the possibility of freely deciding on their bodies, their pleasures, their
reproductive capacities, is jeopardised. Life is still possible, but so precarious that dying
becomes the dreamland for many like Victoria. Still, in a biopolitical era, she is stripped
of the capacity to decide on her own life, for she, who certainly knows herself as a
human being, would prefer most of the time to put an end to an unbearable existence,
yet one which is still possible, for she still has a place in the “cosmovision” of her
community as a soul-less being, and as a pathological being in the psychiatric hospital.

2.1. Situated knowledge

Having primarily and secondarily witnessed the events presented in this research
(LaCapra, 1999: 699), I came to develop a moral stance that shaped the way in which
the data was interpreted. As I have already stated, I share Basaglia’s idea of psychiatric
institutions as spaces developed for the complete annihilation of individuality, where
liberty is completely lost (1964), namely, places for the institutionalization of mental
patients. As such, “[t]he destruction of the ‘looney bin’ is a fact that is, at least, urgently
necessary if not plainly obvious” (Ibid: 2). But closing psychiatric institutions would
not solve the problem of how gender, ethnic and class hierarchies are deployed to
subordinate certain individuals, not would it instantly relief those suffer stigmatization
from society when labelled as mentally ill. A more drastic change has to occur, which
would foreclose the need to isolate certain individuals in a mental institution, For the
main aspect that people who are hospitalised in Bolivia’s National Psychiatric Hospital
share is not an organic illness, but the fact that they are deemed to be socially
disposable. In this sense, the necessary work to change the current state of things has to
take different forms, as varied as are the dimensions presented in this text.

My opinion is that a first step could be the creation of therapeutic communities
located within the region of origin of those who would otherwise be locked in a
centralised psychiatric institution. As community belonging is so important for
indigenous and peasant people in Bolivia, that is the very thing that should first be
respected and promoted. A dialogue should be started between community
organizations, mental health policy makers, families, individuals and academics on what
are the needs to be solved and how dignified treatment could be offered for those who
need it. The voice of individuals deemed to have a psychopathological problem should
be heard first and foremost. The role of traditional healers in the segregation of women
could be closely examined, as would be the interpretations, categories and treatments
relevant to women within indigenous and peasant communities and state-run medical
institutions. A process of this kind would not be devoid of conflict, as its aim would not
be to ignore social contradictions but to work on and within them. But how exactly it
could be done is beyond the scope of this research. What this research does is to open a
“boca para que la llamarada salga”.
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3. Third person

The fact that humanness and the qualities of beings are defined through the
creation and reproduction of ideas about otherness -what some call “perspectivism”-
cannot be the justification for a relativist view on the exercise of “violence” (another
“relative” category). This relativist viewpoint is reflected in the way many
anthropologists write about the political economy of sexual exchanges among relatives
as if every practice they think the word “incest” means could be accounted for by the
postulation of rules/interdictions applicable to all within a community in the same
manner (Schneider, 1980; Viveiros de Castro, 1992: 179). Ultimately, they end up
replicating official versions that are comfortable to all those in power –including of
course the anthropologist who can then map his/her so desired [male] “native
cosmology”:

“[Among the Araweté] [i]ncest (described as ‘eating’ a mother, sister, etc) is a
very dangerous thing: it brings about rectal protrusion, causes the couple to waste
away and die ogf ha’iwā (a sanction for all cosmic infraction), and leads to
enemy attacks on the village. Villages of incestous people, it is said, used to end
up so riddled with enemies’ arrows that vultures were not even able to pick at the
cadavers” (Viveiros de Castro, 1992: 163).

We do not know what exactly “eating” means in this context, and how it is
related to the wider field of power relationships within the group. Assuming that most
of sexual intercourses (is that “eating”?143) among the Araweté are heterosexual, it is
clear that Viveiros de Castro is only giving us men’s accounts of “eating” their sisters,
mothers and “etc.” (maybe their daughters and granddaughters), but the author is
presenting it to us as the reality of the whole Araweté people144. It is also clear that
anything the author is saying is based on other (men’s) accounts: an idealised and
homogeneous version of how women’s bodies are administered is given and taken for
granted. But he does not manifest any factual knowledge of “incestuous” relationships
among the Araweté, or any account given by women, nor is there any analysis of what
the place of consent within the action of “eating” is. On the other hand, other

143 It is not clear, for he also mentions that “people say that near relatives of the couple should
consume very little of the drink they make [beer made in their house] specially if they share the
same patio and plant in the same garden. (…) [D]rinking beer chewed by a sister, daughter or
mother is a type of oral incest” (1992: 127) (italics are mine).
144 It makes me curious the fact soul-loss caused by Ayaretā, a male being, also called the “eater
of honey” –eating honey makes people’s stomach growl as incest does; honey is as sweet as a
vagina to men, whilst honey is the semen of Ayaretā according to women, who offers it to them
so as to eat them himself-, affects predominantly women, as it does soul-loss caused by the
Master of Water (cannibal and dangerous spirit who also controls fish so that people have to call
his name to get it) (see Viveiros de Castro, 1992: 82, 134); but this aspect is not further explored
by the author.
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anthropologists with a humbler attitude –although equally helpless in the understanding
of these dynamics - state that people in the field hardly ever mentioned the topic to them
at all (Gow, 1991: 142). But it does not mean, as Gow stated, that “[t]he native people
of the Bajo Urubamba seem to find incest literally ‘unspeakable’”145 (Ibid), but that if
they find it so it is probably because of way the question was asked by the
anthropologist in the first place; and secondly, because there are many ways to bring the
political economy of sexual exchanges to the realm of the discursive and non-discursive
(not all available to the anthropologist) that are not easy to identify for someone who
does not want to see them (that lack of desire probably coming from the moral
prejudices and repressions of the academic listeners themselves).

What was presented in this research, I hope, was a different account from what I
have just described. As I said before, in general terms, what is at stake in the
administration of people’s sexual and reproductive bodies, as much as in the
administration of their biological bodies and their souls, is the construction of
definitions of humanness. That applies for the peasant communities’ discourses studied
as much as for those created in psychiatric and legal settings. In all of them, it is clear
that there is a division between a physical body (the human body) and its persona. By
persona I mean the spiritual and rational component of humans as opposed to their
corporeal reality146 (Esposito, 2009: 128), although they are in permanent relation with
each other. Whilst within the communities of origin of the women whose life
trajectories have been presented, different individuals become personas by different
means and only by going through a process –during which some individuals can lose all
possibility of becoming such-, in the psychiatric setting it is understood that some
individuals are born with a diminished ability to control one of the components of any
human: an animal part over which the other part –the persona- is supposed to exercise
dominion. That incapacity is explained as an inherited (genetic) condition that has been
passed through generations and has been triggered by a traumatic or socially produced
event (biopsychosocial model of mental illness). According to the modern liberal
theories upon which so-called democratic states have been built (Ibid: 134), the
mentally ill person would be anyone who, not being a master of her/himself (the
definitional property of the liberal person), not having sovereignty over his/her own
body, should be managed by (specialised) others, for he/she (her/his body with its

145 Although later Gow states that “Real kin are never sexual objects for each other, neither in
fact, nor in joking. Respect is thus the opposite of sexuality. The most extremely respectful
relationship is precisely that one in which sexuality is unthinkable, that between mother-in-law
and son-in-law” (1991: 166)
146 “Personhood, it might be said, is that which, in the body, is more than body. (…) In this way
subjective right, rather than being inherent to the entirety of the human being, applies only to
the upper part, which is rational or spiritual in nature, exercising its dominion over the
remaining area, which is devoid of these characteristics and therefore thrust into the regime of
objecthood.” (Esposito, 2012: 11)
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under-controlled instincts) could be dangerous for his own physical integrity as much as
for the physical integrity of others. It is in this way that to become a full person means
to push or maintain others towards or into the liminal area between persona and thing,
between bios and zoe (Agamben, 2004; Esposito, 2009: 21).

Victoria, the protagonist of this thesis, makes two opposite, but not
incompatible, statements: she reivindicates not only being a person, but, at the same
time she states that she is three persons all together: Eve the sinner, Virgin Mary the
saint, and Victoria the peasant: she is the Third Eve, who embodies and enhances –
maybe because she makes them explicit- the spiritual and rational properties of the
female sinner and the saint in her social context. This is one of the reasons why she has
been diagnosed with schizophrenia, as being the Third Eve is called in psychiatric
language depersonalization. In Victoria’s view, she herself is a female human being
whose body suffers, but also she incarnates the suffering of all female wawas who have
and will have experienced sexual abuse. The suffering experienced by the Third Eve is a
consequence –in her view- of the existence of the “damned men” and “damned
women”, more precisely of the existence of Men and Women, of all men (including
“God”’s incarnation, namely Cheito) and all women including Victoria. She seems to
blame gender classifications themselves, but also recognises their existence and suffers
because of them; for although she distinguishes between “good” and “bad” women, she
herself, a “good” woman, is also a “damned” woman, whose soul is not within her body
anymore and whose body is inhabited by the devil –el diablito-, for she fell into
temptation (in the end she does not know another way to name it) to save the world
from sin and suffering.

Without her proposing it, I think that her stance allows for the questioning of the
possibility of existence of a non-personal person, namely, a third person:

“The ‘third person’ must not, therefore, be imagined as a person suited to
depersonalization. There is no aphaeresis of the person; it is exactly the non-
person, which possesses as its sign the absence of that which specifically
qualifies the ‘I’ and the ‘you’. Because it does not imply any person, it can take
any subject whatsoever or no subject, and this subject, expressed or not, is never
posited as a ‘person.’” (Benveniste, 1956, cited in Esposito, 2012: 107)147

Esposito sees in this displacement the possibility of abandoning the continuum of
exclusion produced by the persona-constitution mechanisms: The third person could not
refer to anyone and at the same time could be extended to everyone (Ibid: 118). Unlike

147 Émile Benveniste was a French structural linguist and semiotician. Esposito brings him to his
text because of Beneviste’s analysis of the “third person”, in which he argues that the subjects
“he” and “she” account for an exterior referent that is not present in a dialogue. Hence the third
person would designate a not-yet-full-person.
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liberal democracies, wherein the human rights ideology is based on the premise that
humans are such inasmuch as they as individuals control their own individual animality
–hence some who are deemed unable to perform that mastering will be treated as
semi/anti/no persona-, the third person would serve to de-attach what was previously the
indissoluble relation between a social “persona” and the “raw material” out of which it
is born. The Third Eve is a no-person, as it can be incarnated by everyone –potentially
any woman- as much as no-one: the contradictory but coexistent demands of, on the one
hand, being available for sexual exchanges as a sign of obedience to a male authority,
and on the other, of being sexually inactive but sexually reproductive:

“One might say that it is situated precisely at the point of intersection between no
one and anyone: either it is not a person at all, or it is every person. In reality, it
is both at the same time” (Esposito, 2012: 107)

If for Esposito the Third Person is excessive energy in that it is necessary to free
it in order to escape the trap of the “metaphysics of the person” (Ibid: 142), for Foucault
the outside –what I think is the equivalent of the Third Person in his theoretical frame-
is something that is always there, towards which we can turn, more exactly, towards
which we must turn in order to exist as fantasies of individualities that are as ceaseless
as the sunlight that comes through our eyes:

“But to tell the truth, my body will not be so easily reduced. It has, after all,
itself, its own phantasmagoric resources. It, too, possesses some placeless places,
and places more profound, more obstinate even than the soul, than the tomb, than
the enchantment of magicians. It has its caves and its attics, it has its obscure
abodes, its luminous beaches. My head, for example, my head: what a strange
cavern that opens onto the external world with two windows. Two openings—I
am sure of it, because I see them in the mirror, and also because I can close one
or the other separately. And yet, there is really only one opening—since what I
see facing me is only one continuous landscape, without partition or gap. What
happens inside of this head? Well, things come to lodge themselves inside it.
They enter—and I am certain that things enter my head when I look, because the
sun, when it is too strong and blinds me, rips right through to the back of my
brain. And yet, these things that enter my head remain on the outside, since I see
them in front of me, and in order to reach them I must come forward in turn”
(Foucault, 2006d: 230-231) (italics are mine)

The paradoxical nature of the social has been the centre of this piece of research,
which now draws to a close: human subjects are not delimited as permanent beings but
temporal positions within a network of power relations. Sometimes such positions are
contradictory because what is at stake (the play of discourses) might be different from
one moment to another –even within the same conversation or situation-, also because
what produces the possibility of such positions is the existence of a domain that no one
is capable of grasping: the outside. According to Esposito’s interpretation of Foucault’s
work, it is not the same as the exterior (of an interior, or the constitutive exterior), but
rather the outside is defined as the source of any possible continuum between the human
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and the non-human being. It is Life (Esposito, 2012: 133-141). Some have called it the
real. I wonder if to be the Third Eve means to carry the weight of a structural trauma148

that has long existed as one of the constitutive parts of the history of humankind. That
rarely –but preciously- can we see the outside through trajectories like Victoria’s does
not save millions of other women from having to exist through the same experience
without being able to renounce the fantasy of a half-promised humanity which never
fully arrives.

148 See LaCapra, 1999: 725: “The belated temporality of trauma and the elusive nature of the
shattering experience related to it render the distinction between structural and historical trauma
problematic but do not make it irrelevant. The traumatizing events in historical trauma can be
determined (for example, the events of the Shoah) while structural trauma (like absence) is not
an event but an anxiety-producing condition of possibility related to the potential for historical
traumatization. When structural trauma is reduced to, or figured as, an event, one has the
genesis of myth wherein trauma is enacted in a story or narrative from which later traumas seem
to derive (as in Freud's primal crime or in the case of original sin attendant upon the fall from
Eden)”.
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Appendices

Photographs

Since photography was invented in 1839, it has been used to record, narrate and
convey specific ways to understand the world and it’s fleeting moments. Whilst the
camera has changed from the earliest cumbersome complex instruments, its function
remains largely the same. Even since relatively early on, following improved processing
and printing methodology, it is known that an image can be manipulated to suit purpose.
But largely speaking, since the photograph was first used to bring images to the masses
via newspapers and other printed media, it had the reputation of bringing true accounts,
reports and records of what had been experienced. It was clearly understood the
responsibility the reporting from any journalist, scientist, researcher carried with it,
however inevitably biased the result could be. To be discredited if an image was found
to have been manipulated to support a story, finding or research would have been
disastrous for any of the above. The eye of the photographer was then considered as a
view point that was human in its individuality as much as in its capacity to convey a
shared symbolic universe.

A photograph can support a story, bring perhaps a more tangible reality to the
written word. It can drive home the main thrust of the story, and in many cases it has
proved more effective than words in conveying and also in illustrating a complex
reality, suiting sometimes political agendas. One only has to look at the work for
example of The Farm Security Administration and the effect of the work done by the
project’s photographers during the Great Depression in America. They brought attention
to the plight of the sharecroppers to the Government and society and getting the aid they
needed, but also played a vital role as producers of visual material that supported state
propaganda (Library of Congress et.al, 1973). One can also look at the work of Robert
Frank, in particular “The Americans”, which documented the tensions of a changing
post-war nation (Frank, 1978). In the same vein, the photographs I have included as a
document in their own right serve as that, a document, one that is as much a testimony
as it portrays a political position regarding mental institutions. Whilst they are not
directly referred to within the research they illustrate, the images shown below give
context to and support all that is contained within the walls of the National Psychiatric
Hospital in Sucre Bolivia. On looking at the photographs they start to give the viewer an
impression, an insight as to the lives that are lived there. By presenting a series of
photographs I not only aimed at bearing witness to the almost unbelievable events I
experienced directly and indirectly (Taussig, 2011), but also at rendering visible
realities that words are insufficient to convey. In addition to the photographs produced
by the photographer Michael Wildman, we have photographs taken by the inmates,
whom thanks to Michael’s technical guidance (he lead a photography workshop),
conveyed through the image their view and responses to the place where they are
hospitalised. I consider that their visual account added to Michael’s and the researcher’s
visual documents will allow the reader to have a more profound, and perhaps more
complete understanding of what it means to be a mental patient in Bolivia.
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Photograph 1

Main hall of the acute unit at the old “Manicomio Pacheco” for women. Photograph by
Michael Wildman
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Photograph 2

Entrance to the INPGP and to the St John of God’s church. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 3

The grand entrance to Bolivia’s National Psychiatric Hospital, its corridors
mandatorily empty at lunch time. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 4

The women’s pavilion. In the front building the bakery and the kitchen (on the first floor) and
the knitting workshop (on the second floor) are located. Photograph Victoria Salcedo
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Photograph 5

Exterior view of the Female Chronic Unit, INPGP. Two inmates contemplate the corridor that

leads to the male pavilion, 300 metres below. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 6

Exterior view of the Third Female Unit, INGP. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 7

The main consulting room in the women’s chronic Unit, INPGP . Photograph by
Carolina B-N
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Photograph 8

The potato store at the INPGP, located within the Female pavilion. Photograph by Michael

Wildman
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Photograph 9

View to the basketball court and events area at the INPGP, Male pavilion. Andres waits for the

beginning of the annual beauty pageant, which is about to start. Photograph by Michael

Wildman
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Photograph 10

Prize giving following the beauty pageant. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 11

An avenue of fruit trees at The Farm. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 12

Disused store at The Farm. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 13

In the words of one Juana, “I am not [made] of pills I am [made] of soil”. Photograph by

Juana Andrade
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Photograph 14

Pigsty in the rear yard at The Farm of the INPGP. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 15

“The imprisoned virgin”, according to Delia. She came to visit her once a week in the garden
located within the female pavilion. Photograph by Delia Choque
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Photograph 16

Personal belongings of Sara, a hospitalised woman within the chronic unit, photograph
taken by herself. She had those objects beside her, at all times. Photograph by Sara Salazar
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Photograph 17

Sara. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 18

Don Facundo, the Jampiri ( healer ) who practises the area around Leuquepampa, in

Chuquisaca, Bolivia. In his hands a bible printed in Quechua, which he chose (as well as the

pose) for the photograph. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 19

From left to right, Heliodora (domestic), Fidelia (domestic), Violeta (inmate) and
Claudina (domestic) performing at the Spring Festival. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 20

The Cliff, Leuquepampa. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 21

Victoria in Leuquepampa, remembering. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 22

The view from Leuquepampa. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 23

Delia and Carolina, performing the wayñu along with a group pf female inmates and
some domestics, during the Spring Festival at the INPGP. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 24

From left to right, Delia and Amanda, looking at their printed photographs.
Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 25

Victoria in her bakery uniform, ready to work. Behind her, the division between the
male and the female pavilions. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 26

Pedro (inmate), male porter, guarding the gate that separates male and female
pavilions. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 27

Sara, manacled in the garden. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 28

Evarista, sitting in the Garden. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 29

Esperanza, at the dining room, Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 30

Libia, Photograph by Esperanza Huañapaco
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Photograph 31

Delia, Photograph by Esperanza Huañapaco
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Photograph 32

Victoria and her co-dancers crossing the gate that separates the male and the female pavilion

on their way to perform during the Spring Festival. Permission was granted by the psychiatrist

and the order given to the female porter (Isabel, the second of the seated women) to allow them

to leave the female pavilion. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 33

Victoria rehearsing and performing her own choreography, called “why do you hit
me?”, at the Spring Festival. Photographs by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 34

Victoria drawing at the dormitory. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 35

Victoria and her nieces, drawing together. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 36

Member of the kitchen staff. Behind her, a male inamte waits, expecting to get some
food outside meal times. Photograph by Carolina B-N
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Photograph 37

Nurses drawing an outline around Delia’s and a male inmate’s body during an arts
festival. Delia was given the order to lie down, and so she did obey. Photograph by Carolina B-

N
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Photograph 38

Ernesta (Nurse), Heliodora (domestic), Claudina (domestic), and Fidelia (domestic) at
the Spring Festival. Beind them Marina (inmate) on the left and Segundina (inmate) on the right

hand side. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 39

Contestants dancing at the Beauty Peagant. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 40

Members of staff, performing as juries at the inmates’ Beauty Peagant. Inmates , other
members of staff, and curious observers from the city of Sucre comprise the audience.

Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 41

Contestants at the Beauty Pageant, accompanied by a member of staff (left) during their
walk on the catwalk. A curious observer stands at their back. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Photograph 42

Brother Leopoldo, Manager of the INPGP, crowning the Beauty Queen at the Spring
Festival. Photograph by Michael Wildman
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Spanish texts

I He was conceived by the
power of the Holy Spirit
and born of the Virgin Mary.
He suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was buried.
He descended into hell.
On the third day he rose again.
IIHe ascended into heaven
and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again to judge
the living and the dead
III the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins,
the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting.
Amen.
IV V: creo en Dios Padre Todo Poderoso, creador del cielo y de la tierra. Creo en Jesucristo su
único hijo concebido por obra y gracia del espíritu santo [C trata de seguirla en la oración pero
no se la sabe]. Nació por la señora María, ehm, ah, me he equivocado. De María nació, muerto
lo sepultó, el tercer día resucitó de entre los muertos. Creo en el espíritu santo, en la Santa
Iglesia Católica, la resurrección de los muertos, perdona nuestros pecados, amén.
C: amén
V: tú me vas a sanar de puro corazón. Quiero sanarme para ser sana, no quiero ser enferma.
Quisiera Dios a veces, hacerme una vida, pero no puedo porque soy enferma :: ayúdanos por
favor a los enfermos, cúrales a ellos los otros enfermos, que somos tan sufridos. Por ejemplo
ayer, /// [viene alguien, tenemos que hacer silencio para no crear sospecha]. [G murmura] están
subiendo, están subiendo.
C: ¿y esto cómo se podrá abrir? [habíamos cerrado la puerta de la habitación de Victoria,
Herlinda, e Isabel para que nadie nos viera, pero está dañada y sólo se puede abrir desde afuera]
V: no se puede, tenemos que tocar la puerta :::: haber toca la puerta
C: no :::: [alguien abre la puerta de otra habitación, esperamos en silencio durante 30 segundos]
V: no han venido, quiere decir que no van a venir
C: sigamos
V: sigamos [volvemos a nuestros puestos]. Vuelta a la misma cosa. ¿Ahora que tenemos que
hacer?
C: ya hemos rezado el credo
V: ahora el padre nuestro [lo rezamos juntas. Luego rezamos Santa María y el Gloria] (…)
Tengo otra oración que me protege también
C: di las que te protejan
V: Padre celestial ayúdanos. Ayúdanos a protegernos cuando estamos andando, guíanos señor
porque no sabemos por dónde ir. Que nos ampare el ángel de Dios. Dios Grabiel [Gabriel], él
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[rectifica], los angelitos que me cuidan porque voy por un mal camino. Protégeme y protégenos
a mis demás compañeros, compañeras, que tienen la misma enfermedad que yo. Que las cure
Dios que tiene poder, tiene poder y gloria, por los siglos de los siglos, amén. Ya está [suspira]
V “´Doña Fulana, esto no le ha hecho [dice la enfermera a la domestica], ¿y por qué no lo hace?´
Ahí, eso, ahí, ahí. Pero si antes, antes chocábamos, pero esto último ya no, ya no. Por ejemplo la
Laura Vargas, se me ha hecho amigas, y se me ha hecho amigas hasta ahorita. Es una enfermera
que ahora está en la cuarta [sección]. Ella por ejemplo era atrevida. La Cecilia, igual, en una
reunión hemos chocado. Bueno, yo también dije ´bueno, las licenciadas en su lugar, por favor, y
las manuales en su lugar. Pero no tienen por qué las licenciadas venir a mandonear aquí, porque
las licenciadas son empleadas del gobierno [nacional], y yo [también] soy empleada del
gobierno´. Entonces no tienen, no hay ninguna diferencia aquí para que ellos nos mandoneen,
para que ellos nos tengan. Eso entonces ella me dijo ´nosotras hemos estudiado, nosotros nos
hemos quemado las pestañas ,́ [y Ada ha respondido. CB] ´gracias Señor que ustedes han
estudiado, así también señora usted gana [un salario], agarra, de su centavo agarra señora, y yo
así, como no he acabado de estudiar, así, de lomear gano, usted a mis costillas gana .́ Entonces
le choqué, hasta ahí no más, basta, hasta ahí no más. Ahora, siempre alguna vez se me hace
amiga, viene y dice ´Doña Adiiita [en tono dulce, entre súplica y demanda. CB] si -por debaaajo
no más-, estito Doña Adita, estito no más hágalo por favor ,́ [y Ada responde. CB] ´ya, ya ,́
acepto. Y después ya no, ya no me choca. También ya ellas a lo mejor ya se darán cuenta, dirán,
ahora con lo que hay esto de la [ley contra la] discriminación, se cuidan no más, se cuidan. Y
más, me lo tomarán mal conmigo”. [I01 15-01-12]
VI “Es, es cuestión más bien de reglas adminis [no termina la palabra], no sé de dónde sale esas
cosas, pero como que es cultural también de la institución, digamos, no? Quien entra, no? Se
tienen que bañar, se tienen que cortar el cabello, se tienen que poner no la pollera, sino que
tenemos batón, que se yo, cositas así, que lo hacen de manera rutinaria ya porque ya fue
instituido eso”.
VII “Yo no dejo salir. Yo, a ver, aquí tengo una estructura medio rara, también, una forma de
pronunciarme en la institución. No participo de nada de lo social acá, porque me parece terrible,
no me gusta. Es que social en el sentido de que utilizan a las pacientes, ¿no? No me gusta que a
las pacientes las utilicen, en ese sentido, farándula, y ese tipo de cosas, de mostrarles ahí, en la
prensa, hacia afuera, de locos, vestidos así. A todas mis pacientes yo las he prohibido.
Obviamente la gente no se acerca acá, de administración, ni nadie, [dirán] ‘el doctor Villarrica,
imposible’, digamos (…) no me gusta que las satiricen, ¿no? A las pacientes. Yo siento que las
pacientes sufren, y están más forzadas, están obligadas a hacer eso. No lo hacen naturalmente,
¿te das cuenta? Es que ‘tú vas a hacer de esto’, y las cogen con sus pinturas, a mí me parece una
agresión, eso sí es una agresión, a su intimidad, su forma de ser. Entonces no, no va conmigo,
nunca les he dado pelota a los curas, no, no va, no funciona, no va conmigo. A no ser que surja
de la iniciativa de las pacientes, yo no sé, de alguna cosa así. A ver, ¿estás obligado a ir al
sauna? a ver. Claro, eso es una barbaridad, realmente una barbaridad enorme, y con las
pacientes; está bien, yo soportare, ¿pero la paciente? No va, es así (…) la gente viene acá como
si esto fuera el circo. (…) un poco más y me pongo a la puerta y cobro entrada, che, dejen de
molestar. Y de alguna manera si cobran porque dicen ‘¿no ha traído alguna cosita para la
gente?’, así. Después eso, es un circo, dejemos de molestar, no hombre”.
VIII “ESTADO MENTAL (…) Paciente lucida, coherente, bien orientada en tiempo y espacio,
curso del pensamiento sin alteración excepto que se puede calificar de un lenguaje pueril”
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(Anamnesis). “Cambios bruscos de humor, irritable muy fácilmente, en algunas oportunidades
se torna agresiva”.

X Conclusión del examen físico: “la paciente es de habito constitucional pícnico, dando la
apariencia de ser cretina”. (Sección examen somático, registro de hospitalización, historia
clínica de Esperanza Huañapaco)
XI “de arriba y de abajo mi padre me ha abusado. Mi barriga se hincho como si estuviera
embarazada, de ahí me vinieron los ataques”.
XII “Paciente que refiere ser insultada por un autoparlante (sic) [alto parlante] que le dice: que se
vaya esa enana, nariz de perro, que se muera (alucin[aciones] auditivas.), hace mucha bulla las
pacientes se hacen burla de mí; perseguida por el personal de apoyo, viscosa y reiterativa en su
dialogo, quejosa porque no le quiere nadie. Se aumenta la dosis [en realidad se añade Haldol al
tratamiento, 5 mg al día en dos dosis]. 01/III/1991 [Dra. Valdez]
XIII “Acá en la consulta yo me acojo directamente a la medicación, si está muy ansiosa le doy un
ansiolítico, si esta depresiva le doy un antidepresivo, y la palabra es del psicólogo. En todo caso,
en una unidad como tú en lo que estas, no sé cuál será el enfoque que da digamos el terapeuta.
(…) el hecho no es que yo te de la medicación y con eso te vas a sanar, si existe un trauma, tú
me acabas de decir [mencione el caso de Victoria], hubo una historia antes, y ese trabajo hay
que hacerlo. Y como se tiene que hacer? Psicoterapéuticamente. (…) yo he estado muy poco
tiempo en la segunda unidad, he estado más en consulta externa, no he tenido ese tipo de
ejemplos, más me he abocado a la parte psicofarmacológica, no? Porque eso, si son hasta 50
pacientes, son muchos, como para poder estar con ellos (…)” [I02 08-11-11].
XIV “(…) No con todos seguramente, porque muchos estarán defectuados (sic), otros estarán
muy orgánicos, no sé. Y creo que habría que escoger pacientes, no? Habría que ver” [I02 08-11-
11].
XV “La parte de psiquiatría también les hacen psicoterapia, pero acá en esta sala de crónicos no
se hace mucho, porque la mayoría que están en esta sala son psicóticos, y no se puede hacer con
ellos, entonces se hace más con los neuróticos, osea con los que están afuera, no ve? Entonces
con los pacientes que deliran, alucinan, o tienen retraso mental no se puede hacer mucho. En las
salas agudas si vas, se hace, en la primera varones, primera mujeres, hacen psicoterapia, va
paralela con la medicación, y va mejor. En cambio aquí, alguna vez se les hace reuniones
grupales, eso, entonces, porque son pacientes que ya están deterioradas, entonces difícilmente
van a salir, como un agudo, entonces si se hace”. [I08 28-10-11]
XVI “(…) Acá en esta sala, exclusivamente, si hay hartos [casos de antecedentes de violencia
sexual], si lees las historias, la mayor parte resulta que había sido abusada, cuando era niña,
digamos, o que de muy niña se casó, fue engañada por su pareja, tenía violencia aparte [de la]
sexual, tenía violencia psicológica, violencia física. Entonces, si, es en gran porcentaje, sobre
todo en las mujeres que pueden presentar el primer brote psicótico, osea la enfermedad mental,
pero eso también va a depender del tipo de personalidad que tenga, no? Si hay personas más
susceptibles, por ejemplo, no? Osea, que, digamos, si la pareja la ha engañado de pronto listo, se
volcó, en cambio hay otras que son más fuertes, entonces va a depender también de la parte
genética que ellas tengan. Entonces, porque no a todas las mujeres que las pegan, las dejan,
están aquí. Entonces pero gran parte de las que están en esta sala si, se relaciona mucho, o con
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pérdida de hijos por ejemplo. Eso sobretodo en la mujer porque, osea, por la parte hormonal se
relaciona, entonces como muchas mujeres, en el periodo de, osea, cuando están en el periodo de
menstruación, por ejemplo, te vas a dar cuenta de que se brotan, osea, empieza otra vez su
enfermedad. Entonces es más susceptible. Porque que la mujer es siempre más sentimental
además, no ve? [no] como el varón, le puedes pegar digamos, y ahí está. (…) El incesto,
también podría estar relacionado, no sé, por eso, depende de la personalidad del individuo, no?
Porque puede ser que por una cosa pequeña, la persona empieza a crear ideas que no son. Acá
del incesto por ejemplo, no he leído mucho, osea, no hay, digamos, aquí en la sala, o en el
hospital, no he leído mucho que a partir de eso, digamos, se haya presentado la enfermedad
mental. Pero como te digo, cualquier cosa puede desencadenar. Por eso dicen, no ve? Que la
línea entre la locura y la cordura es supe delgada. Osea que no sabes al final. Cualquier cosa, se
muere tu perro y resulta que ya estas mal, digamos (…)”. [I08 28-10-11]
XVII Qhincha es cuando es arrecha, quinchichado es arrecherío. Osea, las malas mujeres, cuando
ellas se acuestan con uno y se acuestan con otro, eso es qhincha, la mujer es qhincha”. Le
pregunto si el incesto es qhincha. “Ahí también, el padre, el tío o el abuelo son qhinchas, porque
se acostaron con la niña y no se aguantaron las ganas. La niña no es qhincha, pero si la niña se
le ofrece al hombre, si ella acepta, entonces es qhinchawawa”.
XVIII Fidelia [domestic]: Qhincha es a lo que yo entiendo a las mujeres y hombres que se meten
con sus parientes
Ernesta [nurse]: no parientes
F: o puede ser con su hermano de su marido
E: es a la persona, que le es infiel, es la infidelidad de una pareja, eso es Qhincha.
Heliodora “La Paceña” [domestic]: teniendo marido se mete con otro hombre
F: también es eso [parientes] Doña Ernis, Qhincha, por eso les dicen ‘ay ese Qhincha pues, que
se ha metido con su comadre’
E: por eso, por eso, que le hace infiel a su pareja, eso es la qhincha
F: a veces se mete con sus primas, así, eso
H: lo que se meten, eso es qhincha
(…)
C: y lo que tu decías Fidelia, digamos de que si se mete uno con un pariente, por ejemplo. Como
el tema que yo estoy estudiando es el del incesto, osea de abuso, digamos, que el papá se mete
con la hija, el abuelo con la nieta, o el tío con la sobrina, eso es qhincha?
F: si
E: si
C: y ahí el castigo es solo para el papá, o también para la muchacha?
E: [responde inmediatamente] pa’ los dos. Pero si es menor de edad, solo pa’l hombre; si es
mayor, no, pa’ los dos.
(…)
C: la Qhincha puede causar susto en un niño? Digamos, el abuelo abusa de la nieta, eso es
qhincha
E: la puede traumar
C: entonces a ella le puede dar el susto
E: ajam
F: se trauma pues
C: pero eso es como que [interrumpe Ernesta]
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E: pero el qhincherio es que conscientemente, primero le concientiza, no ve? Digamos a una
menor de edad, su abuelo, digamos, primero le tiene que concientizar, le tiene que dar algo [sic],
así poco a poco se mete. Porque la violación y el qhencherio es diferente. La violación es a la
fuerza, y el qhencherio le [interrumpe Heliodora]
L: conquista
E: le conquista todavía
F: ambos se queman
E: ambos tienen que ponerse de acuerdo
C: entonces ahí la muchacha seria culpable también?
E: claro, en consentirse, no ve?
(…)
C: entonces qhincha no es lo mismo que qhencherio, o si?
E: es pues
C: y si la muchacha consiente, ella se puede asustar también, o si ella dice que si?
E: no. Si ella está consciente de que se va a asustar, si sabía ya, no ve? Si le va a hacer algo que
ya sabe ella, ella ya no se va a asustar, pues. Pero, se puede asustar también a fin que no sepan
en su contorno [sic], en su familia.
XIX Entonces yo le dije ‘a ver si con esto si reaccionas’, y le di un sopapo. Ella inmediatamente
se calló, y se tomó la medicina. A veces esa es la única manera en que obedecen, de
controlarlas. Yo no me dejo. Y las manillas también las calman. Yo le digo a Dios ‘en tu
nombre pongo esta manilla, para que controles al demonio que se apoderó de esta mujer, en tus
manos lo pongo señor, con estas manillas le digo a Satanás ¡que se vaya!’”.
XX “La niña es sonsa, no sabe a esa edad. A los ocho años no sabe que es lo que le va a hacer. O
tal vez [si sabía] ella se resistía, no sabemos, y el hombre le convenció. Yo no lo tomo como
que sea qhencha :: ahora [si es que lo fuera], ella [Victoria] creo que ha ido a una iglesia
evangélica, entonces seguramente ahí le han enseñado a orar, a pedir perdón ante Dios, todo. Si
[lo dice con énfasis, acentuando la voz. CB] ha debido pedir perdón, todo ya estaba bien, alguna
cosita ella no ha cumplido, o volvió a la iglesia católica, o volvió a pecar algo [qhencha -
incesto], si, ahí [es que] han venido a trastornarse (…) porque el enemigo Satanás está ahí,
siempre trata de apartarle del lado del señor, eso es lo que le ha pasado a Victoria (…) pero no
todas son así, algunas son de nacimiento (…) [pero] Evarista, por sus bailes, por sus caminatas,
se ha conseguido en ese adulterio donde ha ido a correteár, se lo consiguió. Y ella nunca ha
debido, osea que no le han dado esa crianza con temor a Dios, cuál es lo bueno, cuál es lo malo,
como es una campesina su mamá [en consecuencia] no le han dado, entonces [Satanás] lo tienta
a irse, ha sido en eso que ha caído (…) para mí, yo le tendría que decir qhencha a una persona
mayor, o por decirle también a una chica que ya entiende, por ejemplo que ya tenga quince,
dieciséis años, ya entiende que es relaciones sexuales, con quién debe hacer, no meterse
simplemente con un casado que tiene su mujer, que le va simplemente a destruir ese hogar, eso
ya es qhencha. Ahora, ocurre con los hermanos, con los papás, ¿no es cierto? Con los hermanos,
con los papás; con los papás le convencen, pero ella ya siendo jovencita, ya explicándole ya no
puede hacerse convencer. Se mete con el hermano, se mete con el cuñado, a esos es que se les
dice qhenchas. Pero eso también es por lo que no hay control, yo creo que una niña ya
controlando, por más abandonado que sea si usted le habla, le controla, no sucede esas cosas.
[I01 15-01-12].
XXI “Gabriela: :::: es eh, :: es arriesgado. Yo creo que sí. Bastante. ::: Bastante, :: acá se
experimenta :: muchas formas de violencia. :: Solo que es, eh, :: es complicado hablar de ellas,
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y, es, eh, también complicado de, de desentrañar todo esto. Pasando por el tema sexual, por el
tema de la misma relación que se establece entre paciente y cuidador, pasando por, como yo te
expresaba, no? La interacción que hay entre hombres y mujeres, todo eso es, es muy complejo
(…) Es un tema muy complejo. Por ejemplo, el tema sexual es algo con lo que la mayoría de las
personas prefieren no meterse mucho :::
Carolina: te refieres a acoso, violencia sexual hacia las pacientes?
G: entre los pacientes, entre los pacientes.
C: y eso como, yo sé que existe, pero, no he visto que exista un procedimiento establecido para
intervenir al respecto.
G: no hay. Pese a que no es algo que suceda :: ocasionalmente. Antes ocurría con mucha más
frecuencia. Precisamente por lo que te digo, por la brecha que separaba tanto entre hombres y
mujeres, bastaba que una mujer cruce la línea para que un hombre la agarre de la mano y la
lleve al baño. En cambio ahora todo esto es más controlado, los mismos hombres supervisan a
las mujeres, y se supervisan entre sí. Cuando algo pasa, una mujer corre a avisar a la enfermera,
corre a buscar a alguien, o con los mismos chicos corren a ayudar, corren a ::. Son recursos que
hemos aprendido a utilizar también.
C: y que ocurre después de la situación de violación, que se hace con esos pacientes, con el
hombre y con la mujer, normalmente?
G: por lo general, es, es, eh, la enfermera y la médico clínico que se hacen cargo de eso. De
hacer e … [no termina la frase], de, de examinar, de trabajar con esta persona, y de ver que es lo
que ha sucedido, si está bien, si hay :: algún daño : físico.
C: y después?
G: después, eh, se, se la entrevista a la paciente, se le [pregunta] como se siente, que es lo que
ha sucedido. (...) Yo muchas veces he tenido entrevistas con ellas, entrevistas en las que ellas
han dicho ‘no ha sido tan a la fuerza mamita’, así [Gabriela ríe], ‘al principio si [ha sido a la
fuerza], pero yo también quería’, como que no hay tanto, yo no he notado en las entrevistas que
he tenido cuando se han suscitado este tipo de casos, no he notado que las chicas estén
psicológicamente afectadas (…)” [I16 28-11-11]
XXII “Es que cuando por ejemplo tu trabajas con un paciente en consultorio externo, que tiene
todas las capacidades estables, con una persona normal, por así decirlo de usar el término de
normalidad es muy discutible, cuando te habla de sucesos pasados, tú le puedes hacer
señalamientos, le puedes hacer un, un feedback acerca de lo que le está sucediendo, hacerle
notar algunos sucesos. Y esa persona es capaz de llegar a ese autoanálisis, de llegar a esa
introspección, a ese insight, del que tanto se habla. Entonces, hacer una conexión y un análisis
entre los hechos pasados y hechos presentes. Un paciente psiquiátrico, con un deterioro y con
una patología de quiebre no puede hacer eso, se le dificulta. Lo único que puede hacer es
verbalizar, y muchos de ellos no pueden ni verbalizar. En el caso por ejemplo de esta paciente
[Amanda Choque, quien le ha relatado en detalle sucesos de violencia sexual que ha enfrentado]
puede verbalizar, pero el que tú le hagas un señalamiento es intrascendente para ella, y tampoco
hace un insight sobre las, sobre la repercusión del pasado en el presente, y como se conecta en
cuanto a las elecciones que han sucedido, que ha pasado, como se conecta en cuanto a su vida
familiar: no pasa nada, no pasa eso. Es dific[no termina frase, duda] es diferente, por eso es que,
eh, en pacientes psiquiátricos nosotros optamos por trabajar otro tipo de técnicas y otro tipo de
estrategias. Por eso es que nos centramos más en habilidades sociales [comportamiento], nos
centramos más por ejemplo en ayudarles a establecer un contacto con las emociones que
experimentan en el aquí y en el ahora. Por eso es que nos buscamos en trabajar en resolución de
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conflictos. Por eso es que trabajamos más con la terapia cognitiva-conductual en mujeres. Y en
varones. (…) ella [Esperanza] es muy concreta, es sumamente concreta, en todo, en sus
verbalizaciones, en su forma de interactuar con la gente, no alcanza a la simbolización. No hay,
no hay simbolización con ella. E incluso en el momento de verbalizar sucesos [de violencia
sexual], de verbalizar, no hay un, una manifestación afectiva, en ella. Las emociones que
experimenta son básicas: ira, tristeza, alegría. Pero otras emociones más elaboradas, como que
no las reconoce, no las puede manifestar. Es muy concreta. Es muy concreta. Entonces con
Esperanza tenemos eso. Y con Esperanza las cosas que se han trabajado en los últimos años se
ha dirigido a establecer rutinas, a establecer formas de actuar, a establecer contactos, no sé,
cosas así, concretas, especificas, algo que le brinde algo más estructurado, por así decirlo”. [I17
29-11-11]
XXIII “Victoria: Esperanza, espera, te voy a decir: Este ambiente como lo sientes, como si fuera
normal, o como si fuera el infierno? Eso quiero saber lo que vas a opinar vos. Que piensas de
este :: [piensa en la palabra adecuada] hospital, te sientes bien o lo sientes como un infierno?
Esperanza: bien no más señorita, estoy sintiéndome bien.
V: en cambio yo lo siento como si estuviéramos en el infierno, aquí, porque aquí estamos
prisioneras como si hubiéramos matado a alguien, así.
E: pero señorita usted alguna vez me ha dado órdenes de que esté callada y que no les haga
caso, señorita.
V: si ::
E: y a las que están molestando sin motivo, y mejor le obedezco a usted todo lo que dice.
V: ah ya, [pero] no me has dado la respuesta de esto.
E: porque ha sido señorita, una vez, señorita Victoria, de los días que estaba usted bien señorita,
me ha, estaba la Asunción Villa, me estaba molestando, fastidiando a mí y usted me decía ‘no le
hagas caso’ usted me decía [eso] mismo señorita, a mí.
V: hmmmh [piensa un momento] no me has dado la pala[no termina la frase], lo que te dije. Yo
lo siento si fuera el infierno: estamos aquí, entre las cuatro paredes, y no vemos nada. Pero dice
que afuera está feo la vida, no? No sé qué día he escuchado noticias, que dice que van a hacer
paro en La Paz y en el lado de Santa Cruz. Desde que ha habido paro al lado de La Paz, al lado
de Santa Cruz, no hemos estado tomando limonada.
Carolina: parece que Esperanza se siente bien aquí
E: si señorita, de así tendiendo camas, y así a mis compañeras les ayudo, a algunas.
V: y ya no hay que tener mucha pena, porque Dios ya viene en camino.
E: No, no [lo dice con firmeza], yo no tengo pena señorita, no señorita. Más bien señorita
[Victoria interrumpe]
V: yo quisiera ser Esperanza, che! Yo tengo pena de todo hasta de mis amigas que no están
aquí.
E: pero señorita, si es que voy a pensar en ellas, se me puede hacer mal, como estoy encargada
[le han dicho que es su deber] a cuidarme, por eso me estoy cuidando casi, yo, de la
enfermedad.
C: nunca te acuerdas de las cosas tristes?
E: no señorita, ya no, ya no señorita
C: antes si?
E: antes de lo que ha pasado, eso si. Ahora, solo como los días [domingos], mañana es domingo,
no señorita? Y mañana tengo que ir a la misa, y para la señorita Victoria voy a rezar. Le
encomiendo a ella también, y pa’ que se olvide de las cosas malas y todo.
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(…) V: la Esperanza y yo tenemos casi igualitos los problemas. Porque a ella de wawita, dice
que de wawa lo violaron, su mismo papa, que malo, no? No Esperanza, así me has dicho, no ve?
E: sí, sí.
V: y su mama la había botado a la calle, que mala. Para que tiene wawas, para ser así, no?
C: su madre no la echo. Su madre se fue [de la casa, dejando a Esperanza con su padre].
E: no se acuerda [mi madre] de venirme a ver, nada. Ya ahora, el que era mi padrino, el medico
de La Paz ha dicho ‘no queriendo a una pobre [niña] se regala a una señora buenita’ ha dicho,
ha dicho ‘a una señora buenita, si no no no fuera [sic] estado aquí [no habría terminado en el
hospital].
C: muchos papas son así
V: si, como mi papa que me ha querido violar, pero no me ha agarrado. Parece que el demonio
le ha entrado a mi papa para hacer eso. Entonces he dicho ‘mi papa si esta con el diablo, que se
vuelva sordo’ he dicho, y se ha vuelto sordo, o sea que estaba diabólico, mi papa y mi
madrastra. Alguien los ha vuelto diabólicos, y por eso los veía a los dos diablos (…) parece que
mi papa pensó que yo estaba enferma de hombre, y no era de hombre, sino era de miedo (…)”.
[I15 01-12-11]
XXIV Esperanza felt that by going to the mass and talking with God she would be “forgiven”:
“(…) yo no estaba haciendo cosas malas, sino que eso que ha sido de mi papa la culpa, yo no
tengo, ninguna (…) ha sido culpa de mi papa. Ella [madrastra] sabia también pues eso tambien.
Ya no les puedo, cómo, ha sido una vez que les he encomendado [a Dios], después ya no puedo
encomendarles más, tengo miedo. Porque una vez ha sido que casi me he ido yo, por cuidarme
es, también porque el doctor de la cocina me ha encargado que tengo que cuidarme. Ya no les
encomiendo, porque es mejor que diga que me vaya bien a mí de mis hermanos, y asi es el
señor que me esta perdonando, mirando al señor no más, pidiendo perdón”. [I14 19-11-11]
XXV “Mi padre nunca me dio chicote porque yo todo le hacía bien. Todo bien. Estricto era mi
papá, porque mi papá les huasqueaba a la gente [mujeres] que dejaban a su marido y se iba con
otro, a esa gente los huasqueaba mi papá con chicote. En su q’ala cuerpo. Por eso yo dije ‘no
voy a ser así’, yo dije, yo hilando he visto, yo sé hacer rodear la rueca así, y se hilar hilo chueco.
Lo he visto, sentada en la cocina en la puertita estaba ahí”. [I21 11-06-11]
XXVI “Mi hermano mayor ha estado no más en la escuela. Él ha estado en la escuela. En cambio
a mí no me han puesto. A ellos [los hermanos hombres] no más han puesto :: ¿por qué será, no?
Porque somos mujeres será ::: parece que pa’ ellos no necesitábamos. Pero las mujeres también
necesitamos” [I19 04-10-11]
XXVII “Siempre mi papá nos contaba de la víbora, que tenía, que tenía la señora en su barriga. En
la barriga dizque tenía. Dice que no podía caminar, y la gente dizque decía que debe de estar
esperando ya de varios meses, ya se va a enfermar, dizque le decían, y dizque ella siempre se
llevaba cuero, dice, al aguada donde iba a lavar ropa, dice. Se dormía dice, la señora, estando
lavando la ropa. Y dizque cuando ella dormía, la víbora salía, dice, salía, dice. Salía y dormía
afuera. Y en una de esas le habían seguido, dice, a la señora, ‘¿por qué, qué es lo que hace que
se va a la [aguada]? Se lleva siempre cuero’. Entonces le habían espiado, entre varios, serían sus
parientes, la habían espiado. ‘Ella está durmieeendo, la víbora también, a lo lejitos está
durmiendo’, dice, ‘pero semejante víbora’, dice. ‘¿ahora qué hacemos?’, dice. ‘¿Ahora qué
hacemos? ,́ dizque habían dicho, ‘mira la víbora semejante’. Debía ser realidad, debe ser cierto,
no debe ser cuento, ha debido pasar por Alcalá, por ahí ha debido pasar eso. Y entonces, había
dicho ‘yo la alzo a ella, y ustedes sáltenlo a la víbora’, había dicho uno, ‘así debe estar
durmiéndose, una carrera lo voy a llevar entre la casa, no ha de poder entrar la [víbora], no ha
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de poder entrar, le cerramos la puerta’, había dicho. Habían intentado, ¿no? Habían intentado,
pero la víbora dizque despertó, dizque iba por ella, a la puerta trepaba, bajaba, dice. Casualidad
dizque, ‘no le vamos a avisar, nada, qué es lo que ha pasado’, dicen, no le habían avisado, ha
dicho. A la víbora la habían como sea matado, pues. Pero gruesa, dice, la víbora, sangre no más.
Semejante víbora. Así siempre contaba mi papá no más, debe ser cierto, ‘ha pasado’, decía mi
papá, no era cuento. (…) [La mujer] noooooouuu tenía ganas de hacer nada, han dicho. Después
ha estado un tiempo, se ha muerto también, dizque la mujer, no ha vivido, no ha vivido, se ha
muerto también (…) Mi padre decía que una buena mujer tenía que ser limpia, tenía que
lavarlos, todos, como sea, su ropa, todo, todo uno, dice, como se debe lavar. Así le había dicho.
Es tiempo ya, ha de ser, tiempo, de mis abuelos. Porque mi abuela también igual decía, su
mamá de mi papá. Así es, por eso hay que siempre lavarse, hay que limpiarse, la casa también
hay que estar limpio, no hay que estar sucio.” [I19 04-10-11]
XXVIII “cerca de mi casa vivía, de mi cuñada, su hermano. Estábamos entrando a la huerta a
recoger duraznos, y me caí y ahí me violó. No sé si me habrá violado o qué era, no sé, pero yo
digo que era violación. Yo me caí de cabeza abajo, y de barriguita; sentí algo feo pero no sé qué
habrá sido, si me habrá violado, no sé, no he visto. Sentí así como si me hubiera entrarido algo
en la mitad de las piernas. No me he dado cuenta porque él era grande y yo era pequeñita. No
me dijo nada. Por eso uno no debe andar sin calzón en ningún momento, por eso a las wawitas
les violan sus papás, sus papás los violan (…) como le han violado a la Esperanza, por eso ella
se ha quedado chiquita [corta de estatura], pero en cambio yo si he crecido aunque a mí también
me han violado, ¿por qué será? (…) teníamos una huerta, habían naranjas, limas, duraznos,
membrillo. Yo me subía al membrillo y me echaba ahí. De buenita le estaba llevando a mi
cuñado para que comiera fruta. La historia de mí es una historia muy grande, pero qué vamos a
hacer” [I22 16-08-11]
XXIX “(…) Mi papá era dirigente, por eso era pobre. Tenía que ocuparse de la gente, entonces no
se podía ocupar de su familia, nadie se ocupaba de su familia, yo tenía que morir con hambre,
sólo tenía que tomar agua o leche. Él tenía que trabajar, así tenía que trabajar cuando era
dirigente [Victoria agita su mano con firmeza, dirigiéndola hacia el suelo] no tenía que fallar a
ningún lugar de ir, investigar, arreglar, cómo, todo. Y yo decía ‘¿hasta donde yo voy a aguantar
de hambre?’, ‘de hambre’ decía. Entonces mi papá un día dejó de ser dirigente y se dedicó a
trabajar, comenzó a trabajar los bueyes, amarrar para poder trabajar. Por amansar un buey para
trabajar se hizo boquetear su panza. Entonces le dije [en pensamiento] ‘ah, papá, te ha dado el
buey porque vos no me ayudabas, me matabas con hambre. Bueno, vas a vivir sufriendo papá
pero vas a morir sufriendo, ni modo’. Entonces comenzó a trabajar mi papá, sembraba maíz,
papá, y le iba bien, bien le iba. Cuando una vez le dije [en pensamiento] ‘papá no trabajes hoy
día, es hoy día feriado, día de los angelitos, ¿y por qué estas cultivando hoy día si es de los
angelitos su día?’ le dije, ‘te va a ir mal’, le dije dentro de mí, ‘te va a ir mal porque no estás
respetando lo que es feriado’, le dije. Y mi papá no me ha hecho caso, porque yo le hablé con la
mirada, no lo dije con mi boca. Le fue mal, no hubo papa, y si hubo papa hubo haber sido de
este tamaño [muestra su mano, un tamaño pequeñito]. Entonces eso pasó, entonces ha dicho ‘es
verdad que los días feriados no hay que trabajar’, le decía a la gente, ‘porque a mí me ha ido
mal, y era feriado’. Entonces, llegó Todos los Santos, mi papá me dejo solita, con mis otras
compañeritas que estaban conmigo, dos de mi madrastra eran sus hijas, y yo, conmigo éramos
tres. Entonces a las tres nos dejaron solitas, en manos de extraños. Mi papá y mi madrastra se
fueron a los canchacos de Todos los Santos, quiere decir cuando están llegando las almas
[traditional welcoming with food and prayers for the souls that come to visit their relatives on
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the first of November]. Entonces se fueron a eso, y nos dejaron con un tipito que era malo,
Fabián. (…) Entonces nos dejaron, y nos violó pues, a las chiquitas que estábamos, a mí, a la
Judith, no sé si a la Leonilda la habrá violado, pero a mí y a la Judith nos violó (…).
El Fabián era un muchacho que mi papá se había agarrado, que le había enseñado a trabajar. Él
podía trabajar en cualquier parte porque mi papá le había enseñado. Le dijo a mi papá ‘quiero
trabajar, quiero que me enseñe a trabajar’ le dijo a mi papá, entonces mi papá le enseño a
trabajar bien, y vivía con mi papá y cuando vivía con mi papá me violó [for the first time]. Pero
cuando él estaba en el poder de mi papá no me violó, sólo cuando estaba en poder de mi
hermano [viviendo con su hermano] ya me violó. Porque los ganados eran de mi papá y mi
hermano, y yo estaba arreando los ganados, las ovejas y las cabras y ahí él quería aprovecharse
de mí. Mi tercera violación iba a ser eso. Pero como yo me he preguntado ‘¿por qué será que
hacen eso?’, yo no he visto nada que tienen los hombres, pero yo me he preguntado ‘¿qué será
que tienen los hombres, por qué hacen eso?’. Entonces he escuchado, no sé quién habrá sido,
pero me ha hablado así: ‘así haciendo tienen sus hijos. Agárrate una piedra o agárrate un palo y
defiéndete con eso’. ¿Entonces qué he hecho? He agarrado una rama y con la rama iba a
pegarle. Entonces le dije ‘oye, gran puta, gran puta a ver vení –y yo así chiquita, por lo menos
tendría unos nueve añitos-, mi papá me dijo que vaya acá con vos, pero el que está allá arriba
puede mirar lo que estás haciendo lo que tú me estás haciendo. Yo mejor con esta rama me voy.
‘¡Carajo, vení ahora, yo te doy con esto’. Ya me tuvo miedo. O sea que a mí no me tocaba ya,
porque yo reaccionaba mal, ya no me violaba. Ya a mis hermanas los violó igualito que a mí,
pero con ella había hecho varias veces. Entonces desde ese momento comenzó a pelear
conmigo, a discutir y a pelear conmigo. Siempre hacia tostado el, y a mí no me daba, pero a la
Judith y a la Leonilda siempre les daba. Es que yo no lo acepto que me viole, por eso no me
daba. Entonces un tío lo había encontrado violándolo a mi prima, por eso lo mató a él. Ella ya
era mayor, pero él no lo perdonó, lo mató haciéndolo, primero lo capó, y él le iba a buscar a mi
papá para que lo fuera a curar, pero no alcanzó, mi tío en el camino le hizo tontería y media. Lo
pico y lo quemó y lo ventió, no fue a donde mi papá. Y así murió”. [I20 26-10-11, 111106_002]
XXX “Victoria: ¿te acuerdas de Fabián?
Judith: Ah, de ese maldito no quiero saber nada, viejo ese maldito. ¿Te acuerdas que se acostaba
con nosotras? El maldito. Como ellos salían tanto, que los llamaban para que curaran en otras
comunidades, ahí nos dejaban solas con él, y ese se aprovechaba. Tú más que yo, tú eras buenita
con él.
V: tú también, no sólo yo [sube un poco el tono de la voz, se siente responsable parcialmente y
no quiere asumir tal peso sola]
J: No, yo no, eras tú. Pero nosotras chiquitas, ¿cómo íbamos a saber, cómo íbamos a
defendernos? ¿Y si sabes lo que le pasó?, mi tío, el finado Andrés lo mató capado cuando supo
que estaba violando a su hija, lo cortó en pedacitos y lo quemó.
Carolina: ¿Y lo enterró?
J: ¡No, qué lo iba a enterrar a ese maldito, al viento echó las cenizas!
V: si supe lo que le pasó. Quién sabe por qué el Óscar lo habrá traído a ese maldito para que
trabajara con nosotros, y quién sabe por qué mi papá lo trató como a un hijo, si nada merecía, él
grande y nosotras chiquitas (…).” (Fieldnotes, 2012).
XXXI “Lo que dice Victoria es todo realidad, no es mentira. Ella siempre decía ‘así, así me han
hecho, así me han dejado, así me han dejado botado en la casa’. ‘Por eso todo me ha ocurrido’
dice, por eso yo digo que todo es realidad, no es mentira. Unos padres les dejan en la casa, les
dejan a veces con otros chicos ajenos, por ahí todo puede pasar. Por eso yo creo que ha pasado
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así. Porque mi papá había agarrado a un chico, un chico que no era nuestro hermano, nada. Por
eso ese chico dizque lo había hecho asustar, de eso dizque hubiera resultado”. [I19 04-10-11]
XXXII “Ahí me vistió de pollera mi papá para que vaya a trabajar ahí [a Sucre], para que soy
chola, para que me rechacen, para que no esté con ellos, para que regrese al campo. Para que el
doctor Jorge Zamora no me vea con lujos, [que diga] ‘ah, esta chica no sabe nada de lujo’. Si
me hubiera dejado vestido no hubiera vuelto, no hubiera retornado. Me ha comprado dos
polleras del mismo color de las que tenía mi madre, y me mandó, me mandó a trabajar donde su
compadre el médico (…) él tenía una finca, en Yotala, llena de flores, todo color de flores. Me
encantaba mirar y decir ‘miércoles, como se ven de hermosas las flores floreciendo’. Entonces
él llegó en la tarde, y dijo ‘Victoria, no quiero que toques ninguna rosa, ninguna rosa quiero que
saques, porque así se ven mejor las plantas’. No me dieron baño donde pueda hacer mis
necesidades, donde duchar. Por ese problema tuve que irme vuelta con mi papá. Yo tenía que ir
con sus jardineros al hueco, allá, y eso a mí no me gustaba. (…) Allá llegué a conocer de dónde
era que sacaban agua, como bombardeaban agua para sacar agua a la, a la, ¿dónde se llama eso?
Donde se juega con agua, la piscina. Sus hijas llegaban recto a la piscina, y decían [en tono
despectivo, ordenando] ‘Victoria, pásame la pelota’, y así pasaban ellas jugando, así. Jugaban
aquí, se pasaban a la otra piscina, así. (…) su esposa era estirada, de la alta clase [lo dice con
ironía, voz grave], de alta categoría aummm. Decía ella ‘ah, a mí me pueden envenenar con
esto, se lo voy a dar a la Victoria’, me lo daba a mí, y yo me lo comía y no me moría. ¿Entonces
sabes por qué decía eso? Porque había despreciado a su mamá que era chola y que vendiendo su
chicha lo hizo estudiar, de eso lo despreció a su mamá. Entonces he dicho ‘bueno, usted no me
dio cama cuando yo llegué a su casa, así la miré no más [le dijo con el pensamiento], usted no
me dio cama en su casa, cama, ni tampoco me dio un baño para que me bañe con agua caliente’.
Yo dormía en lo que nos daba la gana [en cualquier condición, normalmente con incomodidad].
Entonces yo dije ‘cojuda, tú que renunciaste a tu mamá, tú que eres una secretaria que
aprendistes a escribir, por su sudor de tu madre que vendía chicha y te hizo estudiar, ahora te
toca sufrir’ le dije. Años después que he vuelto, ya con vestido, he dicho ‘yo soy la misma
Victoria, hija de Dionicio Salcedo, ahora soy de vestido, antes era de chola, pero ahora soy de
vestido. ‘Ay Victoria, ahora sí que yo te voy a agarrar, para mi hermana estás muy bien’ me ha
dicho. Así trabaje de niñera, ella se llamaba Corina de Ramirez (…)”. [I24 30-06-11]
XXXIII “Es la Plaza 25 de Mayo [central square, Sucre], es donde van los cojudos que no saben
respetar, donde le dan de todo color, le dan pisando mira, aquí están dando la vuelta, marchando
así, 25, 25, 26, 26. Y si yo quiero meter el cerito le meto el cerito, porque bueno, me pisaron,
pues yo me toca ahora pisarlos ahora en un largo. Victoria los pisa a los Chuquisaqueños, con
zapatos finos. Carajo. Victoria tiene zapatos finos, yo los piso porque me pisotearon cuando era
chiquita, no respetándome, cuando vine a trabajar. No me respetaron porque yo era gente. Falta
de respeto. Piso al que me pisó, carajo. Era chiquitita, mi hermano [que también trabajaba en la
ciudad de Sucre] era grande, yo era chiquitita, y yo digo ‘estoy sin calzón, como voy a
presentarme, y vos, carajo, vos tienes buenos cinturones, yo estoy sin calzón, ¿y yo qué voy a
hacer, porque sos blanco y que eres mejor que yo? Entonces yo me voy con mi papá, y vos te
quedas aquí, y yo me voy’”. [I26 21-07-11_005].
XXXIV “Un compadre es cuando hace bautizar a una wawa, a una niña, o un niño, un compadre.
Padrinos se les dice a los que hacen casar. Tiene que ser una persona respetable, para ser un
compadre. Tiene que ayudarle a su compadre, en lo que sea. (…) se hace cargo de los hijos de
su compadre, si viene la muerte [del padre], sí. Pero si los padres están vivos el compadre no es
tanto como un padre, el papá y la mamá es lo más especial”. [I27 13-11-11_001]
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XXXV “Él era el padrino de mi hermano Rómulo. A mí muy feo me ha hecho asustar. Varios han
sido los que me han hecho asustar, pero ése sí ha sido lo más difícil, que no he podido afrontar,
porque ha sido de noche. Después han dicho que he de [¿había, debía?] andar solita, calladita,
silencio, sin silbar, sin cantar. Ha sido ya después que de rabia me he puesto a cantar y a silbar.
::: Pensaban que yo soy enfermita, que será pues. Yo lo que estaba era traumada de lo que me ha
pasado. Eso ha sido en Todos los Santos, el más, más, fuerte de todo ha sido eso, y después el
de Santa Cruz. Estábamos haciendo masitas, donde había fuego, en el horno, afuera de la casa.
Me ha hecho asustar, me ha agarrado. Me ha asustado más, más me ha asustado porque, porque
me dijo ‘no te levantes, quédate ahí. No te levantes, quédate ahí [sic]’. Ahí es donde me ha
hecho asustar. Estaba en un fuego. Por eso soy así, maniática soy. (…) y yo he dicho ‘¿qué
quería hacer conmigo, que quería hacer?’ Y cada rato pensaba lo mismo, lo mismo, lo mismo,
hasta que ya estaba viendo visiones. Al palo lo veía como una víbora. Y yo preguntaba ‘¿qué es
eso que está ahí?’ decía, ‘Victoria, es un palo’ (anyone would say). O sea que el demonio quería
hacerme volver igual que mi hermano Óscar [who had also been agarrado-asustado/startled by
the Devil]. Y yo he vencido y vencido, pero no puedo vencer varias veces, ahora ya estoy
acabada ya. Mi papá me dijo que estaba asustada, pero que ya estaba pasarado, tengo que hacer
así con medicamentos”. [I27 13-11-11_001, I28 27-03-12_003]
XXXVI ‘Al palo ya lo estoy viendo como víbora’ dije, ‘tengo que cambiar de ambiente, y así me
voy a sanar’. De cuenta se dieron mis hermanos, que yo no estaba bien. En el campo yo ya no
podía cuidar las vacas, ni las ovejas. Mi hermano se ha dado cuenta, el Octavio [ha dicho] ‘mi
hermana ya no me puede cuidar las vacas, las ovejas. Hasta aquí no más será, yo no puedo
sanarle’, estaba fracasada ya (…). El diablo quería matarme. Entonces yo pedí el fuego. Había
un fuego que se encendía y se apagaba, que se encendía y se apagaba. Como yo no dormía, veía
eso. Entonces dije ‘papá –le dije- ¿ves allá un fuego? Se enciende y se apaga; debe haber hueco
[huaca] ahí papá’, le dije así. Y mi papá me dijo ‘ay sí, mi hijita, es verdad que ves’, pero nunca
me dijo que había oro ahí. ‘¡La pinta que aquí hay oro en esta casa, yo me tengo que escapar
porque yo no quiero ser rica!’ [She thought] ¡Sas! Agarre mis cosas y me vine a Sucre, tenía
doce años (…) a mis doce años. Pero yo veía ese recuerdo, eso que se apagaba y se prendía. Yo
dije ‘aquí hay oro, me escapo”, me escapé. Y ese lugar habían cavado, de mucho tiempo,
cuando yo he vuelto, habían descubierto el oro. ‘¿Quién ha cavado?’ pregunté, ‘tu papá y el
Octavio [Victoria’s father’s beloved son]’. Ah, han hallado el oro, y una viuda se lo llevó, era la
diabla, la esposa del Diablo. No era para el Octavio, ni era para mi papá, era para mí, por eso no
ha sido para ellos”. [I20 26-10-11]
XXXVII “Ah, pero eso era cuando era niña pues, después ya me hice yo [se fabricó calzones]. Si
me han violado también era porque no tenía calzón. La primera vez me han violado porque no
tenía calzón. Dos veces era porque no tenía calzón, tercera vez era cuando ya tenía calzón ya,
me supe poner calzón. Les Tuve que pelear porque quería ser Eva, y yo les demostré y gané.
Pudo vencer Eva. La tercera vez hemos peleado, nos hemos ido leeeejos peleando, pero sabían
que iba a ser peleado, tenían que pelear, tenía que arreglarse con mis zapatos, como estos eran,
con taco era pero, así eran mis tacos. Entonces me lo han arreglado bien dijeron ‘ve a pelear por
nosotros, vas a vencerlos bien’. Entonces me los han arreglado bien. No iba a patearlos porque
estaba con vestido, y como estaba con vestido facilito me han violado. Si tenía pantalón les
rompía sus huevos, [pero] como no tenía pantalón no he podido romperles sus huevos, me ganó.
Pero así yo también le he ganado, así le he metido estas dos uñas, estas dos uñas me llevan los
hombres aquí [señala el cuello], estas dos. Estas dos uñas me llevan los hombres, aquí en la
garganta. Gané, le sangré [le hice sangrar] y me sangró [ella sangró] ::: estaba con mi
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periodo, no me respetó ni a mi periodo imagínate. Dije ‘este cojudo no me respeta mi periodo,
que me viole pues’, me violó. ‘Cojudito te va a ir bien ahora cojudo’ le dije, ‘maldito, hijo de
puta, así te va a ir. Vos me has violado porque estaba sin compañía, bien, me has violado’”.
[I31 25-07-11_004]
XXXVIII “La niña y el cóndor. Era la pastorcita y el cóndor. La pastora iba a pastear ovejas. El
cóndor dice que les llevaba adelante a las ovejas todos los días. El cóndor le ha hecho subir a su
espalda del cóndor. Él volaba y ella as se agarraba. ¿Cómo le habrá convencido pues? La niña
era chiquita sería pues, y el cóndor le llevaba [en su espalda, a la niña] delante de las ovejas, se
asentaba y se quedaba la niña ahí. Mientras él volaba ella veía donde estaban sus ovejas, lo
llevaba así adelante. El cóndor no se pelaba [mataba y comía] a las ovejas, solo quería amansar
a la chiquita para que se la lleve a su cueva. Poco a poco se la había hecho acostumbrar. Todas
veces le hacía lo mismo, lo mismo, hasta que la chiquita ya no tenía miedo, osea que se
acercaba y se lo llevó a la peña (…). Cuando se la llevó a la peña ella no sabía que hacer;
vomitaba -dicen- él, para que coma –dicen- ella. Cuando le ha buscado en la peña su padre, ella
grito ‘papá, estoy aquí’, y él le había lanzado un trenzado ‘te voy a lanzar este trenzado, te vas a
agarrar’ le ha dicho el papá. Ella se lo había puesto en su cinturita y con eso había bajado. ¿Y
sabes que habían hecho los cóndores? Habían ido detrás a rescatarle a la chiquita. El otro cóndor
se había hecho sentar en una wirkhi [vasija de barro grande para almacenar agua] y se lo tomó el
agua. A ese lo mató [el padre al cóndor], y al otro se asentó ahí encima de la casa. Entonces
decía ‘Analita, pata que pata, Analita, pata que pata’ [llamando a la niña], sipitiq, sipitiq’ decía
[como si estuviera raspando el techo para encontrar a la niña que estaba encerrada dentro de la
casa]. Y se cansó de tanto hablar, se fue el cóndor, y abrieron la batea en que estaba tapada la
wawa [habían puesto a la niña dentro de la casa y le habían puesto una batea encima para
ocultarla], y sin embargo, muerta ella, sus huesitos bien tancados, sus huesitos de la niña bien
pelados, q’alita, asi como leña, asi, como para llevarle en leña. El cóndor se lo comía todo su
pierna y todo su cuerpo” [I32 24-01-12_003]
XXXIX “Yo tenía que cuidar las ovejas, las cabras, y las vacas (…) yo de chiquitita he sido detrás
de las cabras [sonríe], hasta mi zapato lo perdía por cuidar las cabras. Luego llegaba a la casa,
las corraleaba, me iba a comer y me dormía. Después así, así era con mi cabellito rubiecito (…)
yo quería saber por qué mataban las cabras en carnaval. Ahora yo te voy a decir: porque yo soy
cabra, osea que en cada carnaval que entregaban a una cabra era como si me hubieran entregado
en cabra al demonio :: ¿ahora ya sabes por qué sufro? Porque me daban a la Pachamama la
carne de mí, a la Pachamama. La Pachamama es de la tierra, pero come a la gente si no lo dan
la carne, ella es buena pero la Pachamama cuando no le dan la carne les come pues (…)
entonces era como si yo, ¡me hubieran dado de ofrenda al carnaval! Entonces yo dije ‘voy a
descubrir’, qué era yo, qué significaba yo (…) tenía doce añitos ya, yo ya me tenía que ir [a la
ciudad]. Entonces descubrí eso y dije ‘ah, me hicieron eso, ahora me voy, sabrá Dios cómo les
va a ir ahora’” [I18 23-08-11_001]
XL “Me violaste de calladito, te voy a dar con esto [linterna que ha dibujado], ¡linterna! Me
violaste, te va a ir mal gran puta. Linterna. Vos no me respetaste porque yo era esto [luz]?
Ahora gran puta te voy a dar la lección con esto y estito, vas a morirte gran puta. Estoy rojo con
amarillito, te voy a dar en rosadito, carajo, ¿ya? Yo le dije a uno que me ha violado en
vallecito, cerca de Padilla. Mi papá vivía, yo tenía diecinueve años, mayorcita ya. Yo le dije a
mi papá ‘¿papá, por qué me pasa esto por venir a verlo a usted? [Vicky había obtenido permiso
del hospital psiquiátrico para ir a visitarlo a la comunidad] y mi papá dice ‘a ver qué lección le
voy a dar si le digo que se está yendo a ver al rojo’ ja, ja. ‘¿Al rojo? ¿Por qué razón papá?’ le
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digo. ‘¿Por qué me fui [fue] mal, por qué, cuando yo fui ahí?’ Entonces él [su padre] dice
‘porque estas con el demonio’. Entonces ahí está. El demonio es negro, ¿no ve? Y rojo también
lo doy carajo, si es demonio le doy rojo” [I26 21-07-11_005]
XLI DIB2536. Victoria draws the fields where she grew up whilst relating how her father said
that she was with the Devil. “Veintemil cruces [rojas] me hice, y no volví más. No volví más.
Veintemil cruces hice para no volver más ahí, veintemil cruces en el cementerio de mi papá.
Veintemil cruces porque no quise volver a ese campo”. [I33 21-07-11_007]
XLII “El diablo está en todas partes como Dios está en todas partes, ¿no? El diablo vive en la
cueva en la peña, en todas las peñas está, en carnaval. Lo larga Dios de la peña para que lo
celebren aquí en la ciudad y en el campo. Yo le he visto al demonio y a la demonia, me ha
asustado. Pero hay una persona que me cuida, ha de ser mi ángel, o Dios, de lejos me cuida.
Debe ser Cheito (…) el diablo que vive en las peña hace mal las cosas. Por ejemplo, cuando
viene a la tierra el demonio, dice ‘qhencha, qhencha, qhencha’ dice, así va diciendo por el
camino. Dice qhencha, osea ‘que les vaya mal’ dice. En la peña vive con su chola, con su mujer,
de cualquier cosa se puede aparecer cuando es su día. Se visten de negro, o a veces se visten de
rojo, así como los curas se visten (…) yo tengo más poder que él, con piedrita lo agarro y lo
pego todo el tiempo. Una vez me he soñado, el diablo se ha disfrazado de Dios, quería besarme,
abrazarme en mi sueño. Y yo le he dicho ‘¿qué te pasa diablito? Tú eres el diablito. Jesús y
María’, y en ese momento ha desaparecido (…) yo domino al demonio como me da la gana,
hasta a Dios lo domino. Yo sé que Dios se aparece de hombre, a querer conquistarme Dios, y yo
le digo ‘no quiero hacer eso’. Pero si fuera el diablo me agarraría y me pisotearía [abusaría
sexualmente], pero Dios no, cuando digo que sí [quiere tener relaciones sexuales] es sí, cuando
digo que no Dios se aleja, está triste. Porque Dios me crio para que sea su pareja de él” [I34 I18
23-08-11_005]
XLIII “Jampiri: ¿asustado es lo suyo?
Victoria (V): sí, sí
J: es como loco te hace cabeza, como loco te hace tu cabeza
V: sí, sí
J: envidia de gente
V: ¿qué?
J: asustado te miran con mal y eso te hacen, te ha cogido de noche
V: ahhhhhh
J: vuelto loco
Visitor II (S): así dice, cosquillas ha hecho de noche te hacen, cosquillas te hace, como loco te
hace
J: ¿te dolía tu cabeza?
V: sí
J: parece borracho
V: ah no,
J: bien. Tu problema es asustado te ha hecho caer /// eso más te hace arrugar tu cuerpo. Así te
hace, arrugadito.
V: sí, sí
J: tu cabeza se roda, chaqruar
V: a veces, a veces
J: ahhhhhh [ve algo]. Envidia de gente, desde aaaaantes
V: ahh
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J: sí
V: sí, pues, eso sí. Siempre me dicen
J: tieeeeempo, ve. Como en este día, como hoy día [today is Tuesday, a qhencha day] te asustó,
diablo atrás, ‘corre [dice el diablo], ¡corre!’ Te quiere agarrar
V: sí, eso es así
J: correr quieres pues. No te han llamado bien. Te espanta.
V: antes, ¿no?
J: A veces bien, a veces días bien, a veces días mal, asustaaoooooo estás, ni hablas.
V: ajá
J: entonces su cabeza no sabe a cuál lado está es.
S: no sabe a cuál lado está su cabeza, ahí rato se pone así, dice
[J sigue leyendo la coca en silencio]
V: ¿se puede curar o no?
J: tres veces
[Victoria me explica que tres veces ha de echar la coca]
J: ahora en qué forma ha de curar
S: sale para usted, curar
J: [echa coca. Solo se escucha el cacareo de la gallina y los pollitos. Salen dos buenas y una
mala]
Carolina: salen dos buenas y una mala
V: y mala [la tercera hoja]
[Sigue leyendo el Jampiri. Echa más hojas, lee. Pone cuatro hojas, como antes, al lado de las
monedas. Sigue leyendo]
J: ¿te has caído, alguna vez?
V: sí, sí, me he caído
J: mala parte, tierra, sunquchicha [¿?], has caído, ¿caíste en el campo o te han hecho caer?
V: me he caído
J: después te has puesto a trabajar [¿?], vuelta te has asustado de ahí
V: sí, sí, sí, ajá
J: con chicoteado te han llamado
V: ¡mi papá me pegaba pues!
J: ¿tiempo, y?
V: ajá
J: ahhhh [sigue leyendo la coca]. Con chicote te han llamado, con chicoteado llaman
V: ¿le han curado?
J: quieren pegar, [a] lo que lo agarra. Loco. Hace doler tu cabeza, por ánimo quieres correrte. Su
ánimo se ha aferrado maligno. Maligno te agarrado. Lo has cogido de noche, de noche lo has
cogido, maligno, diablo lo que lo ha asustado. Por eso loca es. A veces viene, como loco lo ha
agarrado. Tiene que hacerse llamar, millurear. Fricciones, con chakawarmi, de llamarte. Con
chicoteado ha de llamar ::: jatun jampi, harto. Salud. Ahhh!
V: ¡mal me habrá salido!
J: igual
V: bien [siguiente hoja sale ‘bien’]
[Siguiente hoja sale ‘mal’]
V: mal
J: había salido mala
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[Siguiente hoja sale ‘bien’]
V: bien
[Sigue leyendo hojas]
[Salió más bien que mal]
J: Tiene salud [la curación está en manos del Jampiri]. /// Eso, al susto, lo has cogido diablo, de
noche, asustado.
S: ‘pa’ usted sale pa’ que me [le] cure’ dice, le ha contado [el Jampiri a Victoria]
J: desde antes, ha sido, antes. Dueño, se hace maligno. Sí.
V: cierto, me ha hecho asustar es el diablo. Cierto es que me ha hecho asustar
(…)
J: Ahhhhh! No sale pa’ Sucre [para ser tratado en el hospital psiquiátrico], esto es pa’ mí.
[Había puesto tres hojas de coca para cada lugar, moneda cae cerca al dos de las tres veces]. En
Sucre, manicomio te ponen, ¿te hacen zampar con agua? Al Sucre, al manicomio te ponen. Pero
la hacen asustar ahí
V: la verdad es
J: esto es pa’ mí, poquito ha salido. [Sigue echando la moneda] ¿Con agua te han zampado?
V: ajam, pero en Sucre. ¡Cuando me han hecho volver del otro mundo en maquina
[electroshock], eso está diciendo!
J: harto necesita, jampi, doce clases
S: doce clases de medicinas se necesitan, dice
J: doce clases. /// Has ido a Sucre, así. Con agua te han [echado, lavado, ‘zampado’], vuelta de
ahí, en el manicomio más.
S: pero mucho eso cuando son locas. Mucho eso es cuando están locas, meten al manicomio
meten
J: vuelta te han asegurao. Con agua te zampan
V: sí, pues ahí les meten
C: ¿qué dice, que está en el manicomio o que va a estar?
S: ‘ahí te van a querer meter en Sucre’, le dicen, sólo cuando lo recaigaras. Sólo cuando lo
apeorara solo ahí puede ser que lo meten ahí
C: ¿y es bueno el manicomio?
S: y quizá es bueno ahí
C: pero no sé qué dice él [Jampiri]
J: ¿no lo quisiera llamar? Humillear, como a los wawas, lloraba día y noche, igualito yo lo sé
curar [humillear], se ha hecho bueno, le hace humillear poco a poco. Se humillean. Yo con
credo quichua santiguar.
S: dice que cuando llora, loquea, llora las wawas. De cuando curó recién wawa, éste decía éste
[niño] se acomoda ya.
J: hacen llamar de otra casa, en el patio es que llaman. Llaman, con chicotero llaman a él. Otros
llaman, chicotean, sí. Si no caes de ahí más te tiran para atrás. ‘Volvé ’ ordenan, 'animu a su
cuerpo’
V: ¿no ve que te dije? [Dice a Carolina]
(…)
J: asustado, por donde quiera quiere correr, loco, te ha agarrado. Tiieeeeempo es, pasada estas
de curar, de diablo estas locuyada. ¿Tu papá sabia pegarte?
V: si
J: malo. Loqueado, loqueado, como correrte
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V: quiero correrme y tirarme por una peña, y matarme
J: diablo es pues, diablo. Diablo hace, lo pone a pensar, a caminar, diablo lo perturba para
volver loco. De eso es. No hay que pensar [mal] de los familiares, de eso el diablo que nos
persigue, nos empuja a la pena
S: ‘Con ajeno podemos hacer lo que sea’, dice, con la familia, ya ve que algunos son con sus
familias, ese dice, ‘no hay que pensar, con gente ajena se puede hacer lo que sea’ dice. No pasa
nada con gente ajena, dice
J: con familiares no vamos a pensar [have sexual intercourse], con ajeno podemos hacer
(…) J: /// si te has ofendido a la familia diablo lo perturba, ni al compadre
S: ni al compadre no hay que [no] obedecerle
J: a tu papá, para tu alma, tienes que [pedir] perdonar de rodillas
J: si ha hecho algo tienes que perdonarse a su papá
C: pero papá no ha sido, [han sido] otros hombres
J: si han sido otros hombres perdonar a Dios, tienes que rezar el credo. Desde antes no te has
pedido perdón, el diablo anda ahí
V: el diablo hace que me quiera hacer matar, el demonio
J: rezar el credo, para que no le perturbe el maligno. Envidia de gente, asustado, viento [wayra],
jai parado en tierra, fue cuando has salido a correr, ahí te ha agarrado /// viento, maligno” [I39
24-01-12_001]
XLIV “Qhencha muere gente (…) Bueno, Qhincha, ha oído a gente muerto. Por eso ha salido la
coca, por eso es. Qhincha está encima de la peña (…) Ahhhhh, hay que oír pues, hay que huirse
pues, pa’ él es, el diablito lo que hace, sí. Por eso, si ha sido loco, pa’ él es. Para usted, si le
opones a tu padre, compadre, madre, pariente, tu alma no vas a ver a Dios, te vas a quemar
como en infierno, sí. Si pides perdón a tu pariente, entonces estas salvada, su espíritu. Es el
diablo el dueño, lo has perturbado. Vas a pedir perdón, perdón a tu pariente y entonces el diablo
se apaga, se va a huir. Si no te pides perdón, el diablo no duerme, peor, lo persigue peor, loco.
Sí, a tu pariente, perdón, si te has opuesto. Si te has opuesto a algo, tienes que pedir perdón, ahí
estas salvada. Sí. Es el diablo el que te hace asustar feo, de noche. Feo lo hace. Yo de wawita,
no se oponerme nunca, ni a papá ni a mamá, sabia huasquear a mí, no he sabido oponerme. Te
he de mostrar el libro [catequismo]. Hay que oir, no hay que oponerse. Pa’ él ha sido, pa’ él es,
el diablo lo ha de llevar a él, para él morir se ha de condenar, se ha de aventurar. Para usted, si
ha de pedir perdón a su pariente entonces está salvada. [Perdón] de rodillas, entonces está
salvada, todo eso del maligno ya no estarás perseguida. Maligno lo perturba. Si te ha abusado
es delito por eso, tu pariente. Usted le va a pedir perdón. Va a oír [lo que] le cuento, te voy a
avisar: ni a compadre ni a comadre no haces eso de relación de abusar. Diablo no duerme, lo
hace matar, hasta la sepultura. Pero si pide perdón entonces está salvada, no estás en manos del
maligno. Si te abuenas [volverse bueno] con tu pariente entonces maligno no estarás
perturbada, has de volver sano. Has de pedir, tienes que pedir perdón, de rodillas, a tu pariente.
Ya de eso ya tranquilo, nadie le hace daño. Loco diablo persigue, a donde quiera, lo persigue, a
perturbarle el maligno. Has de rezar perdón, para la salud, pa’ curar, dieciséis rezos se yo,
dieciséis rezos pa’ toda clase. Más que el padre estoy hablando. Tu pariente se ha condenado.
Si has pedido perdón, para él será, tu pariente se va a condenar. Si a tu pariente le has puesto
mano, como éste te has de ir, pero si te has pedido perdón a tu pariente, te abuenas, entonces
ya no vas a esto, te vas a salvar. Si ha pedido perdón, se abuena, cariño, humilde se vuelve, va a
donde su papá, su mamá. Cuando has de curarte lo vas a pedir perdón a Dios. Dos clases de
perdón [padre y Dios], para padre y pa’ Cristo, entonces diablo no aparece. ‘Yo me confieso’,
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‘acto de contrición’, rezando tres ‘padres nuestros’, tres ‘Aves María’, y ‘Gloria’. Y vuelve
haaarto a decirlo. Y ya no vas a ser malcriado a tu papá ni a tu mamá, nadita. A tu marido como
a tu hijo, a él tienes que respetar, como a tu madre. A todos sus tíos, de corazón. Qhencha es a
usted. Si se salva, perdón a tu pariente, entonces estas salvada. Tu pariente, si no te perdona, pa’
él va a ser” [I39 24-01-12_001].
XLV “Este árbol existe en el cielo, está a la mano derecha. No me dejaba entrar mi ángel, y San
Pedro tampoco, me ha dicho que no me voy a quedar. Éste es San Pedro, más o menos flaquito
era. Y él no me dejó, no me dejó, me dijo que la tierra está sucia, que inmundos todos los
colores, todos los colores están inmundos. Eso ha tenido razón de decirme porque hacen
macumba con todas las plantas, Pachamamas, todo lo hacen, y por eso me dijo así San Pedro.
(…) el árbol era rosado. El árbol es rosado y es suerte. Y yo me fui a cobijar en el árbol rosado,
y me volví rosadita, y por eso estoy [en el dibujo] así rosadita. No sé si daba frutos, porque yo
ya lo he encontrado florecido. Rosadito como los árboles de durazno, como los que había en mi
huerta, pero ahora no sé si hay, porque antes había en abundancia (…) ese es el árbol de la
suerte, arbolito rosado. A los dieciséis años he llegado al cielo, jovencita. [Yo aún] Sigo
saliendo [siendo] rosado, porque soy rosada, es mi suerte” [I27 13-11-11_001]
XLVI “Si yo me corriera al otro mundo sería por pánico, por no estar con estas mujeres. Por estas
mujeres he vuelto desde el otro mundo, en 1980[1981], he viajado el seis de agosto, arriba. Dios
me botó, no, ni así no le iba a hacer caso. [Le dije a Dios] ‘¡Si usted me bota [del cielo] no entro
ahí, qué me importa, me voy a donde aquel árbol, me voy a cobijar del sol!’ Y me fui a cobijar
ahí. Pero una mujer no ha faltado que me haga volver. Esa mujer fue a mi velorio, y yo no quise
que me vele, y por eso me tuve que regresar del otro mundo” [I37 11-07-11_001]
XLVII “Él me dijo a mí también, ‘que los mato de una vez pa’ que no sufra. Que muera porque no
haiga, pa’ que sufra’, me dijo. Entonces le dije ‘hay que curar hasta donde se pueda, curar,
tienes que hablar así’, le dije. Lo hizo de caer, subió la casa del tejado de la casa, y de ahí a las
piedras que estaba montones, ahí la había empujado. El le había hecho asi”. [I19 04-10-11].
XLVIII “Yo te voy a contar una cosa de las estrellas. Dios me ordenó para que me vista del color
que me han hecho daño los hombres. Me han violado con ese color, yo no quería ponerme
nunca más ese vestido; pero Dios me ordenó que yo haga de ponerme el mismo vestido que me
han violado, y a la fuerza tuve que colocarme el vestido anaranjado floreado, para que yo pueda
ir por el camino correc [‘correcto’, no termina la palabra], por el camino angosto (…) cuando
yo estaba yendo por el camino angosto, primero en que he pensado es en toda mi familia. He
pasado una tranca, yo pasé por encima, ¿y que había? Había una cancha [football field, pitch],
ahí han aparecido unas estrellas de este tamaño, grandes, dos. Han dado la vuelta por mi cabeza,
y se han ido a colocar a ambos lados. Yo cojuda he avisado [said to others] que esa estrella era
yo. Y unas cosas azules iban al medio. Ese es Dios, lo que he visto en el medio, azul era Dios”.
[I37 11-07-11_001]
XLIX “Abuelos maternos. Anciana [abuela], fallecida, edad ignorada. Era persona parecida a la
paciente, ‘medio perdida’. Murió así a los 50 años, no fue internada [en el hospital]. Hablaba
tonterías. ¿Psicoprogresiva? Inicio a los 30 años más o menos. Abuelo fallecido a los 80 años
más o menos. Fue sano, mas después sufría de ataques de ‘desvarío’. Fallecido en ese estado,
¿demencia senil?” (First psychiatric assessment, #2974, August, 1981).
L “Fue niña viva [vivacious] hasta los 2-3 años, entendía todo y era protestativa. Sufría de
frecuentes pesadillas. No sonambulismo, no soliloquios. No convulsiones febriles (…). Era una
niña ‘cobarde y llorona’ (…) ignoran [the relatives] experiencias sexuales, [pues] fue criada
muy sola. Nunca fue muchacha de querer tener amistades, siempre era ‘muy aburrida’. A los 12
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años la trajeron a Sucre a una casa de familia, a la cual ‘la prestaron’, ahí comenzó a tener
ataques de dolor de cabeza y a hablar tonterías, en ese estado duraba pocas horas y a veces 1
semana. Sólo permaneció 4 meses en esa casa (…) hace un año y medio que se fue a vivir a
Santa Cruz a vivir con otro hermano, el cual la volvió a ver después de 15 años. Allí trabajaba
en casa de familia, más a raíz de su enfermedad este mes abandonó el trabajo. Anteriormente
la chica vivía en el campo, donde nada o poco aprendió sobre higiene, cuidado de casa, etc.,
el hermano refiere que parecía retardada, contrastando con el aspecto que presentaba cuando
tenía 3 años (…) Hace más o menos dos semanas que el hermano notó que la paciente se puso
mal, hablaba tonterías, como ser: ‘soy Rosa de Lejos’, tengo ‘equipos deportivos’. Que ha
organizado los equipos deportivos, alguna vez se quitó la ropa y se tornó agresiva con una
conocida y con la esposa del informante (…) Se ha descuidado de la higiene y la vestimenta, así
como con la alimentación (…) otras actividades que le llamaron la atención al informante fue el
hecho de que el dinero que la paciente recibió de pagamento por de su trabajo le había gastado
en ropas, y otras cosas, no ahorrando ni un peso, cosa que no acostumbraba a hacer (…)”. (First
psychiatric assessment, #2974, August, 1981).
LI “Está con mirada que aparenta alucinaciones” (Medical records, Mental Conditions, Victoria
Salcedo, 19/03./12)
LII “[Evaluación de las condiciones mentales] Paciente que se torna agresiva con el personal de
la unidad primera de mujeres echándoles con agua y a las pacientes también, debido a que vio
contenida físicamente [manacled] a otra paciente. Se torna vociferante, agresiva verbal, es
contenida verbalmente por el personal de enfermería, solicita la presencia del médico, acepta de
manera pasiva la administración de su tratamiento parenteral. [En] la entrevista, paciente
delirante, con ideas de grandeza, daño y perjuicio, refiere que las mujeres tienen la culpa para
que ‘ella este loca… es la uva rosada y le tienen que respetar’. Se la observa irritable,
demandante, confrontadora. Se la mantiene bajo observación, en caso de volver a presentar
cuadro de agitación psicomotriz con resultado negativo a la contención verbal, se deberá
proceder a la contención física (….)” [Medical records, Victoria Salcedo, 17/03/12, 15 Hr)
LIII “Paciente que transcurrió el fin de semana en relativa calma, obedece órdenes, ayuda en las
labores establecidas, paciente que aceptó las órdenes que se le impartieron sobre su conducta,
[es decir] obedecer al personal y no ir a la cocina ni a las demás dependencias, para ello firmó
un contrato realizado en la unidad, donde la paciente se compromete a portarse bien o recibirá la
contención física [manacles], hasta el momento no se han presentado nuevamente problemas
con el personal [staff] (…) Paciente orientada en persona, desorientada en tiempo y espacio, sin
conciencia de enfermedad ni de situación, con tendencia a la expansividad y la euforia, con
ideas delirantes de daño y perjuicio hacia su persona (…)”.(Medical records, Mental Conditions,
Victoria Salcedo, 25/07/11)
LIV “ideas místicas religiosas, refiere que odia a Dios porque Dios es hombre y ella fue abusada
cuando era niña” (23/03/12)-.
LV “Es Dios que me hace así. Dios me violó, para que sea de Él, para que no me vaya nunca del
lado de Él. Como yo no le conocía, entonces le he rechazado. Y así lo hace, cuando no estoy
con Él, siento que Él está conmigo, me habla, yo le escucho. Me dice ‘Victoria, quiero tener un
hijo con vos’. ‘¿Tener un hijo conmigo?’ le digo así, Cheito es Dios para mí. Entonces le digo
‘Cheito, si vos quieres tener un hijo conmigo, tenlo, pero yo no lo quiero’. Entonces me dice
‘bueno, si tú quieres tener un hijo para mí, lo vas a tener pero yo lo voy a criar’. ‘Bueno, si así
quieres, hazlo’ le dije. . (…) ¿Las mujeres pecaron, acaso no sabes que pecaron? Comiendo la
manzana prohibida. Por eso es el pecado que hay en la tierra, por eso estamos aquí, porque Eva
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pecó. La segunda Eva ha sido María, la tercera Eva soy yo. No pecó María, pero tuvo su hijo
para que sufra, ¿no ve? Ella fue la segunda Eva, y yo soy la tercera Eva. Las mujeres pecaron
primero que los hombres, el diablo les ha hecho pecar. La víbora sabía andar [wander, walk]
antes, ahora se arrastra porque pecó. Satanás era su ángel más preferido de Dios, pero como
pecó le dijo que se arrastre, ahora se arrastra, ¿ahora me entiendes? Todas esas violaciones me
las han mandado las mujeres, por eso ellas tienen la culpa, haciendo la maldad, como son
perversas, como maní crudo [raw peanut], igualito lo mandaron. Pero no han podido hacerme
embarazar ellas, sino Dios. Ellas querían hacerme embarazar para hacerme quedar mal como
perra (…) una perra que se dispone para los hombres y se entrega, así me quisieron decir a mí, y
así no soy yo. Una perra puede tener para cualquier perro, pero yo no soy perra para que me
entregue a cualquier perro. Si yo lo tuviera un hijo de esos perros yo lo botaba. ¿Ahora
descubriste de qué estoy enferma ahora? De la maldad y de la perversidad. A los hombres los
mandaron las mujeres pecadoras, me lo hicieron a mí porque yo soy la Tercera Eva. Yo no soy
pecadora porque no le he tentado a los hombres, tampoco le he tentado al diablo, soy la Tercera
Eva Poderosa. Yo vine [al mundo] por las mujeres malditas, no vine por los hombres. Ahora lo
vas a saber, por qué vine desde el otro mundo, yo no vine por los hombres, vine por las malditas
mujeres, porque las malditas mujeres son pecadoras. Yo vine a este mundo a enseñarle a las
mujeres pecadoras para que no pequen, ¿ahora me entiendes todo? (…) las mujeres querían que
yo me parezca a una perra, siempre yo digo eso. ¿Por qué reacciono mal contra las mujeres?
Porque me hicieron todo lo que quisieron; a ver, ¿te gustaría que yo te venda, y vos te entregues
[tu cuerpo] por el dinero, pero [que] vos no recibas, que ellas reciban el dinero, que ellas
dispongan el dinero y que se hagan millonarias? ¿Eso te gustaría? ¿No, no ve? Entonces por eso
es que yo reacciono contra las mujeres, porque me hicieron las cosas que han querido (…)”.
[I18 23-08-11_001]
LVI Victoria: cuídense del camino por donde van a andar, porque yo les voy a castigar. Yo soy
más fuerte que Jesucristo (…) ustedes querían bañarme esta mañana, porque yo estaba débil. Y
así incluso débil yo estaba colaborando [making an effort to get showered], y vuelta [en retorno]
me mandaron su maldita droga [medicación]. ¡Qué lindo que a ustedes les drogarían y se
sentirían como yo! ¡Malditas, y malditos! ¡Desgraciados de mierda! ¡Vengan, vengan! A
matarme como un cordero, como a una oveja, no les tengo miedo. Yo he luchado siempre sola.
Juana [pasa caminando]: el cura me mató en la panadería. El cura me mató en la panadería. (…)
V: Dios les ha visto todo lo que me han hecho, en la oscuridad, y en la claridad. La claridad es
de Dios, la oscuridad es del demonio. El demonio se los va a llevar a ustedes, ¡y yo no tendré
piedad de ustedes, porque ustedes en vez de sanarme me están drogando! ¡Yo no soy enferma
[orgánica], soy enferma de los nervios y asustada, nada más! Yo no soy enferma ::: [someone
whimpers in the room]
J: el cura me mató en la panadería. El cura me mató en la panadería. El cura me mató en la
panadería [her voice is almost a song]. Victoria, vamos a cavar la tierra, ¡Victoria! [Victoria
does not want to pay attention to Juana, she continues talking and screaming. Nurses pass by]
(…) V: yo sé hacer frutas secas. Las frutas secas se hacen de puro huevo, y azúcar, ¡y harina
blanca de choclo del maíz!
Evarista: la harina de maiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiíz
V: se hace de pura manteca. Nosotros [en la comunidad de Leuquepampa] hacemos rosquitas
para Todos los Santos, todo hacemos para que coman las almas que están viniendo. Ustedes no
hacen igual, no hacen igual
E: estamos perdidos
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V: no hacen igual (…) Mi papá tenía manzanas, duraznos dulces. La casa había cerca de la
huerta. ¿Saben de qué añito me han violado los hombres? Cuando me he caído de barriguita [on
her belly], ahí me violaron porque no tenía calzón
E: de barriguita, porque no tenía calzón, calzón
V: nooó tenía calzón
E: yo sí tenía calzón
V: y yo no he visto nada. La segunda violación que yo tuve fue cuando estaba viviendo
[Evarista interrumpe y Victoria escucha]
E: la primera violación que tuve fue cuando yo estaba en Córdoba, me violó el Fausto
V: y la tercera violación fue en Santa Cruz de la Sierra, en un lugar muy silencio (…) se ha
hecho pasar por detective para aprovecharse de mi ausencia, porque yo no tenía valor, ¡me
sentía como una basurita que se lo llevaba el viento! Y ahí he dicho ‘¿Dios mío, por qué me has
dejado sola?’ Yo le he metido las dos uñas, las dos grandes, le iba a matar. Después he dicho ‘si
le mato a este cojudo voy a ir a la cárcel, lo largaré [lo dejaré ir] (…) ¡malditas mujeres! ¡Por
unas cuantas tenemos que pagar todas! Malditos hombres y malditas mujeres, se meten con uno,
se meten con otro, y al final sufren las wawas. ¿O me estoy equivocando? ¡A ver, que venga
alguien y me diga que me estoy equivocando! A las wawas mujercitas si son, no hay que
confiarles mucho de ir a lejos, hay que vigilarles, ¡porque el diablito no duerme! ¿Qué
pensarían, que no me iba a dar cuenta que me iban a dar droga? No sabía que ustedes daban
droguita para que las pacientes se enfermen, se entretengan [queden] aquí y estén más pacientes.
Ahora les voy a pedir que se vayan [los nuevos pacientes] que sean atendidos en sus casas y no
venir aquí a sufrir
E: ¡y no encerrarnos aquí para sufrir!
V: creo que tienes mucha razón :::::::::
Antonia [inmate, she talks to the inmate who is whimpering]: ¿por qué lloras?
V: ¡ella llora porque le tiene miedo al demonio! ¡Ja, ja! ¿Para qué me hacen gritar, para que me
hacen macumba? (…)
Nurse: a ver, a ver, pasen, pasen, a almorzar, pasen, pasen (…)
Evarista: a ver, a ver, india, india
Isabel [inmate]: vos serás india, tú tenías pollera
Evarista: yo no
(…)
Jenny [inmate]: señorita Victoria, Dios, Dios está mirando, a todo mundo. Dios está mirando, en
los dos manicomios, en el de hombres y el de mujeres
V: Ya sé, ya sé. Pero Angélica mató aquí las luces
Jenny: ya sé, ya sé. Pero es sólo Dios el que nos va a juzgar a todo el mundo
V: ¡no estoy hablando con vos para que tú te metas!
Jenny: bueno, bueno [se va]
V: [canta] quisiera que una bombita caiga al psiquiátrico (…) [sigue cantando] dicen que los
hombres, no deben llorar, por una mujer que ha pagado mal a su corazón. Yo tengo unos ojos
negros, looos vendo por hechiceros, porque me han pagado mal
Evarista: [canta junto a Victoria] más te quisiera, más te amo yo, y todas las noches las paso,
suspirando por tu amor (…)
V: ¿Sabes por qué me hacen tomar el medicamento? Porque yo les puedo decir sus cosas en su
lugar, pero ahora se buscaron, como hoy día es viernes [qhencha day], les dije todo lo que me
da la gana (…)” [I42 01-07-11_003]
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LVII “¿Para qué te estoy criando? con tu cuerpo me tienes que pagar”
LVIII “En cuanto a la conducta de la menor [thirteen years old woman] se ha demostrado que ha
tenido mala conducta, que andaba de feria [fiesta popular] en feria y que incluso una de las
declarantes [female witness] afirma que la supuesta víctima de violación paraba en cantinas y
no se recogía [stayed] en [the town of] Alcalá en su vivienda, ya que ellos [her parents] tuvieron
que recogerla”
LIX “Diga usted si es la primera vez que tiene contacto sexual con un hombre en especial con su
cuñado, quien dice que sabe que usted ha podido tener relaciones sexuales con otros debido al
poco cuidado que tenían sus padres sobre su persona”
LX “Habiendo declarado todos mis testigos ofrecidos, los cuales en forma uniforme y la mayoría
de ellos dan fe de mi buena conducta así mismo testifican que mi hija Vilma Esteves es tonta y
consiguientemente susceptible a ser enseñada para que hablara en mi contra y en contra de su
honor (…) prueba de ello [es que] de ser una muchacha sensata no hablaría de esa manera
[sobre las relaciones sexuales que su padre tuvo con ella] al que llega a la casa, esto demuestra
claramente que la chica aparte de ser retrasada mental es también enseñada [mal acostumbrada].
(…)”
LXI “[G]rave crimen es el incesto, el qual se comete con parienta hasta en quarto grado, ó con
comadre, ó con cuñada, ó con mujer Religiosa profesa; y esto mismo es de la muger que cometa
maldad con hombre de otra ley; y este crimen de incesto es en alguna manera heregía; y
cualquiera que lo cometiere, allende de las otras penas en Derecho establecidas, pierda la mita
de sus bienes para la nuestra Cámara (ley 7. Tit. 20. Lib. 8. R)” (TITULO X XIX. De los
incestos, y estupros. LEY I). “Hombre de otra ley” is referred to any “judío, moro, hereje,
perjuro o adivino” (Libro XII, título XIX, Ley I of the Novísima recopilación, cited by Coted,
2013: 286).
LXII “Muy grant pecaso facen los homes yaciendo con sus parientas o con sus cuñadas, a que
dicen en latin incestus (…) Yacer home con su cuñada o con su parienta es pecado que pesa
mucho á Dios, et que tienen los hombres por muy grant mal, á que dicen en latin incestus, que
quiere decir romance tanto como pecado que es fecho contra castidat. Et cae en este pecado el
que yace á sabiendas con su parienta fasta el quarto grado, ó con su cuñada que fuese muger de
su pariente fasta en ese mismo grado”
LXIII “Mas si la muger que algunt home corrompiese, non fuese religiosa, nin virgen nin vibda de
buena fama, mas fuese alguna otra muger vil, entonces decimos que nol deben dar pena [to the
man who has raped her] por ende, solamente que non le faga fuerza”
LXIV “Pregunta del Juez. Diga usted desde cuándo se ha hablado en la comunidad que la menor
Serafina Rojas ha tenido relaciones con su padrastro.
Testigo. Yo me he enterado que Leoncio Quevedo convivía con su hijastra cuando la chica ya
tuvo la criatura, esto yo me enteré porque los vecinos de él comentaban que él era el padre de la
wawa.
Juez. ¿En qué consistía el compromiso que hicieron ante usted como autoridad el imputado la
menor y la madre de la menor?
Testigo. Quiero aclarar que no se hizo ningún documento escrito, el imputado vino a mi casa
con objeto de que ante mi autoridad se le hiciese entrega de una vaquilla a la chica para que
ésta se quedara con ellos y no se andara [que no se fuera], la fecha de este acuerdo no recuerdo,
pero la menor debía tener diez años.
Juez. Sabe usted qué personas del sexo masculino tenían amistades con los de la casa de
Leoncio Quevedo.
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T. En la casa de Leoncio Quevedo donde vivía la menor no vive ningún otro hombre y a la
chica nunca la he visto con ningún otro hombre.
J. Sabe Ud. que Leoncio Quevedo la castigaba constantemente por celos.
T. Yo no sé absolutamente nada respecto a ese punto
J. Sabe Ud. si la menor estaba acostumbrada a salir a lugares donde vendan bebidas.
T. La chica sabía salir cuando mucho a las vecindades y jamás he sabido que ella hubiese ido
donde se vende bebidas ni nunca la he visto borracha. (…)
J. ¿Qué se comenta en la comunidad acerca del juicio que se sigue a Leoncio Quevedo?
T. Allá se comenta que él debe estar preso porque su entenada [hijastra] ha tenido familia para
él. (…)”.
LXV “(…) Ahora, el caso concreto que motiva esta querella, es el hecho de que, este año, en el
mes de febrero, pasado el carnaval sin que se pueda precisar fecha, cuando mi hermanita menor
de 16 años de edad, llamada Agustina, se encontraba haciendo pastar ganado en la loma, lugar
silencioso, la había sorprendido el tal Fernando Gómez, que es hermano por padre de ella y allí
cuando mi hermana trató de defenderse a lo que sus fuerzas daban, dicho individuo le había
pegado ferozmente, haciéndole sangrar todo el cuerpo, y en estas condiciones consumó con ella
(su hermana) abuso deshonesto, logrando ella huir luego aterrorizada y dejando el ganado, pero
ya después del hecho delictuoso. Al ser avisada de esto mi madre había corrido al lugar,
encontrando al autor que, furioso, quiso atentar contra su vida. Mi madre, mujer de campo, por
todo lo relacionado totalmente atimidada [intimidada] y pendiente [temiendo] de amenazas de
ser ‘descuartizada’ si algo dice o hace, ha silenciado el hecho. Yo anoticiada [sabiendo] por
ajenas personas y luego por mi propia hermana en ésta, me he anoticiado de este monstruoso
delito de INCESTO, que constituye reincidencia reiterada de estos hechos por lo que tengo
relatado, por lo que, me he visto obligada a venir desde Camiri para incoar esta querella
criminal en defensa de mi nombrada hermana de madre ANTONIA GÓMEZ MORA, de mi
madre y de mi hogar, y con ése derecho formulo, esta querella prestando al mismo tiempo voz y
caución por mi madre que, con las garantías que se le concedan, ha de venir también a dar por
bien hecho lo actuado de mi parte, apoyando mi acción en las previsiones y sanciones de los
arts. 420, 422, 424 y del art. 14 del CP. casos 2, 3 y 9, y otros del citado cuerpo de leyes, y que
pido admitiéndose dicte el correspondiente auto-cabeza [orden de inicio] de proceso y expida
los mandamientos de la ley contra el sindicado Fernando Gómez, ahora en la cárcel por otros
delitos, constituyéndome desde luego en parte civil. Y protestando acreditar plenamente los
extremos y antecedentes de la querella. Padilla, 30 de junio de 1971. [Firma de Rosario]”.
LXVI “Después que paso un tiempo, mi hija se encontraba enferma de gravidez. [she was “ill” of
pregnancy]. Mi marido me dijo que solamente era una abultación de sangre. Entonces trajo a un
curandero de Tikucha llamado Laureano Villa. Él vino a curarla de manantial [spring water’s
illness] porque sus partes genitales estaban hinchadas (…) entonces el curandero dijo ‘bonito
[beautiful] lo que está pasando’ [El curandero se refería a] de lo que él [padre] la andaba
trayendo por el campo, ya que él la llevaba a donde el iba, ya sea a traer animales o cuando
venia aquí al pueblo. Él no se separaba de ella para nada. Después que se curó de la hinchazón
mi marido lo [la] llevo a Lagunillas para hacerla observar [revisar del médico], ya que ella se
encontraba mal. Luego volvió y dijo que seguía [Eva] con la abultación de sangre, que el
médico dijo que la llevara a Camiri [una ciudad más grande con un hospital especializado] en
un mes”.
LXVII “Pregunta: diga desde cuándo usted sabe que su hijo trataba relaciones sexuales con su
propia hija
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Respuesta: yo he llegado a saber por informaciones de Doña Juana Hortúa hace dos meses atrás,
me dijo que habla la gente, que esto está pasando con la Evita, que se cree que hubiese tenido su
wawita para su papá. También me contó Don Segundo Vargas que tiene una orden para
notificar a mi hijo, porque ya las autoridades sabían que él vivía con su hija, y que él no quería
notificarlo porque no le digan malo y por no perder amistad con mi hijo.
Pregunta: ¿tiene algo más que agregar?
Respuesta: sí. Cuando supe que mi nieta llegó de Camiri con su hija yo no quise conocerla
siquiera a mi bisnieta por los rumores de la gente que esa wawa es de su padre, que lleva una
Qhencha Wawa. (…)” (Declaración informativa, 1974)
LXVIII “Últimamente los días de carnaval tuvimos una fiesta en casa, habían varios invitados. Mi
esposo sin respeto alguno a los invitados ha empezado a manosearla [a Eva], a agarrarla de sus
piernas en vistas de todos, y por último no le dejaba salir del cuarto y él entraba cada rato. De
un momento a otro ha empezado a pegarme, arrastrándome de mi mano (…) si no fuera por la
intervención de los concurrentes que asistieron en mi favor, hubiera consumido [consumado] su
intento de victimarme [matarme]. Habiendo ido al monte a ocultarme, al día siguiente salí a casa
de mi suegra a contarle, los invitados a la fiesta vinieron a llevarme nuevamente a la casa el día
martes de carnaval. Ya después el dirigente sindical de la zona, Don Sigifredo Valencia,
dirigente sindical de la zona, me contó que mi marido se había entrado al cuarto donde se
encontraba mi hija y apagó el mechero [lámpara] y se quedaba mucho rato con ella. Después
volvía a salir y seguía atendiendo a la gente que eran nuestros invitados. A raíz de esto, me veo
llena de vejámenes y ultrajes de parte de mi esposo Serafino. (…) le hice saber lo que estaba
pasando a mi hermano que se encontraba en la ciudad de Camiri y a los pocos días vino mi
hermano con la policía para capturar a mi marido” (Declaración, Jesusa Álamos, 1974)
LXIX “Declaración informativa.
En Muyupampa, a horas 11 y 30 del día 6 de marzo de 1974, se hizo presente en la oficina de la
Guardia Nacional Provincial la señorita Eva Ramos Alamos, a objeto de presentar una
declaración informativa, e interrogada que fue expreso en la siguiente forma:
Pregunta: Diga usted sus generales de Ley
Respuesta: Me llamo Eva Álamos, menor de dieciséis años de edad, natural de xxx, vecina de
xxx, ocupada en labores domésticas
Pregunta: Diga usted si vivía con su padre Serafino Ramos en forma maridable [como marido y
mujer] y desde cuándo
Respuesta: efectivamente he vivido con mi padre [de esta forma] Serafino Ramos desde hace
dos años atrás. Me pasó esta desgracia en el mes de abril de 1972, esto ha pasado cuando nos
encontrábamos acarreando maíz donde don Pedro Osinaga en Yacunday. Ahí fue donde mi
padre abusó de mi persona sexualmente, y por primera vez me abusó de forma violenta, y sin
tener compasión a los ruegos de hija que le hice. Esto es en el campo donde no podía recurrir a
nadie para pedir auxilio, habiendo ocurrido por la noche. Yo le dije ‘voy a avisarle a mi madre’,
a lo que me respondió que si lo hacia él iba a matar a mí y a mi madre. Después que pasó, dos
semanas cuando nos encontrábamos arreando los burros al lugar de Itirimi fue que nuevamente
abusó de mi persona por segunda vez, diciéndome que no me faltaría ni comida ni ropa.
También me ha dicho que así de ocultas [a escondidas] vamos a vivir. Así sucedió, ya él me
abusaba de mi persona cuando él quería y las veces que podía, y todas las veces que le decía que
iba a contarle a mi mamá siempre respondía con la amenaza de matarnos a las dos.
Posteriormente me di cuenta que me encontraba en cinta (gravidez), llegando a enfermarme de
mis partes genitales, y se hincharon sumamente grandes. Mi padre fue a traer un curandero
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llamado Laureano Villa para que me curara de esta mi enfermedad. Manifestando el curandero
que solamente era una soplazón de cepe (the effect of an ant bite); en esto escuché que mi padre
le dijo al curandero que me haga abortar, pero él se negó, y [dijo el curandero] que eso se
consideraba como delito. Dicho curandero fue a curarme por tres oportunidades. Luego cuando
ya me encontraba curada de mis partes, pasaba el tiempo y mi embarazo seguía adelante, mi
padre me llevó a Lagunillas donde un curandero llamado Lázaro Mamani, quien me dio 20
pastillas para mi enfermedad. De ahí regresamos nuevamente a nuestra casa, y después que
pasaron veinte días mi papa me llevó a la casa de mi abuelita en Camiri, luego me llevaron a la
clínica del doctor Arnold, donde di luz a mi criatura. Estuve luego en casa de mi abuelita
Celedonia Alamos, permaneciendo allí seis meses y medio. De ahí mi padre me llevó a nuestra
casa de xxx [la comunidad donde vivían], esto ocurrió en el mes de octubre a fines. En esto
sucedió que mi hijita apareció enferma con una fiebre y a los tres días de su enfermedad se
murió, en catorce de noviembre del pasado año. Después de la muerte de mi hijita nuevamente
mi padre empezó abusar de mi por tres meses, llegándose a proceder a la captura de mi padre
Serafino Ramos cuando habían pasado los días de carnaval.
Pregunta: diga usted si tiene algo más que agregar a la presente declaración
Respuesta: no tengo que agregar nada más”. (Declaración informativa, 1974)*
LXX “Declaración indagatoria ante el juez instructor de Provincia
(…)
Exhortado a decir la verdad, nada más que la verdad, diciendo dijo:
Juez: diga usted sus generales de ley
R: Me llamo Serafino Ramos, mayor de edad, casado, agricultor, natural de Xxxx y avecinado
en Xxxx.
Juez: ¿diga usted si tiene conocimiento de quien, aprovechando su condición de padre, de
intimidación o fuerza, hubiera abusado sexualmente de la menor Eva Ramos Álamos en varias
ocasiones e incluso haberle embarazado?
Imputado: yo soy el autor del embarazo y por ende de las violaciones sexuales con mi hija
menor Eva. Aclaro que desde la primera violación sexual que se efectuó hace dos años atrás,
hubo consentimiento por parte de ella. No habiendo hecho uso de fuerza, ni de violencia, tan
sólo le hice ofertas y promesas de ropa y mejor trato. Así mismo debo manifestar que el primer
encuentro sexual se efectuó de noche y en su cama (…) no habiendo ella gritado ni manifestado
su oposición (…)” (Declaración indagatoria, 1974).
LXXI “Artículo 424°.- Los delincuentes que hubiesen cometido cualquiera de los delitos
mencionados en los artículos precedentes [“abuso deshonesto”, nota del autor] de este capítulo,
son responsables también mancomunadamente con los cómplices, auxiliadores o fautores,
receptadores o encubridores a dotar a las ofendidas a juicio de los jueces que determinarán la
dote con arreglo a las circunstancias personales de la ofendida, i a la fortuna del delincuente”.
LXXII "Señor Juez instructor
Asume defensa y expone- otrosí
Francisco Paredes, recluido en la cárcel pública, dentro del juicio seguido por Celedonia
Villagomez, presentándome ante usted con todo respeto digo:
He confesado en mi indagatoria el delito que me avergüenza y del que me encuentro
arrepentido, sin poder reparar el mal sin embargo, su autoridad comprenderá que en mi
condición de campesino analfabeto, sumido en la mayor ignorancia moral, desposeído hasta de
discernimiento conciencial, puesto que he sido criado como animalito y vivido en el mayor
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abandono moral y económico. Estos aspectos negativos, que la misma ley considera,
disminuyen mi grado de culpabilidad y por consiguiente la sanción o pena.
El hecho de mi pobreza extrema, ha hecho que tuviéramos que dormir en un solo lecho,
amontonados como animalitos gregarios, regidos únicamente por nuestros instintos, sin la
menor noción de ciertas normas sociales, que reglan las costumbres sociales. Tal como ve, soy
algo así como un prehumano que no ha alcanzado ni alcanzará el menor grado de cultura.
Por lo expuesto, pido a su autoridad que si alguna vez se tiene que aplicar el mínimo de ley,
debe ser esta.
Será Justicia.
Otrosí.- Proveídos en la cárcel pública de Padilla
Padilla, junio 12 de 1985
[Firma del defensor de oficio, huella del acusado]”.
LXXIII “(…) como resultado del análisis de las pruebas aportadas se llega a las siguientes
conclusiones:
Por la misma naturaleza del delito, el mismo que en la mayoría de casos no tiene mayores
elementos probatorios (…) Fernando García, padre de la menor Rita García, el día 27 de mayo
del 2000, en horas de la noche y en estado de ebriedad, aunque no en tal grado que no estuviera
consciente de sus actos, y de la gravedad de la conducta delincuencial que asumía en este
momento y aprovechando de la ausencia de la madre de la menor, consumió (sic) [consumó] el
abuso dicho, y como la menor estuvo narrando los hechos en su declaración, así como ante la
trabajadora social.
Que Fernando García, en su declaración indagatoria del 11 de abril de 2001, no niega haber
sostenido relaciones sexuales con su propia hija, es decir, abusó de su propia hija. Sin embargo,
él niega la paternidad de la hija concebida por Rita García, pues según él no coinciden las
fechas con el parto (…) llegando al colmo de afirmar que su hija habría sido abusada por dos
jóvenes, o la versión de que su hija Rita es una mentirosa, sin sopesar que sobre el daño sufrido
por la agresión sexual, las afirmaciones descalificadoras de su propio padre podían dañar aún
más la frágil psiquis de la menor Rita en el afán de [Fernando de] eximirse de la culpa por el
delito de violación (…)
(…) la menor Rita García fue víctima del delito de violación, así previsto y sancionado por el
articulo 308 primer párrafo (…) la conducta de Fernando García el 27 de mayo del 2000 en la
comunidad de Ovejeros se adecúa a la descripción legal antes citada, ésta se consuma mediante
la penetración [del miembro sexual masculino] u otro objeto en los órganos vaginales
valiéndose de la intimidación que ejerció en su condición de progenitor. En este caso sí se dio
[la violación], prueba de ello es la criatura nacida producto de la violación cometida por el
procesado (…)
Es necesario analizar la personalidad del procesado Fernando García, para una imposición de
una pena adecuada al momento de los hechos. Es decir, que el procesado es un campesino
analfabeto dedicado a la agricultura, y con el cual mantiene a su familia, y sin instrucción. Que
antes del presente proceso penal no tiene otros antecedentes y suponiéndose una conducta no
reprochable moralmente en el terreno familiar y comunal. Lo anterior se tendrá en cuenta al
momento de imponer una pena al procesado Fernando García (…) es declarado culpable del
delito de violación agravada, condenándolo a sufrir una pena de cinco años, aumentando el
mismo a otros cinco años por los agravantes, además de deber pagar costos al Estado y a la
parte civil (…) (Final sentence, rape case, Judicial Court of Padilla, 2001) (italics are mine)
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LXXIV “A la ciudad de La Paz me mandó el representante de ONAMFA con el consentimiento de
mi madre, porque se enteró por denuncia de la gente que yo recibía abuso de mi padrastro de
tipo sexual y malos tratos de mi madre y padrastro, por eso es que ONAMFA me mandó a La
Paz a trabajar donde la señora Marielita Cuellar Silva. De lo que retorné de La Paz ya no me
propuso nada mi padrastro, pero tengo problemas de traumas psicológicos a consecuencia de
tanta agresión que he sufrido, también debo aclarar que fui víctima de violación de Andrés
Serrano quien por la fuerza me violó muchas veces aprovechando de mi inocencia de niña que
aún era. Hoy que he vuelto a La Paz apenas puedo darme cuenta de la magnitud del crimen que
he sido víctima, estoy totalmente decepcionada de mi vida, me siento moralmente muy mal, he
perdido mi virginidad a mis nueve años y sé que eso es irreparable para mi persona, no
tengo afecto por nada, he comenzado con la decepción a mantener relaciones sexuales con
muchos jóvenes sin importarme de quién se trate, me da lo mismo hacerlo con uno o con
otro como queriendo destruir mi misma vida peor al verlo a mi padrastro tengo mucha rabia
y me duele la cabeza, a cuya consecuencia estoy esperando familia, estuve con las siguientes
personas: José Moscoso, Fernando Herrera, Marvin, Jhonny, Juan Carlos, esos serían en
reiteradas oportunidades pero no puedo saber para cuál de ellos será que estoy esperando, sólo
el Juan Carlos usó gondón [sic] [condón], los demás no, gesto de un mes y medio, en La Paz me
enamoré por primera vez de Orlando, por lo cual sufro, pero no tengo fuerzas para poder
cambiar mi actitud, pienso que estoy confundida y perdida, a todos los veo con la cara de
Orlando, clamo a Dios por mí pero no puedo no rezar porque me quedo a medias, yo sabía
rezar, pero ahora no puedo concluir una oración”. (Declaración informativa, Fiscalía Provincial,
Judicial Court of Padilla, 2001).
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